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FOREWORD

Field Manual 38-5, Logistics Maintenance Management, as of the time of publication, pre-
sents doctrine for the "producer-wholesale" area of maintenance in support of the U.S. Army in
the field.

This manual is concerned with the policies, principles, organizations, and operating tech-
niques of maintenance management and the skills necessary to implement them. Doctrine cover-
ing the details of the administrative areas and more complete consideration of the techniques
of application are included in other appropriate field manuals and authoritative publications, a
list of which is included in the appendix. The present era of technological advancement, and the
continuing improvement in organization, management, and operation concepts will make modi-
fications of this manual mandatory.

Users of the manual are encouraged to submit recommended changes or comments to improve
the manual. Comments should be keyed to the page, paragraph, and line of the text in which the
change is recommended. Reasons should be provided for each comment to insure understanding
and complete evaluation. Comments should be forwarded to the President, U.S. Army Mainte-
nance Board, Fort Knox, Ky. See AR 310-3 for desired format for corrections and changes.

USAMB will prepare and process changes to the manual on an annual basis.

Source data for material in this publication is 1 November 1961.
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PART ONE

MAINTENANCE GENERAL

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. Purpose a. Part I: Introduction to Maintenance. This
part contains discussion of the concepts and

This manual contains Army doctrine in the policies of maintenance management, the or-
field of maintenance management. It is designed

ganization for Army maintenance, the relation-
to provide a basis for appropriate courses of ship of maintenance to the life cycle of items in
instruction in the Army school system, to fur-

the system, and maintenance support policies.nish definitive guidance for operating agencies
in the field and to stimulate productive ap- b. Part II: Planning, Programing, Budget-
proaches to maintenance management problems ing, and Funding for Maintenance. This part
on the part of all military and civilian person- deals with the financial aspects of maintenance
nel who have responsibilty for maintenance management from planning through program-
management throughout the Army. It is con- ing, budgeting, funding and their associated
cerned with the policies, principles, organiza- systems of control.
tions, and operating techniques of maintenance c. Part III: Depot Maintenance. Covered
management and the skills necessary to imple- herein are the techniques of IROAN, depot or-
ment them. The material presented here is ganization scheduling, parts and production
applicable without modification to both nuclear management and cost control of depot mainte-
and nonnuclear warfare. nance operations.

2. Definition d. Part IV: Field and Organizational Main-
The term "maintenance" as used herein in- tenance. The missions and organization of field

The term "maintenance" as used herein in-
maintenance, maintenance support of the Army

cludes all actions necessary to keep Army
in the field, shop management, organizationalequipment in serviceable condition, including

repair, overhaul, servicing, inspection, testing, maintenance and parts support for field main-
modification, cannibalization, and disposal. tenance are contained in this part.

e. Part V: Maintenance in the Future. Ex-
3. Scope amined here are some of the circumstances and

Within the encompassing term "logistics," problems which will confront the maintenance
maintenance is centralized functionally. The manager with respect to rapidly changing con-
subject is developed in five parts: cepts of ground warfare.

Section II. SIGNIFICANCE OF MAINTENANCE

4. Equipment Support operable and thereby maintain the forces them-

a. The purpose of maintenance has not selves in a condition of combat effectiveness.
changed since warfare began; it is to keep the The importance of maintenance, however, has
equipment in the hands of military forces increased enormously and will continue to in-
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crease at an accelerating rate. The significant probability of extensive damage to facilities
factor is the multiplication of firepower, trans- and supply lines as well as to the equipment
portation, communications, and virtually every which must be supported. Extreme conditions
field of military capability through the develop- of usage and climatic environment must also
ment of new equipment. With the introduction be accepted and overcome by the maintenance
of firearms, the increment of military power manager in supporting the Army's global mis-
offered by equipment was increased. Today sion in peacetime no less than in war. The
when an infantry squad or platoon has fire- equipment itself is not always designed for the
power equivalent to that of an entire division most efficient maintenance, and may appear in
in World War II, the equipment component of numerous makes, models, and modifications
military capability has grown to a fantastic which complicate the support and repair tasks.
degree. In these circumstances, operability of Both of these latter factors must be given in-
highly complex equipment is of paramount im- creasing attention by qualified maintenance
portance. Deadlined items are useless if de- engineers in the design and developmental
cisions made on the assumption of full military phases.
capability commit units to action with only a b. Resources available to the maintenance
fraction of their assumed power. manager may be limited not only by funds re-

b. The supreme importance of maintenance strictions, but by the quantity, quality, and
to combat effectiveness is not altered under training of users, operators, and mechanics.
present peacetime or limited emergency con- Within these limitations, and subject to govern-
ditions. Readiness for combat demands the ing regulations and directives, the manager
same preparation and effort on the part of the must operate effectively and economically to
entire maintenance organization, with the perform a vitally important function.
added constraint of limited resources to do the
maintenance job. 7. Disposition of Resources

The decision and responsibilties of mainte-
5. Maintenance in the Logistics System nance management apply primarily to three

Within the overall support structure of the types of resources: parts and supplies used for
Army, maintenance functions and resources maintenance, facilities, and personnel. These
take on increased significance. Approximately three are factors in maintenance decisions at all
85 percent of all items in the supply system levels, from Army-wide maintenance planning
are repair parts, outnumbering the end items to management of preventive maintenance
which they support by a ratio of more than within a using unit. An appropriate balance of
20 to 1. Maintenance is considered in nearly employment among parts, personnel, and fa-
every phase of the life cycle of an item, from cilities to obtain maximum operational capa-
initial research to disposal. Design changes are bility for least expenditure of total resources
introduced for ease and lower cost of mainte- is an index of effective maintenance manage-
nance; modifications are made to cope with ment. Current systems of funding and cost
maintenance problems appearing in the field; control are capable of providing important in-
and items are disposed of when they reach their formation to the manager by translating his
limit of economical repair. utilization of different types of resources into

common dollar terms. Excessive use of parts
6. Environment of Maintenance will unnecessarily tax limited supply support

a. The strategic, tactical, and economic en- capabilities, and inefficient use of personnel
vironment of maintenance imposes certain may reduce combat capabilities. Effective man-
basic problems and limitations upon the main- agement analysis and decisions on the part of
tenance manager. Even in the continental all personnel responsible for maintenance oper-
United States (CONUS) and in every oversea ations are required both for the present com-
theater, maintenance activities must be geared plexities of the maintenance job and for the
to operate under combat conditions, with the acceleratory pace of future developments.
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CHAPTER 2

ORGANIZATION FOR ARMY MAINTENANCE

Section I. GENERAL

8. Principles of Logistics Organization means of managing each item of equipment
throughout its total life cycle, from research

a. The Army establishment is organized at and development to disposal. The technicaland development to disposal. The technicalall levels to provide for specific responsibility services, however, also tend to operate function-
and accountability for each principal activity

ally with organizational elements responsible
within the Army's mission. Logistics manage- for each logistics function. The logistics sys-

ment in the Army, as in all of the military
services, is recognized as a distinct function of
command which must be exercised where possi-
ble by organizational elements whose primary 9. Pattern of Logistics Organization
responsibilty and capability lie in logistics
areas. This distinct assignment of logistics a. Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental or-
responsibilities to specific elements of Army ganizational structure of the National Defense
organization in no way divorces logistics from Establishment and of the Department of the
command. The commander retains ultimate re- Army with respect to maintenance. Figure 2
sponsibility for logistics as well as for opera- relates these organizations to their basic Army-
tions, personnel, and other activities. Mainte- wide maintenance responsibilities. From these
nance is, in turn, a functional element within charts it can be seen that maintenance manage-
the "supply system." Like other supply func- ment is a responsibility shared in varying
tions, such as procurement, requirements, or degrees by many levels of the Government as a
storage and distribution, maintenance is treated whole and by the Department of the Army in
as a distinct functional entity. particular. The basic policies and programs

which bear on maintenance are established at
b. In considering the Army's logistics or- the highest levels of the national security

ganization, it is necessary not only to relate organization.
logistics to command, but to recognize the inter-
dependence and the relation of logistics func- b. Within the Department of the Army,
tions to the commodity structure of the Army logistics, like other military functions, is con-
supply system. Within each parent organization trolled within distinct and separate channels
of the Army establishment, provision must be on either a staff or command basis. DCSLOG
made for close communication with and coor- serves the Chief of Staff in a staff capacity,
dination of each logistics element. The lines of charged with exercising technical staff super-
responsibility and authority pertaining to ma- vision over logistics functions throughout the
teriel management must be clear. There must Army, and directs and controls the logistics
be a point of time and place in each organization functions of the technical services. The techni-
at which these lines come together for purposes cal services, in turn, exercise technical staff
of making decisions which consider the total supervision over all materiel, facilities, and
logistics picture. The Army has endeavored to personnel within their respective services. They
provide for cohesive management of material operate in a command capacity only with re-
through the technical services. Organized spect to activities and personnel specifically
around commodity groupings, the technical assigned to their control by Department of the
services provide, within their organizations, a Army. The functions and organizations and the
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GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY RELATED TO MAINTENANCE

iCoNG RESS I PRESIDENT

NATIONAL BUREAU OFFICE OF
SECURITY OF THE CIVIL AND
COUNCIL BUDGET DEFENSE

MOBILIZATION

OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF

DEFENSE

OF
STAFF

FIELD MAUNIFIED
~~~~~SECRETARY SECRREARY S~ IgCOMMANDS

OF THE OF THE OF THE
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INENORNVENNTROL p

Figure 1. General organization of the Federal Government, and the
Department of the Army related to maintenance.
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BASIC ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR ARMY MAINTENANCE

ARMY MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITIES RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION

NATIONAL SECURITY POLICIES PRESIDENT, NSC, CONGRESS, DOD

APPROPRIATIONS CONGRESS

BUDGETARY AND FUNDING CONTROLS DOD, DA, BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

LOGISTICS AND MAINTENANCE POLICIES DOD, DA, (DCSLOG)

MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT CHIEF, R & D; DCSLOG; DCSOPS;
USCONARC; TECHNICAL SERVICES

ARMY-WIDE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS DCSLOG

TECHNICAL SUPERVISION OVER ALL
ASPECTS OF MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT TECHNICAL SERVICES

CONUS DEPOT MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
AND OPERATION TECHNICAL SERVICES

OVERSEA DEPOT MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
AND OPERATION OVERSEA COMMANDERS

FIELD MAINTENANCE TECHNICAL SERVICES; OVERSEA
COMMANDERS; USCONARC

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE UNIT COMMANDERS

i!uy 161

Figure 2. Basic organizational responsibilities for Army maintenance.

general responsibilities of DCSLOG and the (2) Oversea units are under field armies
technical services are set forth in AR 10-5. and Army theater commanders. The

. Command over the Army's operating force latter, in turn, report to unified theaterc. Command over the Army's operating force
commands (such as Commander inis exercised by the Chief of Staff. Chief, Pacific (CINPAC), which re-
Chief, Pacific (CINPAC), which re-

(1) In CONUS the chain of command port operationally, to the Joint Chiefs
runs from the Chief of Staff to the of Staff.
Commanding General, United States (3) There are certain Army field com-
Continental Army Command (US- mands in CONUS, such as United
CONARC) through the commanders States Army Air Defense Command
of the zone of interior armies and the (ARADCOM), and Department of
Military District of Washington to Army agencies, such as the Army
the commanders of troop units in class Security Agency (ASA), which report
I installations. directly to Headquarters, Department
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of the Army. For these units, the sponsibilities are assigned to various levels of
special command relationships within command. The organization for performing
CONUS are outlined in AR 10-50. maintenance operations can be understood most

easily in relation to specific maintenance cate-10. Organization for Maintenance Operations gories. A detailed description of the Army's
The actual performance of maintenance structure for performing maintenance is con-

operations is a function of command, and re- tained in parts three and four of this manual.

Section II. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT AT NATIONAL POLICY LEVELS

11. Executive Office of the President system must function and the appropriations
necessary to its operation. Hearings held by

Sa Ats athe Choinef Executivef of the AUnted congressional committees often deal with suchStates and' ~mnan-der in C~hief of the Armed maintenance issues as overhaul backlogs, in-
Forces, the President is the focal point of the dustria funding at m aintenance shop s, and r-dustrial funding at maintenance shops, and re-national security organization. He is respon- pair parts procurement. Congressional hear-
sible for executing the laws enacted by Congress
and for directing the affairs of the Executive ings may lead the President's in appropriationsrequested in the President's budget or to otherBranch of the government. legislation affecting the Defense Establishment.

b. The President is assisted in establishing The appropriations function of Congress is
national security policies by the National Se- particularly important to Army maintenance.
curity Council and, in fiscal aspects, by the Changes in the President's budget for opera-
Bureau of the Budget. The National Security tion and maintenance necessitate last-minute
Council is comprised of the heads of the Execu- revisions to maintenance programs.
tive Offices, such as the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Director of the Office of Civil 13. Department of Defense
and Defense Mobilization, whose policies and a. The Department of Defense includes the
programs directly bear on national security'. Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint
Many of the decisions made by the President Chiefs of Staff, and the military departments.
have a considerable impact upon Army logistics The Secretary of Defense is responsible for
policies. Policy decisions made with regard to accomplishing the military aspects of the
such matters as force levels, weapon systems, National Security Mission, as defined by the
oversea deployments, budget ceilings, and policy National Security Council and delegated by the
action commitments all ultimately affect the President to the Department of Defense.
amount and nature of Army maintenance sup-
port required over a given period. b. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are the military

advisers to the President, the National Security
c. The Bureau of the Budget has a direct Council and the Secretary of Defense. They

effect on fiscal aspects of Army maintenance. prepare the strategic and integrated logistics
It reviews and adjusts requests for all Govern- objectives and plans for the Defense Establish-
ment appropriations to be included in the ment. The objectives, force requirements, and
President's budget and for apportionments toPresident's budget and for apportionments to plans of the Joint Chiefs of Staff are the basis
be made to executive agencies after congres- for the Armys preparation of its plans forfor the Army's preparation of its plans for

vsional approprisations are made. Included in force levels, materiel, and facilities; in thisthis review is the Operation and Maintenance, way, the actions of the Joint Chiefs of Staffway, the actions of the Joint Chiefs of StaffArmy (O&M, A) appropriation, Army Stock shape Army maintenance planning.
Fund and the Army Industrial Fund, which,
collectively, form the financial base for mainte- c. The influence of the Secretary of Defense
nance operations. over Army logistics policies is significant. He

establishes departmental directives and regu-
12. The Congress lations covering many areas of supply and

The Congress provides both the statutory maintenance management, such as cataloging
framework within which the Army logistics and standardization and maintenance engineer-
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ing policies. The Department of the Army by preparing detailed regulations in support
implements Department of Defense directives of Department of Defense policies.

Section III. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT AT DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY LEVEL

14. The Secretariat and the Deputy Chief of visory body for Army maintenance charged
Staff for Logistics with the following general responsibilities.

a. ice of the Secretary. Broad policies (1) Develops or approves all Departmenta. Office of the Secretary. Broad policies and pro-
and programs which affect Army maintenance of Army plans, policies, and pro-
emanate from the Office of the Secretary ofludes nance system and supervises their
Army. The Office of the Secretary includes
the Secretary of the Army, the Under Secre- implementation, exerising continuous
tary, and four Assistant Secretaries. The As- management supervision and reviewover the functioning of the system to
sistant Secretary of the Army for Installations insure maximum effectiveness and
and Logistics [ASA (I&L)] is directly con-
cerned with Army maintenance. He does not,
however, exercise direct command over mili- (2) Supervises the development and exe-
tary logistics operations. His primary duties cution of the Army's programs for
are to insure that Presidential and Department maintenance; maintenance manage-

ment improvement programs andof Defense policies are implemented by lower
echelons in consonance with Department of maintenance expenditure control sys-
Army responsibilities and capabilities, and to tems.
act as the staff advisor to the Secretary of the (3) Exercises staff supervision over the
Army on logistics matters. operating elements, facilities and pro-

cedures of the Army maintenanceb. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. system designed to provide for and
Specific formulation and execution of Army effect adequate and timely mainte-
logistics policies are a command responsibility ace of materiel for all Army opera-
of the Chief of Staff, who has, in turn, dele- tions and for other agencies, pro-gated authority for supervising the logistic grams and departments which havemission of the Army to the Deputy Chief of

been authorized Army support, toStaff for Logistics (DCSLOG). Figure 3 been authorized Army support, to
include the establishment, transfer orillustrates the organization of DCSLOG. The discontinuance of field and depotDCSLOG directs and controls the seven techni- maintenance repair shops.

cal services and exercises staff supervision
over the logistics operations of the continental (4) Develops and monitors maintain-
and oversea commands. The DCSLOG has ability evaluation and review pro-

grams of the technical services to in-several special assistants, an office of manage-
sure that proper consideration isment analysis and five directors reporting to
accorded these programs in the designhim. The directors specialize in five areas:
and development of new equipment.

Plans and Materiel, Logistics Manpower and and development of new equipment.
Doctrine, Installations, Procurement, and Sup- This includes all programs having the
ply Operations. The Director of Supply Opera- objective of reducing-(a) the requirement for repair parts;
tions has under his jurisdiction three subsid- () quantitative and qualitative tehni-
iary divisions: Storage and Distribution, cal skills;
Mutual Security and Materiel Maintenance, (c) frequency of maintenance; and
and, in addition, a DCSLOG field agency, the (d) the time required for maintenance
U.S. Army Maintenance Board. and improving accessibility for

c. Materiel Maintenance Division. The Ma- maintenance.
teriel Maintenance Division of the DCSLOG (5) Supervises the Army's Maintenance
(fig. 3) is the key policy making and super- Engineering Program to include all
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ORGANIZATION OF DCSLOG FOR MAINTENANCE

OFFICE OF
LOG DCSLOG MANAGEMENT

ANALYSIS

I i'

II S MA I D'RECTOR OF i DIRECTORDIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR OF DIRECTOR
I OF PLANS OF OF LOGISTICS AN- OFLiiiiiil POWER AND SUPPLYAND MATERIEL PROCUREMENT INSTALLATIONS DOCT RINE RADOCTRINE OPERATIONS

I

MATERIAL MUTUAL

FIEL OFFICES FTMAINTENANCE SECURITY ING BA

I , D I STRIBUTIONDIVISION DIVISION
IJ I~~~~~~~~~ I ~~DIVISIO

I---- I 'PLANS & POLICIES BRANCH

OPERATIONS BRANCHj

I ____N I NEER ING BRANC

U S ARMY LOGISTICS ARMY LOGISTICS U S ARMY
I- LOGISTICS IG MANAGEMENT MANPOWER MAINTENCE BOARD

FIELD OFFICES CENTER OFFICE
FT LEE VA FT LEE VA

1 July 1961

Figure 3. Organization of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.
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actions necessary before the intro- tenance serviceability standards. It
duction of new equipment into the includes computation of allowances
inventory and all actions taken after for and allocation of repair parts,
equipment is in the field that insure tools, and test equipment. Doctrine is
the effective support and operation of also developed to cover techniques of
the Army's equipment. The "before" maintenance, maximum allowable re-
actions include effective and timely pair expenditures, uniform inspection
preparations of- procedures, shop methods and layouts,

(a) maintenance concepts; use of maintenance support equip-
(b) maintenance support plans; ment, and training techniques.
(c) maintenance evaluation and alloca- (2) Technical supervision. The technical

tion of maintenance responsibili- services are responsible for Army-
ties; wide technical supervision of mainte-

(d) maintenance manuals; nance. Supervision includes insuring
(e) repair parts appendixes; that all technical doctrine is imple-
(f) special tools and text equipment mented and that maximum allowable

lists; and expenditures for repair are adhered
(g) the initial provisioning of parts. to. It also includes the monitoring of

The "after" actions include super- field and depot shop inspection prac-
vising Army-wide programs relating tices to insure more uniform appli-
to engineering changes, modification cation.
and retrofit and all changes necessary (3) Technical assistance. Technical serv-
to keep current maintenance support ices provide major commands and
plans and allied literature. their own activities with a broad

d. U.S. Army Maintenance Board. The technical assistance program. This
Board's mission is to assist the materiel main- program encompasses such services as
tenance division in the accomplishment of its new equipment training, determining
missions. economic repairability, explaining and

interpreting maintenance doctrine,
15. General Maintenance Responsibilities and reporting on unsatisfactory per-

formance of materiel or recommend-The core of the Army Maintenance system
lies in the seven technical services-the Chemi- ing equipment improvement.
cal, Ordnance, Quartermaster, Signal, and (4) Technical training. At their respec-
Transportation Corps, the Army Medical tive service schools, the technical
Service, and the Corps of Engineers. The services provide training in field
technical services perform their mission of maintenance for personnel who will
providing logistic support to the Army estab- be assigned to technical service units.
lishment under direction and control of the b. Command Responsibilities. The technical
DCSLOG. services command certain troops, organizations,

a. Staff Responsibilities. Acting in a staff activities, and installations, assigned by the
capacity, the technical services are responsible Department of the Army. These include: re-
for providing the following basic maintenance search and development activities; laboratories
services, and subordinate materiel and training com-

(1) Technical doctrine. This includes the mands; National Inventory Control Points;
preparation of maintenance concepts, National Maintenance Points; all CONUS
maintenance support plans (e.g., depots and arsenals; and field maintenance
maintenance evaluation, maintenance activities and shops at class II installations in
allocation charts, technical manuals CONUS. The command functions pertinent to
and repair parts appendixes, and maintenance which are carried out by the tech-
lubrication orders) modification work nical services at activities or installations as-
orders, technical bulletins, and main- signed to them involve-
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(1) programing, budgeting, funding and maintenance management at the commodity
scheduling and controlling all main- level. The NMP organization closely parallels
tenance operations at depot and field that of National Inventory Control Points
maintenance shops at class II instal- (NICP's), which provide for integrated ma-
lations; and teriel inventory management. Generally speak-

(2) exercising operational control over ing, maintenance programing and scheduling
military and civilian personnel. is carried out in conjunction with the NICP.

The NMP is responsible for all maintenance
16. General Organization engineering services. Army regulations on

the role, duties, and responsibilities of NMP's
a. Because of scattered physical locations of is currently under development.

functions, missions, and commodities assigned
to the technical services, they have had vary-) All technical services except the Army

Medical Service operate NICP's oning approaches to 'maintenrance management.
a commodity basis; they do not allThe maintenance management activities of the operate NM's Those technical serv-

seven services consequently differ in the degree e w
to which they have been delegated to sub- ices which do operate NMPis generally

have their NMP organizational ele-ordinate elements and the degree to which they
have been integrated with inventory controlated

NICP's and closely related to theirpoints or research and development activities. operations.operations.
b. The most effective organization for main- (2) Some technical services do not operate

tenance management is the National Mainte- complete NMP's; their maintenance
nance Point (NMP)-an organizational unit management functions are complete
or segment within a technical service, charged for some commodities, and are frag-
by the 'head of the technical service with the mented into various organizational
responsibility for all practicable aspects of elements for others.

Section IV. MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION AT THE U.S. CONTINENTAL ARMY
COMMAND LEVEL AND WITHIN ZONE OF INTERIOR ARMIES

17. General ment Section and a Materiel Development
Section.

The primary maintenance responsibility of
the United States Continental Army Command b. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,
(USCONARC) and of the ZI armies is to in- USCONARC, has general staff responsibility
sure the effective operation of organizational for maintenance. The Maintenance Division
and field maintenance. As a major tactical com- of the Logistics Section develops maintenance
mand, USCONARC plays a vital role in setting policies for USCONARC within the policies
requirements for, and assisting in, the develop- established by the Department of the Army.
ment of new materiel. Both USCONARC and It insures that field and organizational mainte-
the ZI armies operate under a general staff nance procedures, training, publications, equip-
organizational structure with supporting spe- ment and facilities meet the requisite Army
cial staffs. The latter include representatives standards. The Division prepares the mainte-
of the various technical services. Staff super- nance portion of the Program and Budget Guid-
vision of maintenance responsibilities are ance for programing and scheduling field and
lodged with these technical service staff officers. organizational maintenance. It exercises gen-

eral staff supervision over the maintenance
18. USCONARC Maintenance Organization portion of the operating budget of the ZI

a. Headquarters, U.S. Continental Army armies.
Command, operating under a general and spe- c. The technical service staff assists in the
cial staff concept includes a Combat Develop- development of USCONARC maintenance
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policies and programs related to particular in the ZI army chain of command, technical
items or weapons systems. liaison is maintained with technical service

d. USCONARC Boards are part of USCON- headquarters, National Maintenance Points,
ARC's test and development organization. and depots.
These Boards figure prominently in the develop-
ment phase of the life cycle of an item and
review military characteristics and participate a. The maintenance problems encountered in
in engineering and user tests. oversea commands tend to be more acute than

e. The chiefs of technical services DA main- in the CONUS because of the combat-ready
tain close liaison with USCONARC and its status of the field forces and the length of the
subordinate agencies on maintenance matters, supply pipeline. The organization for mainte-subordinate agencies on maintenance matters,

nance overseas does not differ appreciablyparticularly the development of new items of the operating forces in the

CONUS; the chief difference being that over-policies, and effective maintenance operations.
sea depots are a command responsibility of the

19. Organization of a Zone of Interior Army theater commander. The programing for over-
sea depot overhaul must be coordinated with

The ZI armies also operate under the line technical service NICP's in CONUS.
and staff organizational structure. Technical
staff supervision over maintenance is dis- b. The technical services provide technical
charged by the responsible technical service guidance and assistance to oversea com-
officer, who insures that adequate field and manders. Field maintenance general and direct
organizational maintenance is provided for the support units overseas are composed of techni-
materiel within his purview. Although these cal service forces. They are commanded by
organizational and field maintenance units are operating commands.
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CHAPTER 3

MAINTENANCE AND THE LIFE CYCLE

Section I. THE LIFE CYCLE

21. Scope late technological development; in others
technological breakthroughs, such as those ina. The effective, economical operation of the atomic energy, generate radical revisions to

Army maintenance system is clearly essential
in strategic objectives. From the overall objec-to the support of the Army in garrison and in tives stem Q&ulitative Materiel Developmentthe field. Maintenance must be considered dur- Objectives, which are Department of the Army-

ing every stage of the life cycle, as an item
planning approved statements of military need for de-progresses from requirement and planningvelopment of new materiel whose feasibility

phases, through research and development, to is as yet undetermined. The Deputy Chief of
its in-service period, and finally to its obso- Staff for Military Operations has general staff
lescence phase and ultimate disposal. responsibility for the review, coordination and

b. The Department of the Army fully recog- approval of the Qualitative Materiel Develop-
nizes the necessity for early consideration dur- ment Objectives and incorporation, as appro-
ing the life cycle of new equipment of optimum priate, in the Combat Development Objectives
design for maintainability and adequate main- Guide (CDOG). Based on these objectives
tenance support planning during the develop- Qualitative Materiel Requirements (QMR's)
ment stage. Maintainability and maintenance are established. These are statements of need
support must be considered from the drawing for new items systems or assemblages, the
board to the production line. Planning must development of which are believed to be feasi-
begin with maintenance evaluation and main- ble. The Chief of Research and Development
tenance engineering of prototypes at the time has primary Department of the Army responsi-
of engineering testing of new equipment. bility for review, coordination, approval and
There are numerous problems to overcome in modification of QMR's and for their publica-
realizing these maintenance requirements dur- tion in CDOG.
ing development. Obstacles, such as resistance b. Proposed QMR's for new or improved
from design engineers, project telescoping, and materiel for use in the field Army are prepared
inadequate organization and procedures for by the CG, USCONARC and submitted to the
maintainability review or for meaningful main- Department of the Army for approval. Other
tenance evaluation may be encountered, any using agencies prepare and submit to the De-
one of which may impede the execution of partment of the Army for approval, through
Army maintenance policies. the CG, USCONARC for review, QMR's for

materiel for use by units of the Army in the
22. Life Cycle of an Item field.field.

a. Figure 4 illustrates the life cycle of an c. The agency preparing QMR's for sub-
item in the military service-often, however, mission includes a statement as to whether the
the steps in the cycle will be overlapped or information contained therein is sufficiently
conducted concurrently. New items are de- detailed to serve as Military Characteristics
veloped in consonance with overall Army (MC). When the characteristics stated in the
operational and logistics objectives and with QMR are not in sufficient detail to permit the
the state of the technological arts. In some establishment of a development project, MC's
instances, strategic and tactical needs stimu- are submitted as soon as the availability of
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sufficient information permits their prepara- determine inherent structural, physical or
tion. Military Characteristics, which are state- chemical qualities of the items or system tested,
ments of those capabilities of an item, weapons including those of an environmental nature.
system, or assemblage which will enable it to This phase coincides with the maintenance
fulfill a specific QMR, are prepared and sub- evaluation of a maintenance engineering proto-
mitted for various categories of materiel by type as the initial step in maintenance support
the same agencies, through the same channels planning. These tests result in design modifi-
as prescribed for the submission of QMR's. cations prior to production. The prototype, or
The Chief of Research and Development for- sample of a commercial item already in pro-
wards approved QMR's or MC's after coordina- duction, then enters the "Service Tests" phase.
tion with other staff activities (i.e., DCSLOG) Like engineering tests, service tests generate
to the appropriate developing agency with im- modifications and sometimes even result in a
plementing instructions. If feasibility of the decision not to procure the item. Confirma-
project is known, the Chief of Research and tory tests of first-run production items are also
Development directs the establishment of a frequently made by the using agency. This is
development project. If feasibility is not done to insure that the item being procured
known, the Chief of Research and Development performs as satisfactorily as the previously
may direct the appropriate developing agency tested prototype and also to determine the
to conduct a feasibility study. The QMR's adequacy of modifications recommended as a
and/or MC's, together with the feasibility result of the test of the prototype. Service
study, are then forwarded to the Department tests are conducted by USCONARC Boards.
of the Army Staff for approval. Approved The results of these tests are forwarded to
QMR's and/or MC's are recorded by the USCONARC for review and action, and then
technical committee of the developing technical to the Department of the Army. Tests are of
service. Recording by the technical committee two types--
insures coordination of the interests of all (1) Service test. A test of an item or
developing and using agencies including those
of other governmental agencies which might system of materiel conducted under
be involved. After approval the developing simulated or actual operational con-
agency prepares accompanying technical ditions to determine to what degree
characteristics. the item or system meets the stipu-

lated Military Characteristics, or thed. After the Military Characteristics have
been reviewed and recorded by the technical
committee, the "Establishment of Project" its maintenance package for use by
phase begins. At this stage, the appropriate the Army.
technical service establishes a research and de- (2) Troop test. A test conducted in the
velopment project for the item. This is fol- field for the purpose of evaluating
lowed by the "Design of the Item" phase, in operational or organizational con-
which blueprints and three-dimensional mock- cepts, doctrine, techniques, proce-
ups are made. The next phase is "Development dures, or to gain further information
of Prototype." During this phase theoretical on materiel. During each of the above
considerations may still crop up, and side ex- phases there are reviews for main-
cursions into research may be necessary. Ex- tainability by maintenance engineers.
cept for minor changes, however, the item is f. Ordinarily, an item will be type classified
usually close to the final product, both in its by technical committee action prior to its
characteristics and its materials. It is, of production or procurement. This is the "Type
course, nearly always handmade at a far Classification" phase of the life cycle. Items
greater cost than will be incurred in ultimate are type classified by the technical service from
production. the standpoint of development and suitability

e. The prototype then enters the "Engineer- for service. AR 705-6 provides appropriate
ing Tests"'' phase, the object of which is to type classification guidance.
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g. The "Production" phase encompasses An item may never see use, and may spend its
product improvement and engineering change life in storage.
orders, as well as initial manufacture. During i. An item's planned in-service life ends
this phase, close attention is devoted to im- when it is type classified as obsolete. Disposal
proving or modifying the product. of an item may be by sale, if it has commercial

h. The "Item-in-Service" phase covers value; by cannibalization, if its parts or com-
several stages. The item might first be as- ponents are of value; or by outright scrapping.
signed to units which are experimenting with j. The term "service life" refers to the
new operational tactics and strategy, or it period during which an item type is expected
might go directly into operational use. As the to be in the Army supply system; the term
item ages, it may be used only for rear-echelon "life span" refers to the life expectancy of the
support, or it may be assigned for training. individual items within the type.

Section II. MAINTENANCE PLANNING AND MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT
FOR MAINTAINABILITY

23. Basic Planning Considerations and Process cally upon issuance to the field. In-
process reviews are conducted as ana. General. The most potent weapon system

can become a logistics nightmare without sound integral part of the materiel develop-
ment review program set forth in ARplanning. The necessity of early and continued

consideration of maintenance during develop- 7055. The chief of each developing
ment of new materiel is fully recognized. Two agency must hold these revews peri-
maintenance objectives must be met before an odically for each item undergoingdevelopment for balanced considera-item is issued to the ultimate user. First, the
item must be planned, designed, and engineered ton of developmental, procurement,
for maximum reliability and maintainability production, tactical employment, and

consistent with operationalrequiremelogistics support requirements. Theseconsistent with operational requirements.
Maintainability is assured through review by reviews are coordinated with the sup-
maintenance engineers at specific in-process porting agency, the using agency, the
review points in the development process. Chief of Research and Development,

, and the U.S. Army MaintenanceSecond, materiel development must be ac- Bad
companied by a maintenance support plan.
This plan, prepared by the developing techni- (2) Review points. If in-process reviews
cal service, fixes the responsibility for mainte- are to be effective, it is vital that re-
nance operations on appropriate maintenance view procedures be formally defined
echelons and insures that each item will be and that they begin as early as possi-
supported by the proper technical skills, re- ble during an item's development. In
pair parts, tools and test equipment, handling this way maintenance considerations
equipment, and technical publications, and by can be given proper weight in relation
effective training and technical to other item characteristics and
programs. operational considerations. DCSLOG

has formalized a doctrine for holding
b. In-Process Review. these reviews which will still permit

(1) Review requirements. The review of flexibility among the technical serv-
maintenance considerations arrived ices. This doctrine calls for stated
at during the various development logistics objectives to be given the
phases of an item constitutes a critical maximum possible emphasis at vari-
step in maintenance planning. It is our stages of materiel development
the means by which an item can be (AR 705-5).
developed with optimum maintain- (3) Maintenance objectives. The mainte-
ability features and supported logisti- nance objectives set forth by DCSLOG
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stress an elaboration of those called maintenance problems simply can-
for in preparing a maintenance sup- not be anticipated without being
port plan. They include- able to test actual end items and

(a) reliability; their components. A concerted
(b) reduction in technical skills (quan- effort should be made at this stage

tity and complexity) for mainte- to avoid designing maintenance
deficiencies into an item. Many
maintenance problems can be

(c) use of standard parts, components, averted if design personnel plan for
modules, tools, and test equipment; standard parts and tools, concen-

(d) interchangeability of parts, com- trate on durability, and blueprint
ponents, and modules; for accessible maintenance, lubri-

(e) accessibility for adjustment and re- cation, and testing points. The de-
pair; cision as to whether to design for

(f) reduction in frequency of repair; use of plug-in assemblies and com-
(g) use of throwaway components; ponents rather than individual re-
(h) speed in fault isolation; and pair parts can be made on the draw-
(i ) reduction in repair time. ing boards.

(c) The requirements of the users and(4) Review of military and technical the item's design features largely
the item's design features largelycharacteristics. DCSLOG screens shape the maintenance plan. The

QMR's to determine their validity original concept of an item is
with respect to logistics support. A adapted or modified to meet the
maintenance review is provided when existing maintenance organization

existing maintenance organizationthe MR's for a proposed item of rather than vice versa. Considera-
rather than vice versa. Considera-equipment are reviewed by USCON- tions with regard to standardiza-

ARC, by the designated development tion of parts and components decree
tion of parts and components decree
that a careful survey be made of

(a) The procedures for conducting the available parts, tools, and test
maintenance reviews vary among equipment which can be used as a
the technical services within the guide in design. The original de-
broad framework established by sign requirements may call for
DCSLOG. Maintenance engineers maximum lower echelon repairs,
from the appropriate NMP col- when the tools required for such
laborate directly with the project repairs are available only at fourth
designers in incorporating main- and fifth echelons. Such a problem
tainability into design. In some would involve an analysis to de-
cases maintenance review during termine whether the item should be
the design phase is conducted by redesigned for lower echelon tools,
research and development engi- or whether higher echelon tools
neers. A compromise between these should be stocked at lower echelons.
procedures is sometimes reached by The whole process of maintenance
having the design engineers furnish data collection and analysis will
maintenance personnel with specifi- continue throughout the develop-
cations, sketches, and blueprints for ment cycle. The sooner this process
review as they become available. can begin, the greater is the chance

(b) There are certain limitations as to of completing it before the item is
how much maintenance review can released for production.
be accomplished at the initial de- (d) Maintenance engineers must de-
sign stages or even at the time the velop an effective procedural rela-
first development models or mock- tion with research and development
ups have been fabricated. Many personnel, and foster a receptive
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audience at the development agency. expendable even though they are rep-
Maintenance is not an appendage arable. The cost of supporting an
to, but rather an integral part of, item with an elaborate maintenance
an item's design. Initial mainte- organization may exceed the cost of
nance reviews are likely to be in- buying a completely new item to re-
formal in nature, and the final de- place it when it becomes unservice-
cision as to whether or not to able.
accept a maintenance recommenda- (2) The degree of maintenance support
tion generally rests with the de- considered desirable varies with
signer. items, operators, maintenance organ-

(e) The detection of a maintenance izations, and theaters. In the develop-
problem does not necessarily insure ment or procurement of most new
that a solution will be attained. items, it is necessary for the responsi-
Maintenance must compete against ble technical service to undertake a
other pressing military require- comprehensive study to determine
ments of performance, size, and what maintenance support should be
weight. The growing emphasis on provided. Such a study must consider
airborne equipment has imposed the basic design configuration of the
heavy burdens on maintenance. The item itself, the replacement costs for
necessity for compactness often the item, the estimated service life of
results in reparable components the item type and the life span of
being jammed into inaccessible individual items of the particular
spots and lubrication points being type, the number and types of repair
obscured. Similarly, a maintenance parts required and available, and the
recommendation for a more durable skills, time, and facilities necessary
part may be overridden by a stra- to support the item.
tegic or critical material ban. (3) Consideration of both the service life

(5) Final preproduction reviews. One of and the life span for a new item is
the most critical points in mainte- basic to a determination of the main-
nance planning, particularly the tenance which will be required to sup-
physical evaluation or product review port it. These factors significantly
phase, occurs after completion of affect provisioning of repair parts,
full-scale development prototypes and the allocation of maintenance opera-
subsequent engineering and test tions to the various echelons, and the
models. These hand-tooled models standards to be applied in establish-
generally contain the same materials ing maximum economic repair limits.
which will be used in regular produc- The estimated life span of an item
tion, thereby lending themselves may be based initially on historical
readily to study and testing. data, on wear-out rates of similar

c. Determining Need for Maintenance Sup- models or types of equipment, or on
port. engineering estimates. Initial esti-

(1) The nature of the maintenance sup- mates are revised generally in accord-
port plan developed for a new item ance with actual experience data.
depends on the maintenance concept Estimates of service rest primarily
adapted. There must first be a de- on anticipated strategic and tactical
termination as to whether the item requirements and on the prospect of
should be supported. It is neither technological advances. Considera-
necessary nor desirable to provide tion of all these factors and enumera-
maintenance support for every item or tion of those which affect maintenance
its major components. In many in- support are included in what is known
stances items are considered to be as the maintenance concept.
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24. The Maintenance Support Plan users, the availability of standard and inter-
a. Developing a Support Plan. The technical changeable parts, the publications required to

service responsible for developing a new item, support the item, the training and technical
or for procuring a commercial item must insure assistance programs which will be necessary,
that the item not only can be supported, but and the capabilities of the existing mainte

nance structure for accomplishing anticipatedthat it will be supported. Each technical serv-
ice is required by DCSLOG (AR 750-1) repairs. Based on these considerations and

.iciae is reparutiredby aC (aRntenane 7 t data obtained by maintenance engineers dur-initiate preparation of a maintenance support
plan for each item of materiel which it developsaintenane evaluation an effective sup-port plan can be prepared. The maintenanceor procures. To develop this plan, the item

support plan is initiated upon establishmentmust be reviewed (maintenance evaluation)
prior to prod~uction _(oprmally.at the time of and development of a procurement project and

kept current throughout the development andengineering test) with respect to the follow-
procurement stages of an item. It includesing considerations:
preparation of a maintenance allocation chart

(1) Determination of the preventive and (MAC), which assigns maintenance functions
corrective maintenance that will be and repair operations to be performed by each
required, the frequency of mainte- appropriate maintenance echelon. It also makes
nance, and the ease of performing it. provisions for appropriate technical manuals

(2) Allocation of maintenance operations with appended parts, tools, and test equip-
to the lowest appropriate echelon ment lists, as well as other pertinent technical
based on the maintenance concept of publications. That part of the plan to include
support, plus- allocation of first and second echelon functions

(a) skills, required, and available; and publications and parts appendixes for first
(b) time required for maintenance; and second echelons is completed and collated
(c) requirement for standardization and in preliminary draft form-called the mainte-

interchangeability of parts and nance package-for evaluation during service
components; test.

(d) tools and test equipment required c. Nature of the Maintenance Package.
(special or common); (1) DCSLOG requires each technical serv-

(e) mission of the intended user; and ice to prepare a Maintenance Package
(f) MOS structures, POI's, TOE's, for every item of materiel which it

training, training aids, and facility develops or procures for service test.
requirements to insure that trained This package consists of preliminary
maintenance personnel are avail- drafts of-
able to support the end item when (a) the maintenance allocation chart(s)
it is issued to the troops in the (MAC);
field. (b) the list of repair parts and special

b. Nature of the Plan. An analysis of the tools authorized for use in organiza-
above considerations indicates that the mainte- tional maintenance;
nance plan is essentially a composite program (c) Parts I and II of the technical
for supporting an item in service. To develop manual(s); and
such a composite program for the maintenance (d) lubrication order(s).
and repair parts support of an item, the tech- Preparation of draft material for the
nical service must do more than physically Maintenance Package is based upon a
examine prototypes and test models. It must physical review or teardown of a
first determine a maintenance concept for the model of the item. This model should
item, then collect and collate information on be an engineering prototype, or in the
the planned service life of the item type and case of commercial items, it may be a
the expected life span of each individual item. preproduction model (AR 750-6).
It must ascertain the item's projected use and The regulations specifically stipulates
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that the technical services will insure the second-echelon column, indicates
than an appropriate model is made that second echelon may perform the
available to maintenance engineers in particular maintenance function, pro-
sufficient time to permit physical re- vided that the request originates from
view or teardown and preparation of an organizational level and is specifi-
the Maintenance Package prior to cally authorized by the direct support
service testing. technical service officer. Columns 4

(2) Maintenance engineers in the case of and 5 provide for further breakdown
mechanical equipment conduct a com- of second-echelon maintenance respon-
plete disassembly and reassembly of sibilities, i.e., company and battalion.
the item and its major components, If column 9, "Tools Required," were
using the tools normally assigned to used, a list of individual tools or test
each maintenance echelon. This break- equipment would be attached. Column
down enables maintenance personnel 10 is used for cross-reference of a
to spot inaccessible lubrication points particular maintenance function to
and components, areas likely to un- special explanatory notes or illustra-
necessarily collect abrasive dust or tions required, which would be at-
moisture, parts subjected to undue tached as an inclosure to the chart.
friction, and points vulnerable to (5) Repair parts selection and allocation
severe stress and strain. It also reveals for an item are based on the mainte-
what parts, tools and test equipment nance allocation chart.
are required to support the item. (6) Finalized maintenance allocation

(3) As a consequence of the judgments charts will be included in part II of
reached during the maintenance evalu- the appropriate technical manual for
ation, maintenance personnel in con- the item (AR 310-3).
junction with repair parts specialists, (7) The final maintenance evaluation will
prepare drafts of the maintenance determine the most effective and
allocation charts for the item. These economical form of supply repair
charts fix the echelon authorized to parts to be used in each operation and
perform each maintenance operation, echelon, that is, individual items, parts
on the basis of the skills available, kits, plug-in units, and subassemblies.
time required, and parts, tools, and (8) The formal preservice test mainte-
test equipment required or available. nance evaluation should be conducted

(4) The maintenance allocation chart for- by maintenance engineers at the ap-
mat has been standardized (AR 750- propriate National Maintenance Point
6). The components listed in column in conjunction with repair parts
2 of the chart would be those appli- representatives, packaging engineers,
cable to the end item which were and tool and test equipment specialists
susceptible to maintenance. Column 2 from either the NMP or the appro-
also indicates whether the component priate National Inventory Control
would be serviced, adjusted, inspected, Point. In such cases, recommendations
tested, replaced, repaired, alined, cali- are forwarded to research and develop-
brated, overhauled, or rebuilt. Columns ment and to production (or industrial)
3 through 8 indicate the echelon (s) engineering for consideration. The
of maintenance authorized to perform maintenance review is part of a formal
the operation indicated in column 2. product review which is conducted
An "X" in these columns would only jointly by representatives from re-
indicate the echelon responsible for search and development, industrial
the particular maintenance operation; engineering, parts, and maintenance
it would not necessarily indicate parts activities. The item is studied in
stockage at that level. The symbol terms of producibility, use of standard
"% %" which may be placed only in components, conservation of critical
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and strategic materials, ease of main- tions, if any, may be necessary to
tenance, and reliability. Subsequently, properly support the new item. The
the complete maintenance package, to- service schools determine quotas for
gether with the end item and all acces- any schools which are to be conducted
sories, special tools, and repair parts by the contractor or technical service
required to maintain it, is made avail- in regard to new equipment. The
able to the appropriate service or National Maintenance Points deter-
troop test agencies for evaluation and mine the special requirements for
service or troop tests. These tests, manufacturers representatives and
which are conducted under simulated, further school training of technical
or in the case of troop tests, actual service personnel.
operating conditions, usually are in- (10) AR 750-6 prescribes that representa-
valuable to maintenance, as many de- tives from the following agencies will
ficiencies do not become apparent until meet for the purpose of finalizing the
the item has been tested in the field. maintenance package: the technical
These tests may indicate the need for service agencies responsible for de-
re-echeloning certain maintenance veloping the end item and the mainte-
functions. In some cases, maintenance nance package, appropriate technical
engineers actually work with the item service schools and service test agen-
during field tests, but more often the cies, appropriate USCONARC service
National Maintenance Point or equiv- schools and test agencies, and the U.S.
alent sends service test questionnaires Army Maintenance Board.
to USCONARC. Time pressures, how- (11) The U.S. Army Maintenance Board
ever, may limit the value of test mediates points of dispute for
evaluations; on crash programs, the DCSLOG which cannot be settled by
test phase may not be completed until mutual agreement between the techni-
after initial production commences. cal services and USCONARC repre-

(9) Concurrently with the development sentatives. In disputes involving only
and test of materiel, service schools technical services, USAMB repre-
and NMP's responsible for training sentatives will mediate only on points
maintenance personnel examine the between two or more technical serv-
existing MOS and training structure ices. Unresolved disputes are finally
to determine what revisions or addi- settled by Department of the Army.

Section III. REPAIR PARTS PROVISIONING, ALLOCATION, AND ALLOWANCES

25. Provisioning Objectives is particularly true of provisioning for end
items new to the supply system, where selection

a. The effectiveness of a maintenance sup- may depend largely on the foresight of those
port plan depends greatly upon sound provision- performing the maintenance evaluation and
ing. Initial provisioning is the process of deter-
mining the range and quantity of items (i.e.,
repair parts, maintenance tools, test equipment b. The chief purpose of initial provisioning
and support equipment) required to support is to procure maintenance support items, in-
and maintain an end item of materiel for an cluding repair parts, concurrently with the new
initial ]period of service. This is the point at end items in order to insure support between
which the basic supply pattern for maintaining the time of end-items issue and the time when
an item is established. Subsequent field use, experience supply data are firm enough to per-
technical improvements, and particular supply mit procurement by normal replenishment
exigencies may alter this pattern for purposes methods. The formal initial provisioning proc-
of followon provisioning, but the importance of ess is ordinarily accomplished after user tests
the initial decisions must be emphasized. This and final engineering and maintenance evalua-
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tions on the production model have been made support the production end items. In preparing
and prior to production of the end items. This the maintenance package for user tests it is
does not preclude limited procurement of or- necessary for the developing agency to draw up
ganizational and certain field maintenance parts a repair parts list, as well as lists of special
and other equipment necessary to support an tools and test equipment for organizational
item during its tests. Long lead-time support maintenance. This insures that the user test
items may also be procured in advance of ap- agency will have a small quantity of parts on
proval of the production model. This type of hand in order to carry out the required tests.
procurement, however, basically follows the It also enables the developing agency to test the
regular provisioning requirements for docu- validity of the preliminary parts selection.
mentation and evaluation. b. Initial Provisioning Schedule. The techni-

c. Like the development of maintenance allo- cal services issue provisioning procedures for
cation charts, initial provisioning involves both materiel within their cognizance. These pro-
a physical appraisal of the item, together with cedures call for establishment of a provisioning
its components, and a study of its future en- schedule to insure that complete provisioning
vironment. The existing supply system is ex- documentation, necessary provisioning confer-
amined carefully to determine parts common ences, and ultimate delivery of repair parts are
and parts peculiar; the maintenance structure scheduled in consonance with the end-item de-
is studied with respect to its capabilities; the livery schedule. The provisioning schedule de-
merits of stocking assemblies and components fines the tasks to be performed by both the
as opposed to individual parts are weighed; contractor and the Army agencies concerned
and the item is ultimately source coded. Source and provides a related time schedule. In accord-
coding indicates the best method or source of ance with the schedule, the contractor must
supply for the selected part, the lowest echelon furnish technical provisioning documentation
of maintenance capable of installing or manu- necessary for parts identification, determination
facturing the repair part, and the recoverability of requirements, cataloging, and contractual
aspects of the part. Allocations and allowances formalization. It includes a provisioning list,
of the required repair parts are also made; the priced repair parts list, and supporting docu-
parts chosen for stockage are published in mentation in the form of drawings, schedules,
appendixes to the technical manuals. A similar and item descriptions. The technical service
process for provisioning is followed with test may also call for a long-lead time items list,
and other maintenance support equipment, to be filed in advance of approval of a produc-
which are also listed in the appendixes to the tion model. It may also request a Vendor Item's
technical manuals. List on commercial parts and often a list of bulk

items required for maintenance and overhaul.
26. Provisioning Process The format for all lists is designated for manual

a. Preliminary Provisioning for User Tests. preparation or for use on electronic data proc-
The provisioning process actually begins well essing equipment (EDPE).
before the formal initial provisioning is under- c. The following is a typical technical service
taken for quantity procurement of items to provisioning schedule:

A ction By Timing

Submission of provisioning documentation Contractor Within 30 days after receipt of award.
scheduling letter.

Preprovisioning planning conference. Government Within 30 days of provisioning documentation
scheduling letter.

Request for authorization and submission of Contractor 15 days prior to ordering long-lead production
data for long-lead parts. parts.

Reply to request for long-lead parts. Government Within 15 days of receipt of request.
Submission of provisioning documentation. Government Not later than 45 days prior to ordering pro-

duction parts or concurrent with submission
of preprodutcion sample (whichever is
earlier).
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Action By Timing

Acknowledgment of receipt of provisioning Government Upon receipt of provisioning documentation.
documentation.

Submission of revisions to provisioning docu- Contractor As required subsequent to submission of pro-
mentat;ion. visioning documentation.

Provisioning conference. Government Not later than 45 days after receipt of accept-
able provisioning documentation.

Submission of repair parts advice with repair Government Not later than 45 days after receipt of accept-
parts exhibit. able provisioning documentation.

Submission of priced repair parts exhibit with Contractor Not later than 120 days prior to initial de-
pricing data. livery of end item.

Submission of shipping instructions with stock Government Not later than 45 days prior to initial delivery
numbers. of end item.

Contract mpoification defining_repair parts Government Not later than 15 days prior to initial delivery
requirements. of end item.

Delivery of repair parts. Contractor Concurrent and proportionate with the end
item.

27. Provisioning Criteria c. The quantities of selected repair parts re-
quired are based not only upon regular supply

a. The selection of repair parts is predicated stockage objectives to cover initial distribution
stockage objectives to cover initial distribution

on the maintenance allocation chart. The actual
to using units (AR 700-18) and stockage at

selection is accomplished by physical examina- oversea and CONUS depots (AR 11-8 and AR
tion of the entire end item and its parts, and a

710-25), but upon maintenance and engineer-
review of parts drawings. Mortality rates on
similar end items already in use are considered, estimated hours or miles of operation, the pro-

estimated hours or miles of operation, the pro-
as is the relation of a part to a higher com- gramed physical environment the skill of
ponent and to the end item. In arriving at parts operators, the quality of expected preventive
to be selected for ultimate provisioning, the

and organizational maintenance, and other con-
process of elimination is very useful. By follow- ditions under which the end item will be oper-
ing established criteria for not selecting a part, ated Deviations from both range and quantity

ated. Deviations from both range and quantity
it is relatively easy to achieve a parts list for
selection. The criteria for nonselection are-

(1) production items, the mortality of 28. Repair Parts Allocation and Allowance
which is below the frequency of the
reclamation of the major item or the a. General. The repair parts originally se-
component on which used; lected for the maintenance package and refined

(2) parts that can be fabricated by or- during provisioning must be allocated by the
ganizational, field, and depot mainte- technical service to the appropriate maintenance
nance units; and echelon; source codes must be prepared and

(3) items that a maintenance evaluation allowance factors and initial guide quantity
has determined are more advantageous lists established. The final allocation is usually
to supply as an assembly, as a com- made after user tests and is based upon the
bination of assemblies, or as a com- revised maintenance allocation chart. It reflects
ponent of kits or sets. the maintenance and support capabilities avail-

b. The range of parts selected for initial pro- able at each echelon and the complexity of each
visioning is limited to organizational and field repair operation. The codes, allowances, and
maintenance repair parts required in the first initial guide quantity lists are published in
full year of operation. This includes parts technical manual appendixes.
initially required in service schools for train- b. Army Repair Parts Source, Maintenance,
ing purposes. Slow-moving, nonfunctional re- and Recoverability Code.

pair parts and parts required for maintenance (1) Army Source Coding as defined in
support beyond the first year's quantities of the AR 700-18, is a method devised to
end items will not be procured (AR 700-19). indicate-
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(a) the parts selected to satisfy mainte- (g) Code "X2"-applied to repair parts
nance or repair requirements; which are not stocked. The indi-

(b) the most efficient and practical cated maintenance echelon requir-
source or method of supply for the ing these repair parts will attempt
selected repair part; to obtain them from salvage; if not

(c) the lowest echelon of maintenance obtainable from salvage, the repair
capable of installing or manufactur- parts will be requisitioned with sup-
ing the repair part; and porting justification through normal

(d) the recoverability aspects of the re- supply channels.
pair part. (h) Code "C"-applied to repair parts

(2) Army Source Code symbols are as authorized for local procurement.
follows: If not obtainable from local pro-

(a) Code "P"-applied to repair parts curement, these repair parts will be
which are high mortality parts, pro- requisitioned through normal supply
cured by technical services, stocked channels with a supporting state-
in and supplied from the technical ment of nonavailability from local
service depot system, and authorized procurement.
for use at indicated maintenance (i) Code "Z"-applied to obsolete re-
echelons. pair parts no longer stocked or pro-

(b) Code "P1"-applied to repair parts cured.
which are low mortality parts, pro- (3) In using these codes to classify an item,
cured by technical services, stocked two other symbols are added; they
only in and supplied from technical represent the echelon authorized to in-
service key depots, and authorized stall the part (and, if applicable, to
for installation at indicated mainte- fabricate it) and the recoverability
nance echelons. status of the part. The following code

(c) Code "M"-applied to repair parts symbols are used to indicate the lowest
which are not procured or stocked, maintenance echelon authorized to in-
but are to be manufactured by using stall and, where applicable, to manu-
units at indicated maintenance facture "M"-coded repair parts.
echelons. (a) Code "O"-first and second echelon

(d) Code "A"-applied to assemblies (b) Code "F"-third echelon
which are not procured or stocked (c) Code "H"-fourth echelon
as such, but which are made up of (d) Code "D"-fifth echelon
two or more units, each of which (4) When repair parts have been desig-
carries individual stock numbers nated as recoverable items, the appro-
and descriptions and is procured priate code symbol listed below is
and stocked and can be assembled used:
by units at indicated maintenanceby units at indicated maintenance (a) Code "R"-applied to repair partsechelons. and assemblies which are economi-

(e) Code "X"-applied to parts and as- cally reparable and, when available,
semblies which are not procured or
stocked, the mortality of which is change basis.
normally below that of the appli-
cable end item, and the failure of (b) Code "S"-applied to repair parts
which should result in retirement which may be placed in stock ready

for issue condition by cleaning, re-
of the end item from service plating, anodizing, adjusting, weld-

(f) Code "X1"-applied to repair parts ing, and so forth.
which are not procured or stocked,
the requirement for which will be c. Mortality Rates.
supplied by use of the next higher (1) Mortality rates are estimates worked
component assembly. out by maintenance engineers of the
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rates of failure of a particular part or knowledge, personal experience, and
component. The rates are a crucial judgment of those performing the
factor in deciding the initial stockage evaluation are of maximum value at
of the item in the supply system: They this point.
determine whether or not a part will d. Allowance Factors.
be stocked. (1) Allowances of the number of each re-

(2) The part that will outlive the end item pair part authorized at the first four
it supports obviously will not be maintenance echelons are computed on
stocked. The part that wears out in- the basis of consumption rates. The
frequently is difficult to justify for allowance factor represents the esti-
stockage. If the end item is high-value, mated average quantity required to
and the part low-value, it may be support maintenance operations for
necessary to buy and stock the part organizational and field maintenance
despite the fact that it seldom wears for a hundred equipments for 15 days
out. Certainly this is necessary in the at combat rates of consumption. The
case of a vital military item, since quantity established for depot mainte-
military criticalness is the overriding nance needs is based on a need per
consideration at any time. hundred items, and represents one

(3) The importance of mortality rates is hundred items to be overhauled rather
apparent; the difficulty in establishing than supported. Allowance factors are
them may not be so clear. The based on all available data, such as
mortality rate experienced previously manufacturer's recommendations; en-
by a similar item is a helpful gauge gineering, service, and troop test re-
for rating a new item; however, it can sults; and experience with other
only serve as a general guide. The similar items. When the item has been
new item may have been devised solely in use long enough to warrant study of
to correct the deficiency that led to its performance, the data collected
high mortality rates in the old. In any from such a study may necessitate
case the new item will probably have revision of the allowance factor.
features not found in the old. It may (2) The items selected for organizational
be greater or less complex or made of maintenance allowances will normally
different material. If these changes be the following:
are organic-that is, if they directly
affect the functioning of the part-the allowance factor is large enough toallowance factor is large enough to
item will be subject to varying and authorize stockage of a quantity of
different stresses. Nonetheless, the at least one in a majority of the
existence of a similar item is of con-
siderable help in establishing mortality the major end items.the major end items.
rates for new part.

(b) Those repair parts (combat essen-
(4) For entirely new parts, the problem is

much more complex. With no "likemuch more complex. With no "like factor is not large enough to au-
item" histories to supplement technical thorize a stockage in a majority ofthorize a stockage in a majority of
knowledge, those performing mainte- the units and organizations au-
nance reviews on the item must con-
sider every factor that is likely to have thorzed the major end items, or
a bearing on the item's resistence or third-echelon support activities, but

the failure of which can be expectedsusceptibility to failure and wearout.
These considerations include stress, occasionally and will deadline major
friction, climatic conditions, use of the end items essential to the opera-
end item, skill of the user, delicate or tional mission of the unit or
balanced elements, hours of use, ter- organization (ch. 17).
rain, and so forth. The technical (3) Initial guide quantities are also estab-
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lished for repair parts allocated to for a 15-day supply. Both field and
field and depot maintenance units. depot stockage lists are subsequently
Those quantities for field maintenance revised to reflect demand data (chs. 11
represent initial stockage necessary and 16).

Section IV. CHANGES IN PRODUCTION ITEMS

29. General the timing problem. Many tests such as climatic
and endurance tests, cannot be completed until

The impact of crash programing on mainte- production has begun. For extensive testing
nance evaluation and planning has been stressed. it may be necessary to produce a number of
Even under so-called normal conditions, the pilot models. Another factor which may cause
testing-maintenance evaluation-engineering extension of testing is that engineering changes,
change cycle usually runs through the produc- made because of unforseen production difficul-
tion stage. It is questioned whether, in the final ties, may require further tests to establish their
analysis, it really matters when the mainte- validity. Any continuation of the testing phase,
nance evaluation is completed, provided that all particularly service tests, must be closely
necessary changes and planning are accom- monitored by maintenance.
plished before the item sees active service. The
answer to this question has been painfully b. Any deficiencies, regardless of their
obvious to maintenance. Industrial engineers nature, may result in submission of an En-

are even less responsive to maintenance pro- gineering Change Request (ECR) or Engineer-are even less responsive to maintenance pro-
posals than are design engineers. Once produc- ing Change Proposal (ECP) by the end item
tion is underway, it is no longer a matter of manufacturer, or by the developing or testing
effecting a major change by a stroke of a de- agency. Implementation of an ECR or ECP
signer's pen. Changes during production may is generally the responsibilty of the Industrial
involve retooling, rearranging assembly lines, or Procurement Division of the appropriate
or canceling parts contracts and ordering new technical service. ECR's and ECP's are coor-or canceling parts contracts and ordering new dinated with repair parts representatives tocomponents. In some cases the designers maycomponents. In some cses the designers my insure that necessary changes in parts selectionhave to be called back into the picture. Modifi- and allocation are made. They are usually
cations to items already produced are also forwarded to the responsible maintenance
time-consuming and expensive. This problem, agency for an evaluation to determine what
which is a byproduct of rapid technological effect they will have on maintainability. A
advances and international crises, does not lend major engineering change or modification not
itself to any pat management solution; an only may affect parts, but also may entail re-
appreciation of its seriousness may in fact echloning and revision, or supplementation, of
cause a reappraisal of some unnecessary project supporting maintenance publications and other
telescoping. revisions to the maintenance support plan.

c. Upon approval by the appropriate techni-30. Testing and Engineering Changes cal service agency, an ECR or ECP is issued as
a. Theoretically, the testing phase should be an Engineering Change Order (ECO). En-

virtually completed before production starts, gineering changes or modifications which may
but industrial engineers usually find it neces- involve changes to established Military Char-
sary to run engineering tests on production acteristics require technical committee action
pilot models in order to take account of the and approval by the DCSLOG. In the event
almost inevitable differences between handmade that some of the items are already produced or
prototypes and the production item. Service in service, a Modification Work Order (MWO)
tests generally continue into the production may also be issued directing necessary modifi-
stage. Using agencies are usually anxious to cations to be made in the field by the appropriate
operate with the actual item, and again there is maintenance echelon.
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Section V. MAINTENANCE POLICIES GOVERNING ITEMS IN SERVICE

31. General development of firm and accurate economical
repair criteria and maximum expenditure

a. Tle major portion of maintenance is per- limits. The last of these is the area in which the
formed in support of items in service. It isford i. I greatest reductions in maintenance can be at-
during this time that the validity of mainte- tained and in which more uniform and realistic
nance planning is tested and the basic policies i
explicitly aimed at supporting the item in use
are acted upon. These policies, which deal pri- b. Maximum Expenditure Limits. An ex-
marily with measures to improve maintenance plicit objective of the current Army Materiel
and supply performance, are set forth in Army Program is the removal of uneconomically
regulations _.nd reinforced by the DCSLOG, the reparable equipment from the supply system.
technical services, USCONARC, and field army As a byproduct, this will also expedite the
directives. Army's modernization program. New items

will be more economical to support in the
b. Many of the policies relative to in-service will be more economical to support in theperiods have their basis in decisions made logistics system and will generally have opera-

periods have dtheir basis in decswons made tional performance characteristics superior to
during the development stages when certain their predecessors. The Department of Army
maintenance characteristics are built into an has directed the technical services to develop
item. The current policy favoring direct ex- maximum allowable one-time and cumulative
change or repair by replacement in the field a. .u
could not be implemented unless modularization expenditure limits for each category and type
could not be mplemented nless modularing design of equipment. It has also directed the formula-
techniques had been employed during design tion of "no rebuild lists" for obsolete and non-
and engineering. This emphasizes the fact that standard items. The factors governing the
overall maintenance concepts must be developed development of repair and overhaul limits in-
for materiel maintenance in general and for in- dude age, usage, reliability, life expectancy,
dividual items in particular. Lacking funda- storage life, transportation costs, repair parts
mental maintenance concepts and sound mainte- support status, military criticality, cost of re-
nance support plans, the policies and programs pair, and cost of replacement. The technical
relative to in-service life have little meaning. services have provided different methods ofservices have provided different methods of

c. The broad objectives toward which specific inspection, compatible with the nature of their
maintenance policies are directed include- equipment. As a general rule, one-time direct

(1) reducing required maintenance; and indirect repair costs may not exceed 65
(2) reducing maintenance actions; percent of the item's standard price (as re-

(3) improving maintenance performance; ported in the Army Standard Price Guide).
and Deviations from this general rule must be

allowed by Department of the Army, when
there is no replacement in depot stocks or pro-

32. Reducing Required Maintenance duction as this may impede operational effici-
ency, especially overseas. Notwithstanding the

a. General. This objective is attained pri- existence of many variations and factors in
marily by policies and programs exercised establishing limits on different item types, or
during materiel development stages, when steps the necessity for occasional deviations, every
are taken by R&D and maintenance engineers effort must be made by each technical service to
to increase reliability and maintainability and prescribe meaningful repair limits and insure
thereby decrease required maintenance. After adherence to them.
an item is issued other steps can be taken which
can appreciably reduce required maintenance. 33. Reducing Maintenance Actions
These include improved training of operating a. IROAN. Inspect and Repair Only as
personnel, optimum performance of preventive Necessary (IROAN) is a maintenance tech-
maintenance, decreasing "nice-to-have" modifi- nique. It implements the principles of eco-
cations on older types of equipment, and the nomical maintenance operations by assuring
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thorough diagnosis of major items and com- (1) expansion of commercial contracting
ponents before repair or replacement. Unwar- in CONUS on nontactical equipment;
ranted disassembly and uneconomcial tear (2) increasing the use of repair by replace-
down is precluded by use of soundly engineered ment with throwaway modules;
technical inspection procedures, and/or by use (3) exploiting use of cross-servicing; and
of diagnostic and troubleshooting tools. Time- (4) performing organizational mainte-(4) performing organizational mainte-
consuming and costly labor operations are held nance for using TOE units only to the
to a minmum by maintenance supervisory per-
sonnel through the use of work simplification, capability of the using units.
procedure analysis, and time performance
standard programs. This technique does not 34. Improving Maintenance Performance
preclude essential disassembly, it only elimi-
nates unessential disassembly. Serviceability a. General. Maintenance policies supporting
standards for the components and/or major this broad objective are chiefly directed toward

tn f to o sd r achieving better personnel training and utiliza-item involved must not be compromised through
the practice of the IROAN technique. tion; applying management control devices in

programing, budgeting, scheduling, funding,
b. Depot Maintenance Policies. Basic policies and operations; strengthening technical assist-

directed toward reducing depot maintenance ance and information programs; and improving
include- maintenance organization.

(1) relating overhaul programs of CONUS b. Personnel. Army maintenance policies in
and oversea depots to the location andand oversea depots to the location and this area are aimed at improving maintenance
availability of worldwide inventories training and utilization. In this period of
-of serviceable assets and to total austerity in the Army, it is necessary to make
supply requirements; better use of available resources. This is accom-

(2) requiring that field maintenance be plished by insuring that enlisted maintenance
performed at field maintenance activi- personnel attend service schools and new equip-
ties, not at depot maintenance shops; ment schools whenever possible. Civilian man-

(3) utilizing cross-servicing facilities agement and officer personnel should be trained
whenever possible; at maintenance management programs con-

(4) employing commercial repair facilities ducted at the U.S. Army Logistics Management
to the maximum extent possible con- Center and at civilian institutions, and, in the
sistent with Army operational, mobili- case of senior officers, at the Senior Officers'
zation, and training requirements; and Preventive Maintenance Course. On-the-job

(5) eliminating depot maintenance of training for all personnel should be provided to
items that can be more economically meet specified training objectives; it should not
replaced by a new like item. be provided on a haphazard basis but should

be accomplished within a specified period. Inc. Field and Organizational Maintenance. In
Organizational M.aintenancea e .o in the area of personnel utilization, closer scrutinyorganizational maintenance a prime objective

is to increase the intervals between periodic
preventive maintenance inspections and also (1) preparation of TOE's in order to relatepreventive maintenance inspections and also

between preventive maintenance services. Most the skill with the assignment more
technical services have revised their inspection effectively;
and maintenance servicing policies and pro- (2) assignment of personnel with critical
cedures accordingly. Similar measures have skills on a priority basis; and
been undertaken throughout the field and or- (3) maximum use of personnel within an
ganizational maintenance systems to reduce activity and avoidance of unrelated,
maintenance inspections by application of unnecessary duties.
sampling techniques. Other policies in field c. Management Controls. The Army has
maintenance designed to reduce maintenance introduced management control systems de-
performed include- signed to improve control over its resources of
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personnel, money, and materiel. Specific policies b. One supply policy which is especially
prescribe various systems and reports pertinent applicable to maintenance management is the
to maintenance management which provide for emphasis on controlled cannibalization. Canni-
more valid programing, budgeting, and sched- balization of unserviceable, uneconomically rep-
uling; better evaluation of resources employed; arable equipment is to be accomplished by
and more accurate measurements of mainte- maintenance units at designated cannibalization
nance performance. Current Army logistics points to obtain high dollar value, low mortality
policy calls for maximum use of any control repair parts, subassemblies, and components. It
which will increase maintenance management is generally not economic to obtain low value
capabilities. Optimum use of the principal of items through controlled cannibalization be-
"management by exception" should be employed cause of the cost of recovery.
in the use of controls.

36. Maintenance Considerations Relating to
35. Supply Support Obsolescence and Disposal

a. Army policies on the supply support of in- a. There are several methods of disposing of
service items are contained in FM 38-1. This an unserviceable item in order of preference
manual deals only with supply policies and once it has become uneconomically reparable or
programs as they pertain directly to mainte- been declared excess. It may be shipped to a
nance (chs. 11 and 16). Basically, Army supply cannibalization point, supply point, or mainte-
policies in support of maintenance operations nance shop stripped of any of its components
are designed to insure prompt and economical which. are still serviceable; and then sold for
supply of repair parts, tools, and test equipment scrap. It may be sold on the spot as an un-
to maintenance. The promptness with which serviceable item which nevertheless is a com-
the supply system meets maintenance demands plete unit in that it contains all of its component
depends not only upon efforts of supply points, parts. In cases of extreme deterioration and
but also upon the efficiency of maintenance damage, it may be sold as scrap on a per-pound
units in routing demands to supply sources and basis.
giving advance notice when heavy workloads

b. The procedures for disposal of excess orare anticipated. The economy of the overall uneconomically reparable Army equipmentArmy supply system depends to a great extent
on the adherence of maintenance activities to have been standardized for all technical serv-
the stockage levels authorized at their shops. ices and commodity groups. The AR 755-series
Though they may be temporarily convenient for contains detailed procedures for disposal of
an individual shop, violations of authorized varying types of equipment. However, the dis-
levels can only result in a hardship to other position of property, per se, is not a mainte-
maintenance activities. nance responsibility.
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CHAPTER 4

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

Section I. TECHNICAL AND CONTRACT ASSISTANCE

37. Introduction of Items ance is afforded through four media: regional
maintenance representatives; maintenance

With the entry of an item into the supply technicians; manufacturers' representatives;system, the importance of maintenance to the
item rises geometrically. The users and main- and contract field technicians. The commonfunctions of these technicians include--tenance personnel must be instructed in its
operational and maintenance requirements and a. assisting in the introduction of new equip-
procedures by instructor-technicians and by ments into the field, and familiarizing and
technical publications. Maintenance engineers training using activities in appropriate opera-
at National Maintenance Points must keep tion, inspection, and maintenance techniques
abreast of equipment failures and provide for for such equipments;
prompt corrective action, either field fix or re- b. surveying equipments in use to detect un-
design. Through command and technical in- satisfactory performance and incipient opera-
spections, field commanders and their technical tional failures and deficiencies;
service staff officers must insure that the main- c. reporting such deficiencies and failures totenance support system is operating at maxi- the cognizant technical service and to the manu-
mum efficiency. Without proper maintenance

facturer of the equipment to enable promptsupport and supervision in the form of technical
assistance programs, publications, equipment
failure reporting and analysis, and inspections, d. recommending action to improve mainte-
the various maintenance echelons would have nance service and repair parts support of Army
to assume a workload which might strangle this equipments; and
critical link in the Army's logistics system. e. serving as a point of contact and as a

means of disseminating maintenance informa-
38. Technical Assistance tion for all military users of specified materiel

The introduction of new items into the supply within assigned areas.
system creates a training problem. This problem
is a continuing one; it does not end with the 39. Regional Maintenance Representatives
initial training of maintenance personnel and a. Since the depot system is the apex of
users in the item's operation and maintenance. technical service maintenance operations, much
Unexpected problems encountered in the use of the technical assistance program is provided
of new items often develop during actual serv- through this system. Regional maintenance
ice, and modifications become necessary. The representatives (RMR's) attached to various
item may be used to perform tasks not initially technical service depots and technical service
anticipated, and reecheloning and revision of sections of general depots make periodic
maintenance operations may be effected. Ac- advisory visits to maintenance activities in
cordingly, the Department of the Army has CONUS and overseas for the purpose of provid-
supplemented the regular maintenance training ing technical assistance. Their affiliation with
program with a technical assistance program the depots often enables these representatives
and has assigned responsibility for its execu- to bring a fresh perspective to field and or-
tion to the technical services. Technical assist- ganizational maintenance problems.
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b. These representatives frequently perform 40. Maintenance Technicians
field reviews on specific items and, when re- a. Maintenance technicians are military per-quested by the user of the equipment, aid him sonnel or civil service employees who are hired,sonnel or civil service employees who are hired,in preparing unsatisfactory equipment reports
(UER's) to be submitted to the technical serv- ices. These technicians are furnished to operat-ices. These technicians are furnished to operat-ice headquarters on unsatisfactory perform- ing commands from the responsible Nationalance, design of materiel, maintenance publica-

Maintenance Point, technical service head-tions, or procedures. (See AR 700-38 for
procedures in filing UER'se and AR 700-39 for quarters, or technical service depot. Mainte-procedures in filing UER's, and AR 700-39 for nance technicians may be assigned to CONUS,procedures in filing Electronic Failure Reports overseas, or to MAP countries although som
EFR's).) They assist in inspecting materiel,EFR's).) They assist in inspectingmateriel, technical services restrict their assignment to
when requqstepd, for The purpose of determining CONUS. In many cases they are associated with
economic reparability. When evacuation to the technical service maintenance training pro-the technical service maintenance training pro-higher echelons appears necessary, they may be gram since their basic concern is to adviseof assistance in setting up an evacuation plan operators and lower-echelon maintenance tech-operators and lower-echelon maintenance tech-
between the field and the recipient depot. nicians in specific technical methods.nicians in specific technical methods.

c. RMR's must scrupulously avoid interfering b. In the course of their duty in the field,
with normal command prerogatives. Accord- these technicians may assist equipment u
ingly, procedural or technical changes con- in submitting UER's and also may render as-
sidered necessary are proposed to the command sistance in applying modification work orders.
as recommendations through technical servicehas recommendations through technicaln service In CONUS, they generally provide assistance to
channels for subsequent formalization and sub- first and second echelons; in oversea commafirst and second echelons; in oversea commands

mission back through proper Army command and MAP countries, they often serve higher
channels. Reporting to higher echelons also maintenance echelons. Whereas RMRvs func-
serves the important function of disseminating tion only in an advisory capacity, maintenanc
a particularly valuable proposal throughout the technicians are more closely integrated into

the unit to which they are attached.
d. On a periodic or request basis, the RMR's

in CONUS make visits to oversea commands. 41. Manufacturers' Representatives
Oversea visits are arranged through the techni- a. Technical assistance on new equipment
cal service headquarters, although in some operation and maintenance techniques is often
technical services this done by direct laison afforded by manufacturers' representatives,
between the oversea commanders and the ap- who are employees of the equipment
propriate regional maintenance office. The facturers involved. Their services are generally
application of this program from CONUS provided for under the applicable procurement
depots to oversea commands is considered an contracts for the end items. Their mission is
effective means of providing a link with twofold: to instruct operators and maintenance
CONUS distribution depots. They assist in the units in proper operating and maintenance
final preparation for oversea movement (POM) procedures; and to provide the technical serv-
inspections and then are able to observe their ices and the manufacturer with on-the-spot re-
ultimate effectiveness from an oversea vantage ports of equipment performance.

ports of equipment performance.point.
b. Manufacturers' representative servicese. The technical services provide for a re- ordinarily do not extend more than 2 yearsordinarily do not extend more than 2 years

porting system in this program to insure that after an item is distributed to the operating
appropriate commands know what problems commands; their assignment may be overseas
exist and be able to initiate necessary corrective as well as in CONUS, depending on the density
action. Reports normally are submitted to the of use or peculiar operating conditions such
regional maintenance office, the command con- as combat, terrain, or climate. They are as-
cerned, the major oversea commander, the ap- signed by the technical services in coordination
propriate ZI army headquarters, and the chief with the operating commands that provide for
of the responsible technical service. their administrative support.
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42. Contract Field Technicians 43. Control of Technical Assistance Personnel
a. Contract field technicians are employees of a. To properly manage the contract service

manufacturing, engineering, or consulting personnel, the U.S. Army Maintenance Board
firms whose services are obtained by the techni- has been designated as a national control point
cal services through nonpersonal service con- for supervision of the program worldwide. It
tracts. The services are ordinarily obtained serves as a contact point for each technical
when a demand for certain technical skills exist service and insures that contract service per-
which are not readily available within the sonnel are assigned only to organizations re-
Army. The use of contract field technicians has quiring such services. The Board reviews
become a part of the technical assistance pro- assignments semianually to insure proper
gram in support of new or modified highly com- utilization of personnel.
plex equipment. b. In addition each technical service is re-

b. The primary mission of contract field sponsible for establishing a control point to
technicians is assistance. They report directly monitor its program worldwide and centralize
to the responsible technical service rather than its supervision. Area and local control points
to their parent organization. Any advice or may be established by the technical service de-
information they may render to the item's pots. By such measures as these greater cross
manufacturer is a byproduct of their assistance utilization of contract skills is achieved between
mission and is transmitted to the manufacturer
through Army channels. Contract field tech-
nicians usually are familiar with a whole end c. Policy and procedures for the control and
item family and its major components, regard- administration of the Contract Technical Serv-
less of the manufacturer; as a result, they are ice Program which includes manufacturer's
not restricted from working on equipment representatives and contract field technicians
manufactured by a firm other than their own. are contained in AR 750-22.

Section II. MAINTENANCE PUBLICATIONS

44. General supply activities are also supported by technical
bulletins, supply bulletins and manuals, anda. Army maintenance management depends miscellaneous informal publications such asprimarily on Army regulations for policy guid-
maintenance service letters and guides.ance in administering the maintenance system.

These regulations vary in their scope and de- 45. Technical Manuals
tail, ranging from broad directives on echelon-
ing to precise instructions on such matters as a. The chief of each technical service re-
how to prepare a field maintenance performance sponsible for developing an item of equipment
chart. Some major maintenance activitielso responsible for preparing and issuing
publish their own organization manuals and technical and supply manuals on the item. These
standing operating procedures (SOP's), while equipment manuals (TM's) are designed to

provide operating and maintenance instruc-others depend on technical, service-wide or-
tions, as well as repair parts and tools data andganizational directives. The technical levels of requisitioning authorization. The pictographicrequisitioning authorization. The pictographic

the Army maintenance system are also sup- technique, including photographs identifying
ported by a number of basic publications de- the item, showing performance of maintenance
signed to establish maintenance standards and and use of "exploded" views of parts involved
to assist operating and maintenance personnel should be utilized to the maximum extent possi-
in fulfilling their assigned missions. ble, i.e., a maximum number of pictures and a

b. The key publications in this category are minimum of words.
the technical manuals which are issued for each b. In the further interests of effectiveness,
type of equipment as well as for general main- economy, and echeloning discipline, an Army
tenance problems. Maintenance and associated system for preparation and distribution of
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technical manuals has been advised which ar- (4) If only operation or installation, and
ranges the manuals in multiple parts according no maintenance, is required.
to the respective maintenance echelons.' Part I, Manuals may include appropriate parts from
Operator's Manuals, contains operating and other manuals published on common auxiliary
minor maintenance information pertinent to equipment or components.
the operator, crew, or user. A list of basic issue
items including repair parts, tools, and items d. The regulations prohibit combinations
carried with the equipment is included as an other than those listed, but the technical serv-
appendix to the Operator's Manual. Part II, ices may submit requests for exceptions to the
Organizational Maintenance Manuals, contains U.S. Army Maintenance Board.
organizational and preventive maintenance e. AR 310-3 further dictates that distribu-
data pertinent to the units and organizations tion of the parts of the technical manuals will be
authorized the equipment. They include main- made strictly according to echelon. Higher
tenance allocations charts (MAC's) showing all echelons are entitled to receive all parts appli-
repair operations authorized to be performed cable to lower echelons. No provision is made
by the various maintenance echelons, plus a for any exception to this distribution restric-
repair parts appendix and special tools list for tion
second-echelon maintenance. Parts III and IV
are Field Maintenance Manuals, which include if. Technical manuals will continue to be
technical field maintenance data, lists of parts issued on broad and diverse maintenance topics
authorized to maintenance and supply echelons, such as the overall maintenance systems used
and guides to parts stockage. Part III includes in each technical service, inspection procedures,
a list of repair parts authorized for initial shop organization, maintenance administrative
stockage for use in third echelon maintenance practices, and organizational equipment pools.
and supply support to second echelon. Part IV
manuals contain a list of repair parts au- 46. Technical Bulletins
thorized for initial stockage for use in fourth Technical bulletins ordinarily are published
echelon maintenance. Part V, Depot Mainte- when technical information must be dissemi-
nance and Repair Parts Manuals, contains nated to the field prior to its inclusion in tech-
technical data pertinent to depot maintenance nical manuals. Technical bulletins contain tech-
and lists of repair parts authorized for depot nical information pertaining to weapons and
maintenance and for initial stockage for main- equipment or to professional techniques over

equipment or to professional techniques overtenance and supply support to lower echelons.
which the preparing service has responsibility.

c. Army regulations (AR 310-3) provide for They do not contain administrative material or
control over publication and distribution of the
new multiple part manuals. The chiefs of the material pertaining to technical tranng or tac

technuicl services may co. mbne p fs of te tical operations. They may supplement equip-
technical services may combine parts III, IV,
and V in any order they consider feasible. ment t
Combinations will be guided by the criterion direct changes in the content of the manuals.
that excess material will not be given to any Instructions published in technical bulletins
manual user. Parts I and II will usually be may be incorporated later in technical manuals.
published separately, but may be combined They are numbered the same as the correspond-
under the! following circumstances: ing technical manual with an added serial num-

(1) If the operator performs the organiza- ber if necessary, to identify bulletins on the
tional maintenance; same equipment.

(2) If first and second echelon main-
tenance instructions are extremely
'limited; a. Instructions for equipment lubrication are

(3) If maintenance is limited to replace- published in the form of lubrication orders.
ment or service instructions; Normally one order is issued for each end item,

1 Army Medical Service items are exempt from this system. although some equipment may have several lu-
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brication orders when different technical serv- lists provides information on compo-
ices are responsible for different components. nents of "collection" type items.
Lubrication orders contain equipment diagrams (5) Type 5-Stock list of current issue
showing the lubrication points, the type of items. This list is not pertinent to
lubricants required, and the viscosity for vari- maintenance organizations, since it
ous temperatures. Those orders are numbered does not include repair parts or spe-
in the same series as the pertinent technical cial tools.
manual, and a copy of the lubrication order is b. Supply bulletins on logistics administra-b. Supply bulletins on logistics administra-kept with each piece of equipment in either card tion and procedure are issued periodically.

Many contain instructions on storage, packing,
b. Lubrication orders are not authorized for marking, and shipping; they are often used by

equipment that may receive little use, or for maintenance personnel whose responsibilities
equipment requiring only simple and noncriti- encompass associated supply activities.
cal lubrication. Lubrication instructions for
such equipment are contained in the appropriate 49. Miscellaneous Publications
technical manual. Initial lubrication orders for a. Equipment manufacturers publish oper-
limited standard or nonstandard equipment ating and preventive maintenance handbooks
may be published only when the equipment is which are issued with the equipment. The tech-
still in use in the field, when such equipment nical services are required to expedite prepara-
will not be replaced by standard equipment in tion of operating and maintenace data so that
the near future, and when adequate lubrication at least parts I, II, and III of the technical
instructions are not available. manual can be issued simultaneously with the

c. Classified lubrication orders are published items.
only in the pertinent technical manuals bearing b. Many of the technical services publish in-
the same or higher classification. formal maintenance service letters to inform

using and maintenance units of new mainte-48. Supply Manuals and Bulletins
nance techniques. Such letters advise of field

a. Supply publications, like the technical fixes which can be used to correct minor defi-
manuals, have been revised. The revised supply ciencies without depending on an MWO. Ad-
manual system is as follows: vance information on UER's being reported

(1) Type 1-Stock list of all items, except and on MWO's being developed is issued in in-
repair parts. This series will serve as formal publications. Maintenance service guides
a reference document for depots, sup- are published by some technical services for use
ply organizations, and procurement by personnel in the technical assistance pro-
agencies. gram. All of the technical services jointly

(2) Type 2-Stock list of all items, price sponsor PS, an illustrated monthly magazine on
list. This list will be used by depots, preventive maintenance published by the Pre-
supply organizations, procurement ventive Maintenance Agency, Raritan Arsenal.
agencies, and troop units. This magazine depicts various operating and

(3) Type 3-Stock list of repair parts. maintenance problems and offers corrective
This list is used as a reference docu- suggestions. It also lists the latest official main-
ment by depots, supply organizations, tenance manuals and bulletins issued on vari-
and procurement agencies. It should ous types of equipment.
be noted that this is not a stockage c. Certain Army theater commands also pub-
guide; that function is served by the lish Technical Information Bulletins that dis-
technical manual appendixes. seminate maintenance and related technical

(4) Type 4-Stock list of components sets, information on particular technical service
kits, and outfits. This series of stock equipments to all users.
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Section III. FAILURE REPORTING SYSTEM

50. General ice. A UER is not submitted when a defect is
clearly due to normal equipment wear or tear

Because of the greater complexity and quan- and accidental damage. Where safety of oper-
and accidental damage. Where safety of oper-

tity of new equipment in today's Army, the ating or maintenance personnel is involved, a
need for effective failure data reporting is more letter or message may precede the UER.

letter or message may precede the UER.
pressing than ever before. The technical serv-
ices and the manufacturers responsible for d. Each UER requires appropriate action by

equipment must be kept informed of operating the responsible technical service. Upon receipt
defects so that they can provide troops with of a UER, the National Maintenance Point or
reliable, combat-ready items of the most mod- equivalent agency assigns it a register number
ern design. for accounting and followup action purposes.

At the NMP, maintenance personnel must eval-
51. Unsatisfactory Equipment Reports uate why the item failed and initiate remedial

a. One of the most vital links between equip- action when appropriate. In carrying out this
ment users and the technical services in the responsibility, maintenance personnel will
failure data reporting structure is the unsatis- draw on the technical resources of research and
factory equipment type of report. development, industrial engineering, parts, and

(1) DA Form 2028 (R e c o m m e n d e d packaging activities as necessary.
Changes to DA Technical Manuals and e. The NMP first determines the priority for
Parts Lists (AR 700-38) ) is used for handling the UER. Highest priority is assigned
the reporting of inaccuracies in main- to UER's which pertain to the safety of oper-
tenance publications. ating or maintenance personnel; second prior-

(2) DD Form 1275 (Unsatisfactory Re- ity is given to items whose operational readi-
port (UR) (AR 700-41)) is used for ness or susceptibility to serious damage is
Transportation Corps air items only. affected by some deficiency. Routine handling

(3) DA Form 468 (Unsatisfactory Equip- is given to other failures. The NMP then as-
ment Report (UER)) is used for certains whether or not the problem reported
reporting all other items. (AR's 700- has been solved. If the problems has been
38, 700-1300-8, 700-6500-15.) solved, a reply is prepared which indicates the

b. The unsatisfactory equipment type report previously recommended or ordered solution.
is a device common to all of the technical serv- As a rule, if the item is being phased out of the
ices, used for reporting failures in or related to supply system, no action will be taken provided
equipment. The reports extend beyond what that personel safety is not involved. Regardless
their titles suggest. They are also used to of the priority assigned and action required,
report defects in prescribed fuels, lubricants, each UER is acknowledged upon receipt. De-
and preserving materials; to make recom- pendent upon the particular problem involved,
mendations for the improvement in design and an interim reply as to its status may be fur-
manufacture of equipment, and recommenda- nished; in all cases, however, the originator of
tions for changes in maintenance instructions, the UER is furnished a final reply indicating the
as well as to point up defects in the equipment corrective action being taken, or that no action
itself. is contemplated.

c. Prompt submission of UER's to report f. In most cases the evaluation is made on
every defect, failure, and needed improvement any item of the type reported, but occasionally
in equipment is a direct responsibility of every it is necessary for defective samples to be made

user of equipment at all levels of command. The available. In this case, the UER originator may
reports are submitted for action directly to a be requested to furnish the NMP with a sample,
National Maintenance Point or other desig- or if the item is too large, a preliminary on-the-
nated agency of the responsible technical serv- spot investigation by field maintenace engineers
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may be made and appropriate sketches and in designated items of electronic equip-
photographs forwarded to the action agency. ment.

g. An engineering study may indicate almost (2) DA Form 9-110 (Guided Missile Com-
immediately that the equipment failure is at- ponent Evaluation Data Report), (AR
tributed to normal wear or abnormal use, and 700-37)). This report is used to re-
that the UER originator simply is not familiar port all part failures which occur dur-
enough with the equipment to know that this ing the operation and use of guided
was the cause. Further action, therefore, will missile equipment and materiel.
be unnecessary, and the originator will be in- b. The parts failure report is a quantitative
formed of this fact. Often the item is found type of unsatisfactory equipment report de-
to have failed because of inadequate preventive signed to collect and synthesize experience data
maintenance or improper application of exist- on all failures of selected items of Army equip-
ing maintenance regulations and procedures. ment. Failure reports form the basis for statis-
The originator is then advised that the error tical analysis of equipment reliability.
lies with his personnel rather than with the

c. Failure reports, which are used to reportequipment or the maintenance system.
*equipment every failure of designated type of equipment,

h. If maintenance doctrine or techniques, or even those apparently due to normal operation,
their application, appear to be in error, correc- do not require individual action at the NMP as
tive action should be taken in the form of a do the UER type reports. Rather, collective
maintenace service letter, a revision to the ap- data contained in a large number of failure re-
propriate technical manual, or issuance of a ports form the basis for analyzing deficiencies
technical bulletin. If the deficiency lies in the and effecting necessary changes and improve-
design or manufacture of the item itself, the ments in equipment by ECO's and MWO's.
costs of rectifying the trouble must first be
estimated to determine whether the correction maintenace most likely to occur should be fur-maintenace most likely to occur should be fur-
warrants the time and money to be expended. nished to pertinent army schools to assist themActually a number of variations and compro-

in teaching diagnosis to repairmen.mises may be made in deriving a solution to a
UER. While it may be prohibitively expensive 53. Modification Work Orders
to make modifications to items already in serv-
ice, it may be economical with items still in a. In addition to reducing excessive mainte-
production to issue an Engineering Change Or- nance, an item may be modified for any one of
der to cover future production. Similarly it a variety of reasons, such as to increase the
may be decided first to exhaust the faulty com- safety of personnel, increase combat or oper-
ponents already in the supply system and then ating effectiveness, facilitate production or re-
issue new and improved parts. build, or eliminate the use of critical materials.

As noted above, the NMP is the action agency
i. The more serious deficiencies reported on

for processing UER's; this responsibility nor-equipment may result in the preparation and may continues through the preparation of the
issuance of modification work orders (MWO's). modification work order phase.

52. Failure Reports b. Maintenace personnel, however, do not

a. Another reporting device employed in the function in a vacuum; their coordination with
maintenance system is the parts failure (or other interested agencies, which is initiated
replacement) type report. during the UER stage, must be continuous and

(1) DD Form 787-1 (Electronic Failure intensified when preparing modification work
Report (EFR), (AR 700-39)). This orders. Some major modifications may entail
form is specially designed for electri- changes to established military characteristics
cal accounting machine (EAM) use. of an item. In such cases, a research and devel-
EFR's are submitted to report the opment project may have to be instituted and
failure and replacement of parts used the resulting changes submitted for formal
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technical committee action and approval by the such items must be accomplished prior to issue.
General Staff prior to issuance. Even when Urgent priorities are usually assigned when
basic design changes are not involved, it is combat effectiveness or safety is involved.
usually necessary to refer the modification re- f. The normal priority classification calls for
quirement to the industrial division of the re- modification to be applied as soon as practicable
sponsible technical service or manufacturer. in the field, within the limits of current re-
Industrial engineers will be familiar with prob- sources or the time limit prescribed by the head
lems caused by improper production procedures of the developing agency. Accordingly, most
and will be able to offer remedial action. MWO's bearing such classifications are accom-

c. The necessity for modification often arises plished when items come into field maintenance
on an item which is still in production or pro- shops or depots for repair or overhaul. Items
curement stages. The modification may involve in storage, especially those already processed
the fabrication of completely new parts. Under and packaged, are not affected unless being
such circumstances, an ECO will precede an readied for issue or when a package is opened
MWO as the basis for change. Preparation of for inspection or for any other reason.
the engineer aspects of an MWO, therefore, g. There are presently no uniform require-
might be in the hands of the industrial unit ments among the technical services for report-
rather than maintenance. However, industrial ing on the status of MWO's. However, the tech-
engineers cannot proceed independently. Dif- nical services are currently preparing uniform
ferent techniques may be required to execute requirements for status reports from the field
an MWO because the capabilities of mainte- on selected equipments. Supervision over the
nance echelons may differ appreciably from execution of MWO's should also be exercised
those available at the factory for carrying out by commanders and through the regular inspec-
a related ECO. Largely for this reason, final tion system.
responsibility for preparation of any MWO
must rest with the apropriate maintenance 54. The Maintenance Inspection System
division or activity of the technical service. a. The maintenance inspection system is an

d. Like an ECO, an MWO must also be co- integral part of the maintenance support struc-
ordinated with supply agencies to insure that ture. Closely related to command and command
proper repair parts, tools, and test equipment maintenanceinspectionsarestaffvisits.
are in the supply system and available to the b. The chiefs of technical service or their des-
maintenance echelon assigned to perform the ignated representatives may make such staff
modification. MWO's should not be issued until visits and/or inspections as may be necessary to
such parts, tools, and test equipment are avail- ascertain the adequacy of maintenance per-
able. Failure to adhere to this simple rule of formed on supplies and equipment for which
thumb may mean that extensive preparations they have been assigned maintenance respon-
will be made to execute an MWO only to find sibility. These visits, which are made to all
that requisitions for material with which to maintenance activities, afford the technical
perform the modification are being levied services a direct opportunity to examine main-
against nonexistent stocks. tenance problems in the field and to determine

whether the maintenance standards set are
e. MIWO's are assigned priority classifica- being followed, or whether in fact the standards

tions of "urgent" or "normal." The urgent need revision. Staff visits afford the technical
classification requires that modification to all services a chance to contact oversea com-
such items in the hands of troops and in the manders and work out mutual maintenance
supply system be accomplished at the earliest problems. The control of staff inspections and
practicable date. Exemptions may be made on staff visits is covered by AR 1-200 and chapter
items in long-time storage, but modification of 17.
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PART TWO

PLANNING, PROGRAMING, BUDGETING, AND FUNDING
FOR MAINTENANCE

CHAPTER 5

PLANNING, PROGRAMING, AND BUDGETING

Section I. GENERAL

55. Definitions relating program, budget, accounting, man-
power and supply management systems in ad-

An essential element of maintenance manage- ministering nontactical operations of the Army.
ment is the process whereby Army maintenance
operations are developed, executed, and con- 56. Planning, Programing, and Budgeting
trolled. Fundamental to a discussion of this Process
area is a definition of terms.

a. Plan-A course of action setting forth ul- a. The total process by which operations are
timate objectives. Planning-A process for de- translated from national security objectives
termining objectives and for establishing the into operating programs can be divided into six
basic course of action and requirements for stages: (1) determination of national security

achieving those objectives. objectives, (2) planning; (3) programing; (4)
budget formulation; (5) budget (and program)

b. Program-A course of administrative ac- execution; and (6) budget (and program)
tion devised for the accomplishment of defini- review.
tive objectives within a prescribed time period.
Programing-A process for developing a course

year; the preparation process begins 6 months
of action and a time-phased schedule for accom- prior to the fiscal year and continues for 18prior to the fiscal year and continues for 18
plishing the objectives of a plan.plishing the objectives of a plan. months; the review stage formally involves per-

c. Budget-An estimate of program costs. formance review during the fiscal year. Since
Budgeting-A process for estimating costs to the budget is essentially a pricing of programs,
be incurred in carrying out a program and for the execution and review of the budget encom-
executing and reviewing a budget. It formally passes the programs throughout most of the
encompasses budget formulation, execution, and cycle. The various financial and command man-
review stages. agement controls provide a tool both for ad-

d. Financial Management--The management ministration of programs and formulating pro-

of resources on the basis of their monetary com- grams and budgets for ensuing fiscal years
on denominator through effective funding and Economy has not replaced military effectiveness

mon denominator through effective funding and
as the prime national security objective, but in

control systems at various levels of command.
a period of rising weapons systems costs, of

e. Financial Management Plan-A collection global obligations, and of limited budgets, econ-
of various financial control methods by which omy necessarily plays an important role. The
the Army manages its funds. economical use of resources is a command re-

f. Army Command Management System- sponsibility and extends throughout all levels
The methodology for directly and continuously of the maintenance organization.
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57. Maintenance Plans, Programs and Budgets, has assumed a preeminent position since World

and the Logistics System War II. Military planning is necessitated by the
need for anticipating enemy capabilities and

a. Effective planning, programing, and bud- maintaining, in being, a force sufficient to deter
geting for future operations, coupled with or defeat enemy aggression. Planning is also
sound program controls, greatly affect the necessitated by the long lead times inherent in
ability of the Army to carry out its maintenance developing modern weapons and supporting
objectives. Army maintenance programs and systems.
budgets must be developed in a manner which
will insure that resources are efficiently al- b. The Army's mobilization plans directly
located and that maintenance is properly related affect Army maintenance. The force levels es-
to the total Army logistics system. It is im- tablished dictate support requirements. The

portnt thatechnical assistance be programed deployment of forces determines environmental
maintenance conditions as well as repair partsin accordance with Army policy and that pro-

visioning programs be economically imple- supply factors. Estimates of enemy capabilities
and probable courses of action affect equipment

mented. It is particularly essential that depot and probable courses of action affect equipment
overhaul programs be coordinated to provide quantities and the maintenance re-
for equitable distribution of workloads within quired to support these equipments. A basic
the CONUS depot system and similarly thatthe CONUS depot system and similarly that familiarity with Army planning, especially in
oversea overhaul programs be related to logistics areas, is important to a better under-

~~CONUS programs. ~standing of Army maintenance.CONUS programs.

b. Relating maintenance to the total logistics c. The Army staff prepares a balanced 5-year
system is essential. Product improvement pro- program stated in terms of forces, facilities,

grams must be prepared, funded, and executed and material required to implement the Army
in concert with projected research and develop- midrange plans. There are five Control Pro-
ment efforts. Formulation of overhaul pro- grams, namely, Troop, Installation, Material,
grams must be coordinated with new procure- Reserve Components, and Research and De-
ment in order to provide for modernization of velopment. They cover a 5-year period roughly
the Army at the most economical rate. corresponding to the midrange planning period:

c. The common objective of procurement and the base year (FY X-2) the succeeding execu-

overhaul is a requisite to economical supply tion year (FY X-1) the target or budget year
management. Overhaul must be programed (FY X) and two additional fiscal years (FY
with discrimination. If an item is scheduled for X+1 and X+2). The Control Programs are
replacement by a new design, continued over- revised and issued annually; the FY-X pro-
haul of such equipment may lead to unnecessary grams, for example, are issued in February of
expenditures of resources. New procurement of FY X-1. The programs provide the link be-
identical model types may be more economical tween the midrange plans and the target year
than repeated overhauls. Excessive reliance on budget.
overhaul as a source of supply defers procure- d. Continuing with the description of the
ment of new, more efficient equipments. basic cycle for FY X (fig. 5), in the period FY

d. Maintenance planning, programing, and X-2 the Department of the Army issues sepa-
budgeting at every echelon must be undertaken rate Program and Budget Guidance documents
with full regard to the relation of each plan, to each command and agency, including
program, and budget to others within mainte- DCSLOG, USCONARC, and oversea commands.
nance and the total logistics system. They must The preliminary guidance leads to the prepara-
be carried out pursuant to basic Army policies, tion of command budget summaries and a con-
objectives, and missions. solidated Army Budget Estimate by the end of

FY X-1. In January of FY X-1, after the Army
58. Mobilization Plans budget has been reviewed by the Department of

a. Planning for mobilization, which has long Defense (DoD) and the Bureau of the Budget
been a fundamental axiom of national strategy, (BOB), the President submits it to the Con-
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gress. The presentation of the Army's budget views the Army's request for the apportion-
is followed by each command's preparation of ments which follow passage of an Appropria-
Operating Programs, each of which includes an tion Act. On or about the end of FY X-1 Con-
Operating Budget and is compiled in consonance gress passes the Appropriation Act and money
with the Control Programs. These Operating is available to the Army for obligation during
Programs are based on revised Program and FY-X, subject to BOB apportionment via DoD.
Budget Guidance. Congress, meanwhile, holds A final revision of the Operating Program is
hearings on the Army budget, and the Depart- made by the Army commanders upon receipt of
ment of Defense and Bureau of the Budget re- the final approved program and budget.

Section II. PROGRAMING

59. General 60. Control Programs

a. The Army has in being a formal Army a. The core of the Army Program System
Program System to implement the National lies in the five Control Programs (Troop, In-
Security Act Amendments of 1949, which called stallations, Materiel, Reserve Components, and
for greater emphasis by the military depart- Research and Development) which provide
ments on financial management and adoption of guidance and objectives for developing the
performance (or functional) budgets. annual performance budget for the Department

b. The Army Program System, as contained of the Army. The assignment of Army staff re-
in AR 11-1, provides a method for the or- sponsibilities is as follows:
ganized direction and control of the peacetime Control program Primary Department of the Army staff

military activities of the Army. The system Troop __________-Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
relates budgeting to programing. The current Installations _____-Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

year Program System goes into effect upon ap- Materiel_________ Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
Reserve Com- Assistant Chief of Staff for Reserve

proval of the Army Strategic Objectives Plan
(ASOP). The Program and Budget Advisory Research and Chief of Research and Development
Committee, which is composed of representa- Development.
tives from the Department of the Army staff, b. The maintenance system is affected in
meets in January of FY X-2 and prepares Con- various degrees by all of the programs. The
trol Program objectives and Summary Budgets, strength and structure objectives for the Ac-
which provide an initial basis for more detailed tive Army set forth in the troop programs es-
program and budget development. These docu- tablish the troop base requiring maintenance
ments not only present basic objectives and support. Similarly, the Research and Develop-
policies for preparing the Control Programs, ment Program provides for the level of R&D
but they also give broad maximum budgetary effort over the programed period and this effort,
figures for each major mission area, such as in turn, requires concurrent maintenance
Operation and Maintenance. By 15 January, planning on new equipments being developed.
the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of The primary program affecting maintenance,
Staff ordinarily will have reviewed, amended as however, is the Materiel Program which guides
appropriate, and approved the Control Pro- materiel programing throughout the Depart-
grams Objective and Summary Budget. After ment of the Army for a 5-year period, of which
Secretary of the Army and Chief of Staff ap- the middle year is the target fiscal year.
proval, the Program and Budget Advisory Com-
mittee issues a Control Program Directive, nor- c. The Materiel Program.
mally by 31 January, which serves as the guide (1) Establishes objectives and guidance
for preparation and issuance of the Control for the procurement, production,
Programs. This guidance document includes storage, maintenance, utilization, mod-
the basic military and political assumptions, ernization, and disposal of Army sup-
force levels and structure, general priorities, plies and equipment (personal prop-
types of equipment, and training program for erty) in support of peacetime and
each requirement. mobilization requirements.
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(2) Establishes quantitative requirements nical services and Army commands, the Ma-
for materiel in support of Army plans, teriel Program is explicit in a number of areas,
as well as phased objectives and both in emphasizing and clarifying existing
guidance for the acquisition and de- Army regulations and in setting new policies,
livery of end items to fill estimated i.e., a current Materiel Program-
deficiencies. (1) calls for an Inspect and Repair Only.

(3) Establishes criteria and objectives as Necessary (IROAN) policy;
governing the attainment and mainte- (2) urges an extension of periodic mainte-
nance of an optimum balance between nance intervals when possible;
end-item stocks and the production (3) emphasizes maintenance support plan-
capability of the industrial base. ning and the maintenance package;

(4) Sets forth specific guidance for the (4) reemphasizes the practice of con-
modernization of Army materiel in trolled cannibalization;
terms of time-phasing of new itemsenterigms of time-phasing of new witems (5) stresses the importance of concurrent
entering and obsolete items to be with- delivery of end items and technical
drawn from the Army supply system. manuals; and

(5) Sets forth standards and criteria for (6) directs that the contract technicianrepair parts supply and the mainte-
nance and rebuild of Army materiel to
insure maximum economy in materiel 61. Program and Budget Guidance
management and conformity with ma-
teriel modernization objectives, a. The development of Operating Programs

by each Army command, agency, and installa-
d. The basic document for the Materiel Pro- tion in consonance with the five Control Pro-

gram generally comprises eight sections-- grams is initiated by a document known as Pro-
I. General gram and Budget Guidance. This document is

II. Materiel Requirements issued by the DA staff three times prior to the
III. Modernization of Materiel beginning of each target fiscal year in pre-
IV. Procurement liminary, revised, and final form in May,
V. Production February, and June respectively. The Preli-

VI. Maintenance of Materiel minary Program and Budget Guidance provides
VII. Storage and Distribution USCONARC and oversea commands a basis for

VIII. Disposal of Materiel. preparing the Commander's Statement and

e. Supporting the basic documents are nine Budget Summary. The Revised Program and
annexes, as follows: Budget Guidance forms the basis upon which

commands and agencies reporting direct to and
I. Materiel Planning Studies funded by the Department of the Army may

II. Army Materiel Control Program prepare Operating Programs. The Final Pro-
III. Procurement of Equipment and Mis- gram and Budget Guidance reflects apportion-

siles ment of funds and is used to adjust Operating
IV. Central Supply Activities Programs.
V. Materiel Maintenance b. The incorporation of budget as well as pro-

VI. Army Stock Fund Program gram guidance within these documents and the
VII. Materiel Program Analysis inclusion therein of Operating Budgets (for-

VIII. Communications merly Budget Execution Plans) demonstrates
IX. Medical Materiel. the meshing of the programing and budgeting

f. The Maintenance of Materiel section of the processes that occurs during the last 14 months
basic document prescribes objectives and pol- preceding the target fiscal year. Since what is
icies in the areas of technical doctrine, publica- being developed is, in essence, a program
tions, repair parts, organizational maintenance, budget, the programs and budgets are completed
field maintenance, depot maintenance, and tech- simultaneously and take much of their direction
nical assistance. As a policy guide to the tech- from the same guidance documents. In order to
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distinguish the two processes as they develop, rected toward depot maintenance and is ex-
one may view the budget formulation process in pressed in terms of a funded cost target for
terms of the development of the Army Budget overhaul, including estimates for reimbursable
for submission to DoD, BOB, the President, and costs and for operation and maintenance pol-
Congress. The budget execution process may be icies, priorities, and standards, and major
viewed in terms of methods applied in funding workload objectives. Budget guidance for field
the Operating Program. maintenance is given in Section IV with a fund-

c. Program and Budget Guidance is issued by ing estimate shown for 9040 Secondary Expense
Account monies which themselves are fundedthe Chief of Staff to USCONARC, oversea com Account monies which themselves are funded

mands, to DCSLOG who directs and controls out of major activities called carrier accounts.
the technical services, other DA operative 62 Commander's Statement and Budget Sum-
agencies, and to the technical services by
DCSLOG in five sections as follows: mary

Section I. Missions-of each addressee The Preliminary Program and Budget Guid-

II. Control Guidance ance provides the basis for a commander to pre-
pare a Commander's Statement and Budget
Summary. The USCONARC summary is a con-

strength and location of units; activations, inac-
tivations, or redeployment; estimated military soldation of summared by the ZI

... ciilanprsnnlto t . ,armies and the Military District of Washington.
and civilian personnel to be authorized.

a so latio idThis document, which is submitted to the DA
Part B. Installations - including ac- Staff in July of FY X-1, includes the com-

tivations, insactivations and mander's appraisal of the effects of the funding
changes in status. limitations and program guides contained in

Section III. Guidance by Budget Classifi- the Preliminary Program and Budget Guidance
cation on the commander's mission for the operating

IV. Support Services Guidance target year, and a forecast of program opera-
Part A. General tions. In the case of oversea commands that are

B. Local Headquarters Command operating maintenance shops, the summary in-
Administration eludes a statement of overhaul requirements.

C. Local Welfare Services
D. Local Maintenance and Man- . Operating Programs

agement of Facilities a. Each command, agency and installation in
E. Field Maintenance the Army Establishment annually prepares

Section V. Administrative Instructions Operating Programs covering the peacetime
operations for which it receives funds. These

d. Guidance in Section III is presented by ap- Operating Programs combine in one document
propriate title in accordance with the Army the funding estimates, objectives, schedules, and
budget structure. For the Operation and Main- operating budgets. The programs are prepared
tenance,, Army (O&M,A) appropriation, the at installation level and submitted through the
title is further broken down by budget program. next higher headquarters, where they are con-
This breakdown, with assigned DA staff respon- solidated. DCSLOG provides guidance to the
sibility, is contained in figure 6. Note that in the technical services to aid in their preparation
actual Program and Budget Guidance the Major of depot maintenance operating programs.
Overhaul and Maintenance of Materiel (BP
2300) program is riot further segregated by b. The purposes of Operating Programs are
project, such as Overhaul Activities. The segre- essentially as follows:
gation as shown in figure 6 is only for purposes (1) To integrate programing and budget-
of illustrating in more detail the budget pro- ing.
gram as it relates to maintenance. (2) To provide for a central recording of

e. The guidance contained in Section ITI programs to be conducted during the
under Major Overhaul and Maintenance of Ma- target fiscal year and a recording of
teriel (Budget Program 2300) is primarily di- the resources (personnel, funds, ma-
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PROGRAM AND BUDGET GUIDANCE (0 & M, A)

PROGRAM AND BUDGET STRUCTURE DA STAFF RESPONSIBILITY

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE ARMY COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY
(ASSOCIATES LISTED BELOW)

2000 OPERATING FORCES DCSOPS
2100 TRAINING ACTIVITIES DCSOPS

2200 CENTRAL SUPPLY ACTIVITIES DCSLOG

2300 MAJOR OVERHAUL AND MAINTENANCE OF
MATER I EL * DCSLOG

2310 MAJOR OVERHAUL ACTIVITIES DCSLOG

2320 MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES DCSLOG

2330 RENOVATION OF AMMUNITION, AND
SPECIAL WEAPONS ACTIVITIES DCSLOG

2340 MAINTENANCE ASSISTANCE AND
ENGINEERING SERVICES DCSLOG

2350 RELATED MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES DCSLOG

2360 PROCUREMENT OF PARTS AND KITS
(NON-STOCK FUNDED) DCSLOG

2370 PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION OF
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT DCSLOG

2400 MEDICAL ACTIVITI-ES DCSLOG

2500 ARMY-WIDE ACTIVITIES DCSPER

2600 ARMY RESERVE AND ROTC ACSRC & CARROTC

2700 JOINT PROJECTS COA
2800 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ACSI
2900 ARMY-WIDE COMMUNICATIONS AND

PICTORIAL SERVICES DCSLOG

e BP 2300 IS NOT ACTUALLY BROKEN OUT IN PROGRAM AND BUDGET GUIDANCE

1 Juy 1961

Figure 6. Program and budget guidance (O&M, A).
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teriel, and facilities) to be allocated in V. Administrative Instructions - guid-
support of the reporting commander's ance on submission of Operating Programs,
mission. progress reports and statements of analysis.

(3) To identify the programs to be accom- VI. Operating Budget-prepared by each
plished by subordinate commands, command, agency, or installation as a detailed
agencies, or installations. resources plan setting forth the funds required

(4) To establish a programed benchmark to implement the Operating Program. It pro-
against which operations in a given vides to subordinate commanders the means of
year can be measured. expressing to higher echelons of command how

and where funds will be utilized. In addition, itc. Operating Programs follow the Army
canagOperati Ptrogturamsn flo thner Ary .shows the time-phasing for such utilization.Management Structure in a manner closely

Managemelingthato Stru e igam mannr csely The Department of the Army, in turn, uses the
Operating Budget as a basis for requesting ap-Guidance document. There are two parts to an portionment of funds from DoD and BOB, andOperating Program: a Basic Document; andOperating Program: a Basic Document; and subsequently for establishing or revising fund-

~~~~~Schedules. ~ing programs.
(1) Basic Document. The Basic DocumentTh, o e. . .(2) Schedules. Operating Program sched-

ules consist of Directed Schedules and
I. Missions Operating Schedules.

II. Controls-unit deployments and au- (a) Directed Schedules show quantita-
thorized strengths for military and civilian per-

tively by time-phasing (usually by
sonnel, and installations status.

quarters) how the specific annualIII. Operating Program Budget Classifica-
tion-estimated dollar resource authorization
for each major activity or budget project as ap- higher command will be accom-
plicable; objectives, policies, and priorities for plished.
each activity for which guidance is required. (b) Operating Schedules indicate indi-

IV. Support Services-objectives, policies, vidually by subordinate elements
and priorities for installation support (Opera- when, by time-phasing, they will
tion and Maintenance of Facilities activity). accomplish their objectives.

Section III. BUDGETING AND FUNDING: A SYNOPSIS

64. Budcget Formulation Budget. USCONARC and oversea commands
are informed of the funds which may be madea. The budget formulation process (fig. 7)a The budget formulatyion process r(fig 7) available to them through the media of their

commences approximately 18 months prior to respective Revised Program and Budget Guid-
the target fiscal year with the issuance by the ance. The budget program directors on the DA
Secretary of Defense of budget planning as- Staff then prepare the Army-wide budget esti-sumptions and guidelines to the Secretary of Staff then prepare the Army-wide budget esti-

mate for each appropriation and program. DAthe Army. Further guidance for budgeting is staff responsibility for developing the Major
afforded by development at the DA Staff level Overhaul and Maintenance of Materiel Pro-
of the control programs and the Preliminary gram (BP 2300) rests with the Materiel Main-

gram (BP 2300) rests with the Materiel Main-Program and Budget Guidance. Upon comple-
tion of these programing documents, the
Comptroller issues in about mid-May (13 nance budgeting at DA staff level for the tech-
months ]prior to FY-X) the Budget Formulation nical service-controlled class II installations is
Directive for Military Functions Appropria- also accomplished by the Materiel Maintenance
tions. This directive calls for preparation of a Division, but for apportionment and appropria-
staff-developed budget by the Army staff under tion purposes the Comptroller allocates the field
the overall direction of the Comptroller of the maintenance technical service accounts to the
Army, who serves as Director of the Army various major budget program activities in-
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eluding BP 2300. For the ZI field armies and 65. Budget Execution
class I installations, as well as for oversea com-

a. The Army Budget Execution Process en-mands, the field maintenance budget is made up
compasses the development and control of de-

by DCSOPS in conjunction with DCSLOG. In tailed fund requirements for the conduct of
operations by Army commands, agencies, and

and MDW operating programs and budgets and installations. It specifically involves obtaining
provides appropriate guidance.

obligational authority from DoD and BOB; dis-
b. The Office of the Comptroller of the Army tributing or allocating funds; and applying fis-

(COA) gives each element of the Army budget cal controls to insure accomplishment of DA
estimate a complete review. A final review is objectives set forth in approved operating pro-
made by ,the Budget Adyisory Committee grams. Budget execution begins 6 months prior
(BAC). The BAC is composed of permanent to the target fiscal year with the submission of
voting members representing the Comptroller the President's budget message to the Congress,
of the Army, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Per- thus overlapping the formulation process, and
sonnel, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, it continues through the target fiscal year.
the Chief of Research and Development, the

b. After presentation of the Army budgetAssistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, and
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Opera- to Congress, the five Control Programs aretions. he Deputy Chie of Staff forilitaryOpera changed to reflect the current status of Army

appropriations. Based on these changes, Pro-
c. Upon completing its review in early fall of gram and Budget Guidance is revised by the

FY X-1, the BAC then forwards the budget DA Staff and issued about mid-February to the
estimate for approval through the Chief of general and special operating agencies that re-
Staff, the Secretary of the Army, and the Secre- port to end are directly funded by Department
tary of Defense to the Bureau of the Budget. of the Army. Operating Budgets in support of
Further review is conducted at DoD and BOB the Operating Programs are prepared and sub-
levels. The Army's budget estimate is then in- mitted through command channels to the DA
corporated into the President's Budget for Staff. In early May the Budget Program Direc-
presentation by the President in his annual tors, in conjunction with the Director of the
budget message to the Congress in mid-January. Army Budget prepares apportionment requests

d. The President's Budget is returned to the and submits them through DoD to BOB for obli-
Committees on Appropriations of the Senate gational authority. An apportionment is an
and House of Representatives. The House Sub- authorization by the Director of the Budget to
committee on Department of Defense Appro- a government agency making available for obli-
priations holds the initial series of hearings, at gation a designated portion of an appropria-
which appropriate DA Budget Program Direc- tion, contract authorization, other statutory au-
tors explain and defend the Army budget posi- thorization, or a combination thereof.
tion on the various DA appropriations. Army

presenan a H an S e h. c. The apportionment requests are subject topresentations at both House and Senate hear-
ings are coordinated by the Director of Army review by OSD and BOB; final approval is
Budget, COA, and the budget programs direc-BOB. The apportionments are trans-
tors. After the House debates and passes the mitted via DoD to DA; the Director of the Army
House defense bill, the Senate Subcommittee on Budget, COA, then marks up the Operating
Department of Defense Appropriations holds Programs and prepares an Annual Funding
hearings;. The Senate bill, if necessary, is recon- Program based on recommendations of Budget
ciled by a joint House-Senate conference and a Program Directors. The Budget Advisory Com-
Conference Report goes to the House and mittee again meets in early June to review and
Senate which, in turn, pass what is called an approve both the Annual Funding and Operat-
enrolled bill, which is received and approved by ing Programs. The Control Programs are sub-
the President and incorporated into the Appro- sequently modified in accordance with the An-
priations Act for the target fiscal year. nual Funding Program and Final Program and
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Budget Guidance is issued by the Chief of Staff. tions, or activities. During the fiscal year the
The Operating Programs are then revised to budget at various operating levels is exposed to
reflect this guidance and returned to subordi- continuous review, analysis, and adjustment.
nate commands. Emphasis is placed on submitting quarterly

d. At the beginning of the fiscal year the reports to higher authority, since allocations
operating agencies distribute funds through and allotments are generally made on a quar-
allocations and allotments to agencies, installa- terly basis.

Section IV. PROGRAMING AND BUDGETING FOR DEPOT MAINTENANCE

66. Bases for Developing Army-Wide Overhaul (b) combat losses;
Programs (c) stockage levels and intransit mate-

a. The preceding discussion of the planning, riel;
programing, and budgeting cycle has outlined (d) Class IV Project requirements
the total process in general terms, with empha- which are not generally reflected in

TOE's and TA's.sis on the maintenance aspects. This section
will focus more specifically on depot mainte- d. Current serviceable assets are computed
nance, chiefly major overhaul of materiel. A periodically by the various National Inventory
distinction will be made, as necessary, between Control Points (NICPs) for their respective
CONUS depot overhaul, which is primarily a commodities based on stock status reports sub-
technical service responsibilty, and oversea de- mitted by depots and field commanders. By
pot overhaul, which is basically a command applying projected losses, this figure can be
responsibility. used in estimating available assets for any

b. The overhaul programs have their bases target year materiel program. The next step
in the current Materiel Program for which the is to determine whether remaining require-
Requirements Division of ODCLOG, assisted by ments are to be met by new procurement or
the technical services, computes requirements overhaul. In both cases, new procurement or
for principal items. These computations are the overhaul may be made either to-
prime factor in technical service computation (1) augment inventories in order to meet
of major and minor secondary items as well as increased force materiel require-
repair parts. ments; or

c. Field manual 38-1 discusses requirements (2) replace items which are expended, lost
planning in considerable detail. In brief, the in training, or which have become un-
requirements process, with particular reference serviceable.
to overhaul, operates in the following manner: e. Overhaul is used only to restore economi-

(1) In consonance with the ASOP, the cally reparable unserviceables to a serviceable
Army Materiel Control Program is de- asset state. New procurement is employed to-
veloped to reflect the major items re- (1) introduce totally new families of
quired to be in inventory to meet total equipments improved in concept and
requirements of the inventory objec- capability;
tive. (2) replace existing obsolescent items

(2) The requirements are basically com- with improved models; or
puted by applying TOE (Table of Or- (3) replace with equivalent or only
ganization and Equipment) and TA moderately improved new items cer-
(Table of Allowance) factors to the tain types of unserviceables that can-
projected force levels. In addition, re- not be economically repaired.
quirements computations consider-- f. The modernization program as it pertains

(a) losses due to training or other attri- to phasing out obsolescent items with new
tions; models has a distinct impact on maintenance.
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Any advance programing or overhaul must mobilization requirements, and long-range stra-
carefully consider the phasing-in of new items tegic operating requirements. All factors must
in order to preclude any costly overhaul or be weighed; therefore cost is not necessarily
modification of an item soon to be disposed of. the dominant element. Each technical service
The preparation by the technical service of "no knows well in advance of a target fiscal year
rebuild lists" correlated with new procurement the approximate size of the BP 2300 budget and
is designed to insure the orderly phase-in of the major overhaul requirements. It must then
new items. Where new procurement versus be decided whether to operate on this budget
overhaul involves not only combat effectiveness with the current number of shops, existing staff-
but economy, the programing for overhaul is ing patterns, and workload levels, or whether a
guided by the economic repair limit policies change in the overall depot structure is desir-
laid down by the cognizant technical service. able. The Department of the Army and the

technical service may decide independently ofg. Development of sound overhaul programs a given year's budget to close a depot for rea-
by the technical services and oversea commands sons of inherent inefficiency, obsolescence, or
depends largely on the effective correlation of change in total Army planning needs. In o rchange in total Army planning needs. In othereconomic repair policies with inventory con-trol ma1 rgemet.i instances, one or more low budget years fortrol management. The basic tools for develop- depot maintenance may force the decision to
ing annual programs are the Material Planning close certain depot shops or reduce their
Study (DD Form 764) for principal and major operation to standby status. Once the basic
secondary items and Supply Control Study Mi- Army depot maintenance system is firmly es-
nor Secondary Items and Repair Parts (DAnor Secondary Items and Repair Parts (DA tablished for the year, the total program andForm 1794) for minor secondary items. These budget can be initially prepared for each
studies are prepared periodically on a world- depot
wide inventory basis by the NICPs, under
supervision of the cognizant technical service, 67. Programing and Budgeting at CONUS
and indicate repair requirements whenever to-
tal requirements for an item exceeds the total Depots
quantity of serviceable assets plus items due in a. The development of individual depot main-
from previously scheduled repair or procure- tenance programs and budgets in support of
ment. By applying an average cost-of-rebuild the annual Department of the Army Materiel
figure, derived from historical cost and cost Program serves several purposes. They pro-
trends, a total cost of depot overhaul for a vide a basis for the Department of the Army,
given line item or generic category can be the technical services, and the depots to pro-
reached. These costs can then be used in com- gram prior to the target fiscal year the depot
piling the depot maintenance budgets in sup- maintenance workloads to be accomplished and
port of the programs. the funds which will be required. In analyzing

h. The allocation of specific work orders the programing and budgeting process, it is
among the individual depot shops is essentially difficult to conceive of the process as a rigid
one of scheduling. Nevertheless, in order to chronology in which guidance and data flowone of schedulin .Ne ,verthele, i rder, t in a definite pattern. As with Army-wide logis-insure stability of operations among depots, a tics planning, programing, and budgeting, the
basic allocation of anticipated overhaul work- depot process is one in which thedepot process is one in which there is a flow
load. and necessary funds must be made by of policy directives, objectives, requirements,
each technical service when preparing the de- and capabilities vertically and laterally
pot maintenance programs and budgets for throughout the logistics chain of command. The
each fiscal year. The factors to be considered goals are simple, namely, to decide what un-
include the special capabilities of each depot, serviceable assets should be overhauled, where
the relative operating efficiencies, the location and when they should be overhauled, and how
of major stocks of economically reparable as- much money should be expended. The means
sets, the location of major customers, the of setting out these goals with definitive depot
workload necessary to sustain each de- maintenance programs and budgets are com-
pot's current work force and facilities, plex.
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b. All of the technical services conduct their and overhaul requirements necessary to pric-
programing and budgeting for depot mainte- ing out a detailed program are exceedingly diffi-
nance in according with Department of the cult to achieve earlier than 6 months prior to
Army Planning and Programing Manual (FM a fiscal year. The apparent inability to delay
101-51); the Army Command Management initial budget preparation until operating pro-
System (AR 11-45); and the Army Budget gram development, or conversely, to accelerate
System (AR 37-1). Within this broad policy programing has resulted in the submission of
framework, each technical service employs indi- installation depot (and field) maintenance pro-
vidual procedures, reporting forms, communi- grams and budgets after the Army commands
cation methods, and timetables. There are va- and Department of the Army staff agencies and
riations in the respective roles played by tech- technical services have prepared their consoli-
nical service headquarters, national mainte- dated operating programs and budgets, and
nance points, and national inventory control after the total Army budget has been sub-
points due to the differences inherent in each mitted to Congress in January preceding the
technical service's overall organization for target fiscal year. This so-called "telescoping"
supply and maintenance. Other variations can procedure is not compatible with the concept of
be found in the degree of detail with which a requirements defense budget generated by
different technical services prepare headquar- consolidating budget programs as they proceed
ters or NMP program and budget guidance for up the chain of command. To a great extent
transmittal to the depots. it supports the concept of a ceiling budget

c. The Department of the Army has inte- which starts at Department of Defense levels
grated programing, budgeting, and funding and works its way down the chain of com-
under a single account structure in line with mand, where at some later time in the budget
the Army Command Management System. Sim- cycle it must be reconciled, usually to its advan-
ilarly, as at higher levels, depot maintenance tage, with the requirements budgets being com-
programing and budgeting have been carried piled by lower echelons.
out as coordinate actions both in their formu- e. All of the technical services are faced to
lation and execution stages. Most depots have varying degrees with the telescoping problem
a Program-Budget Advisory Committee; the on depot programing and budgeting. Most de-
Program Directors and Comptroller and their pots commence rough estimate programing on
staffs also work closely in developing coordi- maintenance early in the program-budget
nated Operating Programs and Operating cycle-in some cases, as much as 10 to 12
Budgets particularly during the 6 months pre- months prior to the fiscal year. These efforts
ceding the target year. have taken the form of early consideration by

d. Although programs and budgets during technical services, NMP's, and NICP's of the
the latter stages of the budget execution proc- Materiel Planning Studies with specific refer-
ess generally can be closely coordinated, it is ence to correlating reparable assets with over-
difficult during the budget formulation process haul capabilities and with requirements.
(January to January prior to the target fiscal (1) In some technical services, a tentative
year) to achieve this coordination. The lengthy depot maintenance program is devel-

oped by the National Inventory Con-process of compilation, review, and approval oped by the National Inventory Con-
required to develop the federal budget has ne- trol Points in September (FY X-10
cessitated computation of total dollar figures months). This program, costed out,would indicate by commodity classifi-
for the O&M,A appropriation about 12 to 18 cation the overhaul and modification
months prior to the target fiscal year. Theo- activities to be conducted at the vari-
retically, the initial budget estimates for ous CONUS depot maintenance shops.
maintenance reflect the projected depot oper- In early November (FY X-8 months),
ating programs. Practically, this cannot be the revised, but still tentative, depot
accomplished because computation and corre- maintenance program is sent to the
lation of serviceable assets, unserviceable as- depots. The depot "marks up" this
sets, operational needs, overhaul capabilities, tentative program and programs the
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annual projected workload to reflect (4) After final adjustments are made in
by quarter, the number of items and June, the depot maintenance divisions
cost of overhaul within each commod- formally shift from programing to
ity class scheduled for completion. scheduling.
These marked-up depot maintenance
programs are consolidated by the tech- 68. Programing and Budgeting for Oversea
nical service's designated control point Depot Maintenance
(usually an NMP or NICP) and nec- a. The programing and budgeting process
essary adjustments are made to bal- for oversea Major Overhaul and Maintenance
ance out workloads and funds of Materiel (BP 2300) is essentially the
throughout the depot system. same as that followed by CONUS depots. The

(2)1 After the President's Budget Message oversea depots are commanded by major over-
hags-een deliVeVed tu the Congress in sea commanders rather than by the chiefs
early January (FY X-6 months), de- of the technical services. The technical serv-
pot maintenance programing budget- ices, however, have been designated by
ing can become more finite. In mid- DCSLOG to exercise primary worldwide mate-
February, the technical services re- riel control. Since oversea overhaul programs
ceive Program and Budget Guidance must be compatible with worldwide materieland the DCSLOG Operating Program
from the Deputy Chief of Staff for control, the technical services play an impor-

Logistics. The receipt of these docu- tant role in oversea programing and budgetingLogistics. The receipt of these docu-
ments formally sets in motion the for overhaul. Acting through their NICP's,
budget execution process for depot they inform oversea commanders of materiel
maintenance. During the spring, the requirements. These data provide a basis for
technical services continue to make oversea commanders to compute overhaul
CONUS-wide program adjustments. needs. The technical services review oversea
The approved operating programs for programs and budgets and make programing
each depot are usually received in and budgeting recommendations to DCSLOG.
June. They keep oversea commanders advised during

(3) Approved depot operating programs the program and budget cycle as to changes in
require close analysis by depot worldwide overhaul requirements, changes in
maintenance divisions to determine status and standards of materiel, and the avail-
whether the programed workloads ability of newly adopted replacement items. In
can be accomplished within the ap- addition, the technical services provide techni-
proved depot program budget. If not, cal data for overhaul, serviceability standards,
the BP 2300 Program Director must and maximum overhaul and repair cost lim-
determine whether workload priorities itations. DCSLOG is assisted by the chief of
should be revised and whether re- the technical services in reviewing and adjust-
sources should be transferred among ing oversea programs, but it retains direct re-
projects within BP 2300. Depots may sponsibility for issuing formal guidance and
not transfer funds from BP 2200 or

directives on depot maintenance to the oversea2400 to BP 2300 in order to strengthen commanders
the depot maintenance program; ad-
justments (subject to DA policies and b. The general policies and the cycle for over-
criteria) may be made at depot levels sea depot overhaul programing and budgeting
only within each budget program. are described in detail in AR 750-4.

Section V. PROGRAMING AND BUDGETING FOR FIELD MAINTENANCE

69. General as well as depot maintenance. One major
a. The basic principles and cycle of the Army distinction is that telescoping of programing

programing and budgeting system apply to field and budgeting for field maintenance is even
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more pronounced than it is for depot main- Maintenance of Facilities budget activity dur-
tenance; at installation level most of it is ac- ing both the budget formulation and execution
complished in the last quarter of the fiscal process. In sending its program guidance to
year prior to the target fiscal year. This is CG, USCONARC, to oversea commanders, and
due to the inherent difficulties in preparing de- to the heads of the technical services, DA in-
tailed advance programs or schedules for field dicates the program budget estimates for field
maintenance, since it is essentially an "on-call" maintenance. In transmitting its program
support operation. guidance to subordinate ZI armies and the

b. Under the Army Command Management MDW, USCONARC allocates 9000 budgeted
System, field maintenance, unlike depot main- funds to each Army by account and by tech-
tenance, is treated as a subsidiary account, not nical service. They may transfer funds within
as a primary program, e.g., Operating Forces the 9000 activity, between mission programs
(2090) or Major Overhaul and Maintenance and among the technical services. For evalu-
(2300). The major budget activity for Opera- ation and control purposes the breakout of

tion and Maintenance of Facilities (O&M,F) 9040 monies is thus preserved at major com-
(9000) consists of station or installation type mand, and installation levels.
service support common to all installations and
facilities. It includes, as subsidiary accounts- 70. Programing and Budgeting Cycle for Field

9010 Local HQ Command Administration Maintenance
9020 Local Welfare Services a. During budget formulation and execution
9030 Local Maintenance and Manage- the data flow two ways. Guidance and direc-

ment of Facilities (e.g., utilities) tives are transmitted from DA to installation
9040 Field Maintenance commanders via USCONARC or oversea the-

ater commands, the armies, and the installation9050 Local Logistics Services (e.g., sup-
9050 ply acaltLgiticities) Sevie(gcommanders. Meanwhile, the field maintenance

shop commanders transmit requirements in-
c. In accordance with AR 1-11, O&M,F ac- formation up the command chain. Higher

counts are treated as a form of overhead and commands consolidate the budget requirements,
are funded on a pro rata basis to the primary relate them to estimate available funds, and
programs at each installation. The 9040 field
maintenance account is broken down by each make necessary adjustment In preparing the

guidance for field maintenance program
technical service. This account is applicable to
all Table of Distribution (TD) field mainte- budgets, DA, USCONARC, oversea theaterall Table of Distribution (TD) field mainte-
nance facilities at class I or II installations in commanders, and ZI Army commanders, con-
CONUS and at installations overseas and to sider past and current experience, activations
those TOE units assigned to installations in and inactivations, maneuvers, introduction of
lieu of indirect support or augmentation of TD new equipment, deadlines, backlogs, and oper-
maintenance facilities. It does not include the ating costs at installation levels. Similar con-
activities of TOE field maintenance units classi- sideration is given to these factors as they per-
fied as Operating Forces; these are funded tain locally. Responsibility for TD field main-
under the program for "Operation of Tactical tenance programing and budgeting is shared
Forces" (2010.3000). One important exception by the shop officers, technical service staff offi-
to field maintenance budgeting and funding is cers, the G-4, Comptroller, and the command-
that fourth echelon Army aviation maintenance ing officer of class I and II installations. Most
is funded out of budget program 2300. installations have a program and budget ad-

d. The Department of the Army does not visory committee to assist the post commander
break down the field maintenance subsidiary in preparing and executing this budget.
account in presenting or justifying its program b. The Basic Cycle for TD Field Maintenance
budget to the Department of Defense, the Bu- Units. The USCONARC and oversea Command
reau of the Budget, and the Congress. In- Operating Programs are usually issued by Feb-
ternally, DA does break out the Operation and ruary (FY X-4 months) to the armies. In
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May, the installation commanders usually re- 71. Programing and Budgeting for Organiza-
ceive dollar guidance for entire post operations tional Maintenance
from Army commanders. The installations then
prepare a breakout of the O&M,F activity to a. By its very nature, organizational main-
show required 9040 budgets, by technical serv- tenance provides little opportunity for direct
ice, based upon experience and projected equip- programing and budgeting. Technical assist-
ment densities. A station Operating Program ance and repair parts normally are the only
or Budget is prepared for the Army comman- elements of first echelon maintenance for which
der, and after the latter has made necessary some provision must be made. Proper pro-
adjustments, the Annual Funding Program is graming and budgeting for these two cate-
sent to the installation commander. This is usu- gories is accomplished by giving responsibility
ally received in late June. This cycle is sim- for parts supply and technical guidance for
ilar for class II installations, except that their each organizational unit to a field maintenance
guidance and directives come from the technical or depot shop.
service headquarters. b. Although somewhat more complex, second

echelon maintenance provides little more op-
portunity for programing or budgeting at the

grams aend budgets for TOE field maintenance organizational level than first echelon mainte-
units are accomplished by the ZI and oversea nance. As with first echelon maintenance,
armies based upon equipment densities, pro- technical assistance and parts are supplied and
jected operations and experience factors corre- budgeted for by the responsible field mainte-
lated with the TOE's. The units themselves do nance shop or depot. Provisions for wages are
not prepare formal Operating Programs or minimized by virtue of the fact that most
Budgets. "specially trained personnel" are military.
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CHAPTER 6

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ARMY MAINTENANCE

Section I. ARMY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

72. General and control of the cost of labor, sup-
plies and services by those who actu-

The resources of the Army maintenance sys- ally cause the expenditures
tem-personnel, equipment, supplies, and serv-
ices-are represented by the common denomi- (2) Integration of item and financial ac-
nator of money. In this period of heavy mission counting for materiel, thereby afford-
demands and fiscal austerity, it is not enough to ing the means for improved inventory
simply develop a sound program budget. It iscontrol.
equally important that funds be allocated on a c. The major elements most pertinent to
priority basis, that performance be stringently logistics and maintenance may be grouped as
measured against costs, and that the dollars be follows:
spent prudently. These, in essence, are the (1) Basic Accounting Systems.
functions of financial management, and they (a) Integrated Accounting.
are the concern not only of comptrollers, but of (b) Financial Inventory Accounting.
all managers in the Army maintenance system.

(2) Asset Control System: the Stock Fund

73. Army Financial Management Plan (consumables; not PEMA items).
(3) Operations or Command Control Sys-

a. The Army Financial Management Plan is tems.
a collection of the various financial control
methods by which the Army manages its funds.
Public Law 216, as amended, reorganized fiscal
management in the Military Establishment. It d. Accounting systems were established to
placed comptrollers in the Department of De- provide the necessary accounting and book-
fense and the military departments; it forced keeping data in an integrated and compatible
the integration of appropriation and fiscal ac- form. The Stock Fund is the chief means for
counting by requiring the performance budget; controlling the Army's vast inventories of
it called for accounting methods that would minor secondary items and repair parts by use
measure the costs of programs and activities; of a revolving fund controlled by commodity
and it authorized the use of revolving funds to groups. The fund's revolving nature constitutes
finance industrial and commercial activities. its control feature by providing built-in checks

for the Stock Fund Manager, who must balance
b. The Army Financial Management Plan, as his expenditures with consumer receipts Thehis expenditures with consumer receipts. The

set forth in AR 37-5, has two goals. operations control systems follow regular com-
(1) Improvement of operational perform- mand channels and provide a unified means for

ance through the assignment of spe- commanders to relate and control mission and
cific responsibility for the evaluation dollar resources.
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Section II. BASIC ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

74. Integrated Accounting activities for which quantitative accounting is
authorized, to fixed assets, or to other inven-

a. Integrated accounting is a term which de- tori d b DA re
scribes the unification and standardization of
the various dollar accounting systems formerly b. Prior to introduction of FIA, supply ac-
used by the Army. The revised accounting counting was conducted primarily on a quanti-
structure has integrated the formerly unrelated tative line item basis. This latter type of ac-
systems to provide more effective administra- counting is essential to operating control of
tive control over resources and to provide a supply, but it does not measure economy of
sounder basis for development and evaluation supply. Financial Inventory Accounting was
of cost; type-programs-and budgets. instituted not as a replacement to line item ac-

counting but as a supplementary data report-
b. In accordance with AR 37-5, integrated counting but as a supplementary data report-

accountinpovdeaunfedsyteing system designed to provide a better methodaccounting provides a unified system of ac-
for evaluating and controlling the costs of in-counting for: supplies other than those in-

cluded in the stock fund and industrial fund; ventories. Basically it enables commanders and
the costs of operations; and all appropriated supply managers to determine by selected cate-the costs of operations; and all appropriated

funds, including those for depot and field main- gories of items
tenance under the Operation and Maintenance, (1) the value and nature of inventory
Army (O&M,A) appropriation. It also has pro- transactions over a given period; and
vided a basic classification structure which (2) the inventory position as of a given
gives a common identification of funds in order periodic date, particularly the balance
to relate programing and budgeting to finan- of assets against requirements.
cial management. c. For recording and reporting purposes, all

c. Control is exercised by the use of general items in the Army supply system have been
ledger accounts and related subsidiary accounts. divided into about seventy categories of similar
The latter are maintained in connection with items, such as clothing, medical supplies, hand-
general fund accounting at installation levels tools, lumber, and photographic equipment.
and include financial inventory accounting, Each item has been given a standard price in
revenue accounting, fixed asset accounting, and order to cumulate dollar values on the inven-
consumer fund transactions with the Army tories overall and by categories. Depot and
stock fund (AR 37-108). Responsibility for installation technical service supply managers
staff supervision of the accounting function use two reporting devices to provide data on
rests with the installation comptroller. Estab- inventory transactions and on inventory status.
lishment and maintenance of the accounting (1) FIA Statement of Inventory Trans-
system are responsibilities of the finance and
accounting officer, under supervision of the

~~~~~~comptroller. ~summary form, filed quarterly, which
reflects by total technical service in-

75. Financial Inventory Accounting (FIA) ventory (not by category) the in-

a. Financial Inventory Accounting is a sys- creases, decreases, and intransit trans-
tem whereby the dollar is applied to inventories actions for each quarter.
of materiel, supplies, and equipment held as (2) FIA Supply Management Report. This

stock on records of property accountability in report is issued in series: DA Form
the Army supply system. Financial Inventory 1886 for CONUS depots; DA Form
Accounting is in effect at CONUS and oversea 1887 for installation inventories; and
depots,. and at certain CONUS class I and II DA Form 1888 for oversea inven-
installations operating under provisions of AR tories. These reports, which are also
711-16. It does not pertain to those inventories filed quarterly, indicate inventory as-

which are in possession of troops and other sets and requirements status.
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d. The various levels of command use the able assets of a certain category item might
data collected by FIA reports to achieve more exceed total requirements, yet a large dollar
effective and economical use of resources. These volume of this category inventory may be sched-
reports and data, in fact, are used for similar uled for repair. This type of financial imbal-
purposes as a part of the Army Command Man- ance revealed on the FIA report would call for
agement System. In preparing an Operating an explanation in the reporting officer's narra-
Budget, the FIA report would indicate current tive report and a further check against line
stock status in relation to programed objectives item records.
and requirements. It might also reveal to a e. Financial Inventory Accounting primarily
local commander and higher headquarters the
efficiency of accountable property officers in serves to identify problems and to guide com-
computing stock requirements as related to manders and supply managers in attaining
issue and return data. In the maintenance more efficient overall financial management of
area, an installation's DA Form 1887 can be inventories. It is a vital ingredient in measur-
used to make a comparative analysis of total ing supply economy and in justifying to Con-
serviceable assets, total requirements, and un- gress Department of the Army appropriations
serviceables scheduled for repairs. The service- for continued effective supply support.

Section 111. ASSET CONTROL: THE ARMY STOCK FUND

76. Definition 77. Operation

a. The Army Stock Fund is a working capi- a. In operation, except for the difference in
tal fund used to finance, on a reimbursable the kinds of items funded, the stock funded in-
basis, the procurement and supply of minor stallation works much like the industrially
secondary items and repair parts (usually con- funded activity. The revolving fund concept is
sumable items), for which a fairly uniform, the same. Under a stock fund charter, the sup-
recurring demand exists. Ranging in cost from ply activity's inventories are given a dollar
less than one cent to more than $50,000, the valuation and capitalized, and cash from the
stock funded items compose 90 percent of the overall stock fund is added for working capital
Army's line item inventory. Included are repair and used to replenish inventory and fund ac-
parts, items of clothing, subsistence, and petro- counts receivable. When customers pay their
leum products; excluded are such major items bills for supplies they have ordered, the cash is
as aircraft, missiles, special weapons, tanks, replenished. In this way, the stock funds re-
vehicles, crane shovels, and artillery, which do volve.
not meet "the general provisioning rule" as
defined in AR 37-60, "that, in general, there b. Normally, each stock-funded item has a
must be a recurring demand for the items . .. single standard price (AR 735-7) determined
so that the stock fund investment therein shall by the National Inventory Control Points. This
not become frozen." includes-

b. Generally, stock funding is used at the (1) the current market or production cost
major supply sources of common-use items. All at the time the price is set;
depots, as well as selected stations, in the (2) the transportation costs for shipping
United States and most oversea depots are in- the items to the first destination in the
cluded. Organizationally, the Stock Fund is stock fund supply system; second des-
similar to a commercial enterprise, with a home tination transportation costs are in-
office (Chief of the Technical Service) and cluded for items under single man-
branch offices (depots or selected stations) agerships;
serving customers (generally Army posts, (3) a surcharge for net losses and related
camps, and stations, although some Navy and expenses. This surcharge, like the
Air Force cross-servicing is also accomplished). transportation charge, is usually ap-
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plied as a percentage factor to an f. Stock-funded activities combine the tech-
item's current market cost and is an niques of Financial Inventory Accounting and
estimate of the amount necessary to financial reporting as control devices. The two
keep the fund's working capital intact. basic inventory reports are-

c. Expenses such as labor, warehousing, re- (1) The Statement of Inventory Trans-
packing and other functions of supply adminis- actions (DA Forms 2065 and 2066),
tration incurred in processing the inventory which reports the dollar value of the
are not included in the standard price. The opening inventory, increases and de-
storage and control of stock-funded and non- creases by type during the reporting
stock-funded items in the same warehouse by period, and the closing inventory;
the same personnel make cost allocation diffi- (2) The Supply Management Report (DA
cult; accordingly, all supply administration Forms 1886, 1887, and 1888), which
costs are budgeted and accounted for as a sepa- lists in dollar terms and by inventory
rate element of the annual Army appropriation category, certain inventory control
for operation and maintenance. data. Included are such items as total

stock on hand, the serviceable peace-
d. Price lists are supplied to customers, re- time inventory the mobilization re-

viewed periodically, and changes publicized in
serve inventory, the contingency re-

advance. The stock fund attempts to break tention inventory, and the excess stock
even. Due to price changes or the timing of tention inventory, and the excess stock

on hand. A series of logistics ratios
sales, the fund may show a profit or loss, but computed from the data permit an-
these fluctuations usually even out over a period

alysis of the report.of time.
g. The Stock Fund emphasizes manager con-

e. The purposes of the stock fund are to- manager on
trol and flexibility. The manager is reasonably

(1 ) provide a simplified means for con- free to time purchases to take advantage of
solidated management, financing, con- favorable prices and is encouraged to increase
trol, and accounting for the procure- stock turnover and reduce inventory. Cost con-
ment and inventories of those items of trol is stressed, and the costs of items are dis-
materials, supplies, and equipment, tinctly brought out, particularly to the con-
the costs of which are chargeable, sumer.
when issued for use, to a number of
when issued for use, to a number of h. With the introduction of stock funding atconsuming activities;

the depot level, appropriated funds (a portion
(2', facilitate improved financial control of the Operation and Maintenance, Army ap-

of consumption of material included propriation) were given to the consuming agen-
in such stocks through budgeting, cies. These dollar resources, known as consumer
financing, and accounting for the use funds, are used to purchase from the stock fund
of such material at station level; and the supplies formerly issued free. (Consumer

(3) provide a means for financing the funds are also used, less frequently, to reim-
acquisition and holding of stocks for burse industrial funds.) Thus, control over
materials, supplies, and equipment consumption is placed with the user rather than
which are distributed, in part, through the supplier. Cost of performance budgets can
sale to personnel of that department be developed on the basis of use rather than
or other agencies of the Department procurement, with the user required to justify
of Defense (other than those items these budgets and control the funds granted
financed through nonappropriated him.
fund activities such as exchanges),
thus simplifying appropriation ac-
counting and giving greater financial a. Despite the tighter financial controls per-
flexibility in these operations than is mitted by stock funding and consumer funding,
available by any other means. certain problems do exist. First, one often-
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cited advantage of stock funding is that the cation of the appropriated stock funds restrict
manager is not limited by annual appropriation the manager's flexibility.
restrictions and can gear procurement to b. The effectiveness of stock funding in war-
market conditions and customers needs. Each time has also been questioned. In emergency
year, however, obligational authority for pro- situations troops may need additional supplies
curement must be obtained from the Bureau of immediately, and procurement funds must be
the Budget and the Office, Secretary of Defense. found and the delay of order processing must
This yearly apportionment and quarterly allo- be avoided.

Section IV. OPERATIONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

79. The Army Industrial Fund for depreciation and military pay is the only
real difference between industrial fund and

a. The Army Industrial Fund is a revolving
fund control system, but it is applied to a differ-
ent type of management unit than the Stock d. The principal objectives of the Army In-
Fund. It is used to finance and control, on a dustrial Fund are to-
reimbursable basis, the operations of industrial (1) provide managers of industrial and
and commercial type activities. It is an opera- commercial type activities with the
tions rather than an assets control system (AR financial authority and flexibility re-
37-71). quired to procure and use manpower,

b. Each activity chartered under the indus- materials, and other resources effec-
trial fund is capitalized in the form of cash; tively;
accounts receivable; inventories (raw mate- (2) establish one uniform financial man-
rials, supplies, work in process, and finished agement system for commercial and
goods); and other current assets, with enough industrial type activities of the same
funds to support its operations. These funds category;
are used to pay for the costs of labor, materials, (3) control costs in line with workloads
and overhead incurred in completing customers' actually generated by customer
orders for products or services. Such costs are
accumulated against orders, and, either periodi- orders;
cally or when the work is finished, the customer (4) create buyer-seller relationships be-
(usually an Army activity, although cross- tween industrial and commercial type
servicing of Navy and Air Force activities is activities and those agencies which
also performed) is billed. The customer's pay- budget for and order the end products
ment of his bill, either from appropriations or of services in order to provide incen-
other funds, reimburses the fund and makes tives for efficient management;
capital available for new orders. In this way, (5) enable ordering agencies to budget
as the cycle of manufacture and reimbursement and account on an end-product basis,
is completed, the industrial funds are consid- as they do when they buy from private
ered to have "revolved," thus maintaining the contractors.
working capital. e. Industrial funded activities use working

c. Not all costs are included in the price of capital funds as control devices to attain these
the end product. Military pay and allowances ends; in addition they use various techniques of
and depreciation on Government-owned plant management control which have proved success-
and equipment, are not changed to Federal cus- ful in private commercial and industrial man-
tomers. Land, and plants and equipment, used agement. These include cost accounting systems
by industrial funded activities are financed (usually on a job order basis), inventory ac-
from separate appropriations and are not cap- counting costed on a use rather than purchase
italized under the fund. This failure to charge basis, engineered time standards, predeter-
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mined prices, and production controls. Over- tralized management. It also uses several of the
head and direct-cost levels are developed for a same budgetary and accounting control devices,
series of production levels at each installation, such as the FIA reports.
and actual operations are measured against an b. At depots, the Army Command Manage-
operating budget. The Industrial Fund Man- ment System places responsibility for financial
ager has more latitude than the commander of management in the hands of the depot com-
an appropriation funded depot in allocating mander. All funds come from the cognizant
and controlling his resources. He also has a technical service, and all reports go to it. At
greater incentive to increase working capital each depot, the commander is held responsible
and inventory turnover, to program and budget for accomplishing the depot's annual program.

He helps to plan this program by estimating his
workload and its costs. From this forecast he80. Consumer Funding as a Control Device is given, from the appropriate technical serv-

The operation of both the Stock Fund and the ice's O&M,A appropriation, a sum of money
Industrial Fund depends upon "purchases" which covers all depot activities. Within cer-
made by, the various customers of these funds. tain limits he can distribute this money as he
These purchases are made from so-called "con- sees necessary. He is expected to use all man-
sumer funds," which are actually the appro- agement and accounting controls that will im-
priated funds (chiefly from the O&M,A appro- prove the effectiveness of his operation.
priation) given to an activity or installation, c. The ACMS for depots integrates program-
and allocated by the commander of these activi- ing, budgeting, and funding within the Armyties to obtain its supplies. With these consumer management structure. It provides for prepa-funds, a commander may procure supplies from
the Stock Fund or from local sources. Underation of ra
consumer funding, the station obligates its pementation of program contros. ACM re-
appropriated consumer funds when it requisi- porting systems have been developed to show
tions supplies, and the "consumption" occurs at work performance (by performance analysis),
the time of issue to the ultimate user. The resources utilization (by cost accounting), and
Army is able to evaluate supply efficiency at mission accomplishment. Operating Cost and
depots, posts, camps, and stations in terms of Performance Reports are used to compare ac-
dollars. Consumer funding thus serves as a tual with planned performance. The major re-
valuable operations control device as well as ports for evaluating depot operations are the
a means of funding (AR 35-252). DA Form 1535 (Depot Operations-Workload

and Cost) and DA Form 1535-1 (Depot Opera-
81. The Army Command Management System tions--Program and Schedules). The pro-

a. The Army Command Management System gramed work is compared quantitatively with
directs that the commander of a nontactical the work performed during each period. The
activity plan, administer, and control the re- efficiency of the work is measured by a com-
sources needed to carry out his assigned mis- parison of standard unit costs with actual unit
sion. It is applicable to appropriation funded costs during the period. Deviations of actual
activities. The commander forecasts his work- performance from programed performance,
load and its costs and then receives the neces- and deviations of actual unit cost from stand-
sary funds, manpower, and materials; he di- ard unit costs, are called variances and meas-
rects and controls his activity's operations and ured as percentages of the programed or stand-
reports the results to his superior. The ACMS ard amounts. Program tolerances (usually plus
applies to the management of major activities or minus 15 percent) are established for each
and operating programs at all levels of com- depot function such as overhaul or modification.
mand. It is not a part of the Army Financial Deviations which exceed tolerances ordinarily
Management Plan, but it embodies complemen- must be reported and explained to the technical
tary concepts of supply economy and decen- service headquarters.
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Section V. APPROPRIATION FUNDING

82. Budgeting and Funding Relationship depots or installations in specified amounts
under provisions of AR 37-20. The normal

Funds are the dollar resources, expressed in schedule for transmitting these allotments is:
terms of obligational authority, required to fi- June, mid-September, mid-December, and mid-
nance payrolls, services, and supplies ordered March.
without reference to time of use. Pursuant to
Public Law 803, the Army employs the cost-of- b. Depot Allotments. The technical services
performancesul type of budgeting, whereby the differ in the detailed degree to which they dis-

cost of programs incurred or to be incurred tribute quarterly allotments. However, for pro-
graming purposes the technical services break

during a given budget period must be indicated out the 2300 Budget Program in the Operating
in addition to the required funds. Cost of per-

Budget by Budget Activity Account (BAA)
formance is important not only during budgett u Ae.g., account 2310 for Major Overhaul Activ-
formulation and execution but throughout the ities which is further broken out by Summary
fiscal year. The depot maintenance control re- Cost Account (SCA) such as 2310.2000 Combat

Cost Account (SCA) such as 2310.2000 Combat
ports (DA Forms 1508 and 1508a) emphasize Vehicles. Related costs and performance can
costs of performance regardless of source of therefore be determined. A further breakout

therefore be determined. A further breakout
of the Summary Cost Account, called the Cost

vital aspect of Army maintenance; the author- Account (CA) e.g., 2310.2100 or 2310.2200,
ized funds constitute the dollar resources would identify the types of equipment to be
against which obligation may be made by a overhauled. In order to give depot comman-
maintenance activity. ders optimum management authority, as well

as responsibility, the allotment is confined to
83. Appropriation Funding for Depots and TD the major activities. A depot commander maythe major activities. A depot commander may

Field Maintenance Shops not transfer funds from budget program 2200

a. Quarterly Allotments. The Annual Fund- to 2300. He may, however, shift funds in-
ing Program, which is received by depot and ternally among accounts within these activities.
installation commanders in June, is related to c. Field Maintenance Allotments. At installa-
the Operating Budget. It indicates by program tion levels, the station commander receives his
(or major activity) and code the total funds Annual Funding Program and subsequent allot-
which may be obligated by the depot comman- ments by major activity. The installation com-
der for his entire fiscal year budget. This mander may not transfer appropriated funds,
total fiscal year funding program, however, is for example, from program 2100 (Training Ac-
not an authorization for obligation of the en- tivities) to 2200 (Central Supply Activities)
tire annual funds. The Bureau of the Budget, without approval of the ZI Army Commanders,
Department of Defense, and the Department of or-at class II installations-without approval
the Army actually release funds on a quarterly of the cognizant technical service. The Opera-
basis in order to control expenditures and pre- tion and Maintenance of Facilities (9000) ac-
vent overobligation and to preserve some fiscal count is funded out of the major programs on
management latitude during the year. It is a pro-rata basis, using predetermined percent-
generally considered that the danger that an
activity or command will expend its funds be- ages. It is noted that O&M,F is only on over-

head cost account, not a formal budget programfore the fiscal year expires is lessened by mak- head cost account, not a formal budget program
ing funds available quarterly. Quarterly con- or a funding account. Obligations can only be
trol not only minimizes overexpenditures, but cited against the carrier programs. Within the
also gives the Army an opportunity to cut the O&M,F cost account, the Commander, acting
spending rate for a given quarter in less critical through his comptroller and his Program
areas in order to make funds available for un- Budget Advisory Committee, may make trans-
expected priority needs of another activity. fers locally. Changes in TOE's of units, station
The cognizant technical service or army comp- reorganizations, unscheduled maneuvers, and
trollers make quarterly allotments of funds to unexpected issue of new equipment which con-
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tribute to difficulties in programing and budg- arise. The response may consist of a logical,
eting also disrupt funding. Technical service effective plea to the commander for more funds
staff offices and shop chiefs must be continu- or, more likely, may be a firm appraisal of pri-
ously alert to changes, anticipate them when orities, and an adjustment of a shop's quarterly
feasible, and be prepared to respond when they program to obtain emergency funds.
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PART THREE

DEPOT MAINTENANCE

CHAPTER 7

THE IROAN TECHNIQUE AND DEPOT ORGANIZATION

Section I. THE IROAN TECHNIQUE

84. General ponents, and assemblies to the limit of their
designed serviceable life and not replace thema. The maintenance technique known as "In-

spect and Repair Only as Necessary" (IROAN)
was developed for the purpose of eliminating d. Maintenance serviceability standards are
unnecessary maintenance costs and still achiev- those standards established by the chiefs of
ing published maintenance standards. The technical services which will assure that end
IROAN technique is applicable to all categories items, components, or assemblies will function
of maintenance. IROAN implements the prin- properly and are capable of accomplishing their
ciples of economical maintenance operations by intended missions.
a thorough inspection of major items and com- e. Coupled with this inspection is the action
ponents to diagnose their troubles before be- by maintenance supervisory personnel to hold
ginning repair or initiating action for replace- to a minimum time-consuming and costly labor
ment. This inspection is facilitated by the use operations through the use of work simplifica-
of modern diagnostic equipment. Highly tion, procedure analysis, and time performance
skilled and experienced inspection personnel standard programs.
are essential to the success of this program.
Inspection includes essential disassembly or 85. Diagnostic Equipment
teardown in order to determine the cause of

a. The technical services must push the de-
unserviceability and to assure that serviceabil- velopment of diagnostic equipment that is ca-velopment of diagnostic equipment that is ca-
ity standards are attained. The cause of the pable of pinpointing defective parts, compo-
unserviceability is either determined or pre- nents, or assemblies without teardown of major
dicted from the inspection and only that trou- items. Application of computer controlled
ble located is remedied. checkout equipment offers a greatly expanded

b. In fifth echelon overhaul, the proper capability in performing detailed fault diag-
practice of IROAN requires that all dynamic nosis and an analytical evaluation of a spec-
assemblies are sufficiently disassembled to in- trum of test results on a unit under test. No
sure that inspection is adequate and service- other checkout technique offers such potential
ability standards are assured. The objective of for reduction in supporting maintenance skills,
IROAN is to do sufficient but not unnecessary increased efficiency of maintenance effort, and
disassembly and replacement of parts. concurrent generation of logistics as well as

c. In 2d, 3d, and 4th echelon maintenance, operationally useful data.
IROAN requires that only the assembly or b. Such equipment will permit full implemen-
assemblies giving trouble are repaired. In ad- tation of the IROAN technique for overhaul
dition, the emphasis in IROAN at these eche- programs and monitoring the condition of
ions is to continue the use of parts, com- stocks in the depots. Truck mounted, it will
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be capable of complete item checkout as well level. Packaged in a carrying case, it will be
as piece part diagnosis at field maintenance capable of on-site fault location.

Section II. ORGANIZATION FOR DEPOT MAINTENANCE

86. Depot Maintenance Organization and Func- class II activities, such as depot maintenance,
tions may remain under primary control of the par-

ent technical service at general depots. In such
a. The mission of the depot maintenance shop cases the relation'ship between the general de-

is to return unserviceable equipment to useful pot commander and the class II activity, as
operating condition by means of overhaul and/ stated in AR 780-10, would be "that of land-
or complete rebuild. The primary mission of lord and tenant." The commanders of class II
depot mrairtenanice' isto support supply on a activities at a general depot are selected by
repair-and-return-to-stock basis. Depot main- their cognizant technical services rather than
tenance shops employ production line, bay shop by the Quartermaster General. In all instances
or bench type methods of operation as appro- the establishment of class II activities at gen-
priate. They contain the most extensive facili- eral depots are subject to DCSLOG approval.
ties, the most specialized production equipment,
and the largest number and diversity of tech- 87. Typical Depot Maintenance Organization
nical skills in the Army maintenance system.
Depot shops maintain close liaison with field

clude the following organizational components:
maintenance units to insure adequate and
timely support and to provide for an orderly a. The depot maintenance chief, who super-
flow of work from lower echelons to depot vises the entire shop and is responsible for its
overhaul. Civilians constitute the work force operations. At a branch depot, he reports to
in CON'US depots, whereas oversea depot per- the Director for Supply Operations; at a gen-
sonnel may be military or indigenous em- eral depot, he reports to the cognizant direc-
ployees. torate.

b. There are two kinds of depots: the branch b. A production control section, which as-
depot, which stocks and issues commodities of sists the shop officer by forecasting and sched-
only one technical service and is administered uling the depot maintenance shop workload.
by that service, and the general depot, which This section establishes priorities for overhaul
stocks and issues commodities of several serv- work, balances the shop workload, and develops
ices and is administered by the Quartermaster cost and production standards. Through per-
General (figs. 8 and 9). formance analysis, it recommends to the main-

tenance chief changes to improve shop opera-c. AR 780-10 describes the relationship of tenance chief changes to improve shop opera-
tions; the section also develops new produc-the Quartermaster Corps to other technical
tion layouts and flow charts to meet changingservices that have supply or maintenance ac-
maintenance requirements.tivities located at a general depot. Normally,

the Quartermaster General, through his desig- c. A supply section which forecasts and main-
nated general depot commanders, exercises ad- tains levels of operating supplies and repair
ministrative and operational control over all parts. It stores these supplies, records con-
activities within the depot including the activ- sumption data, and maintains the maintenance
ities of the other technical services. In matters division's toolrooms.
of maintenance programing and budgeting, the d. An inspection section or office, which su-
programs are prepared by the cognizant tech- pervises all shop inspection, including the in-
nical service and transmitted to the Quarter- spection of unserviceable equipment and in-
master General for execution; budgeting and process inspection (quality control). Inspec-
funding are done directly by the Quartermaster tion personnel also survey overall shop prac-
Corps. The regulation provides that certain tices. Preferably, the inspection unit at some
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depots is not a component of the maintenance supervisor who directs the work and insures
shop but an independent unit reporting directly compliance with operating procedures and
to the depot commander. safety regulations. These shops may be di-

e. The shops which actually perform the vided into branches, each headed by a fore-
maintenance work, such as the overhaul shop, man who assists the shop supervisor.
the rebuild shop, and the equipment modifica- f. An administrative section, which performs
tion shop. Each shop is headed by a shop clerical and personnel duties.
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CHAPTER 8

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING FOR DEPOT OPERATIONS

Section 1. PROGRAMING AND WORKLOAD DETERMINATION

88. Nature of Scheduling ordination of current resources, i.e., labor,
parts, funds, and plant capacity, to accomplisha. In a broad sense, nmaintenance scheduling

is in much the same relation to programing the assigned workload in the most effectiveis in much the same relation to programing
that programing is to long-range planning. A
program is intended to implement a plan, a 89. Development of Maintenance Requirements
schedule to outline the specific means by which
the more immediate objectives of Army pro- a. Maintenance programing begins with the
grams are to be accomplished. No definite di- issuance of the five Control Programs and the

vidingine can be drawn between programing Preliminary Program and Budget Guidance
viand sceduing line can; sheduling is merely a con- from the Department of the Army to the tech-and scheduling; scheduling is merely a con- nical services and major Army Commands.
tinuation of the process of articulation, par- During the review and reappraisal process that
ticularization, and reformulation of the Army During the review and reappraisal process thatticularization, and reformulation of the Army
strategic plans to meet constantly changing follows, DCSLOG informs each technical serv-
conditions. The broad objectives of scheduling ice of the more specific program objectives for
are the same as those of programing and
budgeting, i.e., to promote a more effective uti- b. Using this information, the cognizant Na-
lization of available maintenance capacity by tional Inventory Control Point (NICP) within
providing a balanced distribution of work and each technical service develops the Army's
by insuring the availability of resources for probable worldwide requirements during the
the performance of such work. Unlike pro- following fiscal year for each major item of
graming, however, scheduling deals in spe- equipment for which the NICP is responsible.
cifics: specific installations, definitive work- This procedure involves applying TOE and TA
loads, and finite periods of time. factors to anticipated troop strengths and mak-

b. Maintenance scheduling is carried out in ing appropriate additional allowance for spe-
two steps: workload determination; and pro- cial programs, supply levels, expected attrition,
duction scheduling. Workload determination in-place reserves, and other pertinent factors.
involves the generation of facts and figures From these worldwide requirements, the NICP
as to the size and nature of workloads to be then deducts the present number of serviceable
assigned to each installation. Of basic con- equipments needed. Subsequently, the NICP
cern is the type and number of items to be re- decides whether to meet these additional re-
paired, overhauled, or rebuilt, by whom and quirements from procurement of new equip-
during what specific period of time. ment or from maintenance (usually overhaul)

c. After the workload has been computed of presently unserviceable equipment.
and assigned to various installations, the in- C. In addition, the NICP's also process over-
stallations themselves draw up production haul requirements for other military depart-
schedules and work orders delineating the ments and the MAP program.
methods and procedures to be followed during d. When the NICP receives approval of its
overhaul and the resources necessary to process projections and conclusions from the chief of
the assigned workload. This second phase of the technical service, it informs the cognizant
maintenance scheduling is directed to the co- commodity managers of the total number of
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unserviceables which are to be overhauled at appearance and serviceability and
CONUS depots. The NICP, in turn, appraises ready for immediate oversea or do-
its CONUS depot shop capabilities, and sched- mestic use.
ules the unserviceables into specific depots. (2) Condition-Reservation Code 2. Is used
Cognizant oversea commanders are responsible to record group A new or used serv-
for workload scheduling at oversea depots. iceable supplies other than those re-

e. As an aid in determining the present num- flected under codes 1, 3, 9, and 0, ready
ber of serviceable equipments and in control- for immediate use for limited purpose
ling inventory levels, each NICP maintains a and/or restricted from issue by the
consolidated worldwide record of the service- chief of technical service.
ability condition of each of its major items of (3) Condition-Reservation Code 3. Is used
equipment. This record is based on reports to record group B new or used stocks
from field activities, CONUS and oversea de- suitable for use after minor repair,
pots, and due-in procurement reports. It in- processing and/or addition of missing
cludes a stock status card for each item of attachments or components.
equipment which gives the name, Federal stock (4) Condition-Reservation Code 4. Is re-
number, and location of the item, and a Con- served for chief of technical service.
dition Reservation Code (CRC) number which (5) Condition-Reservation Code 5. Is used
indicates the status of repair of the item. to record group UC supplies which

have been identified by stock number
90. Condition-Reservation Code Structure and nomenclature, but not examined

a. The Condition-Reservation Code (CRC) for condition.
numbers and their definitions are presented be- (6) Condition-Reservation Code 6. Is used
low. AR 735-15 required that technical serv- to record group C supplies which are
ice implementation of these codes designate the unserviceable and economically repar-
codes which are authorized for use by that able which have not been placed on
technical service. Codes not authorized for use a repair schedule. (May be made avail-
by the technical service are not to be used for able for limited issue 'as is' by chief
another purpose. The code structure is as of technical service.)
follows: (7) Condition-Reservation Code 7. Is used

Condition-Reservation to record group C supplies which are
Code 1___Serviceable-suitable for immediate un- unserviceable and economically repar-

limited use. able which have been placed on a re-
2___Serviceable-suitable for immediate lim-

pair schedule.ited use.
3___Serviceable-suitable for use after minor (8) Condition-Reservation Code 8. Is used

processing or repair and/or addition to record group D supplies which are
of missing attachments or components. unserviceable and not economically

4___Reserved for chief of technical service. reparabl
5___Unclassified (and suspended).
6___Unserviceable-economically reparable- (9) Condition-Reservation Code 9. Is used

not scheduled for repair. to record all supplies which are tem-
7___Unserviceable-economically reparable- porarily suspended pending analysis,

scheduled for repair. check of physical inventory, suspended
8___Unserviceable-not economically repar-

able. shipments, etc., or upon instructions
9___Suspended (or reserved for chief of tech- of the chief of technical service. (May

nical service if unclassified and sus- be combined with Condition-Reserva-
pended are combined in code 5). tion Code 5, in which case this code

O___Reserved for chief of technical service. becomes reserved for chief of tech-

b. Explanatory remarks. nical service.)
(1) Condition-Reservation Code 1. Is used (10) Condition-Reservation Code 0. Is re-

to record group A (AR 711-50) new served for use of chief of technical
or used supplies possessing original service.
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c. The NICP's consolidated record of the the item if it is repaired or overhauled. Value
serviceability condition of its equipment is restored through repair or overhaul may be
based mainly on reports from field activities measured by comparison of subsequent prob-
and CONUS and oversea depots. Except when able maintenance costs after maintenance as
codes 4, 9, or 0 are involved, inspection per- compared with probable maintenance costs of
sonnel at these activities are responsible for new equipment. Obviously, it will not be eco-
making necessary changes to an equipment's nomical to repair an item if repair will cost
code number. The item may then be sent to more than replacement. In extreme cases, any
a depot for depot maintenance, to a cannibal- repairs-no matter how minor-may be "un-
ization point, or to a local property disposal economical" if the unserviceable is obsolete;
officer, as appropriate. Before any overhaul of any decision as to whether to repair or replace
an unserviceable is begun at a depot shop, how- a given unserviceable must reflect this policy.
ever, depot inspection personnel examine the b. In establishing economic repair limits for
item in detail to confirm or reject the field in- an item, the cognizant technical service may
spector's reparability estimate. If the item is consider such factors as the item's age, its mil-
economically reparable, it is immediately classi- itary criticalness, its CRC classification, the full
fled as CRC 7 (economically reparable and direct and indirect cost of repair, the cost of
scheduled for repair). This code precludes any inspection, the cost of preparing an item for
further requisitioning action by another instal- shipping and transportation charges, the cost
lation or unit. The item then enters the over- of processing at the depot, the cost to replace,
haul process. After the item is overhauled, a the value of the item after repair, and the
depot inspector reclassifies it according to its existing supply of necessary repair parts in
serviceability. the logistics system. As these factors change,

d. In the case of large items which become economic repair limits are changed. When re-
unserviceable in the field, a preliminary on-the- pair costs exceed the maximum expenditure
spot inspection is often conducted by a Regional limit, cannibalization or disposal of the item is
Maintenance Representative (RMR) or other undertaken, unless, of course, military neces-
designated inspector to determine the practi- sity dictates otherwise.
cality of overhaul. Should the inspector de- (1) Fixed percentage of replacement cost.
cide that; overhaul is uneconomical, he may Under the fixed - percentage - of - re-
recommend to the NICP that the item be re- placement-cost method, an unservice-
classified as CRC 8 and cannibalized or other- able item is classified as economically
wise disposed of on the spot, thereby avoiding reparable if the estimated costs of the
any transportation costs. Barring unusual de- repair job, including parts, do not ex-
mands for the item, the NICP will usually ceed a certain fixed percentage of the
accept the inspector's decision. value of a new, serviceable item.

Variations on this approach have been
91. Economic Reparability developed because of differences in es-

a. The CRC numbering system for unserv- timating repair costs and in defining
iceable equipment (codes 6, 7, and 8) is based the value of a new, serviceable equip-
on definitions of economic reparability. To as- ment. This method should be used
sist the field inspector or Regional Maintenance only when the value of an item does
Representative in determining whether or not not diminish with age or use, or when
an unserviceable is economically reparable, sev- no more practicable method can be
eral systems of evaluation have been adopted devised. This system fails to account
by the various technical services. A basic con- for such factors as the age or miles or
sideration in all of these systems is a com- hours of operation of an unserviceable
parison of the estimated costs to repair an item or the number of times it has been
with the costs to replace it and even more previously overhauled.
importantly a judgment as to the value (in (2) Sliding scale. A sliding scale system,
terms of service life) that will be restored to with decreasing overhaul percentage
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limits as an equipment becomes older, overhead expense, in estimating re-
is used more extensively. In a scale pair costs. (This rate, multiplied by
which is based on the age of the equip- the number of direct labor hours
ment, a limit of 50 percent of replace- which it is estimated a given job will
ment cost might be established for the require, is then added to the expected
first 2 years of an item's life. This costs of repair parts in computing
percentage limit might then be succes- total estimated repair costs.) This
sively reduced at the rate of 15 per- method, in effect, ignores any differ-
cent per year, until only 15 percent of ences in operating costs among the
the value of a new item is allowed for various depot shops. Its chief ad-
repair costs of an unserviceable which vantage is its simplicity-all inspec-
is 6 years old. In addition to age, tors, Regional Maintenance Represen-
sliding scales for various equipments tatives, and other personnel who are
have been developed on the basis of concerned with making repair or re-
the number of times the item has been placement decisions can develop their
overhauled, its total hours of opera- estimates from the same factor, i.e.,
tions, its mileage (in case of vehicles), the single standard hourly service
the number of rounds fired, the num- rate. Thus, cost computations them-
ber of times air dropped and other selves are facilitated, indirect costs
similar factors. are complete, greater overall con-

(3) Point system. This system considers sistency in repair or replacement deci-
a combination of factors, such as the sions is achieved, and the problem of
item's age, number of hours in opera- distributing repair criteria to field in-
tion, cost to repair, availability of re- spection personnel is minimized. This
pair parts, and estimated life expect- system recognizes that each depot
ancy after repair. During preshop maintenance shop must perform a
inspection, each factor is given a point certain minimum amount of overhaul
score; one point might be assigned for work each year in order to continue
each year of age above a certain limit, to exist and serve its mission cus-
or for each 1,000 hours of operation. tomers. It also recognizes that maxi-
The points for each factor are then mum operating efficiency is obtained
totaled. If the score is above a certain when an individual depot shop can
prescribed limit, the item is not re- depend on a relatively balanced work-
paired, barring, of course, such over- load from month to month. By eli-
riding considerations as military minating any comparisons of indi-
necessity or the impossibility of re- vidual depot operating costs in
placement. (A point system-or, for determining where a particular un-
that matter, any system-may be sup- serviceable should be sent for repair,
plemented by a No-Repair list, con- the standard hourly- service- rate

method facilitates more uniformsisting of items which, because of age,
scheduling by the NMP and, as amay not be overhauled regardless of
result, more balanced workloads atthe cost to do so.) the individual depot shops.

c. Any system of determining economic rep- (2) A second method employed involves
arability that involves a computation of the the use of actual depot direct labor
estimated costs to repair an unserviceable gen- and overhead costs, rather than stand-
erates a requirement for simple and accurate ard costs, in computing the costs to
determination of costs. repair an unserviceable. Specifically,

(1) This requirement has been most effec- in computing economic reparability,
tively solved by the use of a standard the field inspector or Regional Main-
CONUS-wide hourly service rate, as tenance Representative applies the ac-
representative of both direct labor and tual direct labor and overhead rates of
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either-(a) the depot to which the not result in consistent repair or re-
unserviceable will be sent, as directed placement decisions. Some depots-
by the NMP; or (b) if the actual re- with low operating costs-repair un-
ceiving depot is unknown, the nearest serviceables which other depots-with
depot which is capable of rebuilding higher costs-would not.
the item. It is argued that this system d. Regardless of whether standard or actual
is more realistic than one which em- costs are used in computing repair parts, the
bodies standard cost calculations and costs to transport an unserviceable to a depot
that it results in lower overall main- for repair must be included in the total over-
tenance costs, since the most efficient haul estimate. The inclusion of individual
depot shops-i.e., those with the transportation costs could be prejudicial to
lowest repair costs-perform a large depot shops which are located far from areas
portion of the total workload. (Mini- of high equipment density and/or from trans-
mum repair workloads must, of portation centers and consequently mean aver-
course, be maintained at all depots to age costs should be used. Since transportation
preserve their operating capabilities.) costs are true out-of-pocket costs to the Gov-
The system, however, has certain in- ernment-specifically to the depot's Budget
herent disadvantages-it complicates Program 2220 allocation-they must be in-
the task of the field inspector or cluded in any determination of economic rep-
Regional Maintenance Representative arability. The costs of overseas transporta-
in calculating the costs to repair an tion to return an unserviceable to CONUS
unserviceable. He must know before- should be excluded in individual cases only
hand where, if reparable the unserv- when it can be shown that unservicables would
iceable will be sent for overhaul, or be ballast.
the proximate depot which can per-
form the work, as well as the actual e. The costs against which the total es-

foperatin coss o is deps The atuas timated repair costs are compared are the ac-operating costs of this depot. The task quisition costs of the serviceable item as listed
in the pertinent Department of Army supply

cost data to field personnel, is in itself, manual pricing guide. If the pricing guide does
of considerable magnitude, and has not not contain a listing for the item, the current
always been accurately done. The op- market price of a like new item may be used.
erating costs of individual depots are These are standard prices which are referred
not always comparable, because of to as "replacement costs." Standard prices are
variations in the methods of account- the last procurement price plus a surcharge.
ing for and allocating indirect costs. Appropriate regulations concerning the above
Equally important, the system does subject area are contained in the appendix.

Section II. SCHEDULING FOR OVERHAUL

92. National System Scheduling re-evaluation of the various maintenance pro-
grams is carried out at every level of command.a. AR 700-5 places the responsibility for Some overhaul projects, such as those forSome overhaul projects, such as those forscheduling unserviceable items into depots in strategically important Military Assistancestrategically important Military Assistancecoordination with the depot maintenance ac- Program shipments, are often assigned topProgram shipments, are often assigned toptivities. priorities by the Department of the Army at

b. Given the immediate availability of the the direction of the President, Secretary of
necessary unserviceable assets, the order of Defense, or Joint Chiefs of Staff. Other pro-
overhaul depends upon the relative importance grams may be given a priority status at the
of each item to the Army. From the first for- technical service level as a result of depleted
mulation of operating programs to their final stocks or increased demands. The depots them-
implementation, a never-ceasing evaluation and selves usually attend to repair-and-return-to-
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user items first, assuming, of course, that no request, or any of a variety of other documents.
higher priority programs have been assigned. Whatever the format, the scheduling advice

usually states stock numbers, item nomencla-
93. Role of the NICP tures, quantities of line items, priorities, and

a. Allocation of workloads among various in- any other pertinent data which will aid the
stallations is normally carried out by the Na- depot in preparing its annual production
tional Maintenance Point (NMP). Its alloca- schedule.
tion decisions usually depend on one or more d. In the final analysis, the installation re-
of the following factors: current workloads, ceiving the scheduling advice usually decides
backlogs, resources, capacities, and costs, as whether the proposed schedule is realistic. If
well as the present location of the unserviceable depot personnel do not believe that the goals
economically reparable assets available for set by the NICP are in line with current depot
overhaul. This information is channeled to the shop capabilities, capacities, and resources, the
maintenance managers via weekly, monthly, NICP is apprised of this belief and the reasons
quarterly, semiannual, or annual reports pre- behind it. It then rests with the NICP to make
pared and submitted by each installation. At appropriate revisions, provide additional re-
technical service headquarters or NMP levels sources, or justify the original schedule.
the information is extracted and the com-
prehensive DA Forms 1508 and 1508-1 de- e. The role of the NICP in the scheduling
scribed in AR 780-66 are prepared. Available process does not terminate with adoption andscribed in AR 780-66 are prepared. Available implementation of the annual schedule. Con-and often used are historical analyses of the
relative ability of each shop to perform a par- stant revision throughout the year is made

necessary by innumerable factors, rangingticular type of overhaul.
from alterations in strategic plans and pri-

b. While in the great majority of cases the mary programs to unanticipated defects in
NICP determines installation maintenance equipment and changes in the available re-
workloads, some of the depot workload is back- sources of men, money, and material. To com-
up repair support to meet emergency and one- pensate for these new factors, supplemental
time/nonrecurring demands of lower echelons. workload schedules must be substituted for
These repair-and-return-to-user operations those rendered obsolete.
should be scheduled by the local depot, with f. Throughout the year the NICP is respon-
notification to the NICP. if. Throughout the year the NICP is respon-sible for insuring delivery to the shop of the

c. The final step for the NICP in the sched- proper number of unserviceables at the right
uling process is the preparation of scheduling time to meet planned workloads and maintain
documents for each installation. The sched- desired backlogs. In this process, it collaborates
uling advice may take the form of a work order closely with the maintenance manager.
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CHAPTER 9

DEPOT MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Section I. GENERAL

94. Scope funds, economically reparable unserviceables,

The major aspect of production that produc- parts, labor, tools, materials, and machinery,
tion management must consider-both before which will be required to effect a given mainte-

and during actual maintenance operations-to nance program; and
keep pace with predetermined schedules is the b. establishing production procedures to ac-
economical and efficient use of available pro- complish the depot maintenance mission.
duction resources, i.e., facilities, manpower,
and materials. Adequate production scheduling Depending on the scope and complexity of a
for maintenance operations is the essential first particular maintenance program, production
step toward securing successful production per- procedures may take the form of detailed
formance. Standard Operating Procedures or the less-de-

tailed DA Form 811 (Work Request and Job
95. Production Scheduling Order). In either case, the success or failure of

Production scheduling consists of- all subsequent maintenance operations will de-
a. determining the production resources, e.g., pend on the adequacy of such procedures.

Section II. ADMINISTRATION

96. Nature of the Maintenance Shop Labor entirely if there is not enough commercial in-
Force dustrial activity available to absorb them tem-

porarily. However, this would probably happen
a. Unlike many industrial concerns which only in the case of an extended layoff. In gen-

are able to achieve flexibility in their labor eral, the American labor force has not been
force by hiring workers in periods of peak pro- notably mobile in reacting to short-term pro-
ductive output and laying them off when volume duction cycles.
declines, the labor force at most depot and field b. A second reason why the depot mainte-
maintenance shops is fairly inflexible. This is nance shop work force is relatively inflexible is
true for a number of reasons. In the first place, that the size of the labor force for a coming
many maintenance shops in the CONUS are fiscal year is usually determined during the
located in relatively isolated, nonindustrial budgetary process and, in most instances, is
areas. Often, the military and civilian person- conditioned by the best available estimates of
nel who work at an Army installation form a the shop's prospective workload. Estimates
large percentage of the population in the area. must usually be made long before firm workload
Under these circumstances, if labor require- figures for the period have been received from
ments at the maintenance shop increase, it is the technical service or NMP. The labor ceiling
often difficult or impossible to hire additional prescribed in the budget is seldom exceeded in
workers. If, on the other hand, the workload actual practice, not only because of restrictions
at the maintenance shop decreases, and workers imposed from above, but, more important, be-
are laid off, they may move away from the area cause the skilled personnel needed for overhaul
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operations are scarce and seldom willing to periods of maintenance activity, rather than
work on a temporary basis. during peak periods, maximum utilization of

c. Finally, all civilians employed in mainte- the existing labor force may be achieved. Con-
nance activities are either classified or wage versely, unscheduled sick leaves can often create
board civil service employees. As such, they production problems, especially in production
fall under the jurisdiction of strict regulations line operations. In planning for any production
which control personnel hiring and firing poli- operations the factor of unscheduled worker
cies to a great extent. These regulations, which absence must be considered.
are designed to provide the worker with a rea-
sonable degree of job security, often tend to
decrease the flexibility of the maintenance The type of maintenance shop-field or depot;
shop's labor force. However, Government regu- the nature of the work to be repaired or over-
lations controlling labor are generally no more hauled; and the form of production process
restrictive than the job security provisions involved-bay shop or line-will largely deter-
negotiated by commercial firms and unions in mine the production skills required to effec-
collective bargaining. tively perform the maintenance mission. In a de-

pot shop with a bay shop operation, workers nor-
d. To offset this innate inflexibility when the

maintenance workload exceeds shop capacity, mally will be requred to possess more gentechnical and mechanical skills than will work-
the shop must go on an overtime status; or per-
sonnel must be shifted to the shop from other ers en a production lne shop where a greaterdegree of specialization is required. The bay
depot divisions, branches, or sections; or a por-

tion of the work must be contracted to commer shop worker is not necessarily any less skilledtion of the work must be contracted to commer- at any one job than the production line worker,
cial overhaul organizations. Even these alterna- but must usually be able to do more than one
tives are not always suitable. Any use of over- job. For both layouts, however, it is generally
time is conditioned by such factors as the avail- advantageous, if possible, to hire men with pro-ability of funds, worker efficiency, and soeability of funds, worker efficiency, and so duction skills in addition to those required by

the immediate job. Worker flexibility helps to
vents wholesale movements of employees among offset labor force inflexibility and better pre-
depot activities. Contract maintenance sources, pares the maintenance shop as a whole for sup-
which are technically qualified for the work in- porting all types of Army equipment. Such
volved, may be unavailable or too far removed flexibility is particularly needed to meet the
from the maintenance shop to be economically current increased emphasis on IROAN typecurrent increased emphasis on IROAN type
usable. The handicaps and problems created by overhaul rather than complete rebuild. In gen-
a relatively inflexible labor force will vary in-
versely with the adequacy and accuracy of pro-
duction programs and schedules generated at highly skilled workers than do most manufacturing operations, since like unserviceablesall maintenance command levels--technical seldom entail identical work and production
service, NMP, depot, and so forth. If the actual seldom entail identical work and production

standards for overhaul operations are fre-
favorkload at a mainal estimates and planned quently less adequate than those used in manu-

or h leste s ad ne facturing operations. In the absence of ade-production schedules, the shop's production quate standards, the maintenance worker, his
management should have relatively little diffi- supervisor, or an inspector must decide, on the
culty in meeting its labor requirements. If basis of personal experience and know-how,
crash programs occur, or if initial production whether to repair or replace a particular com-
schedules bear little resemblance to the actual ponent. These judgments require relatively
workload received, serious, often insoluble, diffi- high degrees of worker skill. Because these
culties may arise. skills are so important, and workers possessing

e. One factor which may help to compensate them are so scarce, labor hiring has become one
for labor force inflexibility is worker annual of the most important and difficult tasks faced
leaves. If leaves are scheduled during slack by maintenance shop management.
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98. Worker Training skills and better methods. Primary responsi-
bility for depot training rests with depot super-

a. Worker training should be an integral visory and management personnel.
aspect of depot shop operations. In the first
place, the depot cannot always hire competent 99. Worker Pay and Incentives
skilled personnel. Second, training of special-
ized workers in alternate skills increases over- All civilian shop personnel are either classi-
all shop efficiency and work force flexibility. fled or wage board civil service employees. In
Third, when individual workers become more general, civil service employees include super-
proficient and more flexible, their wage and visory personnel, certain skilled technicians,
salary scales increase accordingly; thus work- and various clerical workers. A classified civil
ers may be improved. service employee is paid according to congres-

sionally prescribed pay scales for the level of
b. Training at the depot shop level may be proficiency he has reached in his job. Wage

conducted by means of formal off-the-job board employees generally include most shop
classes and/or by on-the-job instruction andclasses and/or by on-the-job instruction and workers directly engaged in production opera-
supervision, with individual workers shifted tions. They are paid according to wage scales
from time to time to observe and work at differ-

established by a government agency, the Army-
ent skills. When new equipment is introduced,
the technical services may contract for manu-
facturers' factory representatives to train shop board surveys each depot maintenance shop's
personnel to operate and maintain the equip- wage scale periodically and compares it with
ment. Usually, these men spend at least several existing commercial rates for similar skills in
days at; each installation. In other instances, the immediate area. From this survey, the
Regional Maintenance Representatives, mainte- board may then adjust shop wages upward or
nance technicians, or contract field technicians downward to make them comparable to the
may be available to help teach workers new existing local rates.

Section III. PRODUCTION CONTROL

100. General ties, i.e., the machine, tools, test equip-
ment, and so forth, necessary to per-

a. Production layout may be defined as the ment, and so forth, necessary to per
physical arrangement of men, production oper-
ations, and facilities to repair, overhaul, or re- (3) The size and nature of the available
build an item of equipment. Army maintenance production floor space.
installations commonly employ one or a combi- (4) The size and skills of the maintenance
nation of two basic production layouts: the bay work force.
shop (a fixed station layout) the production line b. Production lines are primarily used for
layout, and the bench-type layout. Each layout rebuild operations or overhaul involving high
has its advantages and disadvantages; each density items. Bay shop techniques are used
generates its own problems. In general, the primarily; however, many bench-type layouts
type of production process or layout used at a are utilized in the overhaul of electronics end
particular maintenance installation will depend items and components. Field maintenance
on the following factors: I shops almost always use bay shop or fixed sta-

(1) The nature of the maintenance shop's tion layouts.
workload, i.e., the types and density of
items and equipment that it is respon- 101. Characteristics of a Production Layout
sible for processing, and the level of a. Ideally, a production layout should be
maintenance that it commonly per- built around the items to be fabricated, and the
forms-overhaul or rebuild. building in which production is to take place

(2) The nature of the production facili- should be built around the layout, thus arriving
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at a physical arrangement that is completely rooms, and other destinations. Finally, any lay-
functional. However, such an arrangement can out should be sufficiently flexible so that change-
seldom, if ever, be achieved at an Army mainte- overs to accommodate the uncertain demands of
nance facility. In the first place, a depot or field new and different maintenance programs can
maintenance shop is responsible for overhaul- be made with a minimum amount of confusion
ing and repairing a variety of items and equip- and effort.
ment, and a layout that is efficient for one type
of item may be totally inefficient for another. 102. Bay Shop or Fixed Station Layout
Secondly, the requirements for accelerated Under a straight bay shop or fixed station
mechanization of overhaul facilities which have method of operation, the equipment to be re-
resulted from the technological advances made paired or overhauled remains in one shop loca-
in Army equipments have frequently out- tion until the work has been completed; the
stripped the modernization capabilities of the men and facilities necessary to do the work
Army maintenance system. Compromise solu- move to the equipment. Under a modified bay
tions to layout problems are the rule rather shop operation, machines performing the same
than the exception. Inadequately augmented or similar jobs are grouped together in sec-
disassembly and assembly lines and areas, fab- tions; the equipment to be repaired moves from
ricated shops, and machine tools often fall short one section to another at irregular time inter-
of the requirements of an ideal layout. In many vals until the work has been completed. Bay
cases, layout deficiencies at a maintenance shop shop layouts are used largely for third and
are beyond the control of the local command. fourth echelon repair. They are employed for
Erection of a new building is a long, time-con- fifth echelon overhaul only when there are not
suming process, and at times, buildings form- enough like unserviceables or production re-
erly used for storage purposes are now used, sources to permit the establishment of a pro-
inefficiently, for maintenance operations. Pro- duction line.
duction processes and facilities have to be a. Process Flow Under Bay Shop Layout.
spotted where room can be made available. All The bottom portion of figure 10 illustrates a
too often, two or more buildings that accommo- modified bay shop operation in which small
date complementary production processes are utility vehicles are being rebuilt.
located at considerable distances from each b. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Bayother, thereby generating inefficient and costly
materials flow.

(1) The principal advantage of the bay
b. Notwithstanding these handicaps, efficient shop type of operation is its flexibility

maintenance production can often be achieved a pand adaptability to changing condi-
through careful planning and meaningful tin and demands. Bay shop opera-
arrangement of in-plant facilities. Well-con- tions options generally use a large proportion
ceived layouts facilitate motion economy and of portable handtools The machine
thereby serve to reduce costs and speed the tools used are commonly of the gen-
productive effort. Material movement and back- eral-purpose variety, as well as over-tracking between process points should be mini- head cranes and material-handlingmized to reduce material handling costs. Suffi-

equipment. Accordingly, changeoverscient in-process storage space should be planned
for in the layout. Backup stocks of repair parts from one type of equipment to another
and components should be readily accessible to may be made expeditiously, since there
the major overhaul or repair area. Supporting are few complex setups to tear down
facilities should be located conveniently to re- or to make, and there is no line to clear
duce the time spent by personnel walking from before other work can begin.
their work stations to repair points, stock- (2) Under a bay shop operation, workers

Figure 10. Bay and production line major overhaul process flow.
(Located in back of manual)
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tend to become more highly skilled, items in that mechanical conveyor systems
and therefore more flexible, because which move in-process items at fixed and con-
they handle a variety of jobs, rather tinuous rates of speed along the production line
than a single operation or group of are seldom, if ever, used. This is so because the
similar operations, as would be the overhaul of each unserviceable generally entails
case on a production line. However, slightly different operations.
workers possessing these skills and b. Process Flow Under Production Line Lay-
training are generally in higher wage out. The top portion of figure 10 illustrates a
brackets than are production line production line operation in which small utility
workers, a factor which may con- vehicles are being overhauled. For simplicity's
tribute to higher hourly overhaul sake, only a few of the many operations en-
costs. Overhaul of a particular equip- tailed in the overhaul of a vehicle are illus-
ment in a bay shop is usually more trated.
costly than overhaul of the same
equipment on a production line, since c. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Pro-
bay shop operations are generally duction Line Layout.
slower and less efficient. The size of (1) The chief advantage of the production
the bay and the characteristics of the line layout lies in the economy and
equipment involved frequently limit efficiency with which large quantities
the number of workers who can work of similar or identical unserviceables
on the equipment at any one time, and can be overhauled. Operations on a
work on one operation may have to be production line are carefully laid out
completed before work on a second in advance of production. The repeti-
can begin. In a production line, on the tive nature of the work at each station
other hand, many operations on com- tends to increase worker efficiency
ponents and parts of an equipment are and, therefore, to decrease the time
performed simultaneously. necessary for each unit to move

(3) Finally, processing work between bay through the station. Moreover, since
shop operations may consume more workers specialize in one type of oper-
time and money than a production line ation, less general mechanical skill is
would, and work may tend to pile up required than in a bay shop operation.
in each section because of the separa- Accordingly, it may be easier to breakin each section because of the separa-

in and train new workers, and averagetion and lack of productive balance
wage rates may be lower.between operations. This, in turn,

may generate additional problems in (2) A second advantage of the production
production control. line layout is that it facilitates the

handling and control of work in proc-
103. Production Line Layout ess by eliminating backtracking. If

the line functions properly, work doesa. General. Under a production line overhaul
not pile up between stations, andprocess, like items flow in a definite sequence not pile up between stations, and

through a number of specific overhaul stations.
The production process begins with disassem- tions becomes an automatic process.
bly of an equipment and proceeds until com- (3) The chief disadvantage of the produc-
plete reassembly has been accomplished, using tion line layout is its inflexibility.
new or reconditioned assemblies, subassem- Setting up a line for overhaul i9expen-
blies, and components. Each station on the sive in terms of both time and costs.
production line performs the same opera- A production line generally requires
tion(s) on every equipment. The production more extensive facilities and machine
line layout used in depot overhaul differs from tools than a bay shop does, and de-
the mass production line processes used in in- tailed setups are frequently necessary.
dustry for fabricating and assembling new Setting up a complex line may con-
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sume several weeks, and unless the for the bottleneck. In a production
quantity of unserviceables to be rebuilt line operation such a rearrangement
is substantial, setup and tooling costs is often impossible.
incident to production line operations (6) Finally, many large, heavy items, such
may not be justified. Clearing the line as medium tanks, are difficult to move
also takes time, since all items must from station to station on a line when
clear the last station on the line before their power plants have been removed.
teardown can begin. Although its pro- Accordingly, production line tech-
ductive capabilities may be greater niques may not be appropriate for
than those of a bay shop operation, items like this even though there is a
the production line layout does not sufficient number of unserviceables
adapt itself to conditions where long and their condition requires complete
range production scheduling is ineffec- overhaul.
tive or unfeasible.

(4) Another disadvantage of the produc- 104. Functioning and Layout of Support Activi-
tion line lies in the same area: the ties
amount of production scheduling nec-

auto insure its effective operation. a. In most maintenance shop layouts, repair,
essary todnucitso efctiv beriation. reconditioning, reclamation, and replacement
Before production can beging a de- of parts, subassemblies, and assemblies are per-tailed Standing Operating Procedure
(SOP) must be darawn up, laying out formed at support sections or stations which
the exact sequence of operations and are removed from the main production line and
the per-unit time required for rebuild bay shop overhaul stations or areas. Each pro-
at each station. The line itself must duction mission requires varying degrees of
then be balanced. Basically this com- support operations and different types of sup-
plex and detailed procedure consists of port facilities. Considerations of these many

xassigning the proper number of work- diverse operations and of the varying trade
ers to each station, so that approxi- skills involved in performing them makes iters to each station, so that approxi-
mately the same number of equip- highly desirable to functionalize support opera-

tions according to tooling and process capabili-
in the same time period, consistent ties. In this way, varying demands from sev-
with the planned production schedule. eral sources can be coordinated, flexibility at-

(5) A production line may have to be tained, and more economical operation achieved.

tested with a pilot run to expose any b. Separation of support operations from
imbalances between stations, improp- disassembly and assembly operations is neces-
erly located feeder lines, or other po- sary to achieve production efficiency. Without
tential delay points. Even after pro- standard time, production line balance could
duction has actually started, it takes not be achieved.
some time to achieve maximum re-
suits. During production, absenteeism c. Figure 10 illustrates typical locations for
because of bad weather, unscheduled the major support operations involved in
sick leaves, and so forth can create vehicle overhaul - Reclamation, Sandblast,

line imbalances unless other workers Paint, Preparation and Painting, Body and

can immediately be shifted to the line Fender, Upholstery, Electrical, Glass, and
as replacements. Delays in processing Tank and Radiator. Support sections may be
components and subassemblies, or in- either fixed or portable. The Sandblast and
adequate backup stocks of new parts, Painting facilities are fixed installations that
can also disrupt production. When cannot be moved without costly teardown and
these situations arise in a bay shop re-erection. Many machine tools fall into this
operation, work in the shop can gen- same category. Other support sections which
erally be rearranged to compensate use portable tools and other equipment may be
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moved to accommodate different major items (8) Coordinating activities among all ele-
during overhaul. ments of the depot maintenance divi-

d. Fixed support sections are generally set sion in accordance with production
schedules.

up to accommodate more than one line or bay
shop operation. The workloads of these sec- (9) Analyzing job productivity and de-
tions are balanced out with parts, components, veloping and recommending action,
and assemblies which are not needed for cur- including improved job layouts and
rent production and which, after repair or improved equipment repair techniques
reclamation, are returned to stock for subse- and procedures which will promote
quent issue. maximum shop productivity consist-

ent with quality standards of repair.e. Figure 11 illustrates the layout and process
flow of a typical fixed support activity, trans- b. Controls. Of sole concern herein are the
mission overhaul. As in the case of a major end controls used to direct the progress of work in
item overhaul line, overhaul operations are per- process after it has been scheduled into the
formed at various stations, or, as in this illus- maintenance shop for repair or rebuild. The
tration, benches. quality control unit at a depot maintenance

activity and the inspection office may either be
105. Production Control Techniques and Stand- combined into one office, or separated, as the

ards policies of the individual technical service and

a. Functions. Generally, the functions of the the exigencies of the maintenance workload
production control unit at a depot maintenance require.
activity include the following: c. Characteristics of a Production Control

(1) Interpreting and implementing, if nec- System.
essary, technical directives, specifica- (1) The purpose of a production control
tions, and so forth, from higher au- system is to provide management with
thorities. a means of evaluating production

(2) Planning and establishing production progress-in the shop as a whole and
operations in accordance with priori- by program or job-at any given time.
ties and schedules directed by the It also highlights areas of difficulty or
chief of the technical service (this re- delay, permitting management to con-
sponsibility may be delegated to the centrate on these areas, to improve
depot by the technical service), inadequate performance, either actual

(3) Maintaining continued liaison with or threatened. A production control
the inspection office and the supply system tells management what should
branch to insure proper coordination have been done, what has been done,
and timing in making technical in- and what is to be done. It serves to
spections of items to be repaired. illustrate, or control, such factors as

(4) Preparing parts requirements and labor hours, materials and parts con-
production schedules. sumption, funds availability, experi-

(5) Devising methods and accumulating enced costs, and production time (in
data for the preparation of statistical calendar days).
reports (excluding the depot operat- (2) No single financial and production
ing cost report) in collaboration with control system is universally appli-
the depot management office and the cable to all installations. The design
supply section technical staff. of each control system must depend

(6) Preparing such other recurring and on the characteristics of the environ-
special reports as are required. ment in which it must work. An effec-

(7) Maintaining control records of cur- tive control system will consist of two
rent shop operations. parts: a comprehensive system of pro-
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duction standards and a reporting formed inefficiently, any standard de-
system for using these standards. veloped from measuring that opera-

tion will incorporate the inefficiency.
106. Production Standards To meet this deficiency, the quartile

a. Historical and Statistical Standards. system is sometimes used, under
(1) An historical standard is the actual which the most efficient quartile of

time or cost to perform an operation, operations accomplished over a given
or to overhaul an unserviceable, which period is used to establish the standard
a particular maintenance shop has ex- for subsequent operations. Since
perienced in the past. An historical standards developed under this system
standard may be derived from the demand a high level of performance,
actual time or costs to overhaul one the system is sometimes criticized as
unserviceable, or, more commonly, it being too demanding and too arbi-
may be an average of the time or costs trary.
to overhaul many like unserviceables. b. Engineered Standards. Because historical
Historical standards are frequently and statistical standards are tied to past per-
inaccurate for scheduling and control formance, and thus may embody production
purposes since they do not take into inefficiencies, engineered time standards have
account the fact that the conditions of been developed based on judgments of what
like unserviceables vary. The broader should be done rather than what actually has
the overhaul experience and the wider been done. Simply, an engineered time stand-
the base from which the average is ard, which is derived either from stopwatch
computed, the more accurate the time studies or motion time analyses, repre-
standard will be. sents the normal time in which an average

(2) A statistical standard is similar to an worker should be able to perform a given opera-
historical standard in that it is derived tion.
by averaging actual experienced time (1) In a stopwatch time study, the job to
or cost figures for performing a cer- be evaluated is first broken down into
tain function. However, a statistical basic elements or timing points. (Fig.
standard disregards atypical opera- 12 shows a typical time study for-
tions and costs, that is, any operations mat.) For example, a simple drilling
and costs which depart significantly operation might be broken down into
from the norm or average, such as the following elements: (a) placing
rush jobs where workers are not fully the piece to be drilled on the bench;
efficient, situations in which the un- (b) drilling the hole; and (c) remov-
serviceables to be overhauled are in ing the piece from the bench. After
exceptionally good or exceptionally this division of the whole operation or
poor condition, situations in which the cycle, the analyst then observes sev-
unavailability of parts makes exces- eral complete cycles of the operation,
sive component repair and fabrication recording with the use of a stopwatch
necessary, and so forth. Because the times taken by the operator for
atypical operations are excluded, the each element. Sometimes the analyst
statistical standard is not a true aver- times an operator's actual perfor-
age-it is more a median than an aver- mance and later times the different
age-and is generally felt to be more elements separately. From these fig-
accurate than an historical standard. ures, he then computes the average

(3), Both historical and statistical stand- time for each element. Thus, on the
ards assume that the actual operations basis of his own judgment, the analyst
from which they are developed have adjusts the particular worker's aver-
been efficiently executed. Obviously, age time to correlate with the time he
if an operation is continually per- thinks a normal worker would take.
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TIMESTUDY FORMAT

DESCRIPTION OF JOB NAME
NUMBER
DATE

ELE- TIME IN HUNDREDTHS OF A MINUTE MINUTES
MENT ELEMENTS AND CYCLES AVER
NO. TIMING POINTS AGENO. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ID AGE

FROM

TO

TO

TO

TO _

TOTAL ELEMENT TIME ADJUSTED

5FOR WORKER PROFICIENCY

TO IN MINUTES:

6

TO

TO

TOTAL ELEMENT TIME ADJUSTED
FOR WORKER PROFICIENCY_

ALLOWANCES IN MINUTES:

(ADDITIONAL SPACE ON OTHER SIDE OF SHEET TOTAL ALLOWANCES
FOR NOTES ON OBSERVED ACTION, SKETCHES, STANDARD TIME-MINUTES PER PIECE
CALCULATION OF STANDARD TIME PER PIECE, ETC) STANDARD OUTPUT-PIECES PER HOUR

1 July 1961

Figure 12. Time study format.
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(2) After performing this adjustment, the tions. As a job becomes less routine,
analyst totals the standard times for it usually is less adaptable to engi-
each element to develop the standard neered time standards. Engineered
time for the whole operation. To this standards cannot be used at all for
time he must then add a prorated some operations. Most important, be-
share of certain personal and fatigue fore any system of engineered stand-
allowances which the worker will in- ards is installed, a detailed analysis
cur during his daily performance, such should be made of such factors as
as relief and cleanup. The result is an production layout, production methods
engineered standard time for the and techniques, production equipment
operation. capabilities and utilization, and so

(3) In a motion time analysis study, the forth, to make sure that the operations
job to be analyzed is first broken down being timed are themselves as efficient
into simple body motions, such as lift, as possible. Time and effort is wasted
move, turn, grasp, and so forth. Gen- needlessly when standards are estab-
erally, a more detailed breakdown is lished for an operation that is later
required, and the subsequent computa- changed to effect methods improve-
tions are more complex for relatively ments or a revised layout.
short operations than for longer jobs. (5) Unlike most commercial manufactur-
Once a job has been broken down, the ing operations which specialize in one
analyst refers to special tables which or two items of a line or products, the
contain standard times for each body depot shop overhauls a wide variety
motion, taking into account the dis- of items and equipments to be used
tance the particular body member throughout the entire shop, standards
moved and other factors, such as re- have to be developed for operation,
sistance met or care required. The such as reboring, which are common
tables list the results of many motion to the various items that a particular
analysis studies made under varying shop overhauls. With the constant
conditions. For example, it might change and evolution of Army equip-
have been determined that it takes ments, the development of adequate
the normal worker .005 minutes, exer- standards is a continuing process.
cising reasonable care, to move his (6) Engineered standards have been de-
arm 4 inches in depressing a one- veloped for many activities. They
pound spring. Any operation, then, have been prepared for, and are cur-
requiring this motion under these con- rently used in, some manufacturing
ditions should be allotted .005 minutes. arsenals and depot maintenance shops.
After recording the standard times In this connection AR 1-50 directs the
for each movement in the operation, development of "principles for the
the analyst totals them to develop a use, operation, and maintenance of
standard time for the whole operation. performance analysis of manpower,"
Adjustments for worker proficiency including engineered standards. As
are unnecessary in motion analysis engineered standards become more ex-
studies, since the table factors them- tensively developed and used, produc-
selves reflect the motion times of a tion control of depot maintenance will
normal worker. Personal and fatigue become more effective. Since they are
allowances must be added in the same the most accurate, they are the only
manner as in a stopwatch time study. meaningful method of determining

(4) As a rule, both stopwatch time studies how long it will, or should, take to do
and motion time analysis studies are something.
best suited to repetitive, relatively c. Component Repair Standards.
simple jobs, such as those which (1) To complete the job of developing
typify most production line opera- meaningful total work standards for
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maintenance operations, standards to the derivation of accurate estimates
determine when to repair or replace requires meaningful production stand-
parts and components which are re- ards. Meaningful standards therefore
moved from unserviceable end items are the core of any production control
must be established. system.

(2) Although economic repair limits for
end items are traditional, similar 107. Reporting System
limits or standards for components a. General. The reporting systems used by
are seldom used except for major com- technical services and by maintenance shops
ponents such as engines. The main- within technical services vary significantly. At
tenance shop foreman, or the pro- some of the larger depot maintenance shops,
duction worker himself, commonly certain production control data are compiled
decides when to repair a given item on electronic data processing cards to facilitate
and when to replace it. The control summarization and evaluation. In the smaller
problems resulting from this situation depot shops, the production control reporting
are many and complex. One depot system usually consists of Work Request and
may be repairing parts which are in Job Order Forms (DA Form 811) (fig. 13),
relatively poor condition, while an- some type of summary listing for these forms,
other shop may be replacing similar and information gathered by the shop foreman
parts in better condition. Even within himself. Technically speaking, any record of
the same maintenance shop, similar the conduct of maintenance operations at the
inconsistencies may and do occur. local level may be classified as a production con-
This lack of standards not only can trol report.
affect the relative costs of labor and b. Daily Shop Activity Report.
of parts for overhaul services, but can (1) One basic type of control report used
also completely negate the efficiency in maintenance operations is the daily
of consumption rates and distort the shop activity report. Several different
accuracy of predetermined parts re- technical services, maintenance shops,
quirements. Conversely, inaccurate and echelons of maintenance opera-
parts consumption data can negate the tions use variations of this type of
value of meaningful component repair form, which is usually prepared in the
standards. If inaccurate consumption maintenance shop by either the shop
data result in insufficient depot stocks office or the shop foreman.
of parts and components to meet end (2) Typically, one report is prepared daily
item overhaul requirements, the depot for each job currently in the shop.
shop may be forced to rebuild un- The form is broken down into the pro-
serviceable parts and components duction stages, operations, or work
which should "economically" be re- sections entailed in overhauling the
placed. A lack of component repair particular item(s) on each job and in-
standards can also have a detrimental cludes planned or estimated data from
effect on the life expectancy of the the appropriate Work Request and
overhauled item. Greater emphasis Job Order Form, e.g., total number of
will have to be placed on computing units to be overhauled, total man-
repair standards if control of main- hours allowed, allocated man-hours
tenance operations is to become more per unit, units scheduled per day,
effective. Any production control sys- and so forth. Actual daily pro-
tem is basically a comparison of actual duction information (units completed
progress, or costs, with the estimated today, total man-hours experienced
time and costs necessary to perform today, etc.) is also included on the
the operation or work involved. To be report for comparison with the es-
effective, estimates used for compari- timated data. For control purposes,
son purposes must be accurate, and the report also includes actual produc-
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tion information to date, i.e., total supplies costs experienced to the date of the
man-hours experienced to date, man- report, the indirect costs experienced, and so
hours per unit experienced to date, forth. The main purpose of a production sum-
total units completed to date, total mary report is to provide management with an
man-hours experienced on rejects, overall indication of production progress and
and so forth. The production-to-date actual or potential production bottlenecks.
figures are derived by adding the daily d. Production Graphs and Charts. Produc-
production figures for the date of the tion graphs and charts that plot actual produc-
report to the production-to-date fig- tion progress against planned or scheduled
ures shown on the previous day's re- progress are frequently prepared to supple-
port. Review of the report by both ment production summary reports. These
shop management and production con- graphs and charts are designed to provide man-
trol personnel will indicate areas re- agement with a visual summary of maintenance
quiring investigation of existing or operations.
potential bottlenecks.

e. Production Difficulty Reports. For pro-(3) For cost and progress control pur- duction control uroses most maintenanceduction control purposes, most maintenanceposes, most maintenance shops supple- shops supplement the "standard" reports de-ment the daily shop activity reportment addithe nal daily shop ac . rEpt scribed above with special reports when pro-with additional daily records. Exam-wifthai records.i duction or other difficulties impede, or threaten
to impede, scheduled progress. Program

(a) time and distribution reports, shortages lists are frequently used by Stock
which break down the labor force, Control to notify the maintenance shop of
by workers, to show the distribu- stocks of required parts that are exhausted or
tion of each worker's time among in short supply. Expedite requests or requisi-
jobs; tions may be used to obtain parts from Stock

(b) daily progress reports, which in- Control for which maintenance shop levels have
dicate the daily progress of critical been exhausted. Various forms of intrashop
jobs in the shop; memoranda are used to draw attention to

(c) daily parts consumption reports; critical programs or operations that threaten
(d) daily cost reports; and to create production delays. Overtime reports
(e) daily reports on rejects. are frequently used to authorize and control the

These reports are only supplements to use of overtime in critical production situa-
the daily shop activity report, which tions. The purpose of any production difficulty
is the basic production control report report is to facilitate action necessary to cor-
for maintenance operations- rect an impending or actual shortage or produc-for maintenance operations.

tion bottleneck.
c. Production Summary Reports. From in-

formation contained in the daily shop activity 108. DevelopmentofManpowerRequirements
reports, the productions control office and the Effective manpower allocation dependsshop office at most maintenance activities pre- largely on adequate performance standards atpare periodic summary reports showing
planned estimates and actual production figures depots and depot maintenance shops. In the
for each job order in the shop. These reports shop, performance standards are helpful in

may. be. pr d planning individual production runs and in es-may be prepared weekly, bimonthly, or at
other regular time periods. Basically, they timating how many men will be needed to
serve the same purpose for the time period handle the total workload. At the technical
involved that the shop activity report does for service level, they are used to determine how
a single day. However, many production sum- much work can be performed by a particular
mary reports are tied in with cost control of shop and to correlate available manpower with
maintenance operations in that they include funds requirements. They aid in determining
such additional information as the funds whether quarterly operating personnel require-
authorized for each job order, the parts and ments are in agreement with the programed
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workload. They are helpful in deciding machinery; parts and unserviceable
whether interim installation requests for ad- assets.
justments to personnel authorization should be (4) Balancing total daily overhaul re-
granted, and they are also used to provide quirements as to type of unservice-
higher authority with performance analysis able, production loadings, etc.
data on standards and staffing patterns. The (5) Preparing work requests, job orders,
more accurate the standards, the more concise and/or similar documents for the un-
can be the planning at all levels. serviceables to be overhauled.

109. Providing for Tools and Materials b. To insure proper utilization of available
resources and effective accomplishment of the

sThe depomust makintenance shopns productol n overhaul mission, a detailed step-by-step de-schedule must make provision for all special scription of the general flow of the major item
tools, jigs, gages, and fixtures that will be re- during overhaul both within and betwe
quired in overhauling an end item. The types
of tools required may be determined in advancelished either aspart of the job order or on a separate SOPby reference to appropriate SB's, TB's, TM's, part of the job order or on a separate SOP(Standing Operating Procedure) sheet. Opera-

tional breakdowns for all support activities are

110. Scheduling Utilization of Plant Machinery also prepared to insure proper coordination
with the primary shops.

Adequate provisions for effective utilization () On the basis of operational breakdown
of available plant machinery are also impor- and routine data, desirable starting
tant. Every shop has its potential bottlenecks and completion times may be com-
which threaten to disrupt production quite as
effectively as a short supply of repair parts or a puted for each stage of operations by
lack of funds might. The well drawn produc- working backward from the final com-
tion schedule may avoid such delays by pro- tion data and applying standardtimes to each stage. The final starting
viding for the procurement of additional date so reached represents the latest
machinery or adopting such expedients as date that work may be begun and
multiple-shift operations of key equipment. still meet the final completion date,

111. Depot Scheduling barring any unforeseen complications.
(2) The actual date selected for com-a. Once unserviceables have been received at mencement of overhaul operations

the depot, the process of scheduling them will depen on a number of factors:
through the overhaul cycle begins. Scheduling the adequacy of funds, labor, un-
at the depot shop level involves any or all of serviceables, tools, machinery, or ma-

serviceables, tools, machinery, or ma-
the considerations listed below. terials, as well as the priority of the

(1) Breaking down the mutually agreed program itself. In the majority of
upon production schedule from the cases repair parts availability deter-
NMP (or technical service) into mines the data of commencement of
months, weeks, and days. overhaul operations.

(2:) Adding to NMP-scheduled overhaul(2) Adding to NMP-scheduled overhaul c. Production scheduling seldom ceases with
estimates of the maintenance to be the commencement of work. All too often un-
performed on satellited and repair- anticipated events will force revisions in cur-
and-returrn-to-user equipments. (The rent rebuild operations. Only with the complete
methods used to estimate "nonsched- teardown of every item do actual parts require-
uled" maintenance workloads are ments become known. Constant surveillance
similar to those used at field mainte- must be made of consumption reports so that
nance levels.) any trends indicating increased parts require-

(3) Insuring adequate resources to meet ments may be detected and additional requisi-
scheduled overhaul requirements- tions placed as soon as possible. Other factors
i.e., funds, labor, tools, materials, and which often necessitate revisions in schedules
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are unanticipated depletions in the labor supply technical service or NMP which result in the
because of a rise in sick leave; breakdown of advancement of completion dates or assignment
key machinery; increases in costs; and, perhaps of new, higher priority "crash programs" to
most common of all, program changes by the the installation.

Section IV. INSPECTIONS

112. General and, in case of deviation, deciding
whether work is to be accepted or re-

a. The inspection and quality control func- whether work is to be accepted or re-
tions at Army maintenance installations are jected.
interrelated and are often performed by one (4) Maintaining staff supervision to make
consolidated activity. Whether or not the two sure that maintenance shop practices,
functions are separate or consolidated depends procedures, and performance of work
largely on the policy of the particular technical comply with provisions of technical
service and the workload performed at a given manuals, modification work orders,
maintenance shop. and similar directives. The main pur-

pose of any inspection activity is to
b. Commonly, inspection is thought of as the effect the inspection and acceptance of

actual examination of a product for defects and material and equipment in the most
for assurance that it complies with established economical and expeditious manner
standards. Quality control is the surveillance consistent with quality assurance.
of production practices, procedures, and actual
performance of work to prevent too many de- 113. Organizationfor nspection
fects from occurring. In many industrial con-
cerns, inspection and quality control functions a. At a branch depot, the depot commander
are performed by separate groups with the in- is responsible for all inspection of maintenance

spection group reporting either to top company operations unless other policies have been es-
spmanagement or directly to the buyer of the tablished by the head of the technical service.management or directly to the buyer of the
product, and the quality control group report- At a general depot, the depot commander is
ing to production management. In Army main- generally responsible for organizational and
tenance activities the inspection and quality field maintenance inspection conducted at the
control functions are so highly interrelated as depot. Technical service serviceability assur-

ance (technical inspection and surveillance) is
to make a significant differentiation between

the responsibility of the general depot com-
the too difficult and even unnecessary. mander except when a class II activity has

c. Inspection techniques and organizations been established. These inspections are con-
differ among technical services and among indi- sidered for accomplishment by class II activi-
vidual maintenance activities within a technical ties when the commodities involved require
service. Generally, however, inspection person- unusually complex and highly technical skills
nel are responsible for the following inter- and are unusually susceptible to deterioration in
related functions: storage (AR 780-10). In the interests of

(1) Inspecting unserviceables to deter- achieving maximum utilization of inspection
mine economic reparability. (At the personnel, obtaining better qualified inspectors,
option of the chief of the technical eliminating overlapping and duplication, and

service, this function may be assigned increasing efficiency and economy, it may be
stotherrepair ortoverhaul branches.) desirable at many depots to centralize all in-

spection. This includes organizational, field,
(2) Inspecting work in process, as re- and depot maintenance inspection; prestorage

quired, and completed jobs to deter- inspection; storage surveillance inspection; des-
mine their acceptability. tination acceptance inspection of purchased

(3) Insuring that all work is performed in items; and so forth, in a single inspection
accordance with technical standards activity. When inspection functions are cen-
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tralized at a depot, they are generally assigned c. Performance specifications set forth the
to an inspection office established in depot required operational characteristics of an item,
headquarters. such as the output of a motor or a pump, the

speed of a vehicle, the lifting ability of a jack,
b. Centralized inspection activity always re-

ports directly to the installation commander or and so forth Tests to evaluate the perf
characteristics of a rebuilt item are often per-

to the appropriate technical service supply offi- act
cer, never to the head of a function within the formed under actual operating condther cas

the road testing of a vehicle. In other cases
installation, such as the chief of the mainte- these tests are performed under simulated con-
nance shop. Only the use of this procedure can ditions, as when an engine is tested on a
insure impartial and objective judgments based dynamometer test stand.
on quality assurance considerations alone. In
some technical services, decentralized inspec- 115. Types of Inspection
tion offices do report directly to the depot main- Simple inspection is usually performed by an
tenance chief. inspector, who examines an item or equipment

c. Depending on the size of the maintenance visually and measures it with rules or gages to
workload, the general types of items and equip- determine whether it meets specifications.
ments to be repaired or overhauled, and the More detailed inspection might call for the
type of maintenance operation, the inspection measurement of each component of the item,
force at a maintenance installation may vary disassembled, to determine that it is of the
from one or two inspectors with general tech- correct size. Additional inspection might also
nical skills to a number of inspectors, each be performed to test the hardness, finish, and
skilled in specific areas-e.g., electrical, me- appearance of the item. The inspector may,
chanical, or chemical. For large-volume, rela- however, decide to inspect every item and com-
tively complex overhaul operations, inspection ponent being repaired or overhauled, or he may
teams, consisting of inspection supervisors and inspect only a certain percentage of the items
individual inspectors located at strategic points and components involved. The first type of
throughout the overhaul process, may be used. inspection is referred to as 100 percent inspec-

tion; the second is called sampling inspection.

114. In~spection Standards a. One Hundred Percent Inspection. With
a. The inspection of material and equipment 100 percent inspection, every item which is re-

is based on a comparison of actual production paired or overhauled is inspected. Theoreti-
with the appropriate inspection standards or cally, the only way that a defective item can be
specifications which have been developed for accepted when 100 percent inspection is used
the items in question. Inspection standards and is through human error on the part of the
specifications are contained in such publications inspector. If fatigue is the reason for accept-
as technical manuals, technical bulletins, supply ance of defective units, then the inspection
bulletins, operating manuals, handbooks, draw- force is usually increased. One hundred per-
ings, data prepared by the original manufac- cent inspection is commonly used to inspect
turer of the equipment to be repaired or over- most end items and major components of end
hauled, and other technical instructions issued items, and in situations where the number of
by the several technical services. like items to be repaired or overhauled is not

excessive. One hundred percent inspection is
b. Inspection standards deal with the dimen- the most common type of inspection in main-

sional, visual, weight, performance, and opera- tenance operations; it is used almost exclu-
tional characteristics which an item or equip- sively in field maintenance shops and is usedsively in field maintenance shops and is used
ment must have to satisfactorily serve its in- widely in depot shops. However, when a large
tended purpose. Commonly, the standards number of items is to be reclaimed or over-
which control the physical characteristics of an hauled on a production line basis, 100 percent
item, i.e., dimensions, weight, and so forth, will inspection may prove too costly and time-
include maximum and minimum limits of consuming to be effective. Tests have been de-
acceptability. veloped which prove that 100 percent inspec-
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tion never removes all defective items from a tion. In many cases, in-process inspection also
production program. For these reasons, sam- serves to reduce overhaul costs by removing
pling inspection may be more efficient and defective items from the line before additional
economical. and costly operations are performed on them.

b. Sampling Inspection. In sampling inspec- Generally, in-process inspection is conducted at
tion, the inspector examines production by one critical points in the production process: in-
of several possible methods: spection of raw materials before costly machin-

(1) Every tenth or twentieth piece (or ery operations, inspection of components before
some other number in series) is ex- assembly, and inspection of complex assemblysome other number in series) is ex-

operations where defects are most likely toamined as it comes off the overhaul
line. All defectives are rejected, and occur. End-item inspection is, in effect, accept-

ance inspection-the determination that a com-
no actdion s taken with regard to un- pleted item meets established quality standards
inspected pieces. and therefore can be expected to function prop-

(2) Every tenth or twentieth piece (or erly for a normal operational period.
some other number in series) is exam-
ined, and when a defective part is 116. Role of the Inspector in Maintenance Oper-
found, all pieces between that piece ations
and the next succeeding normally in-
spected piece are inspected. (There a. As a means of fulfilling the inspection
are several variations to this method office's responsibility for making sure that all
of sampling production.) If addi- repair and overhaul work at a depot shop (both
tional defects between the tenth and in-process and completed) conforms to appli-
twentieth piece are found, 100 percent cable standards, inspection personnel must
inspection is begun until the cause of determine that shop practices and procedures
the defect is isolated and appropriate comply with the provisions of pertinent tech-
remedial action taken. nical data. This responsibility should not be

misconstrued to mean that inspectors "super-(3) Total production for a given time
period is divided into lots, and same vise" production personnel; rather, they survey
ples from each lot are inspected. If production work to uncover practices and pro-

ithe quality of the samples does not cedures which, if uncorrected, will, or may,
vary significantly from the standard, result in unacceptable material. In addition,
the entire lot is accepted. If the sam, inspection personnel are generally responsible
ple containes significant variations in for checking the serviceability of tools, testple contains significant variations in
quality from the standard the lot is equipment, and other devices being used by

rejected. (The compilation of effec- production personnel
tive sampling plans is a complex b. One of the most important functions of
statistical technique that differs with inspection personnel is to cooperate with pro-
types of items to be inspected, past duction personnel in pinpointing production
quality experience with the items in difficulties and eliminating the causes of un-
question, and so forth.) satisfactory work before they impede produc-

e. In-Psrocess and End-Item Inspection. Both tion. This promotes the understanding that in-

of the inspection techniques described in (1) spectors are trying to further the production
and (2) above may be used to inspect either process, and are not rejecting work simply
work in process or completed items. The main because theirs is the prerogative to do so. Be-
purpose of in-process inspection is to reveal cause of the organizational position of inspec-
defects on work which may be subsequently tion activities, substantive differences between
covered up by later work and which therefore inspectors and production personnel must be
cannot be easily seen during end-item inspec- reconciled at a command level.
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Section V. SERVICES

117. General iceable condition and, when unserviceable, for
repairing and restoring it. All facilities and

techniques to be effective, the production re- other types of property will wear out or fail in
sources involved must be fully efficient and service eventually. The objectives of any repair
operable. Various means are utilized by main- support activity are to preclude deterioration
tenance management to insure that production and wearout to the greatest extent possible and
resources are fully usable when required. to insure rapid reactivation to service after

breakdowns or failures have occurred. Since
118. Facilities Repair Support proper maintenance and repair support are

Repair support activities are those activities basic to effective and uninterrupted production
at an Army installation that are responsible operations, they are vital aspects of production
for maintaining Government property in serv- management.
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CHAPTER 10

PARTS MANAGEMENT

Section I. PARTS FORECASTING

119. General entering the depot maintenance shop unique.
a. Parts management is a vital aspect of As a result, two items of the same make and

depot shop maintenance management. Its ul- model may, and often do, have quite different
timate objective is to insure that adequate parts requirements. In some cases, parts that
quantities of the right types of repair parts are requisitioned for depot maintenance opera-
are available to meet production requirements tions are not available in the Army supply sys-

tem and thus are not procured until they areat a particular maintenance activity. Proper teq and thus are not procured unt are
parts management can mean the difference be- requisitloned. Often this procurement action
tween efficient and inefficient repair or overhaul require a lead time of 6 months or more d
operations, economical and costly production,
timely and delayed completion of scheduled parts must be initiated long before any exten-
work, a high degree of equipment operability sive overhaul of equipment is begun. The long
and an excessive amount of deadlined equip- lead time required also effectively removes any
ment. This function must be accomplished with possibility of relying on supplemental requisi-ment. This function must be accomplished with
a minimum investment in repair parts. Almost ions to rectify mistakes made in originally
all parts are now stock funded and must be paid
for with appropriated funds; the return of any 120. Parts Forecasting Processing
excess stock-funded parts for credit is dis-
couraged by regulation (AR 37-65). If the a. General. The means of determining the
maintenance shop overstocks repair parts, number of parts required for repair of end
fewer funds will generally be available for items depends, quite simply, on the densities of
other shop programs. Repair parts stocks must end items to be repaired. If only a few end
be kept at the minimum levels in order to items require repair, economic maintenance
reduce attendant "holding costs"-i.e., the management usually calls for a teardown and
costs to store, inventory, inspect, preserve, inspection of each end item to be repaired with
maintain records, and dispose of excess and lists of parts required developed from these in-
obsolete stocks. spections. Naturally, the repair of these low

density end items must await the receipt of the
b. Parts forecasting is one of thes most im- parts. As the densities of end items increase it

portant elements of depot shop parts manage- becomes less and less economic to hold endbecomes less and less economic to hold end
ment since the accuracy of parts predetermina- items in a disassembled state awaiting ship-
tions often determines the effectiveness of pro- ments of parts, therefore the determination of
duction scheduling. Whereas other overhaul re- parts required must be based on forecasts. The
quirements may be relatively predictable and process of forecasting and the subsequent pro-
therefore controllable, forecasting of repair curement of parts for the repair of moderate
parts requirements without a complete break- and high density of end items begins with the
down of the item to be overhauled is difficult at initiation of a formal Work Request and Job
best, and often impossible. The age of an item, Order (DA Form 811). After initial prepara-
the environment in which it was used, its op- tion or review by the Production Control
erator, and a number of other variables com- Branch, DA Form 811 is sent to that section of
bine to make the use history of each item the Depot Maintenance Division which is re-
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sponsible for forecasting parts requirements- maintenance parts needs for more
usually the Parts Predetermination Section. than four quarters into the future
This section computes the kinds and quantities since consumption rates are subject
of parts necessary to perform the work, to refinement, and the reported
whether it is a relatively small job likely to re- (and forecasted) densities of end
quire only 1 or 2 days or a production line run items may be increased or de-
scheduled to operate for a number of months. creased during the period. Once
The information for these computations is gen- the repair parts estimate is com-
erally taken from detail card files which con- pleted, the technical service com-
tain historic data on similar repair operations mences necessary procurement so
in the past. Most significant are the consump- that repair parts will be available
tion rates (sometimes called mortality rates) in the supply system when they are
which indicate the quantity of a part that was needed by the maintenance shops.
used in overhauling a hundred end items. (c) Like an historical performance

b. Consumption Rate. standard, the consumption rate is
(1) Technical service rate. an average and it is only useful if

it represents an adequate number
(a) Each technical service has devel- and range of experiences. The age,

oped and distributed to its depot condition, and parts requirements
maintenance shops consumption
rates for nearly every major end of any particular unserviceable or

group of unserviceables 'must al-
item and many secondary items for

ways vary from the average age,which it is responsible. This rate ways vary from the average age,
is based on past experience and condition, and requirements of all

gives as a percentage the average equipment. Some technical servicesgives as a percentage the average compute separate mortality datacompute separate mortality data
number of times in the past that a for unserviceables in different
certain part has been needed for
the overhaul of a hundred end areas, e.g., Korea, Europe, CONUS.
items. (2) Local rates. Since the consumption

data developed by the technical serv-
(b) The technical services use consump- ices reflect average worldwide or

tion rates chiefly to compute future
worldwide parts requirements. theater consumption experience, they

Each technical service annually may not in all cases, be helpful to theEach technical service annually individual maintenance shop partsindividual maintenance shop parts
forecasts the amount of overhaul forecaster. Accordingly, most depot
and depot shop modification of its shops have developed their own parts

equipment that will be necessary shops have developed their own partsequipment that will be necessary
during the sub t f l y . consumption data, based on their ownduring the subsequent fiscal year.

local overhaul experience, to use inIt then schedules this workload on
a quarterly basis and distributes it conjunction with the technical service
to the depot shops. Before each rates.
quarter begins, the NICP within (a) Local rates may be of particular
the technical service applies to these usefulness if the shop is overhaul-
estimated workload schedules the ing-on a continuing basis-un-
parts consumption rates it has de- serviceables which come from a
veloped. On this basis, the NICP certain specific locale within a
determines how many new parts theater or area, since the local rate
must be procured to meet total will probably reflect shop parts re-
maintenance needs for the next sev- quirements more accurately than
eral quarters. At this time, it the technical service's.
refines the quarterly estimates of (b) The parts forecaster should never
future parts requirements. Gen- rely on consumption data exclu-
erally, the NICP does not predict sively in predicting parts needs.
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Consumption data are only a start- of complete teardown and rebuild,
ing point for effective forecasting. many parts were replaced automati-
When using any consumption data, cally. Under IROAN, these parts
the parts forecaster must always es- will be replaced or repaired only as
timate how much the condition of necessary. In such cases, the con-
particular unserviceables varies sumption rates previously used will'
from the average, and he must reg- no longer be valid. New data will
uisition accordingly. If he knows have to be collected, but, until new
that equipment is exceptionally old consumption rates have been estab-
and has had abnormally strenuous lished, parts forecasters will have
treatment, he may order extra to rely more on their own judgment.
parts. Frequently, preshop inspec- (b) Even after such rates are estab-
tion of the equipment will indicate lished, parts requirements will
exceptional parts requirements, and probably vary more from item to
the forecaster should weigh such item among unserviceables of the
evidence carefully before he makes same class of equipment. Although
his predictions. Because of the par- fewer parts normally will be re-
ticular conditions under which an quired for each IROAN-repaired
unserviceable is operated, certain equipment, parts replacement will
kinds of parts failures may occur be much more diverse and less
almost epidemically. In such cases, standardized. IROAN will reduce
an average consumption rate for parts and labor costs; however, the
the defective part will be useless. parts forecaster's problems will be
If a certain part fails unexpectedly intensified. It will become much
and in volume and deadlines many more important for him to inspect
end items much sooner than ex- carefully each lot of unserviceables
pected, the consumption data for before he estimates parts require-
the other parts belonging to the end ments.
items will probably not be valid.
When this condition is suspected to c. Reclamation of Parts.
exist, a representative sample of (1) After the forecaster has predicted the
the lot of unserviceables may be probable parts needs, he must then
completely torn down and in- estimate how many of these parts can
spected. This techniques is alsospected. This techniques is also be obtained from reclamation in the

commonly used for new items for shop. Reclamation is the process ofcommonly used for new items for
which no mortality data have been restoring to usefulne, condemned
developed. In some instances of discarded, abandoned, or damaged
epidemic parts failures, the tech- materiel, or parts or components
nical service may be alerfa s ted by thereof, by repair, refabrication or
failure reports from the field (usu- renovation, and returning such itemsfailure reports from the field (usu-
ally in the form of Unsatisfactory to supply channels (AR 320-5). Rec-
Equipment Reports) and may so lamation is funded out of the depot
inform the depot maintenance maintenance budget, Major Overhaul
shops. But, in all cases, the fore- and Maintenance of Materiel (BP
caster must apply his experience 2310-Overhaul Activities).
and judgment in estimating parts (2) The Availability of Source Mainte-
requirements. nance and Recoverability Codes (AR

(3) Effects of IROAN. 700-18) and the assignment of these
(a) The IROAN technique of mainte- codes to all items of maintenance sig-

nance requires a redetermination of nificance will indicate whether an
parts consumption rates. Under item should be reclaimed. Parts and
the depot maintenance shop method component repair standards have not
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always been available for mainte- unserviceables for the lack of a new
nance shop use, and the decision as to component. Technical service instruc-
whether or not to reclaim may vary tions and procedures bearing on rec-
with the person making the decision. lamation exist and should be used.

(3) When a production run of unservice- Cannibalization may also be used as
ables is actually in the shop, addi- an alternative or emergency source of
tional reclamation of components may supply, particularly for low mortality
provide the parts forecaster with parts and components. Both reclama-
some leeway in case new component tion and cannibalization require care-
requirements have been underes- ful consideration by the parts fore-
timated or are not supplied in time. caster, since they allow him a safety
This will hold true even if accurate factor if his new parts predictions
component repair standards are de- prove low. This consideration may
veloped. While ideally it may not be reduce the tendency of the forecaster
economical to expend labor and ma- to provide such a safety factor by
terials in reclaiming a given compo- overestimating new parts require-
nent, it may be far better to reclaim ments, a practice which inflicts seri-
it in a particular production situa- ous penalties on the supply and main-
tion than to hold up work on a lot of tenance systems.

Section II. PARTS SUPPLY

121. Initial Actions quite as effectively as a strike or failure of the

a. There are several recourses available to end items to arrive.
obtain required parts. Depending on estab- 122. Establishing a Depot Maintenance Reserve
lished policy, either the depot shop parts fore-
caster, the depot Stock Control office, the depot
Procurement office, or the technical service a. In setting policies for delivery of repair
NICP may direct the appropriate action to parts to the maintenance shop the technical
obtain required parts if they are not available service must take into account the relative
at the depot. These recourses include-- priorities of all the differing needs of the de-

pot's customers, including those of the depot
(1)or techainicalng the item from anothervice; depot shop. Military requirements must be balanced

against economy of supply. The policies that
(2) local purchasing of the item from a suit one technical service best may not satisfy

commercial manufacutrer; another service's requirements.
(3) fabricating the item in the depot

(3) fabricating the item in the depot b. In many depots a depot maintenance re-machine shop;
serve of the parts requested is established

(4) placing the item on back order pend-
(4) placing the item on back order pend- whether they are on hand or are to be procured

ing availability;
elsewhere. Once established, the depot mainte-

(5) cannibalizing the item from CRC 8 nance reserve is represented by a bookkeeping
items; entry which sets aside for future maintenance

(6) checking substitute stock numbers for shop use the parts presently available or to be
availability, and/or received. No physical segregation of these de-

(7) canceling the order. pot stocks is made. Generally, for parts au-
b. The availability of parts generally deter- thorized for Army depot stockage, the reserve

mines when a job order can be released to the may not exceed the amount required for the
appropriate shop and work actually begun. An next 90 days of the production run, or for the
unanticipated delay of a single key part can length of the production run, whichever is
disrupt a carefully planned production schedule shorter. For a 6-month production run, if the
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requirements for a certain part authorized for then break down the predicted requirements for
stockage were evenly spread over the entire each such part into quarterly, or 90-day, seg-
run, the depot maintenance reserve for that ments and request that Stock Control establish
part would remain set for the first 3 months of a constant reserve in this amount for each part.
the run at 50 percent (or 90 days) of the total In this case, the reserve is not identified with
requirements for the part. After completion any particular production run, but is main-
of half of the run (or 90 days), the reserve tained at the requested constant level through-
would then be evenly or periodically reduced out the year unless actual consumption of the
over the remainder of the run. If, on the same part varies enough from the forecast to war-
run, the entire quantity of another part were rant revising the reserve (AR 735-15).
needed during the first 10 days of the run, the e. The existence of a depot maintenance re-
initial reserve would represent that total re- serve does not guarantee that the depot shop
quirement. will eventually get all the "reserved" parts. At

c. For parts not authorized for stockage in any time, the parts may be diverted to another
the Army depot system, the depot maintenance customer with higher priority requirements.
reserve is the quantity required for the entire f. Even though total parts requirements may
production run. If certain repair parts are not be on hand, the maintenance shop will
peculiar only to one or a very limited numberpeculiar only to one or a very limited number usually start the production run as scheduled if
of end items and have a low consumption rate,

fthey may not be stocked. When the end irtems Stock Control anticipates timely delivery of thethey may not be stocked. When the end items
are overhauled, the depot must fill the require- parts requirement. When production begins,
ments for these parts by commercial procure- Stock Control physically delivers to the shop
ment. Since it is generally more economical enough parts to support production operations
to procure the entire quantity at once, rather for a limited period-anywhere from 1 to 15
than on a piecemeal basis, the reserve for parts days for various parts according to policy. In
unauthorized for stockage is defined as the establishing depot shop stock levels, several
quantity needed for the entire production run. factors are considered, including the priority

d. At some shops, an additional variation has and size of the production run, available shop
been added. Prior to the beginning of the fiscal storage space, size and cost of parts, and ease
year the parts forecaster may determine that and cost of transportation. The levels vary
certain parts will be used continually through from shop to shop. DA Form 1546 (Request
the year in many production runs. He may for Issue or Turn-In) is used in this transfer.

Section III. CONTROLLED CANNIBALIZATION AND LOCAL PROCUREMENT OF PARTS

123. General b. At depot maintenance shops cannibaliza-
tion of uneconomical reparable items of equip-

Parts can be obtained by controlled canni-Parts can be obtained by cont.rolled cann- ment will be used as a primary source of supply
balization and local procurement. for low mortality parts and assemblies and to

a. As defined by AR 750-50, controlled can- fill such other demands as may be necessary to
nibalization is "the removal of parts and as- expedite repair or overhaul of end items of
semblies from uneconomically reparable or equipment. This will increase maintenance
disposable end items, or components thereof, efficiency.
and making them available for reuse." The
technical services have established cannibaliza- 124. Local Procurement
tion points at depots. The cannibalization point a. Local procurement is another means by
will only stockpile those parts or assemblies which the parts forecaster can obtain necessary
that are applicable to end items at supported parts. The depot procurement office generally
activities. The size of the stockpile will depend has responsibility for all local procurement.
on demand experience and good judgment. The depot procurement office may often dele-
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gate authority to the depot shop to purchase and accounting procedures which are required
certain low value items from local commercial for individual purchase orders and contracts.
sources, depending on established policy. In Under this method, which operates like a petty
some instances, the technical services publish cash fund, a fixed sum of cash is given to the
lists of locally procurable items and the maxi- shop officer to use in making any necessary local
mum prices which may be paid for them. purchases. The imprest fund is reimbursed

b. If a shop makes frequent local purchases, from installation funds, either periodically or
it commonly uses either charge accounts or an when all cash has been spent. The imprest fund
imprest fund as a financing method (APP 3- cash, plus the sum of all purchase vouchers
650). Under the first method, the depot con- used, must always equal the fixed sum of cash
tracting officer negotiates and places charge with which the fund was established.
accounts with various local parts suppliers. He d. Under the imprest fund method of local
then designates a shop ordering officer who is procurement, the depot shop probably has
responsible for making all necessary local pur- greater freedom to "shop around" for lowest
chases against the charge accounts. Generally, prices than under the charge account method.
the vendor bills the depot once a month. Over If local purchases are made quite frequently,
a period of time, the contracting officer is ex- however, the accounting required for an im-
pected to distribute the charge accounts equi- prest fund may become cumbersome. The ad-
tably among the different local merchants. vantage of the charge account method is that it

c. Like the charge account system, the use of shifts a large portion of the accounting burden
an imprest fund bypasses the requisitioning to the supplier.
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CHAPTER 11

CONTROLLING THE COST OF DEPOT MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

Section I. MANAGEMENT OF FUNDS
125. Economy depots. Under these systems, the costs of all

The prime responsibility of a depot shop man- labor, supplies, and services used by the several
ager is to insure that maintenance work of ac- depot activities during the particular account-
ceptable quality is completed on schedule. Great ing are recorded. For the depot shop all direct
stress is placed on economy. It is equally im- and indirect costs of operating the shop are col-

lected and recorded under various account titles.portant that maintenance operations be per-
formed at the lowest possible cost. Restrictions At the end of the period, a summary operating
on funds usage and considerations of economy statement of the costs incurred by the shop is
pervade maintenance operations at all echelons. drawn up and disseminated. Often the account-
In the depot shop, allocated funds determine ing office also may collect, record, and report
how many personnel may be employed and how shop costs by individual job orders. For con-
many repair parts can be purchased to support trol purposes, these actual job order costs, as
workload requirements. When insufficient funds well as the total costs reported on the shop's
are available for these purposes, the shop can- operating statement, are compared with budg-
not meet its production schedules. Accordingly, eted or expected costs. Careful analysis of these
the shop manager is almost continually faced costs may reveal ways of improving efficiency.
with the problem of satisfying military require- At the end of the fiscal year, the operating
ments within the austere framework of pro- statements for all accounting periods in the
grams and budgets. fiscal year may be used, with certain adjust-

ments, to forecast appropriated fund require-
126. Cost Accounting ments.

a. In Army maintenance operations, a depot c. A standard cost system normally is an in-
shop manager can use his cash resources or tegral part of the depot's cost accounting struc-
funds wisely only if he knows the costs of oper- ture. Standard costs are predetermined costs
ating his shop. At the depot level, appropria- that are used by management as a basis of
tion accounting does not provide such informa- measurement. They are established by a process
tion. It records when cash resources were spent, of scientific fact-finding, based upon past ex-
but it does not record actual usage dates for the perience and controlled experiment. Predeter-
labor, supplies, or services for which the costs mined costs that are based purely on past ex-
were incurred. Stated another way, funds may perience and/or personal opinion are known as
be spent for certain resources during one ac- estimated costs.
counting period, while the costs of using those (1) A standard cost consists of a standard
resources either have already been incurred quantity multiplied by the standard
during an earlier accounting period or may be price of the quantity. Standard time
incurred during a later period. If a manager is quantity (X) multiplied by the stand-
to control the use of limited resources effec- ard wage rate (Y) = standard direct
tively, he must know the price of the resources labor cost. Standard direct material
as well as when and where they are used. and standard overhead costs are meas-

b. To fill this latter need, comprehensive cost ured in essentially the same way.
accounting systems have been installed at all (2) Under a standard cost system, certain
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transactions are estimated and/or re- causes of these differences is known as
corded at standard costs. Actual costs the analysis-of variances. Variances
are compared with standard costs to may be expressed in absolute or rela-
learn the amount of, and the reasons tive numbers; and they may be meas-
for, any difference between actuals ured at any level of depot operations
and standards. Such differences are to determine cause and to fix responsi-
known as variances; analysis of the bility.

Section II. DEFINITION AND ALLOCATION OF COSTS

127. General direct overhead costs, such as the salaries of

Under any depot cost accounting system, the trained supervisors normally will not be re-
depot comptroller's office collects and records all duced merely because a dip in production takes
depot operating costs during each accounting place. Direct costs incurred in maintenance

operations are usually collected on a job order
basis. In depot maintenance, job orders ofteneach depot activity with the costs it incurred.
cover a quantity of items, such as 50 jeeps orFor the depot shop, the costs so charged are

separated into three general categories: direct
labor, direct materials, and overhead. Over- actual direct cost for each item cannot be

known, but the average direct cost per unit willhead may be additionally broken down as direct known, but the average direct cost per unit will
or indirect overhead. Under the donirect labor be sufficient for all control purposes except the

problem of economic reparability. The categoryand direct materials categories are included all problem of economic reparability The category
of direct costs includes direct labor costs, directlabor and materials costs that are directly ex-
material costs, direct contractual service costs,pended on a particular production job (e.g., material costs, direct contractual service costs

production workers' wages or repair parts used
on the job). Under the direct overhead cate- (1) Direct labor costs.
gory are included the costs of all overhead (a) Definition of labor.
services that have been directly incurred by the 1. The term "labor" as an element of
maintenance activity (e.g., the shop super- cost includes all costs incurred for
visor's salary or the cost of heating the mainte- personal services, regardless of
nance shop building). Under the indirect over- whether these services are rendered
head category are included the cost of all over- by civilian or military personnel.
head services that indirectly support the main- Military prisoner labor is consid-
tenance activity (e.g., depot administration ered as military labor.
costs). 2. Cost of labor represents total com-

a. Direct Costs. Direct costs, normally con- pensation, including shift differen-
stitute the largest part of the total cost of an tials and overtime, and is computed
item of work. They include most of the labor, prior to payroll deductions of any
parts, materials, supplies, and contra5ctual serv- kind. On the other hand, leave ac-
ices consumed in processing a given item or crued by direct labor personnel is
group of items of equipment. Direct costs there- an element of direct overhead cost
fore fluctuate in close proportion to the volume rather than direct labor costs. Other
of maintenance operations. A reduction in types of fringe benefits, such as the
maintenance workload should produce a corre- Government's share of retirement
sponding reduction in direct labor man-hours and disability benefits and the cost
and dollars. The correlation will not be com- of personal injury compensation
plete since Civil Service requirements introduce paid to employees, are currently not
a certain necessary inelasticity into the system. included as a part of depot mainte-
Likewise, direct overhead often will not show a nance cost, direct or indirect. These
complete correlation with volume since many payments are handled by other gov-
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ernmental agencies and do not enter plies designated as expendable sup-
the books of the military services at plies by chiefs of technical services
all. which have a value of less than $100

(b) Costing procedures. and which lose their identity upon

1. The source documents for collecting issue.
and recording labor effort are in 2. Nonconsumable supplies. Those sup-
most instances either the foreman's plies designated as nonexpendable
daily activity sheet or individual supplies by chiefs of technical serv-
time cards, both of which report ices and which have a value of $100
each individual's man-hours of labor or more and which do not lose their
by cost code or job order number to separate identity upon issue.
be charged. After reconciliation (b) Costing procedures. Consumable
with attendance records, the man- supplies are considered to be a cost
hour information is forwarded to at the time of issue of the supply
the cost accounting section where document from the accountable
total man-hours by cost codes or job supply office to the Single Service
order numbers are costed out. Supply Center (SSSC), or to the

consuming organization at the
2. In costing out total man-hours, consuming organization at the

2ine actig ou tala mpan r standard price prescribed by Finan-
either actual or average departmen-
tal rates may be applied; this will cal Inventory and Stock Fund Ac-
depend upon circumstances particu- counting. Nonexpendable supplies
larly the size of the shop and the classified as consumable supplies

are costed on the same basis as
work force involved. In determining
direct labor costs in a small shop, consu pplies. Nonconsum-

able supplies and property which
the best formula may be to use the have a value of $100 or more are
actual wages of each worker in- charged to cost detail accounts at
volved. On the other hand, account- the time of issue. Depreciation is
ing procedures used in small shops not included as a cost element under
often do not accurately reflect actual ACMS. Supply costs are charged
hours worked or to be worked by to the consuming activity in the
one specific worker on a specific job same month in which the technical
order. This is particularly true service accountable property officer
when the composition of working records a decrease in the financial
groups may change daily because of inventory journals.
operating conditions. In such in- (c) Accounting procedures.
stances, an average hourly wage 1. The key to effective accounting for

may be better employed, even supplies is the keeping of accurate
though it will mean that direct labor records by quantity and value for
costs allocated to job orders may each item acquired, issued to shop
vary slightly from actual payroll personnel, or returned to stock
costs. On the other hand, if a job when not used after being issued.
does not call for any skilled or Most maintenance shops have the
highly technical operation, an aver- framework for such records but
age wage rate that is weighted by lack the necessary control. Fre-
the wages of highly skilled person- quently supplies that have been is-
nel may be unfair in pricing the sued in excess of needs are not
work in question. returned to stock but are allowed

(2) Direct supplies cost. to lie around the shop with the in-
(a) Definition of supplies. tent to use them on some sub-

1. Consumable supplies. Those sup- sequent job if the occasion should
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arise. Obviously, this produces im- ing to a prior month are reflected in
proper accounting since these items the current month's costs.
remain charged to the job to which (4) Direct overhead costs.
they were originally issued. To (a) Under the Army Command Man-
avoid this, the Production Control agement System (ACMS) of cost-
Chief should insure that shop per- ing, direct overhead costs are costs
sonnel adhere to the imposed ceil- incurred within an organizational
ings regarding the number of days element which are not directly iden-
of supply that may be kept on hand tifiable with a cost account, but
at a given inventory point. Normal- which are applicable to two or more
ly, these ceilings range anywhere cost accounts. Typical examples are
from 1 to 15 days, depending on fac- the salaries of nonproduction per-
tors such as space, the availability sonnel, and the costs of general
and cost of transportation, and the housekeeping supplies. Another ele-
availability and cost of the items. ment of direct overhead is the leave

2. At the point of actual usage, sup- accrued by personnel. Since annual
ply control is also necessary to avoid leave normally is taken during the
waste through carelessness or summer months, leave costs are ac-
through the use of new parts when crued monthly in accordance with a
used parts might be repaired more predetermined factor in order to
cheaply. Practically, this is a mat- avoid penalizing operations during
ter of integrity of the technical the summer. At the end of the
people on the job rather than a year, the difference between the
matter of accounting. However, amount accrued and the amount
accounting control can be effective paid for leave taken is charged to
at this point through the careful the operating overhead of the main-
review of actual supply require- tenance shop.
ments in the light of standard and (b) Direct overhead or operating over-
estimated requirements. head costs are accumulated in a sus-

(3) Contractual services and other costs. pense account and are distributed
Other costs often meeting the criteria at the end of the accounting period
of direct costs include those incurred to each job upon which work has
for contract labor, traveling expenses, been performed during the month.
and contractual services, such as the The distribution is made propor-
rental of equipment. Employer's share tionally, relating the direct labor
of FICA, retirement, etc., is included hours expended on each specific job
in labor costs. The cost of contrac- to all the hours consumed by main-
tual services and other costs normally tenance operations.
are recorded at the time the goods or b. Support Costs.
services are received. Exceptions to (1) In a commercial enterprise, support
this procedure are made only where it costs would be called "administrative
is determined that the costs incurred overhead." They are the costs that
in maintaining accruals would not ex- are incurred outside the maintenance
ceed the benefits derived therefrom. area and are thus not directly related
Under this exception, costs are re- to maintenance operations. Support
corded either at the time of execution costs may be further broken down into
of the contract or upon receipt of the two categories: fixed and indirect.
vendor's invoice. Where estimated Fixed cost activities are those that
costs have been recorded, adjustments historically do not fluctuate materially
are made at the time the actual costs with changing levels of mission work-
are computed, i.e., adjustments relat- load. They include activities asso-
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ciated with maintenance of the phys- and less detailed data. Under the
ical plant, administrative assign- principle of management by exception,
ments, and general overhead technical on the other hand, each echelon of
and security responsibilities. Indi- maintenance pays particular atten-
rect cost activities are those that nor- tion to deviations or variances from
mally tend to fluctuate in relation to the operating program. These devia-
the mission workload. Internal rail tions might be termed exceptional
and motor pool services are examples performance. They pertain to either
of indirect support costs. a deviation in the scope of work or

(2) Under ACMS, the costs incurred in in the budgeted cost of performing
supporting nonoperating facilities, the work. Exceptional performance
such as supply depots, airfields, and means that the scope or actual cost
cemeteries, are not to be included in of the work has deviated from the
the indirect costs chargeable to the operating program by more than
customers. Another cost excluded is some acceptable tolerance, usually
that incurred in maintaining standby plus or minus 15 percent. Such a
facilities. tolerance is a reporting criterion.

b. Levels of Controlling Maintenance Opera-
128. Levels of Control tions.

a. The Basis of Effective Reporting. (1) The shop foremen and supervisors.
(1) To a great degree, the effectiveness of (a) In maintenance operations, the first-

any cost control system lies with its line foremen and supervisors are
reporting system. If truly meaning- the closest to the actual expenditure
ful and accurate data are not made of operating funds. All economies
available to each level of management in operation will stem directly from
engaged in a review of costs, proper their efforts to carry out the in-
cost control is an impossibility. An structions of their superiors. Sim-
effective reporting system must pro- ilarly operational inefficiency will
vide the information that manage- stem from poor performance or in-
ment personnel at every echelon re- experience on the part of foremen
quire to control and direct perform- and supervisors or from poor plan-
ance of their missions. The mass of ning by superiors. Once costs have
detailed cost and workload informa- been incurred, the opportunity to
tion that a maintenance shop gener- achieve savings from executed op-
ates should be progressively selected erations is lost. The longer the lag
at each level to fit the needs of the between operations and contract re-
next higher level. The information ports, the greater will be the delay
that goes up the chain of command in effective action to reduce costs.
should correspond to the guidance (b) The greatest opportunity for cost
that comes down. Each report should savings at the foreman and super-
be a statement either that the job has visor level exists in the area of
been satisfactorily performed or that direct labor. A daily report which
for specific reasons it has not been compares direct labor hours actu-
completed according to plan. ally consumed with a sound engi-

(2) To meet these objectives the Army re- neered standard or standard coeffi-
porting system has incorporated and cient should provide the foreman
utilized the principles of pyramidal with ample control over his opera-
reporting and management by excep- tions and the necessary information
tion. Pyramidal reporting means that to pinpoint variances and to make
each successively higher echelon re- timely corrections. Reporting data
ceives progressively more summarized should be kept simple and uniform
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to insure that adequate informa- pervisors have ample opportunity
tion is put into the hands of the to use parts and material cost data
foreman as soon as possible. This for control purposes. This data is
is achieved by providing the fore- essential to insure that economic
man with a daily activity report reparability limits established by
expressed in terms of man-hours. the technical services are not ex-
Use of man-hour data obviates the ceeded. Equally important, shop
necessity of costing, a time-con- foremen and supervisors should
suming process, and still provides carefully analyze such parts data to
ample information for day-to-day see that shop personnel have not
control. Such information is read- been using new parts when repair
ily obtainable either from the super- of old parts would have been more
visors' intrashop activity cards or economical, or conversely, that old
from the employees' time cards. parts have not been repaired when
Because of wage differentials, these new items would have cost little
daily reports must be supplemented more.
by biweekly or monthly cost-of-la- (2) The Maintenance Division chief or
bor data compiled by job order num- Program director.
ber from information provided by (a) The Maintenance Division chief or
the Foreman's Daily Activity Re- Program director should delegate
ports. If prepared in a timely fash- responsibility for controlling costs
ion, these reports provide an ade- to the personnel at the operating
quate and ready means of determin- level. When costs within the
ing whether variances between branches under his command exceed
actual and programed costs are at- standard or budgeted costs he will
tributable to such factors as over- be advised of the deviations and the
or under-staffing or the inefficient reasons for them. Therefore, his
utilization of premium labor. daily reporting requirements for

(c) Timely parts and material consump- cost data will be reduced to only
tion reporting presents a more diffi- those areas where variances have
cult problem because of the neces- occurred. He can summarize these
sity of segregating and pricing out daily variances and accumulate
parts consumption data by job or- them for the branches under his
der number in order to derive in- command to insure that his division
formation that is useful as a man- does not exceed its budgeted costs.
agement tool. The actual account- (b) Apart from these requirements,
ing and recordkeeping is decentral- monthly statements on the cost of
ized and located in the Production operations should be sufficient.
Control Office to insure the avail- These monthly reports should docu-
ability of up-to-date data needed for ment expenditures in the area of
day-to-day management. Such a sys- direct overhead and indicate the
tem removes the costs attributable percentage relationship between ac-
to cost accounting from the direct tual costs incurred and the per-
overhead of the maintenance shop formance budget. On the basis of
and places them in the category of such information, the Maintenance
fixed support costs. This provides Division chief or Program director
a more accurate picture of the ac- can concentrate on significant oc-
tual costs of repair or overhaul. currences or trends, favorable or

(d) Although parts and material costs unfavorable, and on any current or
are not as readily controlled as la- potential deficiencies and critical
bor costs, the shop foremen and su- problems of operations.
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(3) The Comptroller. well as from other sources, the
(a) The function of the Comptroller comptroller may prepare statistical

may be summarized by a single analyses, often in chart form, com-
word - information. Comptroller- paring current operations and
ship is built around the central backlogs with previous figures or
function of providing significant in- comparing the percentage of pro-
formation, particularly financial gramed workload remaining with
data to the Activity or Installation remaining budgeted funds. When
Commander. The Comptroller's du- variances have occurred, the comp-
ties may be broken down into two troller prepares statistical data
quite distinct categories. As part showing the degree of effort re-
of the Army-wide comptroller sys- quired to bring performance within
tem he must first see that the cost the program during the subsequent
and general accounting system pro- reporting period. He may conduct
vides, on a timely basis, all the in- special investigations to gather any
formation necessary for external information necessary for effective
monthly and quarterly reporting of management if this information is
workload accomplishment and re- not provided by the established re-
sources usage, as well as for formal porting system.
budget control. Secondly, he must (4) The technical service.
be sure that these external reports (a) Technical service review and anal-
carry suitable explanations of any ysis of maintenance operations are
deviations beyond allowable toler- directed to any significant variances
ances, such as the cause of the de- in actual maintenance costs from
viation, its impact on the total pro- those budgeted for. The current re-
gram, and any action taken or re- ports, such as the DA Form 1508,
quired to be taken to bring the for depot maintenance, and the DA
program or costs into alinement. Form 1510, for field maintenance

(b) The Comptroller has the responsi- operations, place considerable em-
bility for foreseeing and providing, phasis on statistical computations
to the greatest extent possible, the of deviations. In turn, the tech-
information that management, and nical services must provide similar
particularly the commanding officer, information to the Deputy Chief of
requires to make internal manage- Staff for Logistics via the DA
ment decisions. Under his direc- Forms 1508 and 1508-1.
tion, cost and workload reports (b) Technical service personnel review-
covering a fixed period, usually a ing maintenance costs often use a
month, are prepared and submitted second type of statistic, the unit cost
to the Activity or Installation Com- of items repaired. This figure offers
mander. These reports, including a ready means of comparing cur-

one for maintenance operations, rent and previous operations at the
provide two broad comparisons: ac-
tual workload with that programed same nstallation.
and actual costs with those budget- (c) Unit cost figures may be unreliable.and actual costs with those budget-
ed. In line with the theory of man- The chief problem in cost account-
agement by exception, the comp- ing for maintenance is the identi-
troller pays particular attention to fication of the cost of completed
variances so that the Activity or units. Overhaul cannot be sched-
Installation Commander may take uled so that all the work on hand
that action which he feels is war- is completed by the end of the re-
ranted. On the basis of informa- porting period. Invariably, there
tion gathered from these reports as is some uncompleted work at the
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end of the quarter, and the cost of ous value of this statistic is in the
this work must be separated from establishment of maximum expendi-
the cost of the work that has been ture (economic repair) limits. By
completed. using this data, coupled with repair

(d) A third figure useful to technical and overhaul cost information, the
service personnel for cost control technical services can insure that
purposes is the dollar value of items maintenance personnel are adher-
repaired. The immediate and obvi- ing to these expenditure limits.
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CHAPTER 12

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE

Section I. ROLE OF CONTRACT MAINTENANCE

129. Scope 130. Purpose
Contract maintenance plays a significant role Effective management of maintenance oper-

in fulfilling the Army's maintenance mission. ations requires an appraisal of the capabilities
It is used in general to the maximum extent of depot and commercial shops and the schedul-
practicable, particularly to meet peak loads (in ing of workloads to achieve the most efficient
order to avoid hiring and firing) ; and for non- use of the productive capacities of each. Vari-
combat essential equipment. The use of com-
mercial facilities also underwrites the Army's
capacity to meet the greater maintenance de- how overhaul requirements may best be appor-
mands which would result from partial or total tioned between depot and commercial shops.
mobilization. Since contract maintenance in the Many problems are encountered in contracting
Army is generally performed by relatively for maintenance sources, such as selecting con-
small firms, it makes an important contribution tractors, pricing overhaul contracts and de-
toward implementing Congressional policy of livery orders, and administering contracts to
encouraging small business participation in make sure that the Army receives fair value
military procurement programs. for money expended.

Section II. UTILIZATION OF COMMERCIAL MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

131. Policy sources or cross-service agreements are used

a. It is the policy of the Department of the for the depot maintenance of mission-essential
Army to utilize commercial facilities for the materiel beyond this established minimum
maintenance of military materiel to the maxi- capability.
mum extent practicable, except field mainte- c. Chiefs of technical services determine
nance in support of tactical elements. which of their items shall be designated as mis-

sion-essential and the extent of depot level
b. The Department of the Army develops aned military maintenance capability to be developed

retains an in-house depot level maintenance and retained to meet minimum requirements
capability for only that mission essential mate- for its support.
riel which will require continuing depot level
maintenance to sustain operations under emer- d. Chiefs of technical services assure an
gency or wartime conditions or which will re- efficient level of operation for that military
quire such depot maintenance in peacetime to capacity retained for the depot maintenance
insure operational readiness. This policy must support of mission-essential materiel.
not be construed as requiring a complete capac- e. The Department of the Army maintains a
ity when materiel is determined mission-essen- self-sufficient military capability and capacity
tial. Only the minimum capacity necessary to for the field maintenance support of its tactical
insure a ready and controlled source of techni- elements.
cal competence and resources to meet military f. Contract maintenance for new equipment
contingencies will be maintained. Contractual is planned well in advance of equipment intro-
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duction into the operating inventory in order tenance of an oversea personnel rota-
that there will be sufficient leadtime for the tion base.
contractor to obtain the required facilities, (3) For field maintenance support of ma-
tooling, test equipment, and maintenance per- teriel as may be necessary to augment
sonnel. the military capacity, normally on a

g. Contract maintenance is planned and em- one-time basis to accomplish a spe-
ployed in a manner to provide maximum effec- cific task.
tiveness under emergency or wartime condi- (4) When it is desirable to augment mili-
tions, particularly with regard to long-term or tary maintenance capability for an
continuing type maintenance contracts. The interim period to attain an earlier
policies and guidance for planning with in- operational status for new military
dustry for maintenance under emergency con- materiel being introduced.
ditions are provided by Logistics Directives. (5) For economical quantities of materiel,

h. Contracts for maintenance reference such or when a steady workload of overhaul
work specifications and quality standards as and modification maintenance can be
may be required to adequately insure that mate- anticipated.
riel upon repair and return is fully satisfactory (6) When the extent or complexity of
for service. modification or modernization work to

i. Contract maintenance is not employed be accomplished requires the technical
when adequate safeguards cannot be effected qualifications of the original equip-
to protect security information from disclosure ment manufacturer.
in any manner prejudicial to the interests of (7) When the leadtimes and processes of
the United States. maintenance by contract would not

j. Contract maintenance for requirements result in substantially increased cost
beyond the established minimum retained ca- for procurement of repair parts to fill
pacity is considered practicable only when it is an enlarged repair cycle pipeline.
available at a reasonable price, as provided in
the Armed Services Procurement Regulation, 132. Availability and Selection of Qualified
and when the contract cost would not be dis- Contractors
proportionately higher than as computed under a. In most instances, the volume of mainte-
the provisions of AR 235-5, compared with the nance work which may be contracted out by a
estimated cost of performance of maintenance particular Army maintenance activity is effec-
at existing facilities. When contract mainte- tively limited by the availability of qualified
nance is not considered practicable, cross-serv- contractors who possess the facilities and know-
ice agreements will be negotiated before the how to do the work. Locating and selecting
requiring department establishes additional in- contractors for overhaul is a far more exacting
house capacity. process than the selection of suppliers for pro-

k. Contract maintenance has its principal curement of commercial type supplies and mate-
applications in the following areas: riels. The precise scope of the overhaul work

(1) For accomplishment of maintenance that will be required cannot always be pre-
requirements which exceed the mili- dicted before moving unserviceable equipment
tary capacity retained to support mis- into the contractor's shop. For this reason, the
sion-essential materiel. prospective contractor's integrity, technical

(2) For accomplishment of field mainte- skills, and desire to participate in the rebuild
nance requirements in support of non- program assume importance in maintenance
tactical elements when the military contracting.
control and performance of such work b. In addition a number of more specific
are not required for military effective- qualifications must be evaluated in determining
ness, personnel training, or the main- a prospective contractor's ability to perform
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maintenance services for the Army. These in- sufficient capacity located within a
clude- reasonable distance from the point of

(1) the company's current financial status; demand. (This exception may be par-
(2) the nature of the company's past con- ticularly applicable in isolated areas,

tractual performance, and existing but the possibility of inducing private
backlog; industry to meet the need must not be

(3) the adequacy of the firm's workforce, ignored.);
both in numbers and in skills, to per- (3) the necessity for meeting the military

form work for the Army; demand at all times without delay,form work for the Army;
particularly where abnormal or fluc-

(4) the availability of adequate repair tuating military demand makes the
parts stocks and sources for procuring use of private sources of operations
such parts; impracticable;

(5) the adequacy of plant facilities and impracticable;(4) the need for maintaining facilities to
train personnel (for operation in a

(6) the existence of adequate transporta- zone of action or advance base, or
tion facilities at or near the shop for oversea operations where commercial
shipment of unserviceables; facilities will not be available) when

(7) provisions for safeguarding Army an organized training program specifi-
property, security procedures, etc. cally requires the use of the facility in

(8) the location of the contractor's shop in question;
relation to the depot and, in the case (5) the existence of compromising infor-
of equipment to be repaired or over- mation which would aid potential or
hauled on a return-to-user basis, to known enemies or which would other-
using activities. wise be prejudicial to the interests of

c. Much of the technical and financial infor- the United States, if adequate provi-
mation which is essential to a meaningful evalu- sions against this contingency can be
ation of a prospective contractor's ability to made only through Government oper-
perform satisfactorily for the Army, may be ation;
obtained from such sources as business direc- (6) the need for a product or service which
tories, banks, suppliers, and trade associations. cannot be obtained from private
The local office of the Small Business Adminis- sources at a reasonable price because
tration is equipped to furnish pertinent infor- of lack of competition or for any other
mation about small business concerns in the reason; or
area. Other information may only be obtained (7) any other criterion which demon-
through discussions with the prospective con- strates that a particular Government
tractor and by a physical inspection of his operation is in the public interest,
plant and facilities. when approved by the Secretary of

133. Army vs. Contract Shop Maintenance Defense.

a. In general, the policy of the Department b. It may be necessary to maintain a pre-
of the Army is that contract maintenance shall scribed level of production at a depot in order
be utilized to the maximum practicable extent. to sustain the depot's M-day capabilities. This
Government-owned commercial and industrial consideration might include not only the reten-
type facilities, for example, are not to be used tion of a specific quantity of equipment for
for performing maintenance operations unless overhaul, but also a sufficient variety of equip-
they can be justified by- ment, to preserve the special skills of depot

(1) utilization for the maintenance of maintenance personnel.
combat-essential equipment; c. In determining whether a specific overhaul

(2) the absence of private facilities of or repair requirement should be accomplished
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in the Army shop or by a commercial firm, relative costs of the two methods. This consid-
Army shop management must first appraise the eration involves a twofold appraisal: a com-
relative capabilities of the two shops. If the parison of Army shop and contract costs for
scope of work exceeds the capabilties of com- repairing or overhauling the same or similar
mercial shops-as in the case of strictly mili- equipments and an evaluation of quotations re-
tary items for which specialized facilities and ceived from contractors, or of hourly service
skills are commercially unavailable-the equip- rates, for performing the work.
ment obviously must be retained in the Army a. Analysis of Army Maintenance Costs.
shop. On the other hand, some equipment may (1) Although Army shop costs and con-
require special know-how or testing facilities tract costs are not susceptible to pre-
possessed only by the original manufacturer, cise mathematical comparisons, a rea-
and overhaul in the Army shop would be im- sonable determination of the relative
practical. costs of each must be made if contract

d. The priority assigned to an overhaul pro- maintenance is to be efficiently and
gram and the difficulty of the work involved are effectively utilized. Department of the
other factors which may affect the determina- Army has prescribed the procedure
tion to use commercial maintenance shops. The for determination of these compara-
nature of the equipment and troop demand may tive costs in AR 235-5.
require that the repair be completed within (2) Direct costs for labor should be re-
prescribed limits of time without regard for corded daily against individual job
costs or other considerations which normally orders or line items of overhaul. Com-
prevail. Repair or overhaul for return to user bining these costs with direct (main-
is frequently performed by contractors who are tenance shop) overhead costs and in-
located near using activities. This is often done direct semi-variable support costs per-
if Army maintenance operations are already mits the development of average
scheduled to capacity and would have to be hourly service rates which are useful
disrupted to accommodate the new work. The for comparison with available com-
time required to reestablish facilities and re- mercial rates. Support costs should
tool may make it impossible to meet scheduled include all out of pocket costs, e.g.,
completion dates, and the accompanying costs facility maintenance costs, and gen-
may also be a limiting factor. If there is no eral administrative expenses. The ad-
existing contract against which a delivery order ministrative costs of supervision of
may be written, the administrative time in- contract work by Army shop mainte-
volved in locating a qualified contractor, nego- nance and inspection personnel should
tiating and placing a new contract and in super- be included in evaluating contract
vising the work may preclude the use of com- service rates.
mercial maintenance facilities. (3) Careful consideration must be given

e. It should be kept in mind that even if to certain other factors which might
Army maintenance facilties are partially idle, distort a determination of the relative
assigning equipments to commercial shops may economy of contract maintenance and
be justified as being in the military interests of Army maintenance costs. Transporta-
the Army if commercial facilties are thereby tion costs must be examined care-
kept intact for M-day or crash program require- fully, particularly when return-to-
ments. user equipment is affected. It is un-

economical to move such equipment
134. Economy of Contract Maintenance into an Army maintenance activity

If none of the factors mentioned above is when Army maintenance costs, ad-
overriding, the decision as to whether to per- justed for the cost of transportation,
form maintenance work in an Army shop or in would exceed the cost for repairing
a contract shop hinges on an evaluation of the or overhauling the equipment in a
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contract shop at or near the using ac- time required in more skilled labor
tivity. It is also more economical to classifications is greater per labor
have unserviceables which are to be hour than generally is the case in
returned to stock repaired or over- complete overhaul of equipment.
hauled at contract shops if the equip- (b) Since commercial service rates in-
ments are to be moved to a storage clude charges for overhead and
point other than the point of overhaul profit, these elements of cost must
after completion where transportation also be analyzed. Overhead must
costs are reduced. be examined for its composition and

b. Analysis of Contract Maintenance Costs. for the method used in allocating
To derive a meaningful quotation for an over- it to the individual contract(s).
haul requirement, a prospective contractor Overhead generally includes costs
must construct his price from two basic ele- of shop supervision, insurance, ma-
ments of cost: direct labor and overhead, and teriels handling, depreciation of
direct materials. Whether quotations are solic- tools and equipment, clerical and
ited on a cost reimbursement, time and material office expense, and shop operation
or fixed price basis, these costs must be ana- and maintenance. Section XV,
lyzed to make sure that quoted or estimated Armed Services Procurement Reg-
prices for repair or rebuild are fair and rea- ulation, establishes principles on
sonable. the elements of indirect or over-

(1) Direct labor and overhead, head costs which may be allowed
in cost reimbursement type con-

(a) The contractor's cost breakdown is tracts. These expenses should bearnecessary to permit a thorough and
complete analysis of his direct labor reasonable relationship to the

charges. Minimum information rect costs of performance on thecharges. Minimum information Government contract.needed to make this analysis would
include the number and type of (c) Profit is the final element for con-
productive workers to be employed sideration in the analysis of con-
in performance of the contracts, the profit provides the contractor withcomposition of a typical overhaul the

incentive to perform the work inteam, the ratio of the labor hours
to complete the contract, and the the time and manner prescribed, itto complete the contract, and the

cannot be treated arbitrarily. Theregular hourly rates paid to each
type worker. A direct hourly labor profit ultimately allowed will de-
rate may be developed from this in- pend on many factors as set forth
formation. Proposed hourly labor in Section III, ASPR.
rates may then be compared with (d) Conclusions as to the economy of
rates for similar work currently contract maintenance costs should
and previously contracted for by the not be influenced solely by low hour-
Government and with rates to com- ly service charges. If a contrac-
mercial customers. The contrac- tor's integrity, business reputation,
tor's commercial rates bear close and efficiency offer little assurance
scrutiny; quoted rates are not al- that he will be able to accomplish
ways for complete overhaul of the work within the estimated time
equipment, since commercial cus- required for its repair, a low hourly
tomers usually require only specific service charge is meaningless. The
overhaul repairs to avoid deadlin- services of contractors who have the
ing their equipment for long periods reputation of consistently meeting
of time. Such repairs normally production goals will often be more
carry a higher hourly service economical for the Army in the long
charge because the percentage of run.
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(2) Materials cost. compared with established price
(a) Normally, all materials required to lists and prices quoted in the open

repair or overhaul Government market. If the contractor receives
equipment are furnished by the con- quantity or cash discounts, a proper
tractor. However, the Government share of these savings should be
may and should reserve the right passed on to the Army.
under the contract to supply any (c) Cost reimbursement type contracts,
items when it is in its interest to including time and materials con-
do so. Items of stock in long sup- tracts, provide for the reimburse-
ply may be furnished if savings ment for materials at cost-that is,
may be realized over the cost to the the actual costs of the materials to
contractor to supply similar items. the contractor, clear of any dis-
Similarly, when a contractor is un- counts, allowances, commissions, or
able to obtain required materials, other credits available to him, plus
Army-owned items may be fur- properly identified freight and
nished in order to prevent delays in transportation charges, if any. If
completion of the contract. the contractor draws materials

(b) When the contractor furnishes ma- from his own stores, the cost to the
terials, the method of pricing is de- Government is the cost which the
termined by the type of contract contractor regularly employes in
under which the materials are sup- his own business. Fabricated parts
plied. In the case of fixed price are paid for on the basis of direct
contracts, the cost of materials is material expense, since labor uti-
evaluated only as it affects the over- lized in fabrication is reimbursable
all reasonableness of the contract under the hourly labor service rate.
price. Proposed prices for mate- The contract cost should be credited
rials, whether purchased or fabri- with the value of any resulting
cated by the contractor, should be scrap.

Section III. MAINTENANCE CONTRACTING

135. Procurement Action the Procurement Office for appropriate pro-
curement action.

a. After the decision has been made to con-
tract out for specific maintenance work or serv- b. Upon receipt in the Procurement Office,
ices and the necessarry unserviceable assets each PR&C Form is assigned to a contracting
have been received, appropriate procurement officer who is ultimately responsible for conduct
action is triggered by the preparation and sub- of the procurement. In doing so, he must gen-
mission of a Purchase Request and Commit- erally perform the following functions:
ment Form (DA Form 14-115) to the Procure- (1) Determine the method of procurement-
ment Office. This form, which is prepared by formal advertising vs. negotiation.
the Accountable Property officer in collabora-

(See Sections II and III of the Armed
tion with the shop officer, either sets forth or Services Procurement Regulation
references all pertinent data needed to effect Services Procurement Regulation
contractual action. These include a description (APR and of the Army Procure-
of the work or service to be performed, the ment Procedures (APP).)
quantity and type of equipments involved, de- (2) Where appropriate, justify the use of
livery requirements, applicable specification, negotiation as opposed to formal ad-
etc. After preparation, the PR&C Form is vertising.
routed to the Finance and Accounting Office, (3) Develop the list of sources or potential
which must certify the availability of funds for supplies for solicitation.
the proposed work. The form is then sent to (4) Select the type of contract.
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(5) Prepare and distribute the solicitation 137. Fixed Price Contracts
document Invitation for Bids, Request
document Invitation for Bids, Request a. The straight fixed price contract provides afor Proposals, or Request for Quota-

set reimbursement to the contractor for his
tion, as appropriate-Section XVI, services and the materiels he furnishes. The

Parts 1 and 2, ASPR). difference between his costs and his reimburse-
(6) Receive, store, open, and evaluate the ment represents his profit (or loss) The

bids, proposals, or quotations received. fixed price contract places maximum risk on
(7) When appropriate, select the contrac- the contractor and encourages his efficiency.

tor (s) with whom negotiations will be The costs to administer it are low, but it lacks
conducted. flexibility, and it is inappropriate if job speci-

(8) Award the contract. fications are indefinite as is common in mainte-
c. The shop officer normally acts as a tech- nance work. If the contractor cannot deter-

nical advisor to the contracting officer through- mine exactly the extent of the work required,
out the contracting process. He might be asked he may inflate a fixed price bid to cover con-
to inspect and advise as to the contractor's tingencies which may arise. The contract may
competency and the fairness of his proposed contain an escalation clause which permits ad-
price for performing the required work. After justment of the fixed price because of changes
a definitive contract for the work has been in materials prices or direct labor rates. This
awarded, the shop officer will keep the con- transfers part of the contractual risk to the
tracting officer informed of the contractor's Government. If the contractor's costs should
progress under the contract. Upon completion, vary considerably from his estimate for other
he will conduct the acceptance inspection of the reasons, he is not protected. Neither straight
work. fixed price contracts nor those having escala-

tion clauses are extensively used in mainte-
136. Types of Contracts Used to Obtain Mainte- nance contracting.

nance Services b. Sometimes, to meet such difficulties, a fixed
The significance of the various types of con- price contract may be split into two parts. Ini-

tracts used to obtain contract maintenance tially, a fixed price may be set for disassembly,
services lies in the fact that they provide alter- cleaning, and a thorough inspection of the
native bases upon which a contractor may be equipment and parts by the contractor. After
reimbursed for his services. Actual selection this work is done, an additional fixed sum may
of the contract type in maintenance contract- then be negotiated for any necessary repair or
ing is determined by the degree of specificity overhaul of the equipment. This method is
which the Government and the contractor can limited to relatively small repair or overhaul
attach to their respective obligations. To the jobs, since, if a contractor should decide not to
extent that the scope of work may be clearly do the second phase of the work, the costs of
defined and the cost of repair estimated with reassembling, packing, and shipping a large
reasonable certainty, a definite or fixed price number of unserviceables to a second con-
may be established for the work to be accom- tractor might be prohibitively expensive.
plished. As a rule it is not possible to deter-
mine in advance of performance exactly what c. In other cases, fixed price contracts may
work will be required to restore equipment to a contain a Price Redetermination Clause (APP
serviceable condition. The condition of indi- 3-403.3). First, a tentative contract price, ex-
vidual unserviceables normally will vary, so clusive of contingencies, is set. After delivery
that a fixed price for one unit would not nec- of a portion of the repaired equipment, or at
essarily be a fair price for another. Accord- the end of the contract, this price may be re-
ingly, reimbursement by the contractor for the determined up or down by negotiation on
costs of performance, together with a fair the basis of experienced costs. Redetermina-
profit for his services, is the more commonly tion protects both the Government and the con-
accepted basis upon which maintenance con- tractor where job specifications are so indefi-
tracting is accomplished. nite that costs cannot be estimated exactly. It
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is inappropriate for contracts of small value or specified contractual work arises. Each order
small probable contingency charges since the contains a mutual estimate of the total costs
administrative costs do not justify the possible of labor and materials, and a delivery date.
savings. Also, a contractor's accounting sys- Excess costs are avoided by setting a ceiling
tem may not always be sufficiently adequate to on the cost of materials or number of direct
provide the cost information necessary for re- labor hours for which reimbursement will be
determination. made. Cost in excess of this ceiling may be

incurred and reimbursed only with the express
138. Cost Reimbursement Type Contracts consent of the contracting officer. During per-

a. Under a cost reimbursement type contract, formance and upon completion of the contract,
the contractor is reimbursed for his costs, as the contractor's books are always open for Gov-
defined in the contract and in Section XV, ernment inspection, and final payment is not
ASPR, and is usually paid an additional fee, made until an audit has been conducted.
or profit, for his services. Under this contract, b. Like the cost-reimbursement type contract,
the contractor must accurately record and seg- the time and materials contract is used in situ-
regate the costs of Government work from ations where costs cannot be accurately pre-
those of commercial work; payment is made determined and where a fixed price contract is
only after the Army Audit Agency audits the inappropriate. The time and materials con-
contractor's records. Since the contractor has tract has been widely used by the Army to pro-
little initiative to keep his costs to a minimum, cure maintenance services. This has been so
close supervision of his performance may be for several reasons. First, many maintenance
necessary to prevent unnecessary expenditures. contractors, especially those who operate on a

b. A cost reimbursement type maintenance job shop basis, commonly charge for their serv-
contract: is appropriate where production expe- ices according to an hourly service rate. Sec-
rience and cost data are lacking. The contract ondly, it may be argued that the time and mate-
must be large enough, however, to justify the rials contract is superior to the cost reimburse-
increased administrative and supervisory costs ment type contract in that the contractor re-
to the Government. ceives no profit or fee on materials, overhead

is forecast and absorbed at a rate which is
139. Time and Materials Contract fixed prior to performance and an extensive

audit of indirect costs is not required. As set
a. In a typical time and materials contract, forth in APP 30-104(e), the time and mate-

the contractor agrees to provide certain serv- rials contract is the most hazardous and there-
ices at an hourly service rate which includes fore the least preferred of all types of con-
direct labor, overhead, and profit. He sup- tracts and should be used only in extreme
plies materials at cost. Under this type of cases where no other available type will suffice
contract the contractor agrees to repair certain to obtain the required supplies or services.
equipment as needed or when called for by the When it is used, expensive Army contract ad-
contracting agency. The contract is in effect ministration is required, and the contractor
for a specified period of time (usually 1 year) must have a sound accounting system which
and contains regulatory provisions as to inspec- will permit accurate cost segregation. When
tion, payment, property accountability, insur- a time and materials contract is employed, un-
ance, etc. The Government places delivery or- usual care should be exerted in the preaward
ders on the contractor when the need for the stage to obtain a reliable contractor.

Section IV. ADMINISTRATION OF MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

140. Obligations of the Contractor accordance with its terms. The efforts of con-
a. Placing a contract that reflects sound busi- tracting personnel must continue after contract

ness thinking and judgment has no practical placement to insure that completed items of
significance unless it is performed in strict the prescribed quality are delivered within es-
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tablished delivery schedules. These efforts in- (1) establishing records which at all times
clude- accurately identify the property as

(1) insuring that unserviceable equip- Government property; and
ments, together with any parts or ma- (2) caring for and preserving all such
terials which are to be furnished to property during the life of the con-
the contractor, are delivered to his tract in accordance with sound indus-
shop in sufficient time to permit or- trial practices.
derly and timely production; c. After production begins, scrap and salvage

(2) inspecting work in process and com- will be generated by the repair or overhaul
pleted items to determine that pre- effort. The contract provides that all parts
scribed standards of quality have been removed from Government equipment, and all
met and that performance is satisfac- scrap from materials which the Government
tory in other respects and in accord- has supplied or for which it has paid-if it
ance with the contract terms; possesses appreciable value-will remain Gov-

(3) making prompt payment to the con- ernment property. The Government may dis-
tractor when payment is due. pose of such property by returning it to the

b. Throughout the performance of the con- maintenance installation, permitting the con-
tract, it should be borne in mind that the prime tractor to retain it with an appropriate reduc-
obligation for timely delivery of completed tion in the contract price, or authorizing its
equipments rests with the contractor. The sale by the contractor with the proceeds ap-
Government exercises only such control as is plied to the credit of the Government.
necessary to make sure that this obligation
is met, even though Government assistance may 142. Inspections
be made available to overcome problems which
threaten to impede or halt production. a. In the narrower sense of the word, inspec-

tion by the Government involves the test and
141. Control of Government Property evaluation of materials and workmanship for

conformance to prescribed quality standards.a. Since the maintenance contract has refer-
ence to specific Government equipment upon The purpose, scope, and techniques of contract
which prescribed services are to be performed, inspection do not differ from inspection per-
it is of fundamental importance that this formed in depot maintenance shops. Contrac-
equipment be delivered to the contractor's shop tual provisions generally specify that all mate-
in sufficient time to permit production in ac- rial and workmanship shall be subject to in-
cordance with contractual delivery schedules. spection and test at all times and places dur-
The applicable items of equipment together ing the repair or overhaul process. This in-
with any parts and materials which the Gov- spection may take place during performance or
ernment is obligated to furnish, marked to per- upon completion of the contract and may con-
mit positive identification and supported with sist of preliminary or final inspection. The
proper shipping documents, should be ready Government may reject any articles that are
for movement to the contractor in accordance found to be defective in material or workman-
with predetermined schedules. The combined ship and may require their correction. If the
efforts of contracting, supply, and transporta- contractor fails to replace these articles or
tion activities are required to accomplish this make corrections promptly, the costs of re-
function effectively and to eliminate delays placement or correction by the Government
which may have repercussions later. may be charged to the contractor.

b. Once Government property is delivered to b. Inspection in the broader sense of the work
a contractor, he is required to exercise the embraces contract administration, as well as
same care and diligence with regard to it that inspection to insure conformance with estab-
a prudent owner would exercise over his own lished quality standards. The responsibilities
property. This obligation includes- of contract inspectors in this respect include-
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(1) surveying contractual performance to d. The inspector should always be available
insure that the contractor exercises to determine whether individual components or
the prescribed standard of care over parts of equipment should be repaired or re-
Government property in his posses- placed to preclude unnecessary use of new
sion; parts.

(2)1 furnishing appropriate progress re- e. If the inspector uncovers evidence of un-
ports to the depot maintenance activ- satisfactory performance with regard to the
ity; mechanical qualities of repaired equipment or

(3) preparing periodic average productive to other terms of the contract, the Army main-
wage studies by contract or by work tenance activity should be promptly notified.
order; When the contractor's ability to perform is

(4) insuring that the contractor furnishes seriously questioned and corrective action fails
and effectively utilizes facilities and to produce the desired results, all or part of
equipment, productive labor in the the equipment may be withdrawn from his
proper types and ratio of skills, and shop and the work completed elsewhere. If
supervisory personnel as agreed upon withdrawal results in excess costs to the Gov-
during definitization of the contract; ernment, the additional costs are chargeable

(5)1 timely processing of properly exe- to the contractor under the default provisions
cuted and duly certified invoices for of the contract.
payment; 143.

(6) taking appropriate action on any addi-
tional repairs found to be necessary a. Payment is ordinarily due to the contrac-
and advising the contractor accord- tor upon completion and acceptance by the
aingly and viin teonratoacod- Government of all work covered by the con-

tract. Under cost reimbursement type con-
(7) notifying the contracting officer of tracts, however, the contractor is reimbursed

any changes so that he may properly for his costs on the basis of monthly billings
document his files. approved by the Army auditor and the con-

c. When repair or overhaul is being per- tracting officer.
formed under a cost reimbursement type con- b. The cooperation and good will of contrac-
tract, a time and materials contract, or a fixed tors depends in large measure on the expedi-
price contract with redetermination provisions, tious processing of invoices and public vouchers
inspectors have further responsibilities which for payment. Small contractors in particular
include-- require prompt payments in order to meet cur-

(1) validating costs charged to the con- rent operating expenses. The coordinated ef-
tract or work order through periodic forts of many offices and individuals are re-
checks of the contractor's books and quired at this time. These include-
records; (1) the contractor, who submits his in-

(2) determining whether excessive labor voices properly executed and duly
or materials costs are being incurred certified in accordance with the in-
or if recorded charges consistently ex- structions contained in the contract;
ceed Army estimates or charges by (2) the certifying officer, who prepares
other contractors for similar work; the public voucher indicating that the

(3) reporting to the depot maintenance contractor has met his contractual ob-
activity any indication that repair ligations and is entitled to payment;
costs will exceed original estimates; (3) the Army auditor, who certifies the
and propriety of the contractor's charges

(4) insuring that subcontracted work, if in the case of Cost Reimbursement
permitted, is purchased at a fair and type contracts;
reasonable price. (4) the fiscal officer, who authenticates
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the funds against which payment is ful that late payment of invoices does not de-
made; and prive the Army of the benefits of any time

(5) the finance officer, who makes pay- discounts for prompt payment.
ments. -I_ 144. Shipment

c. Since the contracting officer is directly Cooperation and good will of contractors will
concerned with maintaining good contractor also depend in large part on the expeditious
relations, he should initiate expediting action shipment out of the contractors plant of com-
whenever payment does not take place within pleted items once they have been inspected and
established times. He must be especially care- accepted.
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PART FOUR

FIELD AND ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

CHAPTER 13

BASIC FIELD MAINTENANCE MISSION AND ORGANIZATION

Section 1. DEFINITIONS AND MISSIONS

145. Scope the commanders of the direct support unit and
the using unit (fig. 14).a. The field armies in CONUS or overseas,

whether in combat, peacetime training, or re- c. General support maintenance consists of
serve, are greatly dependent for maintenance inspection, major repair, and/or replacement
support upon field maintenance units and fa- of end items and assemblies on a repair and re-
cilities. Field maintenance comprises the third turn to maintenance float or depot stock basis,
and fourth echelons of the five-echelon mainte- or in some cases, on a return to user basis. It
nance system, and consists primarily of repair is performed by-
and/or replacement of equipment beyond the (1) general support units, organized un-
authorized capabilities of organizational main- der a TOE, that operate primarily on
tenance. Field maintenance units may also a semimobile shop basis in support of
overhaul or recondition certain assemblies or the ZI armies in CONUS or in sup-
components. port of armies in the field;

b. Direct support maintenance consists of (2) fixed field maintenance shops which
inspection, repair, and/or replacement of as- are not organized under a military
semblies and end items on a repair-and-return- TOE and are manned by civilians un-
to-user basis. It is performed by technical der military command, operating in
service units, which are organic, assigned, or CONUS in support of the ZI armies,
attached to major commands and act in direct ARADCOM, or the technical services;
support of using organizations. They may (3) fixed field maintenance shops, which
operate under command of armies, divisions, or are non-TOE and are manned by
logistics support commands and ordinarily are indigenous civilians under military
organized under a Table of Organization and command, operating overseas in sup-
Equipment (TOE). Direct support units are port of the communications zone and
100 percent mobile, and perform maintenance the field armies.
services either by dispatching mobile repair
teams to the disabled equipment site or by 146. Basic Concepts and Problem Areas
bringing the equipment to the maintenance a. While logistic support from depot main-
unit's mobile shops. The mission of direct sup- tenance affects the overall success of the field
port units is to provide close maintenance sup- army and ZI armies, its influence is less imme-
port including repair parts, and technical as- diate and direct than field maintenance. Field
sistance to using organizations. Using organi- maintenance must be immediately responsive
zations themselves also may perform limited to the supported units' demands, which impose
third echelon maintenance when specifically on both elements the need for the closest liaison
authorized by a TOE, the Maintenance Alloca- and cooperation. Field maintenance units sup-
tion Chart, or by specific agreement between porting tactical units in the field must have a
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high degree of mobility. They must be able to programing, budgeting, and schedul-
keep pace with the fluid conditions of maneu- ing, or by closer coordination between
vers or combat and be prepared to deploy their field maintenance activities and their
forces to meet new tactical dispositions. Mo- customer units or cognizant senior
bility has been a cardinal precept of direct sup- commands.
port in conventional warfare; in nuclear war- (2) Personnel fluctuations occur more in
fare it would impose additional burdens. The TOE units than at civilian-manned
high degree of tactical readiness imposed on shops. For the most part, skill short-
many units under existing political conditions ages in TOE units are attributable to
requires the strictest application of logistics chronic peacetime Army manpower
mobility and readiness. conditions that affect all units. Many

b. The common problems of funds, person- problems can be corrected by more
nel, and parts which concern all other elements efficient utilization of existing per-
of the maintenance system face Army field sonnel resources.
maintenance activities both in CONUS and (3) Repair parts problems at field main-
overseas. tenance levels include sustaining ef-

(1) Because of the limits placed on the fective stockage levels, coping with
total Army budget, many funding cargo and transportation limitations,
problems are inherent. Specific fund- and supporting new types of equip-
ing difficulties may arise as a result ment. Many of the problems incurred
of avoidable management failures at in achieving balanced repair parts
field maintenance levels or at parent stockage at field maintenance are due
commands. These difficulties can be to the inherent difficulty of scheduling
overcome or alleviated by more exact field maintenance repairs.

Section II. COMMAND AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND
ORGANIZATION FOR FIELD MAINTENANCE

147. Command Channels b. In all instances, the technical service that
has logistics management cognizance provides

a. Command management over field mainte- technical supervision and assistance over the
nance is exercised through command channels. technical supervision and assistance over the
Field maintenance shops in CONUS at Class I personnel and equipment nvolved The hf
Fiestalldationtrenanc shopsh insCOUatin Cla- I of the technical services are responsible for
installations report via the installation com-

Army-wide technical supervision of mainte-
manders to ZI army commandersti or the Com- nance and also provide technical assistance to
manding General, Military District of Wash- military commanders and other Department of
ington. Field maintenance shops in CONUS at the Army agencies.
Class II installations report via their installa- c. Field maintenance units in CONUS at
tion commanders to the cognizant chief of the activities provide supportboth Class I and II activities provide support
technical service. Class II installations also to designated ZI army, MDW or technical serv-
include depot maintenance shops, many of ice units under command of the installation.
which have subsidiary field maintenance shops. They may also support satellited units such as
Overseas, the commanding officers of all field units under command of the Commanding
maintenance shops and units report through General, United States Army Air Defense Com-
normal command channels to the respective mand (ARADCOM). This support is furnished
theater or field army commanders. Command on a common service basis although the
relationships within CONUS are described in ARADCOM units themselves have no command
AR 10-50 and are pertinent to logistics *as relation with the particular Class I or II in-
well as operations. Maintenance command in stallations. Other Department of the Army
CONUS and overseas is further discussed in activities in CONUS are satellited by direction
AR 750-5. of Headquarters, Department of the Army on
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various field maintenance installations and re- spective Assistant Chiefs of Staff, G-4. The
ceive specified maintenance support on a com- commander delegates logistic management re-
mon service basis. Satellization, incidentally, sponsibility to the appropriate technical service
may be made on a geographical rather than staff officer who exercises direct supervision
army area basis if it is more efficient or over his service's field maintenance activities as
economical. well as over the supply activities of his techni-

cal service.
148. TOE Field Maintenance b. The missions and Tables of Distribution

a. A distinction is made between those field of field maintenance activities at Class I in-
(and organizational) maintenance units which stallations are established by the ZI army in
are classified as TOE and those units classified consonance with USCONARC policy. The
as non-TOE. The TOE for a maintenance unit standing operating procedures of a particular
includes allowable personnel specified by grade technical service at such installations are pre-
and MOS ratings and authorized tools, vehicles, pared by the responsible technical service
and other equipment. officer, subject to approval of the Post Com-

b. The non-TOE units include certain mili- mander, and are in accord with general mainte-
tary units not operating with tactical forces nance procedures set forth in Department of
and all civilian-manned Department of the the Army and technical service regulations.
Army units. Most non-TOE units are stand- c. In most Class I installations the technical
ardized and governed by Tables of Distribution service staff officer supervises the field mainte-
which indicate authorized personnel spaces and nance shop of his technical service, assisted by
equipment. The fixed field maintenance shops a Maintenance Officer and a Supply Officer. The
which operate at Class I and II installations in organization structure of the technical service
CONUS are civilian-manned TD units. There operations at a large but typical Class I in-
are also some TD field maintenance units over- stallation is shown in figure 15.
seas, manned by indigenous civilian labor. Most
of these fixed shops perform field maintenance 150. Command and Organizational Structure of
in support of troop units or station activities. Fixed Field Maintenance Activities at

c. As a general rule, TOE direct or general Class II Installations
support units will support other TOE military a. The Class II installation is under the com-
units and may, as required, support certain mand of the cognizant technical service and
non-TOE units. (Similarly, a TOE unit may be receives its mission, policies, funds, and opera-
supported by a non-TOE unit.) A direct sup- tion orders from the technical service, just as
port TOE field maintenance unit may receive its the Class I installation receives its directives
support from a TOE general support unit or and funds from the ZI army or MDW. In both
from a non-TOE fixed field maintenance shop,e instances, technical guidance is afforded by the
either in CONUS or overseas. A TOE general
support unit serving in CONUS may on cognizant technical services. At a Class II
occasion be called upon to provide backup sup- activity the technical service of which the
port to a non-TOE fixed shop. activity is a part usually provides the primary

and largest maintenance unit; most of the other
149. Command and Organizational Structure of technical services will have smaller shops at

Fixed Field Maintenance Activities at the installation.
Class I Installations in CONUS b. Each Class II installation has a command

a. Fixed field maintenance activities at Class staff which includes an Assistant Chief of
I installations, are in the chain of command Staff, G-4. The G-4 exercises staff supervision
that originates at Headquarters, USCONARC over logistics and maintenance activities. The
and goes downward through the cognizant ZI command structure within each technical serv-
army to the post, camp, or station. Staff super- ice at the installation varies in its internal re-
vision of field maintenance at USCONARC, ZI lations, depending upon the nature and scope
army, and installation levels rests with the re- of the installation's mission. A large organiza-
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tion may have several subordinate shops and the depot's Services Officer. This section at most
the technical service officer may have special depots is a combination of several shops which
staffs for inspection services or technical assist- maintain the various types of technical service
ance. A smaller organization may be more equipment used for internal depot operations.
consolidated. Supplies and repair parts are either locally

c. At many Class II depot activities in the procured or obtained from the depot supply
CONUS there are also field maintenance shops section. These single or combined maintenance
that perform organizational and field mainte- sections are under the command of the depot
nance on all equipment essential to the opera- commander and, through the chain of com-
tion of the installation, excluding buildings and mand, the technical service which controls the
utilities. Generally, there is a combined field depot. Technical guidance is received from the
maintenance section (distinct from the depot technical services having cognizance over each
maintenance activity), which functions under equipment type involved.
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CHAPTER 14

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS CONDUCTED BY TOE UNITS IN
SUPPORT OF THE FIELD ARMIES

Section I. GENERAL
151. Scope and Purpose complexity of field maintenance reflect the char-

Field maintenance operations conducted by acter of the Army as a whole, whose elements
mobile or semimobile TOE military units are are in different stages of combat readiness andmobile or semimobile TOE military units are

to be distinguished from those support activi- training. In effect, the TOE military units of
ties conducted by civilian-manned fixed shops the Army, be they logistics or combat, must
in CONUS or certain oversea areas. In dis- garrfunction inie a rea betweenual combat prano-
tinguishing these two activities the vital role garrison conditions. While actual combat pro
which fixed shops play in providing field main- duces is own acute set of problems, operating

tenance support to the field armies in CONUS in this grey area presents unique difficulties.tenance support to the field armies in CONUS Much of the current supply austerity stems
or overseas should not be minimized. However, from peacetime urrent shortages austerity sten dif-
much field maintenance, especially in theaters from peacetme und shortages and oten d-
of operations, is primarily a military operation fers in scope from the type of minimum combat
in which TOE units play the dominant role. It load austerity which will be necessary in com-iobat. There is also a high rate of personnel
must be recognized, where reference is made to bat There is also a high rate of personnel
general support, that in peacetime non-TOE turnover and severe shortages of maintenance

skills. Other problems encountered in the func-fixed shops often provide this support to using skills Other problems encountered in the fuc-
and direct support units in lieu of TOE general tional aspects of field maintenance include-
support units. This situation is particularly (1) retaining a continous proper level of
true in CONUS garrisons and to some extent personnel, equipment, and repair parts
in communications zones. Furthermore, many necessary to the effective support of
of the functional organization and shop man- using units;
agement practices followed in fixed shops are (2) sustaining close working relationships
common to both direct support and general sup- with user units, supply units, and
port TOE units. other maintenance activities; and

152. Objectives and Problems (3) adapting to new methods of warfare
and related maintenance concepts and

a. Field maintenance TOE units have as h
their two major objectives the support of other
Army units and the conduct of their own train- b. Certain difficulties in field maintenance
ing. Within this framework the specific tasks are largely inevitable; others can be corrected
of each maintenance unit vary according to the or alleviated by clearer identification or by more
requirements of their commands and user units. vigorous application of command management
The dual operating-training nature and the techniques.

Section II. DIRECT SUPPORT UNIT TASKS AND ORGANIZATION

153. Tasks either by on-site repairs, direct exchange or

a. Direct support maintenance is primarily replacement, or by repair and return to user.
conducted on a service-to-user basis. It encom- The extent to which these methods of mainte-
passes maintenance which is performed on call nance are employed depends on a number of
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factors, including type of equipment, capability 154. Typical TOE Direct Support Organizations
of the direct support unit, location of the equip-
ment, combat environment, and transport types: divisional and nondivisional units.
availability. In both World War II and the
Korean War, repair-and-return-to-user was the (1) Divisional. These are service type
most common technique of direct support. The units usually of battalion size which
trend today is toward more direct exchange or are organic to a division. These units
replacement and on-site repairs rather than re- give direct maintenance and supply
pair at the shop and return to user. More items
are being designed with "pluck-out, plug-in" (2) Nondivisional. These units are or-
components and subassemblies which facilitates ganized into companies or cellular
prompt replacement in the field by direct sup- type detachments and normally are
port teams. More forward mobile maintenance attached to a technical service mainte-
teams are being created which can perform nance and supply battalion in support
most third-echelon repairs on site, i.e., at the of nondivisional units. They may also
point of breakdown or where the user unit is provide backup support to divisional
holding the equipment. Both of these methods type maintenance units. These units
ordinarily result in less downtime. They avoid normally are considered as Army
the problems inherent in evacuating heavy support type units operating in the
pieces of equipment to repair shops. Army service area and the Communi-

cations Zone. They can be both direct
b. Most direct support units include in their support and general support units.

mission the furnishing of all maintenance
supply items to the using organizations so that b. Direct Support Company. Direct support
the latter can carry out normal operations and companies or detachments generally provide
perform required organizational maintenance. mobile direct maintenance and supply support
Ordinarily, a direct support maintenance unit to nondiisional units of the combat zone and/
will only supply parts and tools for organiza- or reinforce divisional units when required

They may be attached to a field army or corps
eclon maintenance; fr auing um onl or, in some cases, to the service battalion in aechelon maintenance for a using unit only in ivision

emergencies. All direct support units provide
technical assistance to using organizations. (1) Therepairsectionsoftechnicalservicecompanies, are usually divided by
This may include conducting on-site mainte- m

equipment type.
nance training on new equipment, familiarizing

(2) The direct support platoons (or mobile
operators or mechanics with new technical repair teams) are especially importantrepair teams) are especially important
publications, instructing unit mechanics on elements of direct support companies,
execution of a minor modification to be executed since they can provide the forward
in the field, or assisting a unit in identifying type of repair which is essential to
some chronic operating abuse which is causing the continuous combat efficiency of
failures. user units. Being 100 percent mobile

c. In combat theaters both direct and general they can operate in battalion combat
support field maintenance units are equipped areas and are equipped to perform
with small arms and have the capability of de- immediate on-site repair or replace-
fending themselves against light ground attack. ment.

Section III. GENERAL SUPPORT TASKS AND ORGANIZATION

155. Basic Tasks are assigned to the army in the field. They

a. Under the current field army organization, operate in the communications zone or in the
general support at field maintenance level is army service areas within a combat zone. They
afforded by general support units. These units normally do not support combat units. Their
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relationship is ordinarily of a technical-service- These general support units also perform
to-technical-service rather than a technical- limited reconditioning support on assemblies
service-to-combat-user nature. and subassemblies.

b. General support units normally operate on 156. Typical Organization
a repair-and-return-to-stock basis. Their tasks There are no rigid patterns in the organiza-There are no rigid patterns in the organiza-
typically include- tion of general support maintenance units.

(1) providing backup support to direct They are usually organized at company
support units by performing field strength, but the command to which they are
maintenance, beyond the capabilities attached or assigned may vary according to the
or capacities of the latter; demands of the theater of operations. Most

(2) assisting direct support units in neces- general support units in CONUS normally are
assigned to a technical service battalion organic

sary evacuation and recovery of
to an Army. General support units are semi-
mobile, possessing from about 50 to 70 percent

(3)1 operating collection points for inspec- organic mobility. The bulk of the shop work in
tion, disassembly, and classification of the field is performed under canvas or in any
unserviceables. available standing shelter.

Section IV. OPERATING POLICIES AND PRACTICES

157. General Procedures (5) performing in-shop repairs;

a. The operations of direct and general sup- (6) performing cannibalization, as re-
port units serving with field armies in CONUS quired;
and overseas vary. The requirements of the (7) providing maintenance supply support
particular army's mission and tasks, the terrain to user units; and
and weather conditions, the types of equipment, (8) returning repaired items or assemblies
and location of the maintenance unit are all to the users or to a maintenance float.
factors causing differences in field maintenance c. General support units back up direct sup-
operations. The field maintenance problems port units rather than users, doing that main-
vary according to conditions prevelant in the tenance which lies beyond the scope of direct
area of operation. In all cases, the problems of support. They repair end items and components
peacetime, even during maneuvers, will differ and perform limited overhaul of selected as-
in many respects from those of combat. semblies and components at their semimobile

b. Direct support units are involved in a shops. Most general support units can readily
closer relationship to combat units than are evacuate heavy equipment from forward areas
general support units, whose chief customers to the general support shops site. Like direct
are the direct support units. The operating support units, general support units receive
conditions for a direct support unit thus stress their repair parts and other supply items from
prompt, close support to using units, to supply points or from fixed installations. Upon
include-- completing repairs, a general support unit

usually returns items to its maintenance float
(1) providing technical assistance to user or to depot stocks

units with the objective of decreasing
failure incidence and improving opera- 158. Relationship With Using Organizations
tion; a. The Service Goal. Mutual understanding

(2) assisting in failure identification; and close cooperation at all levels between the
(3) performing on-site repairs or replace- using unit and field maintenance units are es-

ment by direct exchange; sential if the latter are to accomplish their
(4) evacuating and recovering damaged mission. The direct support unit must respond

equipment; promptly to the user's requirements for repair
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parts and technical assistance. The commander unit or by the direct support unit's
must imbue all members of his command with recovery team;
the understanding that the only reason for the (b) send out a mobile repair team to
unit's existence is to give the user the help re- perform on-site repairs or replace-
quired to carry out its tactical mission. Such ment; or
assistance is not limited to answering calls for (c) send out an inspector if there is a
help. It requires constant liaison to provide the question as to repair action re-
supporting unit with information on the user's quired. This does not mean that this
care of equipment, anticipated hard usage of decision-making process occurs for
equipment, preparation for equipment casual- each incident of failure. Most types
ties that will occur in combat, and the effects on of maintenance deficiencies are rep-
equipment that will develop from shortages and etitious and once a suitable method
exhaustion of personnel. However, the presence of repair or evacuation is estab-
of a willing and competent support unit must lished for a given type of failure, it
not be allowed to cause the using unit to become usually will be followed as a matter
indifferent to, or negligent of, its own mainte- of prescribed routine.
nance responsibilities. All its personnel must (2) The direct support company head-
understand that the field maintenance unit can- quarters is responsible for deciding
not do its assigned job if it is burdened with which course of action to follow after
first-and second-echelon work, or work requir- receiving a report from the line bat-
ing higher echelon repairs that are the out- talion. In many combat situations the
growth of poor user maintenance. mobile repair teams or direct support

b. Identifying Requirements and Instituting platoons are operating in the field, and
Repairs. if they are on the command communi-

(1) The using unit has primary respon- cations net or in physical contact with
sibility for identifying failures and the user units, they may receive the

failure reports directly. However,for determining what deficiencies are failure reports directly. However,
even in these cases the mobile repair

beyond the capability of organiza-is informa-
tional maintenance. The cognizant tion to its headquarters before under-

tion to its headquarters before under-
direct support unit has primary re- taking any extensive repair or evacua-
sponsibility for determining in such tion operation. In combat situations,
cases the extent and type of field main- communications among the users, the
tenance required and the point and mobile repair teams, and the parent
time at which this field maintenance direct support unit must operate
will be performed. The specific efficiently. It must also be clearly
methods by which these responsi- understood what communications are
bilities are exercised will vary with authorized directly between user units
local environmental and tactical con- and the forward mobile teams and also
ditions, the type of equipment, and what authority has been delegated to
the particular standing operating pro- the mobile teams regarding when,
cedures of the user and supporting where, and how to make repairs.
units. The initial identification of (3) The direct support company head-
failure may be made by the operator, quarters or its forward direct support
and then reported to the organizational platoons, when designated, after re-
mechanic. If the failure is beyond the ceiving a report or examining the
established capability of organiza- failed item, will determine whether
tional maintenance, the direct support field maintenance will be performed
unit can either- on site or at the company shops, and

(a) request that the item be brought in whether it will be performed by direct
for repair or exchange by the using exchange, or by repair and return to
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user. Smaller items or major com- its support mission far better than a
ponents which break down in the for- unit which operates on a first-come,
ward company combat zones are re- first-served basis.
placed on site by direct exchange and c. Evacuation and Recovery. Evacuation and
the item or component is repaired and recovery is largely a field maintenance unit's
returned to stock. During combat, a responsibility. Most large equipment can only
major piece of equipment, such as a be evacuated by a direct support unit which
truck, tank, or field radio set, istruck, tank, or field rad ttalio set, is usually has a section manned and equipped for
usually evacuated by the line battalion that specific purpose. Furthermore, in combat
out of the immediate combat zone. it is preferable that defective equipment of any
Thus, any "on-site" repair or replace- size by evacuated by the DSU and not by the
ment made by the direct support unit user unit. In combat, the personnel of using
is actually at the site of the battalion's units should not be diverted from their own
evacuation point rather than at the unit tasks. Only when absolutely necessary
actual point of failure. This practice, should the using unit assume responsibility for
where feasible, is preferred, since it evacuation. The direct support units also will
enables the direct support unit's determine whether evacuation to a general sup-
mobile repair teams to operate in rela- port unit is required and, if so, will arrange for
tive safety. However, in some cases, a the evacuation.
mobile repair team operating in the
combat zone may move up to an in- d. Maintenance Exchange Stock. Mainte-

fantry or armor company's combat nance exchange stock (maintenance float) is afantry or armor company's combat
area and perform an emergency repair quantity of major items required and author-

or replacement at, or very close to, the ized for stockage at field maintenance units and
orreplapoint of equipment breakdown. tot activities to provide replacement for unservice-

able items of equipment when repair and return
(4) The mobile repair teams are a critical of unserviceable items to the user cannot be

asset and must be used prudently by accomplished within a specified time. Mainte-
the direct support unit commander. Itthe direct support unit commander It nance floats have assumed increasing im-
is essential that a priority system beis essential that a priority system be portance in field maintenance, especially in
established for their employment in direct support operations, because they permit
order to maximize their utility, immediate exchange of serviceables for unserv-
Granted that all TOE equipment and iceables and enable a using unit to perform
units presumably are essential to com- its assigned mission without serious interrup-
bat, some, more essential than others.bat, some, more essential than others tion. The use of floats also enables a field
A direct support unit commander, his maintenance unit to complete repairs back at
operations officer, and the direct sup- the shop with less urgency and, in combat, with
port platoon leaders must be familiar more freedom from the press of battle. Since
with the combat criticality of variousi the ait i floats must allow for repair and turn-aroundequipment and of the units which they time, they are limited to high density or criticalsupport, so that during an exercise or
combat the highest priority jobs will mission items lest they become too costly and
receive the most prompt service by burdensome to the logistics system. Mainte-
mobile repair teams. Similarly, a job nance floats are computed by the technical serv-
priority system must be established ices; information concerning the operation of
for repairs which are to be made back the float system and authorization of specific
at the direct support shops. Priorities items for stockage at direct and general support
may have to be revised during combat levels is contained in technical service supply
to meet changes in the tactical situa- bulletins.
ation; nevertheless, a field mainte-
nance unit which at least commences 159. Internal TOE Shop Operations
a combat operation with a basic a. General. The operation of a TOE field
priority system will be able to fulfill maintenance shop follows the basic principles
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of a fixed shop. The shop practices will vary where initial and final inspections are made.
because of differences in operating environ- The shop supply section should be centrally and
ments and in the nature of mobile and semi- conveniently located with respect to the repair
mobile shop versus fixed shops. There is likely sections. A commander should also utilize ter-
to be greater flexibility and informality in TOE rain and dispersion to their best advantage as
shop operations. Scheduling, which is difficult a protection against conventional and nuclear
enough to accomplish at fixed shops, is almost attack and also against the elements.
impossible at TOE maintenance units. Stability c. Scheduling. A TOE field maintenance unit
in layout of supply and shop vans is complicated can do little formal scheduling or repairs. Most
by mobility requirements and site selection repairs are made on an on-call, as-needed basis.
problems. The restricted physical nature of However, many TOE field maintenance units
direct support unit facilities and, to a lesser have endeavored to achieve some form of sched-
extent, general support units also creates a dif- uling wherever possible. By judicious use of
ferent working environment from that found visits, regular work contact, and inspections, a
in fixed shops. In a theater of operation, com- field maintenance unit can often anticipate
bat conditions greatly affect TOE maintenance major repairs and do advance scheduling on
internal shop operations, causing more frequent certain types of items and repair jobs.
movements, erratic supply, and disrupted com-
munications with using units and other logistics d. Ipection and Work Control Perform-
units. Despite these various unique problems ance. Operation of semimobie TOE

encountered in internal TOE shop operations, shop follows the basic pattern of fixed shops.
the shop practices are reasonably standardized. Control over repairs is exercised in most casesthe shop practices are reasonably standardized.

The vans or tents are arranged where possible by an Operations Section of a direct or general
in a manner similar to a fixed shop, with pro- support unit or by the chief of each repair sec-in a manner similar to a fixed shop, with pro-
vision for shop supply and for bay shop type
repair. The vans or tents are usually set up on (1) Inspection. Most field maintenance
a functional basis with separate vans or bays units have trained personnel specifi-
set up for specific types of repair. Dispersion cally designated as inspectors who are
must also be a factor in arranging shops. attached to the Operations Section.

b. Site Selection and Shop Layout. The se- They usually perform a thorough
lection of a site for and the layout of TOE field initial inspection of items brought into
maintenance shops depends upon the tactical the shop area for repairs to determine
situation, environmental conditions, the unit's the exact nature of the work and re-
mobility, TOE, and mission and the availability pair parts required. Deficiencies of
of resources. A direct support unit will move organizational maintenance should
its vans to an area selected by the unit com- also be noted. The earlier on-site in-
mander (with the concurrence of the cognizant spections usually are made by repair-
tactical commanders) which will insure opti- men attached to mobile teams assisted
mum service to the user units and protection as necessary by regular inspectors. In
for the maintenance unit. General support process inspection may be made to in-
units are also located subject to tactical require- sure quality or to identify areas need-
ments and usually also take advantge of avail- ing improvement. Final inspections
able local buildings in which shops can be set are regularly performed before a re-
up. The layout of shops is determined largely paired item is returned to the user or
by the TOE which establishes the shop sections to stock.
and the authorized repair equipment. Consider- (2) Work control and performance. The
able discretion rests with the unit commander work flow is similar to that in fixed
in arranging his vans, tents, or in laying out a shops except for the physical differ-
building. Generally, the shop office and/or ences. After inspection, a job order
Operations Section is located nearest to the number usually is assigned and the
shop or equipment pool area since this is usually job, with its accompanying Work Re-
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quest and Job Order Form (DA Form control over field maintenance, the
811), moves to the various vans or TOE field shops report performance
bays for necessary repairs. Control is to higher headquarters on the DA
exercised by the Operations Section, Form 1510 (Maintenance Readiness
or its equivalent, monitoring the job and Field Maintenance Costs) and
progress and expediting work. The DA Form 1510-1 (Maintenance
necessary parts are obtained by the Readiness of Representative Criti-
supply section and issued to the repair cal Equipment). Field army and
sections. commanders are concerned about

(a) Most TOE shops keep a work flow keeping deadlined equipment at an
board showing the location of vari- absolute minimum. Excessive dead-
ous job orders with an expected date lines can seriously impair combat
of completion. Repair section chiefs readiness of a field army. It is in-
generally submit a daily report list- cumbent upon direct support unit
ing job order progress and noting commanders to insure expeditious
any unusual delinquencies in parts work flow and to notify general sup-
or tools delaying a job. port units promptly when backup

(b) To assist the field army in overall support is required.

Section V. PERSONNEL AND TRAINING

160. Problem Areas (5) providing more efficient distribution

The growing complexities of military tech- and employment of available person-
nologies and concepts have magnified the im- nel resources.
portance of skilled military personnel in both b. The Army is emphasizing increased re-
operational and logistics areas. The successful liability and maintainability of new items. Yet
acomplishment of field maintenance support by despite the success of present efforts and the
TOE units continues to depend in great measure anticipation of future advances in maintenance
upon the availability and proper employment engineering, there can be no complacent ex-
of military technical personnel. The importance pectation of maintenance engineers working
of these men, however, is not matched by their miracles in the years ahead. All methods of

closing the gap between maintenance technical
requirements and personnel skills and keeping

nance system, like other military elements of this gap closed must be exploited.
the Army, suffer a chronic shortage of skilled
mechanics and repairmen. 162. Training

161. Personnel a. School Training. The training of field
maintenance personnel, both commissioned and

a. The productivity of field maintenance per- enlisted, is primarily a responsibility of the
sonnel must keep pace with advances in tech- technical services. The technical services oper-
nology and combat techniques. This can be ate the service schools, which train officers and
achieved essentially by- enlisted men in their respective military oc-

(1) increasing the reliability of equip- cupational specialities. Extension courses are
ment; also provided by the schools for refresher and

(2) further simplifying maintenance tech- advanced training in technical skills pertinent
nical requirements on new equipment; to maintenance. Training in maintenance man-

(3) increasing quantitatively the numbers agement is afforded combat arms and technical
of skilled maintenance technical per- service officers and civilian personnel at the
sonnel; Army Logistics Management Center.

(4) improving the skill levels of indi- b. Unit Training. Much of the training of
viduals; field maintenance personnel is accomplished
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through training exercises and courses con- should be a specific phased program of appro-
ducted by direct and general support units priate individual instruction. The section chief
rather than by school or on-the-job training of should be directly responsible for training new
individuals. Unit training covers a broad range men and should prepare a definite training
of formal and informal programs. To a large schedule or program of instruction for each
extent, any field maintenance unit in peacetime MOS space. This schedule should not be an
carrying out its regular mission support activi- elaborate affair consuming unnecessary admin-
ties is simultaneously engaged in unit training. istrative time and paper. It should simply be a
Army Subject Schedules (DA Pam 310-3) and brief document showing the training objective;
various School Program Instructions are avail- the means of training, such as by demonstration

able to the Unit Commander to aid him in unit or doing; the time alloted; the responsible in-
training. structor, and the method of evaluating the

c. On-the-Job Training. The successful opera- results of the training, such as a written or oral

tion of most field maintenance units, and the quiz or a demonstration by the trainee. The
advancement of field maintenance personnel formal phases of the training should be done at

greatly depends upon on-the-job training. a specific hour so as not to interfere with the
Formal school training seldom can completely regular duties of the instructor or the trainee.
prepare a technician for his assigned duties. There is a natural relutance to run an overly

New men must become familiar with the more formal, on-the-job training program, and cer-

restricted operating conditions of the field and tainly it should not disrupt the unit's operation.
with tools, machines and test equipment avail- A man improperly trained on the job may do

able in the organization. These, in most cases serious damage to himself or to his equipment.

are not the latest models provided in service A man who is well trained in his job is best

schools. On-the-job training cannot be con- prepared not only to do good work but to
ducted on a haphazard basis. This training qualify for advancement and further schooling.
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CHAPTER 15

FIELD MAINTENANCE SHOP MANAGEMENT

Section I. FIELD MAINTENANCE FIXED SHOP ORGANIZATION

163. General may differ according to the types and numbers
of equipment being supported, and they may ora. The fixed field maintenance shop closely may not be within one physical structure.resembles the depot maintenance shop in its

procedures and practices, although it is usually Furthermore, the basic organization is es-
smaller and its operations less complex. Unlike sentially that used in mobile TOE field mainte-smaller and its operations less complex. Unlike nance shop.the depot shop, the field shop supports specific

using units and, in most cases, returns repaired 164. Administration and Supervision Organiza-
items of equipment to these units. It does not,
except in exceptional instances, return repaired
items to stock. a. Shop Officer. The shop officer (who may

also be the maintenance officer) is responsibleb. Specific details of a particular technical
for accomplishment of the shop's assigned mis-service's shop organization may be found in

technical manuals and in individual shop stand-
ing operating procedures. Certain basic prin- oerations. He may be assisted by an operations

ciples of organization and management are officer. His primary duties generally include-ciples of organization and management are
pertinent to any field maintenance shop: (1) directing and administering shop

activities and coordinating the efforts(1) Each duty must be clearly defined. activities and coordinating the efforts
(2) The chain of command and channels of of all maintenance personnel;

communication must be clearly under- (2) coordinating with organizations sup-communication must be clearly under-
stood and followed by all personnel. ported by the shop to insure mutual

soa flw ba n. understanding of field maintenance
(3) Authority and responsibility should policies and problems and an orderlypolicies and problems and an orderly

flow of work from supported units to
(4) Duplication of either authority or re- the shop and return to units;

sponsibility must be avoided. (3) directing the preparation of shop
c. A typical field maintenance TD fixed shop plans for meeting current and future

organization at either a Class I or Class II in- maintenance requirements;
stallation is shown in figure 16. In this partic- (4) issuing directives for proper shop
ular shop both inspection and production con- operation and management;
trol are under the shop chief. In other shops, (5) serving as a staff officer and technical
these functions may be directly under the tech-
nical service officer. There is no rigidity if field technical service officer on allatterstechnical service officer on all mattersmaintenance organization, and the degree to
which various functions are consolidated under regarding maintenance policies and
one management body varies with the mission procedures.
and scope of a given post's field maintenance b. Production Control Office. The respon-
activities. The typical shop shown in figure 16 sibility of the production control office is to
includes a shop officer, production control office, establish and maintain, in accordance with
supply section, inspection office, and several re- technical service and local policies, effective
pair sections. The number of repair sections control over all items being processed, repaired
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and/or modified in the shop. The main function distinguished from the station supply section
of production control are forecasting, sched- of the shop's parent technical service, which is
uling, routing, and followup. responsible for station-wide acquisition, receipt,

c. Modification Work Order Office. Process- storage, inspection, control, disposition, and
ing Modification Work Orders (MWO's) in accounting of a given technical service's ma-
some shops is under the jurisdiction of produc- terial. The shop supply section performs its
tion control; in others it is under a separate functions on a necessarily more limited, internal
office or section. MWO control involves close basis.
coordination with station supply to insure that b. The supply section, depending upon its
all affected items are modified. The processing size, generally will include a shop supply chief
of modifications is also correlated with produc- or leading foreman, parts predeterminers,
tion control and the supply section to provide parts keepers, tools keepers, and record clerks.
for compatible workload scheduling and a In some large shops the supply chief reports
steady flow of parts, tools, and material for any directly to the maintenance chief or his opera-
required, modification. tions officer. In other cases, particularly where

d. Inspection Office. The inspection office there are several medium or small shops within
(section or unit) supervises all inspection a single technical maintenance section, the shop

policies and procedures used at the shop. The supply chief will be responsible directly to the
major responsibilities of this office are to- shop foreman.

(1) inspect equipment in the hands of 166. Repair Sections
using units as required and/or upon
receipt of unserviceables at the shop a. A repair section, or unit, within a field

to determine the nature of the unserv- maintenance shop is responsible for performing
iceability and the chargeable first and all necessary field maintenance repair opera-
second echelon deficiencies, and to re- tions prescribed by technical service standards
port pertinent parts and repair data and the shop SOP. A repair section is headed

to the production control, supply, and by a lead foreman and includes those technical
specialists, mechanics, and laborers appropriate
to the technical service. It also usually includes

(2) conduct in-process and final inspec- one or more clerk typists. In a single shop there
tions to insure that work is progress-tions to insure that work is progress- may be several repair sections working on one
ing satisfactorily and, upon completion type of equipment and each section may be
of the job, to insure that the prescribed broken down into individual shops.broken down into individual shops.
repair standards have been met.

b. The lead foreman of a repair section is
(3) insure that shop practices conform

thic, responsible for the accomplishment of all work
with the shop SOP, technical manuals, submitted to his section on a Work Order Re-
other technical and administrative quest and Job Order Form and for any further
publications and command directives, authorized necessary work revealed during each

job performance. He is also responsible for
collaborating with production control and sup-

a. The shop supply section is responsible for ply sections to insure, respectively, balanced
determining maintenance supply requirements workloads and availability of repair parts. In
and maintaining proper stockage levels of sup- addition, the lead foreman supervises all per-
plies and repair parts. Shop supply must be sonnel within his section.

Section II. PRODUCTION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

167. The Planning and Scheduling Problem Generally the production control unit at the

a. In a fixed field maintenance shop, as in the field shop cannot project production plans very
depot shop, the production control unit is in far into the future. Unlike the depot shop, it
charge of production planning and scheduling. does not receive a breakdown from higher com-
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mands of the expected workload for the next and major assemblies essential to the tactical
quarter or next month. The field shop supports mission of supported using units. It is held at
specific units; it cannot predict with any great the field maintenance shop and is drawn upon
degree of certainty when the equipment as- whenever necessary to provide a using unit
signed to those units will require third or fourth with immediate replacement or temporary sub-
echelon repairs. Production scheduling usually stitution of an essential item that is being re-
can be started only after a work request for paired. The items selected for the float are
repair of an unserviceable equipment of a sup- determined by the cognizant technical service
ported unit is physically received in the shop and the quantity of each item to be held is
and not in anticipation of receiving a steady calculated on the basis of the total number of
flow of unserviceable items of equipment of a each such item supported by the field mainte-
specific type. Thus, most field maintenance nance shop and the time necessary for repair
shops are only able to schedule on a day-to-day, of the defective item at the shop and return to
or at best, on a week-to-week basis. On some the using unit. The basic purpose of the float is
occasions even the shop's daily or weekly pro- to insure that operating units are always sup-
duction schedule may have to be disrupted to plied with essential equipment so that the
fulfill an emergency requirement. In other tactical mission is not impaired. However, the
cases, if the shop or subshop is supporting a field maintenance shop gains certain other ad-
satellited ARADCOM unit, it will be on a con- vantages from its use. When a float is used, the
stant 24-hour alert to repair immediately any shop is not continually required to halt sched-
of that unit's defective equipment. Because of uled production operations in order to make
the unpredictability of the workload, a steady emergency repairs on essential items. The float
production flow frequently cannot be main- allows the shop a scheduling cushion; essential
tained, and funds, labor, and materials may items that are to be repaired and returned to
often be inefficiently employed. the float can be more evenly phased into the

b. Although in many cases unpredictability production process. Postponement of repair of
of future workload requirements is inherent in float stock items must be very limited, or the
the nature of the field maintenance shop mis- existing float may be drawn down to dangerous
sion, certain measures can be taken to even out levels. Its chief disadvantges lie in its cost. Yet
the volume of the workload input and facilitate despite the use of maintenance floats and other
more reliable production planning. The shop measures field maintenance shop production
might resort to commercial contracting when- planning and scheduling is usually uncertain.
ever the workload becomes too heavy for the Too many variable and unpredictable elements
shop to handle with reasonable efficiency. The exist to allow any reasonable assurance of
shop should maintain close liaison with higher reliability.
headquarters and keep informed of planned
maneuvers and other training exercises. 168. Scheduling Procedures

c. As another way of evening out the work- Most field maintenance shop production
load flow, the shop might periodically inspect scheduling does not begin until the shop pro-
all major equipment which it supports and then duction control office receives a Work Request
establish a definite repair schedule to correct and Job Order (DA Form 811) from a sup-
the actual or incipient deficiencies which it un- ported unit for maintenance of an unserviceable
covers. In other instances, the type of equip- item. Usually the equipment accompanies the
ment supported may indicate probable repair work request, but in some cases, the using unit
requirements. Equipment whose incidences of only sends in the work request and waits until
unserviceability is highest during certain sea- the production control office directs it to turn in
sons might be called into the shop periodically the equipment. Once the equipment is received,
for inspection and necessary repair. it is given a thorough inspection and its

d. At many shops, the use of a maintenance economic reparability is calculated. The in-
float helps to balance the workload. The main- spector then decides whether to repair the
tenance float is composed of selected end items equipment, evacuate it to a depot maintenance
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shop for fifth echelon repair, or recommend its jobs the shop foreman may direct the routing
disposal or salvage. When the item is to be of the job and assign the required personnel.
repaired at the field shop, the production con- In either case, the work should be carefully
trol office assigns it a repair priority based on planned so that it flows through the shop in a
its criticality to the owning unit and schedules continuous and orderly fashion without delays
it into the shop for the required maintenance or backtracking. Repair operations should be
when necessary parts and labor become avail- broken down by type and the work assigned
able. If the job has a high priority, parts and to definite individuals or sections. For produc-
labor may be transferred from a less urgent tion control purposes, it may be desirable to use
job in order to complete the work as rapidly some form of control board to provide a visual
as possible. For a complicated or new repair record of the progress of various jobs through
job the production control office may draw up a the repair process. On a typical control board
detailed standing operating procedure (SOP), the various jobs are identified by tags or discs
which describes, step-by-step, the movement of (of various colors, according to job priority)
the item through the shop and the personnel which are moved across the board as the work
who will do the work. For minor or routine moves through the shop.

Section Ill. PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

169. Shop Layout course of repair. The job order specifies the
detailed repairs to be performed; replacement

a. Since most field maintenance shops do not
repair enough similar unserviceables to make a of nserviceable assembles subassembleParts

component parts is made as directed. Partsproduction line feasible, almost all shops use a
bay shop layout. However, if a large enough costs are accumulated from issue slips andbay shop layout. However, if a large enoug h Labor

volume of certain items, such as generators or
transmissions require repetitive repair opera' costs are accumulated and charged to the job

transmi~~ssions, .e rfrom mechanics' individual time tickets.
tions, a special section should be set up to repair
those items. This labor specialization can result 170. Production Control Techniques
in more economical shop operations.

a. The functions of the production control
b. Whenever a shop layout is established or unit at the field maintenance shop are some-

changed, the plans for its operation should be what different from those at the depot shop
based on a careful consideration of the au- because of the greater diversity but smaller
thorized echelon of maintenance, the expected volume of operations in field maintenance shops.
workload, and the available personnel, tools, 'The production control unit serves as the main-
and equipment. Each phase of the shop opera- tenance shop officer's assistant in planning,
tion must be carefully analyzed to determine scheduling, and coordinating production opera-
the amount of space needed for the various re- tions, and in establishing effective shop layouts.
pair sections and the best location for each. It also develops production standards for use
The size of some sections is determined by the in analyzing production performance and in
size or quantity of the repair equipment used,
while the size of others is governed by the size estating Job order work schedules. The pro-
of the unserviceable items to be maintained. duction control unit maintains a reporting sys-
The bays or sections performing sequential or tem to record actual production performance
allied operations on similar items should be and the subsequent analysis of it.
grouped close together, so that an unserviceable b. The production control reports used in the
item can move with maximum speed through field shop are generally similar to, but usually
the shop without backtracking. simpler than, those used in depot shops. Often,

c. In field maintenance shops, most unservice- the reporting system may only consist of Work
able items move through the repair process Request and Job Order Forms (DA Form 811),
individually on separate job orders, and the workers' individual time cards, repair parts
identity of the item is retained throughout the issue slips, and summaries of these forms. In
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some instances daily shop activity reports, pro- evacuate it to a depot shop for fifth echelon
duction summary reports, production graphs repair, or otherwise dispose of it. In all cases,
and charts, and production difficulty reports the responsible inspector determines whether
may be used. A significant report developed at lower echelons have maintained the equipment
field maintenance shops is DA Form 1510 properly and have made all applicable modifica-
(Maintenance Readiness and Field Maintenance tions. If the inspection discloses evidence of
Costs), which is accompanied by DA Form neglected or unsatisfactory maintenance of a
1510-1 (Maintenance Readiness of Representa- reparable piece of equipment, personnel from
tive Critical Equipment). Basically, as stated the using unit may be required to do their part
in AR 750-15, the report is designed to of the work in the maintenance shop. In
provide- flagrant cases of neglect, formal reports are

(1) data to Headquarters, Department of submitted to responsible commanders, recom-
the Army, and general operating mending corrective measures or the placing of
agencies for essential control and pecuniary liability for damage done to equip-
supervision over the execution of ment.
Army program objectives; b. In each kind of inspection the inspector's

(2) Headquarters, Department of the main problem is in defining standards of accept-
Army, and general operating agencies able repair. Although in many cases various
with integrated data required for technical publications clearly state the dimen-
development of program objectives sional, visual, weight, performance, and opera-
and schedules, and other required tional characteristics of a satisfactory item, in
purposes; other instances the determination of accept-

(3) heads of general operating agencies ability is necessarily left to "the opinion of the
with a means of demonstrating to inspector." When a shop employs several in-
Headquarters, Department of the spectors, variations may often occur. Different
Army, the degree of effectiveness inspectors may have different opinions about
being attained in their area of respon- the amount and type of repair needed on a
sibilities in the use of resources and in particular item. If one inspector in a final in-
justification of further resource needs. spection finds defective a condition that was

The value of this report to the field maintenance considered acceptable by another inspector in
shop lies in the "feeder" data generated in its the initial inspection, confusion results Time
preparation. and funds may be wasted, and more important,

the equipment will probably not be returned to
171. Inspection Procedures the using unit as rapidly as might have been

a. The inspection system at a field mainte- possible. Therefore, in situations where an in-
nance shop generally is the same as at a depot spector's opinion is called for, the maintenance
shop. A complete technical inspection is made officer must try to minimize any wide diver-
to determine the nature and extent of the work gencies among inspectors. He might conduct
required and whether repair is economically additional inspector training or take other,
justified. On the basis of the findings, a decision more informal measures to standardize in-
may be made to repair the item at the field shop, spector judgements.
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CHAPTER 16

PARTS SUPPORT FOR FIELD MAINTENANCE

Section I. SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE RELATIONSHIP

172. Shop Stocks worst, the process may lead from an oversea
area back to the CONUS supply point and mayEach maintenance shop contains an internal
take several months to transact. The serious-

shop supply activity which is designed to main- take several months to transact. The serious-
ness of an interruption in the supply and main-tain adequate working levels of the most com-

monly used parts. Although shop stock levels tenance relationship is in direct proportion tomonly used parts. Although shop stock levels the importance of the equipment to the mili-
are not subject to accountable property controls, tary mission and its time out of commission.
a simple form of stock record system is often
essential. 174. Echelons of Supply

173. Supply Mission in the Field a. The echelons of supply as they relate to
maintenance echelons are as follows:

a. The mission of supply in relation to main-
tenance functions is to furnish the parts re- (1) Organizational maintenance units ob-
quired to maintain equipment when and where tain repair parts supply support from
the parts are needed. At accountable supplying direct support units or from desig-
activities, various criteria of supply perform- nated supply points.
ance are established which measure efficiency (2) Support units (both direct and gen-
in terms of dollar inventory turnover, the per- eral) receive repair parts supply sup-
centage of customer demands that are filled port from designated supply points or
from available stock as compared to the per- depots, and, when authorized, by pro-
centage that are forwarded to the next higher curement from local commercial
supply echelon, and the time consumed in sources or by fabrication.
processing customer demands. These are con- b. The firstline of parts support for field
venient, significant measures of performance in maintenance is the shop stock which is kept
relation to internal supply standards. The final in the vicinity of the working area and con-
test of effective parts support is the length of trolled by maintenance personnel. These parts
time that; needed equipment in the field remains are accessible to the repair crew with the least
inoperative while awaiting replacement parts. possible delay and procedural encumbrance.
The chief cause of deadline equipment is lack Shop stock also serves to reduce the number of
of parts. Other repair resources, such as man- transactions between repair and supply
power and facilities, can be provided in ex- activities.
ceptional circumstances by diverting them from

low, prb. c. Items not on hand in shop stock are requi-low priority uses or by working them overtime. sitioned from the supporting supply activity.
The lack of needed parts may, however, defy In some cases this is the accountable property
every attempt of the field maintenance unit to office at a CONUS station; in others it is the
meet a pressing requirement. supply section of the direct or general support

b. Any delay in getting the required part to unit to which the maintenance shop belongs.
the maintenance point will depend on the In all cases where the supporting supply ac-
process of transmitting the original demand tivity is operating under the Army Field Stock
back through successively higher echelons of Control System (AR 711-16) the requisitions
supply until the demand can be satisfied. At are effected by DA Form 1546. The supply
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activities carry a broader range of parts than CONUS depot system as a whole, emergency
the shop and normally should be able to fill purchase action may be taken, as the last re-
shop requests for parts on their stockage lists sort, in order to obtain them from the commer-
within 1 day. Items extracted to supporting cial producer.
supply activities take longer. g. At any state of the supply process, meas-

d. If the supporting supply activity does not ures may be taken to speed up the delivery of
carry the parts requested, the demand is trans- specific parts which are required to reactivate
mitted to the next higher supply echelon. In equipment. These steps include special han-
CONUS, this will be the designated depot dling of priority requisitions and search for
which is ultimately responsible for furnishing sources outside supply channels.
any authorized technical service item requested (1) To expedite delivery, original requisi-
of it. AR 725-55 specifies the order and ship- tioners may under certain circum-
ping time for oversea area. stances designate their request as

e. For demands originating in oversea thea- "blue steak," "emergency," or "equip-
ter maintenance shops, further echelons are ment deadline for parts." Priority
added to the supply system. Requests for items classification has been an extremely
that are not stocked by the oversea-based effective way of meeting urgent de-
direct or general support unit are passed to the mands. Blue streak requests from
Army depot and/or the theater depot, and CONUS installations are filled from
finally, in the case of items which are not in CONUS depot stocks in 1 or 2 days as
stock in the theater, to the CONUS supply sys- compared to the 20 to 45 days re-
tem. The long distances to oversea theaters quired to fill routine requests from the
complicate the job of making timely delivery of same source. The abridgement in time
parts that have to be brought in from CONUS is accomplished by substituting tele-
stocks. The major objective of oversea supply phone-telegraph communication for
support is to speed supply between CONUS and mail, by maintaining round-the-clock
the oversea user through improved communi- service for demands at stations and
cations and transportation methods. AR 730- depots, and by making delivery by air
30 establishes resupply time standards for direct to the user.
supplying stock from the CONUS to an over- (2) CONUS depots and NICP's notify
sea user, the variations in resupply time de- requisitioners of delays in filling re-
pending on the type of requisitions employed quirements and of expected avail-
and whether or not the item is authorized for ability dates. To avoid the delay in-
stock by the using unit. AR 725-8 establishes volved in waiting to get parts from
the means of communicating with the Oversea the CONUS system, the requisitioner
Supply Agency. AR 725-55 establishes and may search for local sources outside
assigns responsibility for each segment of the supply channels. These include local
oversea order and shipping time cycle, to in- purchase on the commercial market,
clude basic time allowance for each portion of local fabrication, reclamation of parts
the cycle. from worn out end equipment (can-

f. Requisitions from CONUS installations nibalization) and lateral transfer
and from the oversea theaters (through the among field activities. AR 750-50 pro-
Oversea Supply Agencies) go to the distribu- vides instruction for resupply via can-
tion depot (or the National Inventory Control nibalization techniques. In the oversea
Point in the case of technical services with cen- theaters it is common practice t16
tral accountability) which is designated by the screen all such sources before trans-
technical service as initial source of supply. mitting urgent requirements to the
If the required parts are not on hand in the CONUS supply system.
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Section II. CONTROL OF SHOP INVENTORIES

175. Shop Inventory b. Stockage Criteria.
(1) Stockage criteria are expressed ina. Shop inventories are those held under the terms of the number of demands oc-control of maintenance personnel within or curring (not the quantity demanded)

close by the repair area. They do not include in a fixed base period. Selection of the
inventories held in the supply section at the appropriate cerion should be made
direct or general support unit or in a CONUS with a view to limiting shop stock
station property account, since these normally to parts for which there are regular,
are subject to specific control procedures pre- recurring requirements. The criteria
scribed in AR 711-16. Shop inventories are applied at shop level should be no less
subject to less formal control procedures which restrictive than the corresponding crl-
are developed within limits established by indi- the

teria applied at the supply activity on
which the shop depends for its sup-

b. Shop inventories may involve a significant port. In most cases, it is appropriate
commitment of time, facilities, and stock in- to apply more restrictive criteria at
vestment. At a minimum they will include in- the shop than at the supply level.
expensive common-use items such as bolts, AR 711-16 provides selective stock-
screws, washers, and cotter pins; depending on age rules for appropriate supply
the supply support situation, they may also activities.
include parts and components such as valves, (2) Choice of the best possible rule for a
tubing, and generator assemblies. Effective particular situation will depend upon
management of such inventories is the respon- experience and experimentation. A
sibility of the maintenance unit commander. voluminous stockage list containing

many inactive items indicates the
176. Personnel need to tighten stockage rules; delay

and inconvenience caused by the in-
The ideal shop supply staff includes the parts ability of the shop to deliver parts on

chief who is in overall charge; the parts clerks demand suggest the need to relax
who wait on customers, receive and bin stock, stockage criteria generally relaxation
and post to the stock record cards; the parts by lengthening the base period which
supply specialists who identify by stock num- is prescribed by stockage criteria is
ber and name the parts required to complete the safer course. The final objective is
repair jobs; and possibly a tool man to main- to find a reasonable balance between
tain the tool crib and follow up the issue and accumulation of stock and accommo-
return of special tools. dation of demand.

c. Stockage List Deletion. Procedures for
177. Stock Control systematically retiring inactive items from the

a. Stockage List. Demands for parts that stockage list are essential for effective stock list
are regularly kept in stock are filled off the control. They are needed particularly in mili-

tary operations, which impose a high rate ofshelf. Parts which are not in shop stock are changeover in equipment and parts, in order
ordered from the supporting supply accounts; to keep unit stockage lists from growin out
this entails placing a separate order for each of proportion to the purpose served. As a rule,

demand received. The order procedure makes the criteria used to delete items from stock
use of the standard Army single-line requisi- should be more relaxed than the criteria used
tion form, DA Form 1546, which furnishes to add them. Again, AR 711-16, AR 730-30,
one requisition document for each part ordered and AR 735-35, provide appropriate supply
and thus provides a convenient method of guidance.
maintaining a demand record by individual (1) Parts selected for stock should be
part. handled by means of routine control
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procedures whose purpose is to insure ishment before stock is exhausted.
that stocks are replenished before Both of these control elements are
they run out. Basic stock records expressed in terms of days of supply.
must be maintained for each item to (2) When these two control elements are
indicate quantities on hand, due in, established for each item in quantita-
and due out. Prompt replenishment tive terms, stock control actions are
is then effected by reference to two governed by the following rules:
control elements - the requisitioning (a) Order when net assets (on hand
objective, which is the maximum plus due in minus due out) are at,
quantity of stock on hand and due in or equal to, the reorder point.
to meet requirements, and the reorder (b) Order a quantity equal to the differ-
point, which is the minimum quantity ence between net assets and the
on hand and due in to permit replen- requisitioning objective.

Section il. MAJOR FIELD SUPPLY PROGRAMS

178. General method is to set up direct contact between the

Maintenance represents the largest line item supply system and the ultimate user.
customer of the Army supply system. Virtually c. Improved Stock Record. The Army Field
all recent developments in supply concepts have Stock Control System introduced a compact,
been designed to improve the support which is manageable stock record. The new stock record
rendered by supply to field and organizational permits the accumulation of demand data and
maintenance activities. provides for automatic transmission of current

catalog data, including status and price
179. The Army Field Stock Control System changes, to the supply activity. It also pro-

a. General. Army Regulations 711-16 re- vides a separate card (demand data card) for
quires that all technical services use standard accumulating demand data, computing require-
forms and procedures in controlling and ac- ments, and maintaining stock level control.
counting for supplies which are held at instal- The card was designed to be detached from the
lation level in the CONUS and at general or basic record and returned periodically through
direct support unit level in the oversea com- technical service channels to agencies which
mands. This standard system, known as the are equipped to analyze the data and to use it
Army Field Stock Control System, is associated in revising published parts lists and mainte-
with distinctive supply concepts. nanc rats.

b. Single-Line Requisitioning. The single- d. Demand Data. The new system intro-
duced the concept of basing computation ofline requisition (DA Form 1546) guarantees

individual, appropriate treatment to each de- requirements on demand experience rather
than on issue experience. The change elimi-

mand that is received from the field. Requisi- nates the distortion that is often present in
tions for items which are carried in stock are the u issue data. Issues may not ma-the use of issue data. Issues may not ma-
promptly filled. Those for items which are not terialize, despite high demands, if stocks are
in stock are identified and transmitted to the exhausted and not on hand to issue. Require-
next higher echelon without being entered on ments based on issue data are then understated
the stock record, since the single-line document at the very time that stocks are in short sup-
can be filled in stock number sequence and can ply. If a substitute is issued in place of the
itself serve as a temporary stock record. The demanded item, requirements based on issue
single-line requisitions are submited on a daily data tend to be overstated for the substitute
basis by using units directly to supply without and understated for the wanted item.
consolidation at intermediate command eche- e. Selective Stockage Plan. This plan as-
lons; in-process delays are thus reduced to a sumes, for reasons of economy and mobility,
minimum. The objective of this requisitioning that the Army cannot afford to stock a full
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range of repair parts at forward echelons. It The EIP applies stockage criteria se-
states the principle that a relatively small per- lectively, giving some consideration to
centage of all required parts will account for item values. Low-unit-cost items are
a relatively large percentage of all maintenance stocked on the basis of more lenient
demands. Restricting stockage at installation criteria than high-unit-cost items.
level to the fastest moving parts, it is con- The effect is installation stockage of
cluded, will have no perceptible effect on main- a larger number of items but of a
tenance support while producing overall sys- smaller total dollar investment than
tem benefits. Emphasis is placed on fact de- under previous stockage rules, which
livery, rather than on forward distribution, of applies a uniform criterion to all
the slow-moving, nonstock items. items.

(2) Statistical safety level policy/. For
180. The Economic Inventory Policy (EIP) items that are regularly stocked, EIP

a. The Economic Inventory Policy (EIP) is includes a large enough safety factor
a program which makes use of economic and in computation of requirements to al-
statistical principles in the management of in- low for the inherent variability of
ventories. Basically it compares the elements demand. The policy is based on prob-
of the cost to supply an item. Its primary func- ability principles and adjusts each
tion, however, is to balance costs and to deter- item's safety requirement to its own
mine the average stock level and order fre- demand characteristics.
quency at which total costs of supply will (3) Economic order quantities (EOQ).
reach the lowest possible point. (FM 38-1 de- EIP requires that item reorder policy
scribes EIP in considerable detail.) take into account the cost of the ad-

b. The major objectives of EIP are- ministrative process involved, as well
(1) to increase the availability of stocks as the cost of the material ordered.

on hand to meet demands; In many cases, the more practical
(2) to reduce the workload which involves course requires larger and less fre-

repetitive review and reorder of quent replenishment orders. Under
stocked items; and EIP approximately 80 percent of in-

(3) to reduce overall supply costs, includ- stallation stock list items are re-
ing the cost of administration and the plenished once a year. These are the
cost of inventories. items with a low value of annual de-

c. EIP includes the following policy ele- mand. Only a small fraction repre-
ments: senting the highest demand value

(1) Economic stockage policy. EIP ac- items are replenished as often as once
cepts the principle of selective stock- a month-the rule that under prior
age, but supplies an explicit economic regulations applied to almost all in-
basis for making stockage decisions. stallation stocked items.
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CHAPTER 17

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Section I. RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES

181. Echelons of Maintenance (2) Second echelon maintenance. Second
echelon maintenance is performed bya. Organizational maintenance is that main- ec ain
specially trained maintenance person-tenance which a using organization has the au-
nel who are assigned to a using or-thority and responsibility to perform on its
ganization and includes scheduledown equipment. As a general rule, it consists
preventive maintenance services, unitin inspecting, cleaning, servicing, preserving, of e uiment adustments

lubricating, and adjusting equipment as re-
beyond those required in first echelonquired. It may also include replacement of
maintenance, authorized componentplug-in type components and minor parts which
replacement, technical advice and as-do not require highly technical skills or expen-
sistance to first echelon personnel, andsive, complicated, or bulky test equipment and
assistance in command inspections.tools.
The maintenance skills of the person-

b. In the Army establishment, multiple part nel are broader than those of the first
manuals prescribe the function of the various echelon users, and the tools and parts
echelons of maintenance. TOE's indicate the authorized to them are more complex.
level of maintenance the particular organiza- However, the maintenance performed
tion is authorized to perform on its own equip- at this level is still minor in scope,
ment. Normally, this is first and second eche- and operators often participate in the
lon maintenance. second echelon work on the equipment

(1) First echelon maintenance. First to which they are assigned. They also
echelon maintenance is performed by report all malfunctioning of equip-
the user, wearer, or operator of the ment to the unit mechanics.
equipment. It includes the proper c. The basis of good organizational mainte-
care and operation, cleaning, preser-

nance is preventive maintenance, which is thevation, and lubrication of the equip-
ment, and any adjustment, minor re- systematic care, inspection, and servicing ofment, and any adjustment, minor re-

pair, testing, and parts replacement equipment to keep it usable and to detect and
prescribed by pertinent technical pub- correct incipient failures before expensive and
lications. Although this is the lowest time-consuming repairs or replacements are re-
maintenance echelon, it is by no means quired. It is the responsibility of commanders
the least important; heavy mainte- at all levels and echelons.
nance costs and equipment failures
can often be avoided by careful use 182. Command Responsibiliity
and surveillance of equipment at the Supervision and control of organizational
user level. This echelon may, however, maintenance are exercised through command
be a potential source of trouble if re- channels. AR 750-5 states, "Commanders are
pairs or adjustments are attempted required to insure that all equipment issued or
by unqualified personnel with im- assigned to their command is maintained in a
proper tools or inadequate test equip- serviceable condition and is properly cared for
ment. and used, and that personnel under their com-
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mand comply with technical instructions." In signed to the maintenance platoon or
both garrison and field operations, organiza- section;
tional maintenance functions, which include (8) establishment and enforcement of fire
preventive maintenance services, generally are prevention and safety regulations
similar in scope and are the responsibility of all around equipment and in the mainte-
unit and organization commanders. nance area.

183. Duties of Organizational Maintenance Per- The maintenance officer should have technical
sonnel training and a specific aptitude for the duties

involved. It is desirable, however, that all unit
The Table of Organization and Equipment officers have opportunity to benefit from main-

(TOE) lists the personnel who will perform tenance training and experience.
organizational maintenance in a particular
unit. The number of personnel assigned and Mantenance egeant. The maintenance
the kind of work done depend on the quantity sergeant assists the maintenance offcer in
and type of equipment with which the unit is supervising organizational maintenance and
equipped. Generally the following personnel generally is selected on the basis of his techni-
are assigned to supervise and/or perform or- cal and mechanical knowledge and ability. Heare assigned to supervise and/or perform or-

ganizational maintenance in the unit is responsible to the maintenance officer for the
performance of scheduled preventive mainte-

a. Maintenance Officer. The maintenance nance services, assigning mechanics to perform
officer is the direct representative of, and tech- repairs and scheduled services, instructing and
nical adviser to, the unit commander on mat- assisting equipment operators in performing
ters of organizational maintenance. Although first echelon maintenance, enforcing all main-
his duties vary with the size of the unit and tenance procedures and policies, and reporting
the equipment it uses, his primary responsi- all indications of negligence, carelessness, or
bility is essentially the technical supervision of abuse of equipment.
maintenance. His specific duties include--

c. Unit Mechanics. Mechanics are designated(1) command of the maintenance platoon to perform second echelon maintenance in the
or section in the unit; unit to which they are assigned. They are

(2) supervision of the instruction given to specially trained personnel who are given the
equipment operators and the training basic tools necessary to make minor repairs,
of maintenance personnel; adjustments to replace authorized components,

(3) preparation of the maintenance work and to perform periodic preventive mainte-
schedule, based on the availability of nance services. They may be called upon to
parts, tools, equipment, the level of advise operators in the care and use of equip-
experience of personnel, the condition ment, and they may also participate as mem-
of equipment, and the tactical situa- bers of inspection teams within the unit.
tion; d. Equipment Operators and Users. Equip-

(4) periodic inspection of equipment to ment operators and users perform first echelon
make sure that organizational mainte- maintenance services, repairs, and inspections
nance conforms with established on their equipment as authorized by the tech-
standards; nical manuals and field manuals pertaining to

(5) staff supervision of periodic preven- the equipment. Under supervision, they may
tive maintenance services performed participate in second echelon services. One of
in the unit; the most important functions of an operator or

(6) assistance to commanders making user is to perform scheduled daily and other
command inspections; preventive maintenance services on his equip-

(7) coordination with the unit supply offi- ment.
cer on repair parts requisitioning and e. Other Personnel. Additional personnel,
supply procedures, and maintenance such as clerks parts specialists and toolkeepers
of property records of equipment as- may be authorized by the TOE for units of
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battalion size. Clerks generally work under the (2) storage and identification of repair
supervision of the maintenance sergeant in the parts; and
preparation of requisitions and reports, and in (3) issuance of repair parts to unit me-
the maintenance of records. Parts specialists chanics and equipment users.
are also supervised by the maintenance ser-
geant. Their duties include- In smaller units, the maintenance sergeant or

(1) maintenance of repair parts records designated mechanics may perform the func-
and preparation of requisitions; tions of clerks and parts specialists.

Section II. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

184. Preventive Maintenance Procedures ized and possible, and reported to
the proper personnel.a. AR 750-1 calls preventive maintenance

"the cornerstone of efficient and economical (c) After-operation service. This serv-
maintenance." Preventive maintenance is an ice prepares equipment for return
integral part of organizational maintenance re- to operation without delay. The
sponsibility and is given special emphasis be- operator must inspect the equip-
cause of its importance through the Army ment for damages or malfunctions
establishment, that may have occurred during op-

eration and correct those that are
b. Preventive maintenance services are per- within his authorization. He is re-

formed on a periodic basis. They normally con- quired to report his actions and any
sist of daily maintenance services performed defects which he is not authorized
by assigned operators, who are assisted at to correct to the responsible person.
times by organized first echelon teams, and bi- It is important that supervisors
weekly, bimonthly, and/or quarterly services make periodic inspections to insure
performed by organizational mechanics and that operators perform these duties.
operators. Defects that are beyond the author-

(1) Daily maintenance services. Daily ization or competence of operators
maintenance services may be divided are corrected by unit mechanics or
into three parts: sent to a higher echelon mainte-

(a) Before-operation service. These nance shop.
services are performed on the (2) Periodic services. These services,
equipment to determine whether it which are scheduled according to
is operable and whether conditions miles or hours of operation, or time
have changed since the last after- intervals (weeks or months), are per-
operation service (TM 9-2810). formed by organizational mechanics
This service should never be assisted by the operators of the equip-
omitted, particularly in combat ment. A thorough inspection of the
where the consequences of equip- equipment and any necessary repairs
ment failure are most serious. Upon authorized at the unit level are made
completion of the service, the oper- to insure trouble-free operation until
ator should inform his appropriate the next periodic maintenance service.
superior of his servicing. Periodic services are designed to ob-

(b) During-operation service. This tain the maximum useful life from
service consists of noting any un- parts and components consistent with
usual or unsatisfactory perform- their life expectancies and probable
ance of the equipment or its parts future operations. Detailed proce-
or components during operation. dures to be followed in performing
Any deficiencies observed should be periodic maintenance services are
investigated, corrected if author- found in the technical manual and the
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lubrication order for the specific item this neglect affects the user as much as the
of equipment. In certain instances, logistics system which supports him by lead-
commanders may authorize a reduc- ing to major breakdowns and denial of basic
tion in the interval between periodic equipment to operating units.
maintenance services. During combat, d. Field conditions often complicate the per-
field exercises, and maneuvers, or at formance of preventive maintenance services.
other times of intensive equipment Tactical situations and the nature of the equip-
usage, maintenance services are con- ment often make adherence to a regular and
ducted at intervals determined by the simplified maintenance schedule impossible.
unit commander. Equipment that is only used intermittently or

185. Responsibility for Preventive Maintenance which is on a standby basis requires a different185. Responsibility for Preventive Maintenance degree of maintenance from that required for
Since preventive maintenance is an integral equipment in constant use. This equipment

part of organizational maintenance, the re- may not be neglected entirely because of pos-
sponsibilities for the proper implementation sible deterioration. On the other hand, periodic
are the same as those for organizational main- servicing that does not take use into account
tenance. However, within this broader frame- is wasteful of time and materiel.
work, the Army has made special efforts to e. Preventive maintenance schedules shouldemphasize the responsibilities for preventive be developed on a regular basis which will in-maintenance. This responsibility is placedmaintenance. This responsibility is placed sure performance of essential services. At thedirectly on the commander.

same time, they should be flexible enough to in-

186. Purpose and Limitations of Preventive clude servicing of equipment used in different
Maintenance tactical situations or under abnormal condi-

tions. It is equally important that preventive
a. The purpose of preventive maintenance is maintenance not be carried to the point of ex-

twofold. From a tactical point of view, it is cessive servicing. Personnel can waste valu-
aimed at keeping equipment fully operable dur- able time and materials in making continual
ing periods of use. Essentially, such services checks for defects that occur only infrequently.
are a matter of tactical necessity. In some cases, particularly for standby or ir-

b. From a logistics point of view, it has an regularly used items, the equipment may be
additional purpose: to prolong the life of equip- "overmaintained," and its readiness for tacti-
ment, parts, and components. Much of the cal operations and the length of its useful life
present workload in higher echelon mainte- actually reduced because of excessive servicing.
nance shops results from improper or neglected Preventive maintenance services by organiza-
servicing at the user level. Proper preventive tional maintenance personnel must be carefully
maintenance services, therefore, reduce the controlled and limited to the minor repairs and
overall logistics requirement for labor, facili- adjustments that are specifically authorized.
ties, parts, and transportation. f. Even the best preventive maintenance

c. Not all preventive maintenance services services will not eliminate all equipment fail-
achieve both of these purposes. The service ures, as those caused by accidents, combat
performed on nonmoving parts, e.g., testing damage, or extreme field conditons. Nor will
and replacing, is designed to insure that equip- they prevent unforeseen failure of equipment
ment will operate when needed, but it does not in normal operation, although an alert operator
necessarily prolong the life of the parts or the will often detect the symptoms of failure in his
equipment. On other parts, the services re- before-operation or during-operation check.
quired to place equipment in immediate oper- Most important of all, the damage resulting
ating condition may be less thorough than those from careless or improper operation of equip-
required for optimum service life. Since the ment cannot be forestalled by preventive main-
first responsibility of troop units is for combat tenance although its effects can be alleviated to
effectiveness, users may, under pressure, tend some degree. At the organizational level the
to omit the additional services. In the long run equipment operator usually does the preven-
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tive maintenance servicing, and if he is negli- 187. Limits of Organizational Maintenance Re-
gent in using the equipment, he will probably sponsibility
be negligent in servicing it. The preventive
maintenance servicing by operators known or a. The emphasis on preventive servicing as
suspected to be careless in using equipment the primary element in organizational mainte-

nance implies that further responsibilities of
the organization for repair of equipment are

g. The commander's responsibility for pre- strictly limited to those specified in applicable
ventive maintenance includes not only the es- manuals and directives. When failures occur,
tablishment and supervision of schedules and maintenance policy will often require the
procedures, but also the evaluation of results. evacuation of the equipment to a higher eche-
Inspections, as well as direct observation, will lon of maintenance. This can cause acute
give him much useful information. At the problems in actual operations and represents
same time, he may wish to obtain regular com- one of the major difficulties encountered in or-
pilations or tabulations of significant mainte- ganizational maintenance. While evacuation
nance information which will give him a com- may be required, the equipment in question
prehensive picture of maintenance effectiveness may also be, or appear to be, essential to the
in his unit. Such tabulations might include the immediate mission of the unit. In practice, the
following: alternatives for the unit may be: if the equip-

(1) The number of defects, by type and ment is still operating, to continue to use it
period observed, for each class of until it fails completely; to attempt unauthor-
equipment. This will indicate in- ized repairs; or to evacuate the equipment to
creases or decreases in equipment the field maintenance shop. The pressures to
failures. use one of the first two alternatives may be very

(2) The number of equipment units down strong, particularly in combat, since the choice
for repairs in each period, and the may appear to be between having the equip-
time required for such repairs. This ment, no matter how badly it works, and not
information is particularly useful if having it. Even the minimum time for repair
the down time can be related to the and return may be too long.
use periods of the equipment. When b. While enforcement of maintenance policy
possible, proper maintenance schedul- and regulations is still vitally important, it
ing should avoid deadlining units of does not appear likely, by itself, to eliminate
equipment during the periods when the problem. A broader attack involving im-
they are scheduled for use. provements in basic maintenance and supply

(3) The ratio of failures in use to failures techniques has been undertaken by the main-
detected during maintenance servic- tenance organization. These include-
ing. This ratio will provide some in- (1) increased modularization to permit
dication of the effectiveness of pre- more maintenance at the organiza-
ventive maintenance in forestalling tional level without requiring more
failures of parts and equipment in extensive technical skills;
use. (2) more direct exchange of parts and

(4) The ratio of salvaged unserviceables modules where stockage of such items
to total unserviceables returned by the is not feasible at the organizational
unit. level

These and other statistical indicators may give (3) increased on-site repairs by mobile
the commander periodic statistical information field maintenance teams;
on the maintenance effectiveness of his unit. (4) greater overall reliability in equip-
At the same time, they must be used with cau- ment.
tion if misleading conclusions are not to be
drawn. A statistical, like a visual, indicator is 188. Necessity and Responsibility for Training
only a starting point, a signal that further a. In accomplishing its assigned missions,
investigation is necessary. the - Army depends on personnel who are
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thoroughly trained in the proper operation and who will use and maintain it. Learning the
maintenance of equipment. It becomes increas- particular specialty becomes a full-time job,
ingly difficult to insure the proper use and care and the student associates during his duty and
of equipment as equipment becomes progres- off-duty hours with other men with similar
sively more complicated. backgrounds, who are acquiring the same skills.

b. Commanders at all levels are responsible (1) Unit commanders often object to send-
for training their personnel in the proper ing personnel to service schools. Com-
operation and maintenance of the equipment mon reasons given are that the unit
they use. Commanding officers may alleviate is already shorthanded, that the sol-
the burden of training through proper utiliza- dier gets away from the environment
tion of service schools and training programs and tradition of his own unit, or that
of parent organizations. equally good training could be pro-

(1) To fulfill this responsibility, it is vided within the unit itself. These
necessary to have a training program objectives are for the most part short-
within the unit which is compatible sighted or invalid. The absence of any
with the training program of the men from the unit will cause some
parent organization. The unit pro- temporary inconvenience, but this
gram should include tabulation of the must be viewed in the light of the
specialist skills required under the man's increased effectiveness after he
applicable TOE with a matching list completes his training.
of the men who are to fill those jobs, (2) Selection of personnel to attend unit
target dates by which specialist train- and organization schools must be con-
ing is to be completed, and the means trolled as carefully as selection for
by which the training is to be accom- service schools. The criteria for selec-
plished, i.e., USCONARC or theater tion will vary between the two, but
specialist schools, unit schools, or on- the impression must not be allowed to
the-job training. grow that the unit school is inferior.

(2) The commander must also make effec- There are subjects that can be taught
tive use of the trained men. Because as well locally as at specialist schools,

of shortages of personnel and the and this must be recognized by stu-
f srtagbe opshone an t dent, instructor, and commander alikeunderstandable wish to "get a jobunderstnablompetenwish i tofget as- without attempting to rate the schoolsdone," a competent man is often as- in quality. A good unit school which

signed to work for which he is not does not attempt tasks beyond its
trained, while the task he knows best natural limitations can be just asnatural limitations can be just as
is handled by an untrained man or is good as a service school in the same
neglected entirely. Situations like this limited area.
arise frequently, and, in the light of d. On-the-job training of specialists is ind. On-the-job training of specialists is inevents at the moment, they may be many ways the least satisfactory. Yet, because
readily rationalized. Yet this is of the restrictions placed on the other two, it
wasteful of skills that have been is the one most frequently employed. On-the-
gained with a great expenditure of job training can be given whenever a particu-
time and money. Under these condi- lar piece of equipment is operated or undergoes
tions the specialist feels that his inspection or maintenance. The essential ele-
training was unnecessary or is un- ment is that the equipment is in normal or
appreciated, and equipment suffers near-normal use. The individuals being trained
from lack of proper care. work under the close supervision of a com-

c. Service schools are by far the most effi- petent specialist who instructs them in particu-
cient means of training specialists, particularly lar tasks, demonstrates the correct method of
as the specialty becomes more complex and performing them, and then sees to it that they
elaborate equipment is needed to train the men are properly performed. The work done on the
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equipment is normal work that would have to within his unit and should be able to assess the
be done in any case, and as long as it is prop- results of such training through inspections
erly performed, it is beneficial to the unit and and the use of various types of maintenance
may free other men for more difficult or urgent indicators. Of particular interest to com-
work. It is essential that on-the-job training manders is the Senior Officers' Preventive
not be used as a means of relieving mechanics Maintenance Course at Fort Knox, Ky. It is a
or other qualified specialists from routine 1-week, integrated program of instruction
work. The work which trainees perform must which covers preventive maintenance of equip-
be both interesting and instructive. It is ment furnished by all technical services. Com-
necessary that the instructor have an orderly manders and key staff officers learn the critical
plan of work to be done, that the reason for the importance of effective preventive maintenance
work be clearly explained, and that work dur- in training and combat operations. It is bas-
ing successive training periods progress logi- ically concerned with the management of main-
cally from the simple to the more complex. A tenance rather than the technical details in-
lesson plan for on-the-job training is as essen- volved in repair, replacement, storage, and
tial as in any other kind of instruction; only its surveillance of equipment. Particularly empha-
format and coverage will be different. sized is the use of preventive maintenance in-

e. All training schedules provide periods for dicators; typical PM indicators of classes of
preventive maintenance training. This is in- equipment are demonstrated and their practical
tended as a training and not as a housekeeping use is stressed. These devices are used in
period and demands the same attention to recognition of the fact that senior commanders
lesson plans, instruction, and supervision that (except in the technical services) can devote
any other training period does. only a small portion of their time to mainte-

f. The unit commander must give personal nance and the technical characteristics of the
supervision to maintenance training carried on equipment in the units they are to command.

Section III. ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE PUBLICATIONS, RECORDS, AND REPORTS

189. Publications essentials of the system and are vital to the unit
commander's understanding of it.

a. Maintenance publications are indispensa-
ble in the proper training of personnel, and it is (1) AR 750-5 defines command and tech-
the responsibility of the unit commander to nical responsibilities for the mainte-
have all required and applicable publications nance of materiel. It describes the
for the operation and maintenance of equip- three categories and five echelons of
ment in his unit. All too often, an equipment maintenance, discusses inspections and
operator or a unit mechanic lacks essential applicable reports and outlines Army
publications simply because they have not been policy on equipment modifications.
requisitioned. The unit commander must know (2) AR 750-8 covers command mainte-
what maintenance publications are authorized, nance inspections (CMI) in detail.
and he must get them into the hands of the men Seven appendixes give the standing
who need them in their work. He must follow operating procedures for the CMI of
up to insure that the manuals are being used. each technical service, including the

b. Essential organizational maintenance in- scope of the inspections, the forms
formation is contained in a variety of Army used, and the method of calculating
publications. The basic ones are Army Regula- numerical ratings which are provided.
tions, the 750-series of which describes the c. A second source of essential organizational
Army maintenance system and provides the maintenance information can be found in Army
framework for an organized, planned, and sys- technical publications.
tematic maintenance program. Two of these (1) A multiple part technical manual
regulations, AR 750-5 and AR 750-8, give the (each part corresponding to an echelon
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of maintenance) is prepared by the used per item, but some equipment
technical service for each item of may have several lubrication orders if
equipment for which it is responsible. different technical services are re-
The manual provides operating and ponsible for differene components.
maintenance instructions for the item, The orders are numbered in the same
lists the available repair parts and re- series as the pertinent technical
quired special tools, and provides manual.
requisitioning authorization for both d. In addition to official publications, there
parts and tools. For organizational are several miscellaneous publications that
maintenance purposes, only Parts I often yield valuable organizational maintenance
and II are issued to first and second information. Equipment manufacturers often
echelon personnel. Part I, Operator's publish operating and preventive maintenance
Manual, contains operating, preven- handbooks which they issue with their equip-
tive, and minor maintenance informa- ment. Several of the technical services publish
tion pertinent to the equipment user, informal maintenance service letters to dis-
operator, or crew. It also includes a seminate new or improved maintenance tech-
list of repair parts and special tools niques. "PS," The Preventive Maintenance
authorized to be carried with the Monthly, a pocket-size magazine which illus-
equipment. Part II, Organizational trates various operating and maintenance
Maintenance Manual, contains main- problems and offers solutions, is published
tenance information and data perti- monthly by the Department of the Army for
nent to the units and organizations organizational maintenance and supply per-
authorized the equipment. Also in- sonnel; the language is informal and the illus-
cluded is the Maintenance Allocation trations are colorful and often technically
Chart (MAC), which shows all the detailed. The magazine is circulated to all units
repair operations authorized to be and commands of the Army. Valuable informa-
performed by the various maintenance tion can often be obtained from articles
echelons, plus a list of repair parts published in the various unofficial service
and special tools authorized for or- publications. These articles are frequently
ganizational maintenance. Parts III, based on the writer's experience and, being
IV, and V contain only that informa- unofficial, often contain the writer's views on
tion and data needed at each succeed- controversial subjects which may stimulate the
ing higher echelon of maintenance. Of reader's thinking.
course, these multiple part manuals

e. In addition to the official and miscel-are combined when echelons of main-
laneous unofficial publications which can be

rtenance are combined or for other procured from various external sources, the
reasons it is practicable to do so. unit commander may, within his own unit,

(2) Technical bulletins are distributed prepare documents that will improve mainte-
when technical information must be nance operations. A most useful document of
disseminated to the field prior to its this type is a standing operating procedure
inclusion in technical manuals. The (SOP) for maintenance. An SOP should in-
bulletins are numbered in the same clude the following elements, with the degree
order as the corresponding technical of detailed discussion of each element depending
manuals. upon the particular requirements of the unit.

(3) Lubrication orders are lubrication in- (1) References. All appropriate mainte-
structions published for each end item nance SOP's and directives from
of equipment providing information higher headquarters, including De-
on the types of lubricants required, partment of the Army publications,
frequency of lubrication, special fit- should be referenced.
tings, permissible pressures, and simi- (2) Responsibilities and duties. The main-
lar data. Normally, only one order is tenance responsibilities and functions
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of the staff and subordinate com- attention on major maintenance problem areas
manders should be described in detail. and take appropriate remedial action, whether

(3) Operations. Maintenance operating such problems are shortages or lack of train-
policies should be discussed, including ing of personnel, faulty supervision, inadequate
field maintenance support, the direct supply support, operator abuse of equipment,
exchange system, on-site repair, scope or careless dispatching. When adequate records
of maintenance authorized at each are not kept the commander cannot exercise
echelon, and support of attached units. necessary control of his operations. Such in-
A discussion of supply procedures adequacies may cause duplications of parts
should also be included. requisitions, nonavailability of parts when

(4) Inspections and tests. All supple- needed, and even failure to perform scheduled
mental local requirements for mainte- maintenance inspections and services.
nance inspections and tests, in addition b. A wide variety of records and reports are
to Army regulation requirements, required for organizational maintenance opera-
should be discussed, including inspec- tions according to the technical service and/or
tion procedures, frequency, minimum unit needs. Most of them are stated in AR's,
standards desired, and reporting and FM's and other official publications, but com-
followup practices. manders at any level may often direct addi-

(5) Training. The maintenance training tional requirements in order to provide more
program for all personnel should be detailed information on certain local aspects of
outlined, including the policy on serv- organizational maintenance. At all times the
ice school quotas, the procedures existing recording and reporting system should
established for unit schools, and the be closely evaluated and any new requirements
program for on-the-job and other, carefully considered before being put into
more informal, methods of mainte- operation or an activity's maintenance program
nance training. may become bogged down by numerous, over-

(6) Reports. All periodic reports required lapping, and sometimes irrelevant records and
by local and higher headquarters reports. The information provided by a record
should be listed. or a report should always be evaluated in rela-

f. In preparing SOP's, strict care should be tion to the personnel, time, space, and money
observed not to include data and information that will be required to maintain it. (The value
that are already covered adequately elsewhere. of the report should also be stated.) An excel-
An SOP should only include those detailed in- lent example of a valuable report is DD Form
structions that are peculiar to the particular 110 (Vehicle and Equipment Operational
unit, citing references to AR's, technical Record) (fig. 17).
manuals, directives from higher headquarters,
and other pertinent documents. 191. The Army's Plan-for Equipment Record Re-

vision (TAPER)
190. Records and Reports a. The Army has conducted a study to

a. Among the tools available to evaluate determine-
equipment maintenance are organizational (1) if the entire equipment records system
maintenance records and reports. To utilize provides minimum essential command
them fully, the unit commander and other per-
sonnel who "need to know" must understand
the record keeping and reporting system and (2) what maintenance, supply and engi-
know where to find the right information in a neering design management is re-
minimum amount of time. Adequate mainte- quired or needed by the user, inter-
nance records permit the commander to check mediate, and national maintenance
on the maintenance status of any particular levels; and
item of equipment and the accomplishment of (3) whether the current records system
specific tasks and procedures. He can focus his generates the needed data.
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b. As a result of the study it was concluded d. Used to record maintenance replacement
that- rates and correlate with supply data, the form

(1) the existing system should be and can will provide information from which repair
be modified or revised to achieve man- parts requirements can be determined.
datory maintenance data reporting e. Other uses include-
without placing additional burdens on (1) reporting of modification accomplish-
the combat forces through simplifica- ments whereby users and national
tion and streamlined elimination of maintenance points will be able at all
certain existing forms and reports; times to determine which items have

(2) through the use of a multipurpose or have not been modified and take
form, elimination of duplication of necessary followup action; and
record keeping can be achieved and at (2) up-dating equipment record files. Im-
the same time the form may serve as a portant data can be accurately tran-
source of data that can be analyzed scribed from the multipurpose form to
and used to record true materiel defici- the historical record maintenance on
encies as compared with shortcomings selected equipments.
on selected items of equipment; and

on selected. Base on the findings of the study the
(3) TAPER will eventually replace the DCSLOG has been directed to, "Revise as neces-

existing Unsatisfactory Reporting sary the Army's current equipment record sys-
System (AR 700-38). tem in order to provide a simple, effective,

c. Data generated through the use of the standard procedure which will produce essential
multipurpose form will enable the responsible maintenance management intelligence and pro-
technical service to make equipment improve- vide necessary controls for each successive level
ments, increase reliability, decrease mainte- of command and supporting echelons starting
nance requirements, and improve performance. with the equipment operator and his unit."

Section IV. REPAIR PARTS SUPPLY FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

192. Repair Parts Stockage not based on demand experience, but on ex-
pectation of demand. In practice, the prescribeda. Units and organizations are authorized

equipment by their TOE, Table of Allowance load often exceeds or falls short of the actual
ny tEi t T ofaown e. maintenance needs of the equipment. Until the(TA), and/or Equipment Modification List.

(TA), initiand/ srEqipme Moad ifipatir Lirts load is revised-a process that may take severalThe initial prescribed load of repair parts years-the unit using the end item may be
necessary for organizational maintenance is encumbered with an excess of slow-moving
listed either in appropriate DA supply manuals parts, while it lacks others with higher
or in Parts I and II of the five-part technical mortality rates. In certain cases, although no
manual for the equipment. As stated in AR usage data are required at the organizational
735-35, "Units or organizations authorized maintenance level, major commanders may
stockage of a prescribed load of repair parts direct using units and organizations to retain
will maintain the prescribed load of repair copies of DA Form 1546 (Request for Issue or
parts on hand or on order." Turn-In), to show demand data. When usage

b. The initial prescribed load of repair parts experience indicates that certain items are not
for a new item of equipment is derived from an required or that the quantity required is less
engineering estimate of the stockage required than that authorized, the smaller quantity may
for organizational and higher echelon mainte- be stocked. This practice is used infrequently
ance operations and is drawn up before the and at present, a study is being conducted by
item is first distributed. It differs from the the Army in an effort to determine new pro-
method of determining stockage of equipment cedures by which more realistic initial loads of
that has been in service for some time as it is repair parts can be developed.
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193. Repair Parts Supply Procedure tional level he may requisition the
a. When a using unit first receives an end part.

item of equipment, it should record the item in (3) If replacement is not authorized at the
its property records by make, model, and serial organizational level, arrangements
number. It should then obtain Parts I and II will be made with the direct support
of the technical manual issued for that end item unit for evacuation or on-site repair
and other applicable technical publications such or replacement.
as lubrication orders. If these publications have (4) If the replaced repair part is desig-
not been issued with the end item, they should nated in the appropritae manual as a
be requisitioned at once. The initial prescribed recoverable item, it will be turned into
load of repair parts, as shown in the applicable the supporting maintenance activity
technical manual, should then be requisitioned in accordance with technical service
from the supporting maintenance or supply instructions.
activity. If the using unit encounters any c. In certain cases, as discussed in AR 711-
problems either in properly identifying the 16, direct support units and technical service
equipment or in obtaining the appropriate man- activities at installations may establish and
uals, it should request assistance from the sup- maintain a direct exchange stock of certain
porting maintenance activity. serviceable repair parts and components, such

b. When a repair part is required for re- as starting motors, generators, carburetors,
placement on an item of equipment assigned to fuel pumps, and brakeshoes, which are not
the using unit, the parts specialist or mainte- stocked in the using units or which are tem-
nance sergeant, upon verification by the unit porarily in short supply. The list of direct ex-
mechanic, takes one or more of the following change items is prepared jointly by the respon-
actions: sible supply and maintenance sections subject

to the limitations established by the chiefs of(1) If the item is stocked, he issues it to(1) fthe item s stocked, he issues it to the technical services and the major commander.
The list is distributed to all units authorized to

plenishment of the prescribed load use direct exchange repair parts procedures.
from the supporting maintenance Organizational representatives may then physi-
activity. cally present unserviceable parts on the list to

(2) If the item is authorized for replace- the direct support unit and exchange them for
ment but not stockage at the organiza- serviceable parts.

Section V. THE ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE INSPECTION SYSTEM

194. Standards (1) the serviceability and operational
readiness of a unit's major items ofa. The maintenance inspection system is one

of the most vital elements of Army mainte- equipment
nance management. Periodic and systematic (2) the adequacy and effectiveness of
inspections permit commanders to determine organizational and/or supporting
the relative serviceability of equipment and maintenance operations, including re-
the effectiveness of maintenance support. They pair parts supply;
also allow the technical services to monitor the (3) the proficiency of unit maintenance
maintenance program under their technical personnel;
supervision and to assist in correcting de- (4) additional maintenance requirements
ficiencies in equipment or in the maintenance disclosed by the inspections.
system itself. To keep himself clearly informed of these con-

b. All maintenance inspections of equip- ditions, the commander must establish care-
ment are conducted under command authority fully defined inspection standards and make
and are used by the commander to determine- certain that they are used by any subordinate
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personnel in conducting inspections. These enough to reveal major faults and
standards should take into account local con- areas of neglect or carelessness.
ditions, including the capabilities of the per- Various operational tests generally
sonnel, the level of their training, and the ade- are made to check the maintenance
quacy of their tools and equipment. Although condition and mission readiness of
the commander should require personnel to major items of equipment and the
comply strictly with prescribed inspection in- proficiency of the troops. The in-
structions, he must always be ready to modify spection should reveal any need
these procedures if the situation demands it. for a change in policy or methods of
Inspections should be spaced so as to provide instruction or for additional train-
sufficient preparation time and conducted only ing. Commanders should also
as often as is necessary to enable the responsi- recognize outstanding perform-
ble commander to determine the condition of ances by maintenance and operating
maintenance in the unit. personnel deserving of commenda-

tion.
195. Command Inspections (b) The formal command inspection re-

a. Command inspections are different from quires advance notice and a set
command maintenance inspections in that the procedure. The thoroughness of
commander participates personally. Comn- the inspection requires considerable
mand inspections are of two types-formal time and preparation.
and informal. (2) Informal command inspections. The

(1) Formal command inspections. The informal command inspection is also
formal command inspection is con- characterized by the personal partici-
ducted by the commander, often with pation of the commander. It usually
the assistance of an inspecting party is given without prior notice and is
composed of technical assistants and made at any convenient time and
various members of his staff. The place. It involves no set procedure
inspection covers all equipment and but usually is conducted each day or
personnel assigned to the unit and is week on a different type of the unit's
conducted at intervals prescribed by equipment. Thus, over a period of
the unit commander. time the commander personally in-

(a) One of the purposes of the inspec- spects the largest part of the unit's
tion is to make sure that equipment equipment. On these inspections the
and supplies are being used cor- commander may be accompanied by
rectly and economically, in compli- assisting personnel, and often he may
ance with organizational mainte- find it desirable to use checklists
nance principles set forth in similar to those used in formal com-
pertinent Department of the Army mand inspections. Informal command
publications. The inspections cover inspections are designed to provide
the adequacy of supply of parts and firsthand information on the day-to-
equipment, the efficiency and com- day condition of equipment and the
pleteness of preventive mainte- maintenance proficiency of personnel.
nance, the prevention of equipment Improper operating procedures and
abuse, the adequacy of personnel poorly functioning equipment can be
training and discipline, and compli- quickly discovered and corrected.
ance with prescribed maintenance Proper preventive maintenance tech-
procedures and regulations. Al- niques are emphasized.
though detailed technical examina- b. Although the commander personally con-
tions of equipment are impractical ducts and participates in command inspections,
in command inspections, the in- he may be handicapped by limited technical
spections should be thorough knowledge of equipment inspected. To meet
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this problem, the Army has prepared tabula- (1) serviceability, proper usage, and
tions of preventive maintenance (PM) indi- operational readiness of a unit's
cators and distributed them via various major equipment;
publications. These tabulations are checklists (2) the adequacy and effectiveness of
of specific technical inspection points for items organizational and/or field mainte-
of equipment; they indicate, but do not com- nance operations;
pletely establish, the preventive maintenance (3) the efficiency of repair parts supply
status of the equipment. Indicators are in- procedures directly supporting main-
tended for the use of the nonspecialist and tenance operations;
particularly for the commander. They are not

(4) the proficiency of unit maintenancea substitute for proper officer training in
maintenance; they are only a valuable mainte- personnel; and
nance aid. They should not be used merely as (5) additional maintenance and exchange
mechanical checkoff lists, but as indicators of requirements derived from deficiencies
the maintenance condition of a unit or par- disclosed during the inspection.
ticular piece of equipment. c. Letter inspection reports are prepared by

the officer in charge of the inspection team and
196. Command Maintenance Inspections are usually submitted directly to the head-

a. Annual command maintenance inspections quarters responsible for performing the in-
are conducted overseas and in the CONUS on spection; copies are furnished to the unit or
at least 50 percent of all major items of Army, activity commander. Normally, critiques are
Army Reserve, ROTC, and National Guard held before the formal report is transmitted.
materiel and related equipment employed by At this time the commanding officer of the
using units and activities and their supporting unit inspected is given opportunity to make
organizational and field maintenance shops. any comments he considers appropriate. Fol-
The inspections are conducted by maintenance lowup inspections are completed within 60 to
teams that are designated by major com- 180 days on any equipment or maintenance and
manders. The teams are composed of technical repair parts supply activities found to be un-
service personnel from the major command satisfactory.
or from corps or division levels, or installations. d. Shop operations and supporting supply
They may be augmented by personnel from activities are rated on a percentage basis,
direct support maintenance units or from sup- ranging from "Unsatisfactory" (70 percent or
porting fixed field maintenance activities of the below) to "Superior" (94 percent or above)

The narrative form of the inspection reportsorganization being inspected, or by other quali- The narrative form of the inspection reports
also allows for an adjectival maintenance rat-fied maintenance personnel. ing for each category of technical service equip-

b. Command maintenance inspections are in- ment. These ratings are prescribed in the
tended to make available to commanders, and appendixes to AR 750-8 and are based pri-
chiefs of technical services, a formal means marily on a determination as to whether the
for determining- deficiency reported is major or minor.
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PART FIVE

MAINTENANCE IN THE FUTURE
The material presented in this Part of the manual offers an imperfect forecast of

the future based on what we now think the future will be. This material is included
in the manual to stimulate thought about-and hopefully, to prepare us to cope with-
the ever increasing responsibilities of modern Army maintenance management.

CHAPTER 18
MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS IN THE NUCLEAR ERA

Section I. GENERAL

197. Scope duced to the operating forces; this will have a
major impact on maintenance operations. Cur-a. Examined here are some of the majora., Examined here aresrently, the Army is defining and implementingproblems that may confront Army maintenance

in the 1960-70 time frame and some of the logistics programs for the Mid-Range period;
the 1960-70 time frame and some of the it is also preparing the logistics plans that

changes in maintenance concepts, organization, will subsequently become the programs for theand equipment that probably will be necessary Long-Range period.
as a result of these problems. Major logistics
problems are posed by a nuclear era in which 198. The Challenge and the Need
both strategic and tactical nuclear weapons a. United States national policy is committed
will be available in quantities sufficient to wage to the development of a force sufficiently power-
war on any scale. Certain changes in logistics ful to deter aggression. In support of this
doctrine and organization currently under con- policy, the Army must have forces-in-being,
sideration are necessary to strengthen the backed up by a strong reserve, that are pre-
Army's ability to fight in both general and pared to deal with the whole broad spectrum
limited nuclear war environments. of warfare-ranging from limited conven-

b. For logistics planning purposes, Army tional or nuclear wars to all-out general nuclear
planners generally have split the 1960 decade war.
into two periods: the Mid-Range period cover- , b. The Army's ability to deter or wage any
ing 1960-64; and the Long-Range period, en- type of warfare depends not only on powerful
compassing 1965-70. In the Mid-Range period, military forces-in-being but also on a potent
the Army will depend primarily on present day and responsive logistic structure. Logistics
equipment; meanwhile, revisions will be made will be vitally important to the Army of 1965.
in maintenance technology and concepts that The nuclear era poses new operational and
will provide the Army with more effective sup- logistics problems, but the Army's basic re-
port in the Mid-Range period and also lay the quirements for timely and adequate logistic
groundwork for new equipment and mainte- support remain unchanged. Necessary changes
nance concepts for the Long-Range period. will be made in the logistics structure to pro-
During the Long-Range period new families of vide the caliber of support required for the
weapons and support systems will be intro- Army.

Section II. NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND ARMY MAINTENANCE

199. Magnitude of the Problem use, of high-yield strategic weapons. Such a
To deter aggression the Army must be pre- war would involve virtually unrestricted mili-

pared to fight a general or unlimited nuclear tary objectives. In addition, the Army must
war which would involve the use, or threatened be prepared to deter and, if necessary, wage
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limited nuclear warfare; this type of conflict, tenance and supply systems are to operate
with restricted military and political objec- effectively in CONUS under a nuclear attack.
tives, may involve employment of tactical d. Until the Nation's heavy production cen-
nuclear weapons. In sum, both operations and ters can be returned to operation and new
logistics systems must be developed that will equipment produced, the surviving depot main-
function effectively in a global nuclear war, tenance system may be called on to meet mili-
a limited conventional war, or a limited nuclear tary supply needs by extensive overhaul of
war. reparable reserve stocks and damaged assets.

Also, both depot and field shops will be bur-
200. Possible Effects of Nuclear Attacks on the dened with a heavy load of regular maintenance

Army Maintenance System in CONUS on equipment, since all units will have to oper-
a. In the event of a nuclear attack on the ate their equipment at peak performance in

United States, the maintenance component of the event of an attack.
the Army's logistics system would be faced e. The Army maintenance system in CONUS
with two basic problems. First, it would have and the commands that it supports not only
to sustain itself against an attack that would will have their assigned military missions to
,presumably include as primary and secondary carry out, but it is expected that they will have
targets the Army's depot system and major to fulfill certain civil defense requirements.
Army installations, including fixed field main-
tenance shops. Secondly, having survived the 201. Possible Effects of Nuclear Warfare on the
attack, the Army's maintenance system would Army Maintenance System Overseas
have to respond to the exacting maintenance a. Because of their high damage ratios and
requirements of the Army. the ease with which they can be employed,

b. Although the Army's troop and logistic tactical njiclear weapons of varying yields more
installations in CONUS will necessarily be likely will shape the nature of any future over-
affected by the nature and succes of the total sea combat situation. The variety and mobility
attack on CONUS, the Army is expected to of delivery systems makes tactical nuclear
have a higher survival and more rapid recovery weapons readily deployable against targets of
rate than the Nation at large because of the opportunity as well as against fixed targets.
Army's greater dispersion. Most depot and b. The weapon yields and the use of fall out
field maintenance shops are not in or near will greatly condition the ability of mainte-
prime target cities, and they offer only soli- nance units to survive attack and then carry
tary, relatively unprofitable, targets. out their missions. Maintenance groups can

c. Those maintenance facilities and units materially improve their resistance against
that do survive may find that transportation nuclear attacks by applying such basic pro-
will present one of their chief difficulties. Rail tective techniques as wearing proper clothing,
nets that converge on hub cities may be out of washing down equipment, using detection de-
action for considerable lengths of time; high- vices, and employing natural terrain cover
ways and airfields are less vulnerable and more against thermal and blast effects.
readily rehabilitated. The latter two trans- c. In a limited nuclear conflict waged over-
portation systems probably will be relied on seas, both the enemy and our own forces might
initially to fulfill maintenance transportation restrict their weapons to the combat zone, thus
requirements. Residual radiation in transpor- leaving the CONUS logistics system untouched
tation zones will have a considerable impact in and capable of supporting oversea operations.
determining which routes or methods of trans- However, in a general nuclear engagement,
portation may be most suitable. In many in- which would permit no sanctuaries for either
stances, it may be desirable to use air transport side, the maintenance system overseas may be
to avoid contaminated terrain when traveling subjected, directly or indirectly, to several
between a maintenance unit and a user or obstacles. Destruction of supply depots in
supply source. Communications systems will CONUS and ports both in the United States
also be vulnerable; rapid repair operations and and overseas may have a severe effect on the
alternate systems will be necessary if the main- movement of supplies overseas. Although the
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use of alternate secondary ports and beach rently, a division front is about 10 miles with
landings may reduce the threat to shipping a depth of 30 miles; by 1965-70 it is expected
installations themselves, it is expected that that these distances will be even greater.
there will be a considerable wartime cargo loss Additionally, many airborne units may be
in transit until the enemy submarine menace dropped into isolated areas, or ground units
can be suppressed. Finally, the use of nuclear may find themselves operating independently
weapons will create an oversea battle area in for extended periods. In sum, the problems of
which dispersal, depth, and mobility will be providing logistics support in a nuclear en-
prerequisites to combat effectiveness. vironment will vastly exceed those encountered

in World War II and the Korean War.
202. The Army Mobility Objective

Mobility has long been a fundamental precept 203. Requirements for Modernization
of warfare; it has been made all the more a. The use of nuclear weapons as a standard
urgent by the necessity to be able to disperse element of the general and limited war arsenal
as a protection against nuclear attack and to has posed a number of problems for the Army
be able to regroup rapidly when concentration maintenance system as it enters the 1960-70
is required. Optimum mobility in combat is decade. The requirement for dispersal and
by no means easy to achieve in either an maximum self-sustenance of both combat and
operational or logistics sense, and it certainly support units has necessitated not only a re-
does not simply connote an Army's ability to appraisal of operational and logistics organiza-
remain in a state of perpetual motion. The tion but also a reexamination of maintenance
relationship of logistics to mobility in combat concepts and technology. The nuclear era has
is clear. The unbroken line of supply concept also created a demand for new or improved
is nullified by nuclear conditions. This situa- weapons and support equipment.
tion will be greatly magnified in nuclear com- b. The Army maintenance system must
bat. The lines of communication, including assist R&D in designing end items, components,
supply, may be subjected to constant inter- and test equipments that are both reliable and
ruptions from nuclear damage to railroads and readily maintainable. It must insure that the
bridges, from attack by enemy forces who may necessary skilled technicians, repair parts,
have staged a breakthrough by use of nuclear tools, and test equipment are available at the
weapons, or from enemy guerrilla forces oper- right time and in the right place to carry out
ating behind the lines. Compounding the the maintenance mission. The Army mainte-
logistics support problem will be the dispersal nance system must be organized in a manner
pattern required of major forces. A division that is compatible with the total logistics
in World War II usually operated on a 5-mile organization and that will enable it to keep
front with a depth of about 30 miles. Cur- combat and support equipment in operation.

Section III. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

204. Interrelationship of Reliability and Main- quired to repair or replace the isolated com-
tainability ponent when it fails. On the other hand, some

measures taken to improve maintainability may
Reliability and maintainability cannot have an adverse effect on reliability

always be compatibly designed into an end
item or a component. The configuration of 205. Reliability
some missiles and other major end items of a. Despite the problems that it entails, more
equipment provide for placement of certain emphasis must be given to reliability in design-
vital components or parts in inaccessible, in- ing Army equipment. In nuclear combat, Army
terior locations in order to improve shock- forces will have to operate with austere
resistance and thus the reliability of the overall logistics. Support and troop units and their
weapon system. Such configurations may result equipment may be cut off from supplies and
in complicating the maintenance task by maintenance services for extended periods of
necessitating more time, tools, or skills re- time. The effectiveness of a unit may greatly
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depend on the reliability of its equipment. The a considerable advance in reliability
achievement of longer-lived end items and more standards. It is hoped that eventu-
equal component lives will demand the atten- ally a gas turbine or other simple
tion of research and development designers as engine will be developed for military
well as maintenance engineers and technicians. use, thus creating even greater im-
Maintenance agencies will be expected to de- provements in reliability and main-
velop more sophisticated and thorough methods tainability. Another problem is the
for measuring potential failures and for economic necessity for the Army to
assessing maintenance requirements and capa- use, when possible, military vehicles
bilities relative to reliability. or components that are simply adapta-

b. The growing complexity of military tions of commercial items. The proc-
equipment with a multitude of components has ess of making adaptations to military
been felt keenly in the reliability area because usage is termed environmental engi-
the overall reliability of any complex assembly neering, and efforts are being made
equals not the average but product of the reli- to educate the automotive industry
ability of its components this is illustrated by more fully in this area. The Army is
the reliability formula: attempting to provide industry with

detailed maintenance criteria that
Po~verall = P1 ' P2 ' P3 ... **n should be followed in developing com-

where P., P2, P.3 . . . are the reliabilities of the mercial-military vehicles for intro-
(n) components of an assembly or system. duction to the field in the late 1960s.
Applying this formula to even a simple missile (4) In the automotive field, extensive
consisting of 100 components, each having a failure data has been compiled to de-
99 percent reliability, the missile system would termine the probability of vehicle
have an overall reliability of only 36.5 percent. survival without depot maintenance.
Thus, about two out of three missiles would By isolating components causing an
fail-a most unsatisfactory performance overall low reliability, Army and in-
record. dustry engineers hope to be able to

c. Studies conducted recently offer an ex- eliminate critical trouble spots by sub-
ample of reliability standards and maintenance stituting modifications or new designs
criteria projected for the 1960s. that will improve reliability.

(1) During Phase I, ground vehicles (5) Extensive work is being conducted in
should have a 90 percent probability conjunction with industry on reli-
of completing the following mileages ability of missiles. The missile reli-
in a military environment: ability problem, which is shared by

(a) Wheeled, tactical vehicles. 10,000 the Air Force and Navy, is especially
miles without field maintenance and acute; this is due to not only the
20,000 miles without depot mainte- hundreds of components used in a
nance; single missile system but also to the

(b) Tracked vehicles. 2,000 miles with- multiplier effect of component failures.
out field maintenance and 4,000 Major strides have been made in
miles without depot maintenance. reliability. In both liquid and solid

(2) During Phase II, ground vehicles propellant missiles the emphasis nec-
should have a 90 percent probability essarily is on preventing in-flight
of accomplishing the following in a failure. To minimize the ground
military environment: maintenance burden, efforts are being

(a) Wheeled, tactical vehicles. 25,000 made to reduce the failure rate when
miles without field or depot main- missiles are in storage or on site.
tenance; d. Several programs are in being to attain

(b) Tracked vehicles. 5,000 miles with- corresponding improvements in reliability on
out field or depot maintenance. other Army equipment. These programs have

(3) These particular objectives represent taken varying forms:
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(1) A family of small, lightweight mili- In addition, there will be the necessity for doing
tary engines with greater end item and considerable combat zone repair at lower
component reliability is being de- echelons using relatively unskilled personnel.
veloped. A significant feature of this These two pressing elements of time and skills
new engine family is that the six place a premium on ease of maintenance for the
engines use only some 800 parts, as 1960-70 family of equipment. Ease of mainte-
opposed to the previous family of 78 nance can be achieved in a number of ways.
makes and models, which used 23,000 Modularization, standardization, accessibility,
parts. This interchangeability-of-parts and simplified testing methods and devices all
element reduces stockage and also im- can contribute to simple and expeditious re-
proves overall performance capability pairs. Of these techniques, modularization and
by decreasing downtime resulting from simplified "go, no-go" testing devices are per-
unavailability of parts. The reliability haps,,the most recent developments. Accessi-
factor as such refers only to the prob- bility and standardization, which have been
ability that an end item will perform applied as maintenance criteria for several
as prescribed, not to its ease of main- years are currently applicable doctrine.
tenance. However, an item is more b. Modularization.
reliable in a commander's eyes if it (1) Modularization is defined as a system
can be repaired easily than if it fails of interconnected functional units de-
less often but cannot be readily re- signed and constructed to facilitate
paired when it does fail. removal and replacement. Modules are

(2) In the communications- electronics not limited to any fixed size or weight
field, more rugged, reliable equipment but are ordinarily constructed so that
is being produced. Increased reli- they can be easily handled by one man.
ability of Signal equipment has been The chief advantage of modularization
achieved by application of such tech- is that replacement can be made
niques as encapsulation, printed cir- readily, resulting in less downtime and
cuits, die casting, and micromodulari- facilitating removal to higher echelons
zation. for repair. A group of modules de-

(3) In another area attempts to improve signed for easy replacement can also
the reliability of helicopter compo- be arranged so as to facilitate prompt
nents is under study. Presently, the isolation of faults by pluck-out, plug-
number of flying hours for helicopters in techniques. Modularization is em-
is very low (varying from 250 hours ployed particularly in electronics
to a high of 2,500 hours) because of equipment. Here it provides for micro-
the required overhaul frequency on elements to be united and protectively
dynamic components such as engines encapsulated, thereby improving the
and rotor blades. The objective is to equipment's ruggedness and reliability.
achieve a minimum of 1,200 hours for Various encapsulation methods used
all components; this would bring about to date have been given good protec-
considerable savings in maintenance tion against heat, water, shock, and
costs and labor as well as decreasing dust. The potentialities of modulari-
downtime. zation are also being explored in other

areas, including small arms, artillery,
206. Ease of Maintenance and automotive equipment.

a. General. In the future, ease of mainte- (2) In an effect to improve reliability and
nance will assume increasing importance as a reduce weight and cube of electronics
maintenance criterion. The nuclear battlefield equipment, the Army has intensified
with its requirements for unit mobility, disper- its microminiaturization program. The
sion, and self-sufficiency, will sharply curtail present standard "handy talky" has an
the time available for evacuation and repair. electronic parts density of about 8,000
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parts per cubic foot. The new helmet reduction of line items of repair parts
radio has been designed with an elec- can be considerable, e.g., the use of a
tronic parts density of over 50,000 throwaway watch could eliminate 375
parts per cubic foot-an improvement line items of repair parts. This reduc-
of more than 600 percent. This in- tion, in turn, cuts costs in procurement,
crease in parts density through micro- stockage, and distribution. Another
miniaturization complicates some re- important benefit of the throwaway
pair tasks, but this disadvantage is concept is that it serves to reduce the
usually nullified by using micro- technical skills required at field and
miniaturization in connection with depot levels. Replacement and throw-
modularization. By using modules, the away shortens downtime, and it also
microminiaturized units can be re- can improve reliability by reducing
placed and thrown away rather than excessive and damaging maintenance
repaired. Miniaturization also means operations.
that less space and transportation will (3) Like any other concept, throwaway
be required for parts supply. cannot be considered a cure-all for

c. Throwaway Concept. The throwaway con- Army logistics problems. It requires
cept presumes that, upon failure of the assem- an extensive end item stockage and
bly, component, module, or end item, it will be distribution system whose cost must
discarded; no repairs will be made. This con- be weighed against savings in repair
cept of disposal-at-failure is not especially parts. Throwaway, as well as simple
radical. Light bulbs and spark plugs are replacement techniques, can cause
common examples of reparables that are dis- severe logistics problems in the field.
carded because it is either inconvenient or un- The development and application of
economical to repair them. the throwaway concept depends on a

(1) There are variations to throwaway. It careful economic analysis and ap-
is not necessary to treat every part praisal of its consequences in various
of a throwaway end item as dispos- combat situations.
able. Consideration is being given to d. Improved Testing Systems. The develop-
designing a one-half horsepower en- ment of more effective testing systems is essen-
gine for which replacement will tial to Army maintenance in the future. The
be made on such accessible high- necessity for making prompt repair or replace-
mortality items as points, condensers, ment in the field, often using relatively un-
and gaskets. The total end item will be skilled personnel, places a high priority on the
discarded completely, rather than re- availability of simple, accurate, and rapid test
paired, when major overhaul is nec- equipment. Current and projected new equip-
essary. In this case, only certain ment has become so complex that visual inspec-
components would be thrown away at tion has little value in isolating faults. Much
first, but eventually the end item itself of the current test equipment is often tech-
would be discarded. In other instances, nically ineffective or too unwieldy for the job at
certain components might be repaired hand. Army and industry maintenance engi-
instead of thrown away. A throwaway neers are trying to develop improved types of
sight for 3.5 rocket launchers is in test equipment and end items designed to ac-
use and testing of the throwaway commodate these new testing systems, with
method as applied to telescopes, binoc- special consideration being given to the simpli-
ulars, and watches is now underway. fled "go, no-go" type of testing.
In the electronics field, particular (1) Acute testing problems on complex
emphasis is being given to throwaway electronics equipment confront Army
modules. engineers, consequently great stress

(2) One major advantage of the throw- has been placed on the development of
away concept lies in its economy. The automatic test equipment.
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(2) The variety of testing missions neces- tenance techniques have adopted
sitated by weapon system complexity simplified test procedures utilizing
has led to the development of many multitest instruments to analyze the
different types of test equipment, performance and/or serviceability
much of which is delicate, complicated, of complex equipment in a minimum
and hard to repair. At present, the of time to the ultimate aim of re-
Federal Stock Catalog contains over ducing the requirements for highly
10,000 end items of test equipment. skilled technicians and reduce down-
There are over 1,000 test equipments time on highly complex equipment
directly applicable to missile systems to an absolute minimum.
alone. (b) MAIDS is a form of automatic

(3) Since 1955 the Army, acting in con- sequential checkout system. By
junction with industry, has been automatically controlling the func-
attempting to standardize as well as tions of the multitest instruments
improve their test equipment. Modu- which make up this system it is
larization, interchangeability, self- possible to expand their operation
calibration, and integration techniques far beyond limitations imposed by
have been applied in an effort to manual controls. Thus a large num-
enhance the status of this oft-neglected ber of intricate test sequences can
aspect of Army maintenance. be controlled by semiskilled tech-

(4) The Army now has under development nicians. By use of transducers,
a Multipurpose Automatic Inspection operating characteristics such as
and Diagnostic System (MAIDS). force, light, heat, pressure, flow, and
This system is designed to provide the motion stimuli are compared to
accuracy in inspection capable of pin- norms programed into the digital
pointing a defective part, component computor. Any variations within
or assembly without disassembling established tolerances are printed
the item. out and then analyzed by personnel

(a) One of the major problems involved competent in the interpretation of
in the maintenance of today's highly the charted information. This works
complex equipment is the diagnos- on the same principle as the "go no-
ing of malfunctions. Modern main- go" gages.

Section IV. REVISIONS IN ORGANIZATION TO MEET THE CHALLENGE
OF THE NUCLEAR ERA

207. Organization for Maintenance Support Maintenance. The urgent requirement of
Operations in Future Combat strategic and tactical mobility will create a

situation in which combat units generally will
a. Basic Problems and Concepts. To a great be dispersed for protection against nuclear at-

degree, logistics organization is determined by tack while disengaged from the enemy in pre-
the tactical organization which, in turn, will be battle staging areas, or while moving into com-
conditioned by the nuclear environment in the bat position. When a unit moves into combat,
1960s. This environment does not change the it is likely that varying degrees of concentra-
basic mission of maintenance to furnish prompt tion will be necessary for purposes of massing
and effective support to operating forces; how- optimum firepower or controlling a key area.
ever, it greatly compounds the difficulty of This fluctuating pattern of dispersal, concentra-
carrying out this mission and necessitates a tion, and rapid movement alone will pose a
total reappraisal of the existing maintenance severe support problem for maintenance. Even
and logistics organization. when a unit is not in action its equipment will

b. Effects of Nuclear Warfare on Army not be conveniently grouped for repair. Al-
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though units may concentrate for battle, even cable only if the items were them-
emergency maintenance repairs have always selves prime movers (e.g., addi-
been difficult to execute during actual combat. tional vehicles) for which there was
Traditionally, maintenance does its major dam- an economic use, or if they were
age repair immediately after combat. In a nu- small enough to be insignificant in
clear war, new problems will be added by the the total load. The most profitable
rapid, dispersed, postbattle movement out of means of improving self-sufficiency
target areas. Heavy equipment will be aban- from a maintenance standpoint
doned, perhaps in a guerrilla infested area, and lies rather in reassessing current
the combat units once again will be dispersed. methods of establishing repair parts
There may be heavy nuclear damage to trans- loads at use levels.
portation links and wire communication chan- (b) Studies now being conducted indi-
nels. Unconventional warfare or enemy break- cate that greater self-sufficiency
through on a fluid front may cut off units and might be obtained without a loss of
isolate heavy equipment abandoned for evacua- mobility by redistributing present
tion. These hazards will seriously disrupt total loads of repair pairts to those
normal methods of providing maintenance sup- parts whose criticality and expected
port to units. Traditionally, maintenance shortage warrant higher stockage.
support units have kept in close, continuous While such a reappraisal of loads
contact with their customers and have promptly and computation methods appears
fulfilled demands for repair or replacement desirable, it is still apparent that
on-site or for evacuation to the rear. These the degree of self-sufficiency at-
practices will be difficult to execute under nu- tained in the future will not be
clear combat situations and the response to enough to obviate the need for
maintenance requirements will be subject to far maintenance support. Perhaps the
greater delay and risk than in previous maintenance supply reaction time
conflicts. can be extended somewhat, but

c. Possible Approaches. Several approaches ultimately there must be an effective
to the problem of providing maintenance sup- logistics response to user demands.
port are under consideration by various De- (2) Logistics trains might be employed
partment; of the Army agencies: using off-road vehicles equipped with

(1) The combat unit loads of duplicate end supplies, repair parts, and repair
items and/or repair parts and com- shops to service combat unit needs
ponents might be increased so that with scheduled replenishment and re-
units will be self-sustaining for longer pair visits. These trains could be
periods. This is a support method armored and accompanied by a screen
used rather extensively and success- of reconnaissance vehicles and tanks.
fully by the Navy on combat vessels Such a mobile logistics task force
where each critical item of equipment again has its parallel in the familiar
has a standby duplicated elsewhere Navy service squadrons of supply
aboard ship. ships and tankers protected by escort

(a) Self-sufficiency is one objective in carriers, cruisers, and destroyers. The
military planning, but to a large logistics train concept is receiving
extent it is countered by the more much consideration because of its in-
important goal of mobility with herent mobility. Operating on a sched-
its emphasis on supply austerity. uled, predetermined routine when
Armies of the 1960s cannot go to feasible, it could eliminate the need
battle with a cumbersome supply for much communication and the con-
train and attached auxiliary serv- sequent risk of communication break-
ices. Increases in a basic combat downs. With a protective screen in
load of end item would be practi- guerrilla infested terrain, a logistics
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train might be able to function well to be made to a general support unit or
service units and evacuate equipment. a salvage collection facility (bone-
Its chief disadvantage lies in its own yard) for removal of required usable
concentrated mass which offers a or economically reparable assemblies
prime target. and components. Evacuation will be

(3) A third system is that the mainte- especially important because in many
nance organization could be built cases a unit will have to abandon its
around general support units in the inoperable equipment owing to the
rear and direct support units with, or rapidity of its own movement or to
close behind, combat forces. The the delay in bringing up maintenance
direct support units could have sub- support.
sidiary mobile maintenance teams (a) Direct support maintenance units
capable of quick reaction to specific will ordinarily support the same
demands by combat units. tactical units throughout an opera-

d. Current Organizational and Field Mainte- tion although they may be called on
nance Doctrine for the 1960s. The structure of to assist another DSU or to assume
maintenance activities in the field prescribed another's mission if it is destroyed.
for at least the early 1960s does not differ Thus, a DSU must be at least as
radically from that employed in the late 1950s. mobile as its combat customer; it

will be completely ground mobile
(1) Organizational maintenance. First will be completely ground mobileand* secd and, when practicable, air trans-

and second echelon maintenance, in and so e lportable. The development of off-
particular, has been subjected to few
major changes. Specialists assigned road vehicles ll greatly mproveground mobility of DSU's in the
to using units will continue to perform 1960s, but the problem of air trans-prescribed second echelon mainte- port is more acute. The employment
nance and supervise the first echelon of personnel and cargo helicoptersand preventive maintenance being for maintenance and supply pur-
performed by the equipment oper- poses is being carefully considered.
ators. Replacement and minor on-site
fabrication will characterize most (b) As part of the mobility concept, it

is expected that mobile mainte-maintenance accomplished at organ-
nance teams attached to a DSU willizational levels in an effort to reduce nance teams attached to a DSU will

the maintenance skill requirements at make most repairs at the point of
~~the user units. ~breakdown or abandonment.the user units.

(2) Direct support maintenance. Direct (3) General support maintenance. Fourth
support maintenance units (DSU's) echelon maintenance will be provided
will be disposed laterally and in depth by general support maintenance units.
to provide very close effective support They will be organized to provide
to the using units. DSU's will pro- backup support to the direct support
vide primarily third echelon mainte- maintenance units and will possess
nance by on-site repairs or replace- sufficient skilled personnel, parts, and
ment, delivery of parts to using units, maintenance exchange and replace-
and technical assistance. These units ment stocks to accomplish all echelons
are expected to provide direct ex- of maintenance authorized in the
change service by delivery to the theater except fifth echelon component
using units requested serviceable and end-item overhaul. It is expected
items for unserviceable assemblies, that general support units will have
components, and end items. They will approximately a 50 percent mobility
either evacuate unserviceable equip- in organic transportation. Additional
ment or arrange for its evacuation transportation will be provided, as
from the using units. Evacuation will needed, from outside sources.
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e. The Basic Problem. The problem is to In combat theaters, it is expected that most
weigh minimum feasible reaction time of supply depots or stockage points will contain
present-type support units to fill maintenance supplies and repair parts of several technical
demands of combat units under nuclear war- services. Thus the objective in most cases will
fare conditions against minimum feasible time be to have dispersed general stocks rather than
cycle of automatic maintenance service and re- concentrated single stocks, since the latter
plenishment afforded by a logistics train-with system would be vulnerable to nuclear attack.
a control factor being the maximum self-
support capacity (measured in time) of the 208. Problem Areas
combat units themselves. The optimum mainte- The future effectiveness of maintenance willnance organization to solve this problem of
providing the most effective and efficient sup- of the personnel operating the system. Theof the personnel operating the system. Theport doubtless will be a combination of ap-port doubtless will be a combination of ap- required skilled personnel will be drawn largely

from a pool of officers and men with native
f. Depot Maintenance. Current Department technical ability. This supply is obviously

of the Army planning calls for continuing depot limited, since only a relatively small percentage
maintenance on end items and components in of the populace has a high technical aptitude.
CONUS shops. It is anticipated that the in- Any wartime increase resulting from expanded
crease in reliability, coupled with new mainte- conscription will be offset by the increased re-
nance concepts such as modularization and quirements for logistics personnel. Further-
throwaway, will lead to a corresponding de- more, the possible necessity of using forces-in-
crease in depot maintenance. It is apparent being to wage general war until mobilization
that the entire maintenance echelon structure is in full motion or waging a limited war with
will come under increasing study over the next only partial conscription places a heavy demand
few years, and some radical revisions to the on existing maintenance units. To keep pace
current five-echelon system may be made to with the dynamic evolution taking place in
meet more effectively the maintenance require- technology and warfare, the maintenance sys-
ments in a nuclear warfare environment. tem will have to become more mobile and

g. Supply Organizations for the 1960s in capable of providing support to combat units
Support of Maintenance. Theater supply organ- more readily. Maintenance planning during
ization will be compatible with the maintenance the early design phases and subsequent develop-
organization. Supply depots will insure an ment of new equipment will have to be applied
orderly flow of end items, repair parts, and with even greater intensity than heretofore.
maintenance supplies to the various mainte- The Army maintenance system cannot afford
nance echelons. Overseas and in the United to stand still if the Army is to fulfill its national
States, dispersal of stocks will be emphasized. security mission.
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Military District of Washing- 37-71 Army Industrial Funds
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10-50 Special Command Relationship ing for Finance and Account-
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lishment Management

10-430 U.S. Army Oversea Supply 70-20 Operations Research Projects
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11-8 Logistics Policies 235-5 Commercial and Industrial Type
11-45 Army Command Management Activities

System 310-3 Military Publications, DA Publi-
11-46 ACMS Cost and Performance cations-Preparation, Coordi-
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700-4 Interservice Supply Support System Unit and Organization
700-5 Organization and Operation of Equipment Status Report

Inventory Control Points 715-20 Procurement Inspection and
700-11 Reduction of Equipment Require- Quality Control

ments 715-30 Local and Regional Purchase of
700-12 Control, Supply, and Positioning Civilian Type Items

of Materiel 725-8 Preparation and Processing of
700-17 Component Items of Equipment Electrical Accounting Machine

Assemblages Punched Card Requisitions and
700-18 Repair Parts Allocation and Related Supply Documents

Allowances 725-55 Order and Shipping Time
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710-25 Unobligated Army Stock tions
710-45 Supply Control Procedure for 750-11 Maintenance Responsibilities of

Minor Secondary Items and the DOA and the DAF
Repair Parts 750-15 Maintenance Readiness and Field

710-60 Replacement Factors and Con- Maintenance Costs (RCS
sumption Rates for Army Ma- CSGLD-931) Maintenance
teriel Readiness of Representative

711-16 Installation Stock Control and Critical Equipment (RCS
Supply Procedures CSGLD-932)

711-25 Stockage of Supplies and Main- 750-22 Contract Technical Services
tenance Authorized Stockage 750-28 MAP Overhaul and Maintenance
Lists Program

711-40 Army Supply Status Reporting 750-50 Use of Controlled Cannibaliza-
System; Installation Equip- tion as a Source of Low Mor-
ment Status Report tality Repair Parts Supply
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750-312 Chemical Corps Technical As- 750-913 Calibration of Test Equipment
sistance Program for Ordnance Weapon and

750-314 Maintenance Expenditure Limi- Guided Missile System
tations, Chemical Corps Equip- 750-930 Notice of Accomplishment of
ment Ordnance Modification Work

750-370 Chemical Field Maintenance and Retrofit Order
Shops and Missions 750-970 Ordnance Field Maintenance
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HERCULES Installations 780-10 Organization and Command Re-

750-570 Engineer Field Maintenance lationship
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750-571 Uniform Procedures for Opera- 780-15-1 Missions-Quartermaster Corps
tion of Engineer Field Mainte- 780-63 Depot Operations-Program and
nance Shops, CONUS Schedules
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Signal Corps Equipment of Materiel-Program 2300

750-614 Signal Technical Assistance Pro- (RCS CSGLD-946) Depot
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Test Equipment 947)
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750-707 Transportation Corps Technical neers
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750-712 Modification of Army Aircraft 780-770 Depot Missions-Transportation
and Transportation Air Items Corps

750-713 Depot Maintenance of Army Air- 780-870 Depot Missions-Army Medical
craft Service

750-770 TC Field Maintenance Shops and 780-970 Depot Missions-Ordnance Corps
Missions 795-17 General Procedures for Furnish-

750-807 Technical Assistance in Mainte- ing Military Assistance to
nance of Medical Equipment Foreign Governments on Grant

750-870 Medical Field Maintenance Shops Aid Basis
and Missions 795-21 General Procedures for Furnish-

750-912 Ordnance Corps Technical As- ing Supplies and Services for
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795-204 General Procedures for Furnish- 1257 Financial Inventory Accounting,
ing Military Assistance to Statement of Inventory Trans-
Foreign Governments on a Re- actions
imbursable Basis 1508 Major Overhaul and Maintenance

of Materiel Program
4. Department of the Army Circulars 1508-1 Depot Overhaul Program for Se-

Cir 750-22 Performance and Allocation of lected Line Items
Maintenance Functions, Re- 1535 Depot Operations, Program Per-
build, Overhaul and Repair formance

1535-1 Depot Operations, Program and
5. Department of the Army Pamphlets Schedules

310-1 Military Publications, Index of 1546 Request for Issue or Turn-In
Administrative Publications 1794 Supply Control Study, Minor
(includes-Army Regulations, Secondary Items and Repair
Special Regulations, Circulars, Parts
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Management Bulletins, Joint (CONUS only)
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General Orders and Bulletins). Supply Management Report,
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310-3 Military Publications, Index of Supply Management Reports,
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Technical Bulletins, Supply 9-110 Guided Missile Component Eval-
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6. Department of Defense Forms

110 Vehicle and Equipment Opera- 8. Armed Services Procurement Regulation
tional Record Section II Procurement by Formal Adver-

764 Materiel Planning Study tising
787 Electronic Failure Report-Sig- Section III Procurement by Negotiation

nal Equipment Section XV Contract Cost Principles and
Procedures

7. Department of the Army Forms Section XVI Procurement Forms-Part I

468 Unsatisfactory Equipment Re- Forms for Advertised Supply
port Contracts and Part II-Forms

811 Work Request and Job Order for Negotiated Procurement
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9. Army Procurement Procedure Part 4 Type of Contracts
3-403.3 Fixed Price Contract

Section II Procurement by Formal Adver- .d F e
Providing for Redetermination

tising of Price
Section III Procurement by Negotiation Part 6 Small Purchases

Part 2 Circumstances Permitting Ne- 3-650 Order for Supplies or
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practical to Secure Competition Section 30 Supplemental Provisions 30-104c
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(MWO's). (See also Modifica- Contract field technicians -4 3
tion work orders.) Contract field technicians …....... 42a, b 33tion work orders.) I

Multiple part technical manuals 45b 33 Importance____________ 37 31
Supply manuals and bulletins __ 48a, b 35 Maintenance technicians __ -40a, b 32
Technical bulletins ____-- _______ 46 34 Manufacturers' representatives_ 41a, b 32
Technical manuals _-- _______. 45a-f 33 Technical service, responsibilities 15a, b, 16a, b 11, 12

and maintenance organization.
Qualitative Materiel Development 22a 14 (See Organization for mainte-

Objectives (QMDO's). nance, technical services, organiza-
Qualitative Materiel Requirements 22a, 23b (4) 14, 18 tion and responsibilities.)

(QMR's), establishment. Training_________________________. 162a, b 130
TOE (fig. 14)_______________ 145a-c, 148a-c, 118, 124,

Regional Maintenance Representa- 39a-e 31 151,152a, b, 125,128,
tives (RMR's). 154a, b,

Repair parts allocation and allow- 28a-d 24 159a-d, 160 130
ance. TOE field maintenance. (See 152a, b 124

Allowance factors__----______ 28d(1)-(3) 26 Field maintenance, TOE.)
Mortality rates _____________-28c(1)-(4) 25 TOE units in support of field 151, 155a 124, 125
Source maintenance and re- 28b(1)-(4) 24 armies.

coverability code.
Repair parts provisioning___________ 25-27 22 Unsatisfactory Equipment Reports 51a-i 36

Criteria - -____________________. 27a-c 24 (UER).
Initial schedule _______________- 26b, c 23 Zone of Interior armies, maintenance 17, 19 12, 13
Objectives -____________________ 25a-c 22 organization and responsibilities.
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BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY:

G. H. DECKER,
General, United States Army,

Official: Chief of Staff.
J. C. LAMBERT,

Major General, United States Army,
The Adjutant General.

Distribution:
Active Army:

Tech Stf, DA (10) Engr Co (1)
USCONARC (5) Med Co (1)
ARADCOM (5) Ord Co (1)
ARADCOM Rgn (2) QM Co (1)
OS Maj Comd (10) Sig Co (1)
Armies (5) except 7th & 8th (10) Trans Co (1)
MDW (5) Svc Colleges (10)
Corps (5) Br Svc Sch (10)
Div (5) USALMC (4000)
Cml Regt/Gp (4) Joint Sch (10)
Engr Regt/Gp (4) USMA (10)
Med Regt/Gp (4) Spec Sch (10)
Ord Regt/Gp (4) Gen Hosp (10)
QM Regt/Gp (4) USA Hosp (10)
Sig Regt/Gp (4) Gen Dep (10)
Trans Regt/Gp (4) Dep (10)
Cml Bn (3) OSA (10)
Engr Bn (3) Arsenal (5)
Med Bn (3) PG (5)
Ord Bn (3) Center (10)
QM Bn (3) Div Engr (10)
Sig Bn (3) Proc Dist (2)
Trans Bn (3) Army Med Svc Sup Activity (2)
Cml Co (1)

NG: State AG (3) Corps Arty; Div Arty; Bde (2): BG; Bn; TOE 17-22 (1).
USAR: Same as Active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit except Centers (none).
For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50.

' U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1961-610506
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